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Mission Statement

MISSION STATEMENT
Lingnan University aspires to be an internationally recognised liberal
arts university with Hong Kong characteristics. It seeks to provide its students
with an education in the liberal arts tradition from both East and West. It
takes a whole-person approach to education which enables its students to
think, judge, care and, ultimately, act responsibly in the changing
circumstances of Hong Kong, the region and the world.
It seeks to accomplish this mission by:
developing integrated programmes of study at both the undergraduate
and postgraduate levels which are relevant to Hong Kong's needs in a
changing international environment;
equipping students with language and communication skills to cope with
Hong Kong's multilingual environment;

promoting effective teaching, innovative research and intellectual
discourse;
creating a campus atmosphere conducive to strengthening interpersonal
relationships on the basis of respect, trust and care;

promoting interaction and exchange with other institutions of higher learning
throughout the world;
interacting with different sectors in the community in a mutually
beneficial way;

making the most effective use of the human, financial and technical
resources available in the pursuit of our goals; and
providing the community with as much information on governing and
administrative procedures as possible to ensure transparency of operations.

Past, Present and Future

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Lingnan University, formerly Lingnan College, is the youngest university in
the territory, yet with the longest-established tradition among the local
institutions of higher learning. The University was incorporated on 30 July
1999 following the enactment of the Lingnan University Ordinance. Its history,
however, dates back to 1888, when its forerunner, the prestigious Lingnan
University in Guangzhou (Canton) was founded.
The former Lingnan College was established in 1 967. In 1978, it was
officially registered as an approved post-secondary college under the Post
Secondary Colleges Ordinance. Following the successful institutional review
by the United Kingdom Council for National Academic Awards in 1987, the
Government invited the then University and Polytechnic Grants Committee
(UPGC) to advise on the upgrading of the College to tertiary status and in
1991, the College came under the aegis of the UPGC and began to offer
first degree programmes.
In July 1992, the College was formally incorporated under the Lingnan
College Ordinance as a degree-conferring tertiary institution fully funded by
the UPGC. With its new status and improved funding, Lingnan moved rapidly
to develop its portfolio of undergraduate and postgraduate programmes of
study.

In 1995, Lingnan moved to its present location in Tuen Mun, which
incorporates hostel accommodation for 1,500 students out of its 2,000 total
enrolment. This high proportion of residential students enables them to receive
more personalised attention from faculty and staff, and prepares them better
for subsequent career.
As a result of Institutional Review conducted by the University Grants
Committee (UGC) in January 1998, Lingnan was granted self-accrediting status
in September 1998 and university title in July 1999. Building on these
foundations, the University will strive to achieve its goal of becoming a liberal
arts university of international repute with Hong Kong characteristics,
encompassing the best of Eastern and Western cultural traditions.

At present, the University provides programmes at undergraduate level
leading to Honours Degrees in Chinese, Contemporary English Studies, Cultural
Studies, Translation, Business Administration and Social Sciences. The
University will launch History and Philosophy programmes in 2002-03. In
postgraduate studies, Master of Philosophy programmes have been offered
since the 1995-96 academic year. Starting from the 2000-01 academic year,
3
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the University has launched its Doctor of Philosophy programmes and expanded
the range of its postgraduate programmes. Seven research postgraduate
programmes at Master's and Doctoral levels are now being offered, viz.
Chinese, Cultural Studies, English, Philosophy, Translation, Business and Social
Sciences.
A core characteristic of Lingnan's undergraduate programmes is the
integration of professional knowledge with general education, which aims to
produce graduates with the human and intellectual resources that are requisite
for future leaders in a changing world. Another core characteristic of the
programmes is their international orientation, which embraces both global
and comparative perspectives.

Besides the international orientation in the study programmes, the University
seeks to promote interaction and exchange with other institutions of higher
learning throughout the world. The University has entered into agreements
for student international exchange programme with many higher educational
institutions in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States.

In accordance with the aim of a liberal arts education to help individual
students to bring their specific potentialities to bear upon their own education,
the University has implemented a credit-based system designed to provide
the richest learning opportunities possible across disciplinary boundaries. In
addition to taking compulsory and elective courses in their main discipline, as
well as required credits in English, Chinese, General Education and Information
Technology, students now have greater flexibility to accumulate credits
towards their degrees by choosing from the pool of elective courses available
across all programmes of study.
In recognition of the importance of life-long learning, the University
established the Lingnan Institute of Further Education (LIFE) in April 2001.
The Institute offers programmes and courses leading to the award of certificate,
diploma, associate degree and degree qualifications. The key aim is to help
students achieve career advancement and continue to learn. There were about
500 students studying in the Springboard Certificate Programme (2000-01).
The Foundation Diploma in Business Studies for Form 5 and Springboard
graduates will be offered in September 2001. Courses and programmes in
Marketing, Banking, Information Technology, Kindergarten teacher training
and languages would also be launched.

Past, Present and Future

The University also offers some self-financing programmes, including
the MA in English Studies, the Executive MBA, and the Associate Degree
programmes. The Associate Degree programmes being offered are Associate
of Arts, Associate of Business Studies (Financial Services or Information
Systems ) and Associate of Social Sciences. These programmes are on a
two-year full-time basis. They are designed to provide an educational experience
that prepares students for work and an enriched life as educated persons, as
well as a solid foundation for the possibility of further study.

画
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LINGNAN UNIVERSITY ORDINANCE
(Ordinance No. 54 of 1999)
An Ordinance to provide for the establishment of Lingnan University and for
matters connected therewith.

WHEREAS (1) in 1967 Lingnan College was established and registered as a school
under the Education Ordinance (Cap. 279) in order to continue and
foster the tradition and spirit of service of Lingnan University founded
in 1 888 in Canton, China;
(2) in 1978 Lingnan College was registered under the Post Secondary
Colleges Ordinance (Cap. 320);
(3) in 1 992 Lingnan College was established in that name as a body
corporate by the Lingnan College Ordinance (Cap. 422); and
(4) it is considered desirable to retitle Lingnan College as Lingnan
University:
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED by the Legislative Council -

PART I
PRELIMINARY
1.

Short title and commencement

⑴ This Ordinance may be cited as the Lingnan University Ordinance.
(2) This Ordinance shall come into operation on a day to be appointed
by the Secretary for Education and Manpower by notice in the Gazette.

2.

Interpretation

In this Ordinance, unless the context otherwise requires ''Chancellor"(校監)means the Chancellor of the University under section 4;
''Council’'(校董會)means the Council of Lingnan University established under
section 11(1);
''Court”(諮議會)means the Court of Lingnan University established under
section 7;
''eligible staff"(合資格白勺教職貢｝ means the full-time teaching and instructional
staff of the University, and includes members of the administrative
staff of the University of equivalent rank or grade as defined by statutes;
''financial year"(財政年度＞ means the period fixed by the University under
section 1 9(3) to be its financial year;
''Lingnan Education Organization Limited"(嶺南教育機構有限公司)means the
body corporate registered under the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) as
''Lingnan Education Organization Limited";
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''Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong Kong) Limited"(嶺南大學香
港同學會有限公司)means the body corporate registered under the
Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) as ''Lingnan University Alumni
Association (Hong Kong) Limited";
''President"(校長)means the President appointed under section 1 5 and any
person for the time being acting in that capacity;
''repealed Ordinance”(已廢除條例)means the Lingnan College Ordinance (Cap.
422) repealed under section 28;
''Secretary"(局長)means the Secretary for Education and Manpower;
''Senate"(教矛务會)means the Senate of the University established under
section 1 8;
''statutes"(規程)means the statutes of the University made by the Council
under section 23;
''Students' Union"(學生會)means the Lingnan University Students' Union;
''University"(大學)means Lingnan University established under section 3;
''Vice-President”(畐啦長)means the Vice-President appointed under section
15 and any person for the time being acting in that capacity.

PART II
THE UNIVERSITY

3.

Establishment of the University

(1) The body corporate known as Lingnan College under the repealed
Ordinance immediately before the commencement of this section shall, on
and after that commencement, be known as Lingnan University, which in
that name shall have perpetual succession and may sue and be sued.
(2) The objects of the University are to provide for education, studies,
training and research in arts, humanities, business, social sciences, science
and other subjects of learning.

4.

Chancellor
There is a Chancellor of the University who is the Chief Executive.

5.

Seal of the University

(1) The University shall have a common seal and the affixing of the seal
shall (a) be authorized or ratified by resolution of the Council; and
(b) be authenticated by the signatures of (i) the President or of any Vice-President; and
(ii) 1 member of the Council, authorized by the Council either
generally or specially to act for that purpose.
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(2) A document purporting to be duly executed under the common seal
of the University shall be admitted in evidence and shall, unless the contrary is
proved, be deemed to have been duly executed.

6.

Powers of the University

The University shall have power to do all such things as are necessary
for, or incidental or conducive to, or connected with, the furtherance of its
functions and may in particular, without prejudice to the generality of the
foregoing -

(a) acquire, take on lease, purchase, hold and enjoy property of any
description and sell, let or otherwise dispose of or deal with the
same in such manner and to such extent as the law would allow
if the property were held by a natural person in the same interest;
(b) provide appropriate amenities (including residential
accommodation, facilities for social activities and physical
recreation) for its students and persons in its employment;
(c) erect, provide, equip, maintain, alter, remove, demolish, replace,
enlarge, improve, keep in repair and regulate the buildings,
premises, furniture and equipment and all other property of the
University;
(d) employ or engage any staff, expert or professional adviser or
consultant on a full-time or part-time basis;
(e) set terms of remuneration and conditions of service for staff;
(f ) receive and expend funds;
(g) invest its funds in such manner and to such extent as it thinks
necessary or expedient;
(/?) borrow money in such manner and on such securities or terms
as it thinks expedient;
(/•) apply for and receive any grant in aid for its functions on such
conditions as it thinks fit;
(y ) fix and collect fees and charges for courses of study, facilities
and other services provided by it, and specify conditions for the
use of such facilities and services;
(k) reduce, waive or refund fees and charges so fixed generally or in
any particular case or class of case;
(/) receive and solicit gifts, whether on trust or otherwise, on its
behalf and act as trustees of moneys or other property vested in
it on trust;
(Z77)provide financial assistance by way of grant or loan in pursuance
of its objects;
(z?) enter into a contract, partnership or other form of joint venture
with other persons;

Lingnan University Ordinance

(o) print, produce or publish any manuscript, book, play, music,
script, programme or other materials including video and audio
materials and computer software as the University thinks
appropriate or expedient;
(p) confer degrees and academic awards including honorary degrees
and honorary awards;
(q) approve annual budget estimates of the University.

PART III
THE COURT

7.

Establishment of the Court

There is hereby established a Court to be known as the Court of Lingnan
University.

8.

Duties, etc. of the Court
The Court (a) shall be consulted by the Council on the appointment of a
President or Vice-President;
(b) may consider the annual budget estimates and make
representations to the Council;
(c) may consider the annual accounts together with any comments
that may have been made by the auditors;
(d) may consider any reports made to it by the Council; and
(e) may discuss any motion on general University policy.

9.

Membership of the Court
(1) The Court shall consist of the following members (a) 1 0 members of the Council appointed by the Chief Executive
under section 1 2(1 )(a), as ex-officio members;
(b) up to 6 members nominated by the Council and appointed by
the Chief Executive;
(c) 19 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization
Limited and appointed by the Chief Executive;
(d) 2 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in
accordance with statutes and appointed by the Council;
(e) 1 member elected by the Senate from among its members in
accordance with statutes and appointed by the Council;
⑺ the President as an ex-officio member;
(g) the Vice-President as an ex-officio member;
(h) the President of the Students' Union as an ex-officio member;
and
9
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(/) a graduate or past student of the Lingnan College referred to in
the preamble to this Ordinance or of the University, nominated
by the Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong Kong)
Limited and appointed by the Council.
(2) The Chief Executive shall appoint from the members appointed under
subsection (1 )(a)z (b) or (c)(a) 1 member as Chairman of the Court; and
(b) 1 member as Deputy Chairman of the Court.
(3) The Deputy Chairman of the Court shall act as Chairman of the Court
if the Chairman is absent from Hong Kong or is, for any other reason, unable
to act as Chairman. If for any period both the Chairman and the Deputy
Chairman are absent from Hong Kong or unable to act in their respective
offices, or if both of these offices are vacant, the members may appoint one
of the members referred to in subsection (1 )(a), (b) or (c) to act as Chairman
during that period.
(4) A member referred to in subsection (1 )(b) or (c) shall hold office for
a period of 3 years or such lesser period as the Chief Executive may determine.
(5) Subject to subsection (8), a member referred to in subsection (1)(o0,
(e) or (/ ) shall hold office for a period of 3 years or such lesser period as the
Council may determine.
(6) A member referred to in subsection (1 )(b) or (c) may at any time by
notice in writing to the Chief Executive or the Secretary resign from the
Court.
(7) A member referred to in subsection (1
(e) or (/) may at any time
by notice in writing to the Chairman of the Council resign from the Court.
(8) A member who became a member of the Court under subsection
(1 )(c/) or (e) shall cease to be a member of the Court (a) when he ceases to be a member of the body from which he is
elected; or
(b) when he ceases to meet the criteria of eligibility for election as
defined by statutes.
(9) Upon the expiry of the appointment of any member, whether by
reaching pre-set time limits or as a result of resignation or ceasing to meet
the criteria of eligibility for election as defined by statutes, the procedure for
a new appointment or re-appointment will be as if the position thus vacated
were being filled for the first time.

10. Meetings and procedures of the Court
(1) Schedule 1 shall have effect with respect to the meetings and
procedures of the Court.
(2) Subject to this Ordinance and any statutes, the Court may determine
its own procedures at its meetings.
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PART IV
THE COUNCIL

11. Establishment of the Council
(1) There is hereby established a Council to be known as the Council of
Lingnan University.
(2) The Council is the executive body of the University and may exercise
any of the powers conferred and shall perform all the duties imposed on the
University.

1 2. Membership of the Council
(1) The Council shall consist of the following members (a) 10 members appointed by the Chief Executive who are specified
in their appointments to be ex-officio members of the Court;
(b) 8 members appointed by the Chief Executive;
(c) 7 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization
Limited and appointed by the Chief Executive;
(c/) 3 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in
accordance with statutes and appointed by the Council;
(e) 2 members elected by the Senate from among its members in
accordance with statutes and appointed by the Council;
(f) the President as an ex-officio member;
(g) the Vice-President as an ex-officio member; and
(Z?) the President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member.
(2) The Chief Executive shall appoint from the members appointed under
subsection (1 )(a)(a) 1 member as Chairman of the Council;
(b) 1 member as Deputy Chairman of the Council; and
(c) 1 member as Treasurer of the Council.
(3) The Deputy Chairman of the Council shall act as Chairman of the
Council if the Chairman is absent from Hong Kong or is, for any other reason,
unable to act as Chairman.
(4) If for any period both the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman are
absent from Hong Kong or unable to act in their respective offices, or if both
of these offices are vacant, the members may appoint one of the members
appointed under subsection (1 )(a) to act as Chairman during that period.
(5) A member appointed under subsection (1)(a), (b) or (c) as well as
the Chairman, Deputy Chairman or Treasurer appointed under subsection (2)
shall hold office for a term of 3 years or such lesser period as the Chief
Executive may determine.
(6) Subject to subsection (9), a member appointed under subsection
(1 )(d) or (e) shall hold office for a term of 3 years or such lesser period as the
Council may determine.
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(7) A member appointed under subsection ⑴(a), (b) or (c) or the
Chairman, Deputy Chairman or Treasurer appointed under subsection (2)
may resign from the Council at any time by notice in writing to the Chief
Executive or the Secretary.
(8) A member appointed under subsection ⑴(oO or (e) may resign from
the Council at any time by notice in writing to the Chairman of the Council.
(9) A member who became a member of the Council under subsection
⑴(cO or (e) shall cease to be a member of the Council (a) when he ceases to be a member of the body from which he is
elected; or
(b) when he ceases to meet the criteria of eligibility for election as
defined by statutes.
(10) Upon the expiry of the appointment of any member, whether by
reaching the pre-set time limits or as a result of resignation or ceasing to
meet the criteria of eligibility for election as defined by statutes, the procedure
for a new appointment, or re-appointment, will be as if the position thus
vacated were being filled for the first time.

13. Meetings and procedures of the Council
(1) Schedule 2 shall have effect with respect to the meetings and
procedures of the Council.
(2) Subject to this Ordinance, the Council may regulate its own
procedures.

14. Committees generally
⑴ The Council may create and appoint any committee for any general
or special purposes. The committee may consist partly of persons who are
not members of the Council. The Chairman of the committee shall be
appointed by the Council from among the members of the Council.
(2) The Council may in writing, with or without restrictions or conditions
as it thinks fit, delegate any of its powers and duties to the committee.
However, the Council shall not delegate to the committee the power (a) to approve the terms and conditions of service of persons in
the employment of the University;
(Z?) to approve the annual budget estimates;
(c) to authorize the preparation of the statements required under
section 19(2); or
(cO to make statutes.
(3) Subject to any statutes, each committee may determine its own
procedure at its meetings.

12
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PART V
PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT AND OTHER EMPLOYEES

15. Appointment of President, Vice-President and other employees
(1) The Council shall, in consultation with the Court, appoint a President.
(2) The President shall be subject to the control of the Council.
(3) The President shall be the principal academic and administrative
officer of the University.
(4) The Council may, in consultation with the Court, appoint a VicePresident to assist the President.
(5) The Council may, in consultation with the Court, terminate the
appointment of the President or the Vice-President on the ground of
misconduct, incompetence, inefficiency or other good cause.
(6) The Council may appoint a person to act as President during the
absence or incapacity of the President or if that office is vacant for any
reason.
(7) The Council may appoint other persons to be the employees of the
University as the Council thinks fit.
(8) The Council may terminate the appointment of an employee on the
ground of misconduct, incompetence, inefficiency or other good cause.

16. Power of the Council to delegate to the President
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the Council may in writing, with or
without restrictions or conditions as it thinks fit, delegate to the President
any of its powers and duties.
(2) The Council shall not delegate to the President the power (a) to approve the terms and conditions of service of persons in the
employment of the University;
(b) to approve the annual budget estimates;
(c) to authorize the preparation of the statements required under
section 1 9(2);
(d) to make statutes;
(e) to appoint a President or Vice-President;
(f) to terminate the appointment of the Vice-President;
(g) of the Council under section 1 5(6).

17. Power of the President to delegate
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the President may in writing, with or
without restrictions or conditions as he thinks fit, delegate, to such person
or committee of persons as he thinks fit, his powers and duties, including
subdelegating any power or duty of the Council delegated to him under
section 1 6.
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(2) The President's power to subdelegate any power or duty of the
Council delegated to him shall be subject to any restriction or condition on
subdelegation imposed by the Council under section 16.

PART VI
THE SENATE
1 8. Senate
(1) There shall be a Senate which is the supreme academic body of the
University.
(2) The Senate shall (a) review and develop academic programmes;
(b) direct and regulate the teaching and research at the University;
(c) regulate the admission of persons to approved courses of study
and their attendance at such courses;
(c/) regulate the examinations leading to the degrees and other
academic awards of the University; and
(e) determine the eligibility of persons to receive degrees, diplomas,
certificates and other academic awards other than honorary
degrees or honorary awards.
(3) The membership and procedures of the Senate shall be in accordance
with statutes.

PART VII
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND REPORTS
19. Accounts
(1) The University shall maintain proper accounts and records of all its
income and expenditure.
(2) After the end of each financial year, the University shall prepare
statements of its income and expenditure during the previous financial year
and of its assets and liabilities on the last day of the previous financial year.
(3) The University may, from time to time, fix a period to be its financial
year.

20. Auditors
(1) The University shall appoint auditors, who are entitled at any time
to have access to all books of account, vouchers and other financial records
of the University and to require such information and explanations as the
auditors reasonably consider necessary.
(2) The auditors shall audit the statements prepared under section 1 9(2),
and shall report thereon to the University.
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21. Statements and reports to be submitted to the Chancellor
The University shall, not later than 6 months after the end of each
financial year, or before such later date as the Chancellor may allow in any
particular year, submit to the Chancellor a report on its activities, copies of
the statements prepared under section 1 9(2) and a copy of the report made
under section 20(2).

PART VIII
GENERAL

22. Unauthorized use of title of the University
(1) No person shall incorporate or form, or be a director, officer, member
or organizer of, or work in connection with, any body of persons which (a) falsely purports or holds itself out to be (i) the University or any branch or part thereof; or
(ii) in any way connected or associated with the University; or
(b) with intent to deceive or mislead, uses the title ''Lingnan University"
or u嶺南大學"or a title in any language which so closely resembles
that title so as to be capable of deceiving or misleading any person
into believing that the body of persons is (i) the University or any branch or part thereof; or
(ii) in any way connected or associated with the University.
(2) A person who contravenes subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence
and is liable on conviction to a fine at level 6.

23. Power of the Council to make statutes
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Ordinance, the Council may make
statutes for the better carrying out of the provisions of this Ordinance and,
in particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, may
make statutes providing for (a) the regulation of the proceedings of the Court, the Senate and
of any committee appointed under section 14;
(b) the membership and quorum of the Senate and of any committee
appointed under section 14;
(c) the powers and duties of the Senate and the powers and duties
of any committee appointed under section 14;
(d) the discipline of persons in the employment of the University;
(e) the regulation of the conduct and discipline of students of the
University;
(f) the conferring of degrees and other academic awards, including
honorary degrees and honorary awards; and
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(g) the holding and conduct of elections for the purpose of electing
candidates for appointment to the Court under section 9(1)((7)
or (e) and to the Council under section 1 2(1 )(d) or (e).
(2) Any statute made under this section is not subsidiary legislation.

24. Amendment of Schedules
The Secretary may by order in the Gazette amend Schedule 1 or 2.

25. Vesting
(1) Subject to section 3, the body corporate known as Lingnan College
under the repealed Ordinance immediately before the commencement of
that section continues in existence on and after that commencement as the
University and, accordingly, all property, movable or immovable, rights and
privileges vested in Lingnan College prior to that commencement shall continue
to be vested in the University on the terms and conditions, if any, on which
the same were vested on that date, and likewise, the University shall continue
to be subject to the obligations and liabilities to which the Lingnan College
was subject to immediately prior to that commencement.
(2) Subject to subsection (1), the appointment of any employee of
Lingnan College made before the commencement of section 3 shall be deemed
to have been made by the University, and for all purposes the service of
such employee shall be regarded as continuous from the date on which he
was appointed by Lingnan College.

26. Transitional
(1) Where section 11 has not been commenced, the Council of the
Lingnan College as established under the repealed Ordinance may, without
prejudice to the operation of section 32 of the Interpretation and General
Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1), exercise any of the powers conferred or perform
all the duties imposed on the Council by this Ordinance (including any power
of the Council to appoint any member of the Council).
(2) The Board of Governors as established under the repealed Ordinance
shall be deemed to be the Court pending the establishment of the Court
under section 7.
(3) The Academic Board as established under the repealed Ordinance
shall be deemed to be the Senate pending the establishment of the Senate
under section 1 8.
(4) The President of Lingnan College appointed under the repealed
Ordinance shall be deemed to be the President pending the appointment of
the President under section 15.
(5) All rules made under the repealed Ordinance and in force immediately
before the commencement of section 3 shall, with all necessary modifications,
be deemed to be statutes made under section 23 and are liable to be amended
or repealed accordingly.
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27. Saving
Nothing in this Ordinance shall affect or be deemed to affect the rights
of the Central Authorities or the Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region under the Basic Law and other laws, or the rights of
any body politic or corporate or of any other persons except such as are
mentioned in this Ordinance and those claiming by, from or under them.

Repeal and Consequential Amendments
Lingnan College Ordinance

28. Repeal
The Lingnan College Ordinance (Cap. 422) is repealed.

Prevention of Bribery Ordinance

29. Public bodies
The Schedule to the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance (Cap. 201) is
amended by repealing item 62 and substituting ''62. Lingnan University.”.

Hong Kong Examinations Authority Ordinance

30. Members of the Authority
Schedule 2 to the Hong Kong Examinations Authority Ordinance (Cap. 261)
is amended, in paragraph (a)(iv), by repealing ''Lingnan College" and substituting
''Lingnan University".

Education Ordinance

31. Application
Section 2(/) of the Education Ordinance (Cap. 279) is repealed and the
following substituted ''(/) Lingnan University established by the Lingnan University Ordinance
(54 of 1999); or".

Road Traffic Ordinance

32. Interpretation
Section 2 of the Road Traffic Ordinance (Cap. 374) is amended, in the
definition of ''educational institution", by repealing paragraph (k) and substituting、'(Aj Lingnan University established by the Lingnan University Ordinance
(54 of 1999);〃.
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Sex Discrimination Ordinance
33. Educational establishments and their responsible bodies
Schedule 1 to the Sex Discrimination Ordinance (Cap. 480) is amended by
repealing item 12 and substituting 12,

Lingnan University
established by the Lingnan
University Ordinance (54 of
1999)

The Court, the Council or the Senate,
within the meaning of section 2 of the
Lingnan University Ordinance (54 of
1999), according to which of them has
the function concerned".

Non-local Higher and Professional Education
(Regulation) Ordinance

34. Local institutions of higher education
Schedule 1 to the Non-local Higher and Professional Education (Regulation)
Ordinance (Cap. 493) is amended by repealing item 2 and substituting 2.

Lingnan University
established by the Lingnan
University Ordinance (54 of
1999).

The President within the meaning of
section 2 of the Lingnan University
Ordinance (54 of 1999).".

Family Status Discrimination Ordinance

35. Educational establishments and their responsible bodies
Schedule 1 to the Family Status Discrimination Ordinance (Cap. 527) is
amended by repealing item 1 2 and substituting 12.

Lingnan University
established by the Lingnan
University Ordinance (54 of
1999)

The Council, the Court or the Senate,
within the meaning of section 2 of the
Lingnan University Ordinance (54 of
1999), according to which of them has
the function concerned”.

Copyright Ordinance
36. Educational establishments
Schedule 1 to the Copyright Ordinance (Cap. 528) is amended by repealing
item 4 and substituting ''4. Lingnan University established by the Lingnan University Ordinance (54
of 1999).".
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Legislative Council Ordinance

37. Constitution of Election Committee
Schedule 2 to the Legislative Council Ordinance (Cap. 542) is amended,
in Part 1, in Table 5, by repealing item 5(2)(幻 and substituting ''(k) the Council of Lingnan University;".

Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation Ordinance
38. Institutions
Schedule 1 to the Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation Ordinance
(Cap. 11 50) is amended, in Part 1, by repealing item 4.

Legislative Council (Amendment)
Ordinance 1 999
39. Sections added
Section 13 of the Legislative Council (Amendment) Ordinance 1999 (48 of
1999) is amended by repealing the new section 20E(Z?)(xi) and substituting ''(xi) Council of Lingnan University;”.

SCHEDULE 1

[ss. 10 & 24]

MEETINGS AND PROCEDURES OF THE COURT
1.
Meetings of the Court shall be held at such times and places as the
Chairman may appoint.
2.
The Chairman shall, at the request of not less than 10 members,
convene within 21 days after receiving the request an extraordinary meeting for
the purpose of discussing such matters as are specified by the requesting
members.
3.
One half of the members for the time being holding office shall form a
quorum at a meeting of the Court.
4.
If a member has a personal interest, whether directly or indirectly, in
any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Court and is present at the
meeting, he shall as soon as possible after the commencement of the meeting
state the fact and the nature of the interest and shall, if required by a majority
of the members present, withdraw from the meeting while the matter is being
considered and in any case shall not vote thereon.
5.
In paragraph 4, ''interest"(利害關係｝ includes a pecuniary interest.
6.
A meeting of the Court may be adjourned by the Chairman or the
person presiding or, where a majority of the members present so resolves, by
the members.
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7.
Subject to this Ordinance and any statutes, the Court may determine
its own procedure and may exclude from any of its meetings or any part thereof
the President, the Vice-President or the President of the Students' Union or any
member appointed under section 9(1 )(o0 or (e) of the Ordinance when, in the
opinion of the Chairman or the person presiding, such exclusion is in the best
interests of the University.
8.
Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 7, the President for
the time being of the Students' Union is not entitled to participate in considering
the appointment, promotion or personal affairs of individual officers, teachers
and other staff members or the admission or academic assessment of individual
students.
9.
The Court may transact any of its business by circulation of papers,
and unless 5 members in writing request the Chairman to refer any particular
item of the business being transacted to the next meeting of the Court a
resolution in writing which is approved in writing by a majority of the members
shall be valid and effectual as if it had been passed at a meeting of the Court.
SCHEDULE 2

[ss. 13 & 24]

MEETINGS AND PROCEDURES OF THE COUNCIL
1.
Meetings of the Council shall be held at such times and places as the
Chairman may appoint.
2.
The Chairman shall, at the request of not less than 7 members, convene
within 21 days after receiving the request an extraordinary meeting for the
purpose of discussing such matters as specified by the requesting members.
3.
One half of the members for the time being holding office shall form a
quorum at a meeting of the Council.
4.
A meeting of the Council may be adjourned by the Chairman or the
person presiding or, where a majority of the members present so resolves, by
the members.
5.
If a member has any pecuniary or other personal interest, whether
directly or indirectly, in any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Council
and is present at such meeting, he shall as soon as possible after the
commencement of the meeting state the fact and the nature of the interest and
shall, if required by a majority of the members present, withdraw from the
meeting while the matter is being considered and in any case shall not vote
thereon.
6.
The Council may determine its own procedure and may exclude from
any of its meetings or any part thereof the President, the Vice-President, the
President of the Students' Union or any member appointed under section 12(1)
(d) or (e) of the Ordinance when, in the opinion of the Chairman or the person
presiding, such exclusion is in the best interests of the University.
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7.
Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 6, the President for
the time being of the Students' Union is not entitled to participate in considering
the appointment, promotion or personal affairs of individual officers, teachers
and other staff members or the admission or academic assessment of individual
students.
8.
The Council may transact any of its business by circulation of papers,
and unless 5 members in writing request the Chairman to refer any particular
item of the business being transacted to the next meeting of the Council a
resolution in writing which is approved in writing by a majority of the members
shall be valid and effectual as if it had been passed at a meeting of the Council.
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Principal Officers of the University

PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
Chancellor
校監
The Hon TUNG Chee Hwa 董建華先生
BSc, HonLLD (Liverpool)

Chairman of the Council
校董會主席
Dr The Honourable LEUNG Chun-ying, GBS; JP 梁振英博士太平紳士
BSc (Bristol); HonDBA; FHKIS; FRICS

Deputy Chairman of the Council
校董會副主席
Mr PANG Yuk-wing, Joseph, JP 彭玉榮太平紳士
BSoSc, MBA (CUHK); AC旧；FHKIB

Treasurer of the Council
校董會司庫
Mr CHEUNG Kin-piu, Valiant 張建標先生
FCA; FHKSA

Chairman of the Court
口口 口我日工/rri

Dr CHIU Hin-kwong, OBE; JP招顯洸醫生太平紳士
MBBS (HKU); HonLLD; FHKCFP; HonFHKCFP; FHKAM (Family Medicine)

Deputy Chairman of the Court
諮議會副主席
(vacant)

President
校長
Prof CHEN Kwan-yiu, Edward, CBE; JP 陳坤耀教授
BA, MSocSc (HKU); DPhil (Oxon)

Vice-President
副校長
Prof NYAW Mee-kau饒美蛟教授
BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Vanderbilt); MBA (British Columbia); PhD (Simon
Fraser)
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Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean (Business Studies)
協理副校長及學術事務長(商學課程)
Prof CHAN Tsang-sing 陳增聲教授
巳巳A, MBA (Wisconsin); DBA (Indiana); FIMgt

Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean (Humanities &
Social Sciences}
協理副校長及學術事務長(人文及社會科學)
Prof STARR Joseph Barton 史百川教授
AB (Samford); MA, PhD (Florida State)
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GOVERNING BODIES
The Council of Lingnan University 嶺南大學校董會
The Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Treasurer are appointed from the
members appointed under Section 12(2)(a), (2)(b) and (2)(c) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:

Chairman:
Dr The Honourable LEUNG Chun-ying,
GBS; HonDBA; JP

梁振英博士太平紳士

Deputy Chairman:
Mr PANG Yuk-wing, Joseph, JP

彭玉榮太平紳士

T reasurer:
Mr CHEUNG Kin-piu, Valiant

張建標先生

Members:
(A)

10 members appointed by the Chief Executive who are specified in their
appointments to be ex-officio members of the Court under Section 12(1)
(a) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:

The Honourable CHAN Bernard Charnwut
Mr CHEUNG Kin-piu, Valiant
Dr The Honourable LEUNG Chun-ying,
GBS; HonDBA; JP
Prof LIU Pak-wai, SBS
The Honourable NG Leung-sing, JP
Mr PANG Yiu-kai, JP
Mr PANG Yuk-wing, Joseph, JP
Mr POON Pak-wai, Bill
Prof WONG Hoi-kwok, BBS; JP
Ms WONG Ying-kay, Ada, JP
(B)

廖柏偉教授
吳亮星議員太平紳士
彭耀佳太平紳士
彭玉榮太平紳士
潘伯緯先生
王海國教授太平紳士
黃英琦太平紳士

8 members appointed by the Chief Executive under Section 12(1)(b} of
the Lingnan University Ordinance:
Ms HUNG Siu-lin, Katherine
Mr KAM Pok-man
Mr KWOK Kwok-chuen, BBS
Mr LAU Wing-kwong, Dennis, JP
Mr LEUNG Kwong-ho, Edmund, JP
Dr SUN Tai-lun, Dennis, BBS; PhD
Mr WONG Kai-man
Ms WU Anna, SBS; JP
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陳智思議員
張建標先生
梁振英博士太平紳士

洪小蓮女士
甘博文先生
郭國全先生
劉榮廣太平紳士
梁廣灝太平紳士
孫大倫博士
黃啟民先生
胡紅玉太平紳士

Council

(C)

7 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization Limited
and appointed by the Chief Executive under Section 12( 1 )(c) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:

Dr CHAN Pun, David, HonLLD
Mrs LEE Gen-hwa, Gennie
Dr TONG Tin-sun, HonLLD; JP
Dr WAI Kee-kau, HonLLD
Mr WONG Chi-kwong, Patrick
Mr WONG Pak-heung, Peter
Mr YUNG Kar-chark

(D)

3 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 12(1 )(d) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:

Dr LAW Wing-kin, Kenneth
Dr LI Pang-kwong
Mr NG Kwai-wah

(E)

陳坤耀教授

The Vice-President as an ex-officio member under Section 12( 1 )(g) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:
Prof NYAW Mee-kau

(H)

梁秉鈞教授
岑振猷先生

The President as an ex-officio member under Section 12( 1 )(f) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:
Prof CHEN Kwan-yiu, Edward, CBE; JP

(G)

羅榮健博士
李彭廣博士
吳桂華先生

2 members elected by the Senate from among its members in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 12( 1 )(e) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:
Prof LEUNG Ping-kwan
Mr SHUM Chun-yau, Clement

(F)

陳斌博士
李林建華女士
唐天燊博士太平紳士
韋基球博士
黃志光先生
黃伯鏗先生
翁家灼先生

饒美蛟教授

The President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member under
Section 12( 1 )(h) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
(vacant)

Secretary to the Council:
Mr LI Kam-kee
(Director of Administration)

李錦棋先生

Council Committees

Council Committees
1. Appeals Committee
Terms of reference:
To consider and make decisions on appeals from any member of staff of
Groups 1 and 2 (whether academic or non-academic) employed on a fixed
term or continuous basis (but not substantiated), whose contract is not
renewed or whose continuous employment is terminated on the grounds
relating to performance of his or her duties. In the event of an issue of
non-fulfilment of certain conditions in the contract being involved, e.g.
completion of doctoral studies and publication of articles in refereed journals,
etc., the Committee may take into consideration in its deliberation and
determination of the appeal the reasonableness and fairness of the
conditions in question and their applicability, where appropriate, having
regard to all the relevant circumstances.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

In attendance

Secretary

One member of the Council who is not member of the
Staffing Committee
One member of the Council who is not member of the
Staffing Committee
Not more than two co-opted members if deemed
necessary by the Chairman
Chairman of Academic Staff Review Committee/Nonacademic Staff Review Committee (for Groups 1 and
2 Staff)/Chair Professor Staff Review Committee (as
the case may be)
Secretary to the Council

2. Campus Development and Management Committee
Terms of reference:
a)

To advise and make recommendations to the Council on all matters
relating to the overall planning and development of the University
campus, especially with regard to the following:
(i)
the purchase, lease, erection, alteration and maintenance of
buildings and the acquisition of land;
(ii) the appointment of architects and other professional consultants
for the execution of capital projects for the development of the
University campus;
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b)
c)

d)

e)
f)

g)

(iii) the examination and approval of sketch plans and estimates;
(iv) the establishment of operational guidelines, standards, and
procedures in connection with the University campus;
(v) the addition to existing accommodation, buildings and other
facilities as may be required to meet the developing needs of the
University; and
(vi) the lists of main tenderers.
To monitor the progress of the master development plan and
recommend any modifications if necessary.
To prepare a detailed brief in conformity with the standards stipulated
by the University Grants Committee (UGC) and the University for
each project which the UGC has approved in principle and to despatch
such document(s) to the consultants concerned.
To perform any other duties as delegated by the Council in connection
with campus planning and development and the management of the
related estates.
To formulate policies and monitor the management and maintenance
of the estates of the University campus.
To form sub-committees or working groups when necessary to handle
functions prescribed in a) to d).
To co-opt any members as required and not necessarily from within
the Council.

Membership:
Chairman and Vice-Chairman and five to seven other members to be
appointed by the Council. The Committee will have the power to co-opt
up to two additional members subject to ratification by the Council.

Secretary

: Comptroller/Assistant Building Development Officer

3. Christian Activities Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To advise the Council on policies of preserving the Christian tradition
of Lingnan University.
b) To raise funds for the promotion of Christian faith and related activities.

Membership:
Chairman
: Dr HUNG Hin-shiu
Vice-Chairman : Mrs CHAN LAM Lai-bing, Alison

孔憲紹博士
陳林麗冰女士
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Members

Co-opted
Members

Secretary

Dr LAM Chik-suen
Mrs LEE Gen-hwa, Gennie
Dr LUK CHIU Kwan-hung, Angela
Mr NG Kwai-wah
Dr WONG Bing-lai
Dr WONG Kin-hang, Philip, JP
Dr CHIU Hin-kwong, JP
Dr KWOK Man-cho
Dr WAI Kee-kau
Secretary to the Council

林植宣博士
李林建華女士
陸趙鈞鴻博士
吳桂華先生
黃炳禮博士
黃乾亨博士太平紳士
招顯洸醫生太平紳士
郭文藻博士
韋基球博士

Ethics and Discipline Committee
Terms of reference:
To deal with staff discipline and other problems such as plagiarism and
sexual harassment on campus, and to formulate policies and guidelines
thereof.

Membership:
Convener
Members
Secretary

: Member of the Council
: Up to four members to be appointed by the Council
: Secretary to the Council

Finance Committee
Terms of reference:
a)

To advise and make recommendations to the Council on all matters
within the jurisdiction of the Council which have important financial
implications, with special attention to the following:
(i)
the regulations and management of the finances of the University,
the raising and investment of funds and the facilities for borrowing
moneys for any purpose;
(ii) the preparation, amendment and final submission of an annual
estimate of recurrent expenditures for Council's approval and
the monitoring of spending against approved budget;
(iii) the submission to the Council financial statements including
statements of income and expenditure, and balance sheet for
the past financial year;
(iv) the allocation of financial resources amongst the academic and
administrative and other conceivable areas of activities of the
University, and the monitoring of the usage of such funds where
appropriate; and

Council Committees

the setting of the levels of fees charged to the students
attending academic programmes and courses offered by the
University.
To organise and manage any superannuation and provident fund
schemes as agreed upon by the Council.
To form sub-committees and working groups when necessary to
handle functions prescribed in a).

(v)

b)

c)

Membership:
Chairman
Members

Secretary

6.

: Treasurer of the Council
: One Vice-Chairman and five to seven other members
to be appointed by the Council. The Committee will
have the power to co-opt up to two additional
members subject to ratification by the Council
: Comptroller

Fundraising Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To advise and recommend to the Council on the necessity, target and
strategy for fundraising.
b) To identify and approach likely sources of funds, with individuals and
institutions.
c) To launch activities of fundraising using the University's name.
d) To deliberate any matter on fundraising prescribed to it by the Council.
e) To recommend to the Council the naming of a building or facility on
the University campus after a donor.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

Secretary

:Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, JP
:The Honourable CHAN
Bernard Charnwut
Prof CHEN Kwan-yiu, Edward, JP
Ms HUNG Siu-lin, Katherine
Mr LAM Kwok, Timothy
Mr LAW Lam-wai, Barry
The Honourable NG Leung-sing, JP
Dr WAI Kee-kau
:Secretary to the Council

伍步剛博士太平紳士
陳智思議員
陳坤耀教授
洪小蓮女士
林珏先生
羅林渭先生
吳亮星議員太平紳士
韋基球博士

Council Committees

7b

Honorary Degrees Committee
Terms of reference:
To select candidates for recommendation to the Council for the conferment
of honorary degrees.

Membership-.
Chairman
Members

Secretary

8.

: Chairman of the Council
: Deputy Chairman of the Council
Treasurer
President
Chairmen of the standing committees of the Council,
where such are not already members mentioned above
The Committee will have the power to co-opt two to
three additional members subject to ratification by
the Council
: Secretary to the Council

Internal Audit Committee
Terms of reference:

b]/
e]
/

To formulate an audit plan to measure and evaluate the adequacy
and effectiveness of the various units in the University in discharging
their responsibilities, and to review established systems to ensure
compliance with policies, procedures, regulations, ordinances and
other relevant laws.
To recommend to the Council the appointment of external auditors.
To direct and supervise the work of the internal auditor.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

:President
:Mr CHEUNG Kin-piu, Valiant
Mr KAM Pok-man
Mr KWOK Kwok-chuen
Mr PANG Yuk-wing, Joseph, JP

張建標先生
甘博文先生
郭國全先生
彭玉榮太平紳士

(Note: Members of the Internal Audit Committee should come from
Council members.)
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9. Management Committee for the Fong Sum Wood Chang Han Tsiu Education Fund
Terms of reference:
To make recommendations to the Council on:
(i)
policies and procedures to manage the shares of stocks; and
(ii) policies and procedures for the use of cash dividends attributable to
the shares to make grants to designated secondary schools in Hong
Kong and to support the development of the University.

Membership:
Chairman
Ex officio Members
Members

Secretary

President
Ms CHANG Han Tsiu or her representative
Mrs KWOK CHAN Yuk-yee
: One member from among the Council members
One member nominated by the Senate
: The Comptroller or his/her representative

:
:

10. Staffing Committee
Terms of reference:
a)

b)

To advise and make recommendations to the Council on the following
personnel matters:
(i)
staffing and establishments;
(ii) conditions of service of all staff and the interpretations of such
conditions;
(iii) matters relating to staff salary scales;
(iv) recruitment, appointment, re-appointment, substantiation, bar
crossing and promotion criteria and procedures; and
(v) staff development policy.
To endorse for Council's approval recommendations from the requisite
committees for the appointment, re-appointment and substantiation
of staff at Chair Professorial level or equivalent, including Administrative
Heads remunerated within the Chair Professorial Range.
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c)

d)

e)
f)

To approve recommendations from the requisite committees and to
report thereon to the Council on the appointment, re-appointment,
substantiation, bar crossing, and promotion of staff at Professor/
Associate Professor (Scale A) levels or equivalent.
To receive reports from the President on decisions relating to the
appointment, re-appointment, substantiation, bar crossing, promotion
of staff at Lecturer/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor (Scale B)
levels or equivalent and below.
To deal with any personnel matters prescribed by the Council.
To form sub-committees or working group when necessary to consider
personnel matters as specified in a) or as prescribed by the Council.

Membership:
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman and five to seven other members to be
appointed by the Council. The Committee will have power to co-opt up
to two additional members subject to ratification by the Council.

Secretary
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: Secretary to the Council
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The Court of Lingnan University 嶺南大學諮議會
The Chairman and Deputy Chairman are appointed under Section 9(2)(a)
and (2)(b) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:

Chairman:
Dr CHIU Hin-kwong, OBE; HonLLD; JP

招顯洸醫生太平紳士

Deputy Chairman:
(vacant)

Members:
(A)

10 members of the Council appointed by the Chief Executive under Section
12(1)(a), as ex-officio members under Section 9(1 )(a) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:

The Honourable CHAN Bernard Charnwut
Mr CHEUNG Kin-piu, Valiant
Dr The Honourable LEUNG Chun-ying,
GBS; HonDBA; JP
Prof LIU Pak-wai, SBS
The Honourable NG Leung-sing, JP
Mr PANG Yiu-kai, JP
Mr PANG Yuk-wing, Joseph, JP
Mr POON Pak-wai, Bill
Prof WONG Hoi-kwok, BBS; JP
Ms WONG Ying-kay, Ada, JP

(B)

廖柏偉教授
吳亮星議員太平紳士
彭耀佳太平紳士
彭玉榮太平紳士
潘伯緯先生
王海國教授太平紳士
黃英埼太平紳士

Up to 6 members nominated by the Council and appointed by the Chief
Executive under Section 9(1 )(b) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
Mr HO Sun-kuen, JP
Mr LAM Kwok, Timothy
Dr LEE Shiu, PhD
Prof WONG John
Dr WONG Kin-hang, Philip, GBS; LLD; DH; JP
(1 seat vacant)

(C)

陳智思議員
張建標先生
梁振英博士太平紳士

何新權太平紳士
林枉先生
李韶博士
黃健靈教授
黃乾亨博士太平紳士

19 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization Limited
and appointed by the Chief Executive under Section 9⑴(c) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:

Dr CHAN Pun, David, HonLLD
Mrs CHAN LAM Lai-bing, Alison
Dr CHAU Cham-son, OBE; HonLLD; JP

陳斌博士
陳林麗冰女士
周湛燊博士太平紳士
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Dr CHIU Hin-kwong, OBE; HonLLD; JP
Dr CHIU Tin-yan, Andy
Mr CHOY Cho-kwong, Christy
Dr HUNG Hin-shiu, HonLLD
Mr KWAN Chi-sun
Mr LEE Hak-kan
Mr LO Richard
Dr LUK CHIU Kwan-hung, Angela, HonHD
Dr TONG Tin-sun, HonLLD; JP
Dr WAI Kee-kau, HonLLD
Dr WONG Bing-lai, HonHD
Mr WONG Pak-heung, Peter
Dr WU James Tak, SBS; HonHD
Dr WU Po-ko, Michael, HonLLD
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, HonDSocSc; JP
Mr YUNG Kar-chark

(D)

2 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 9( 1 )(d) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:

Dr LAU Chi-pang
Ms NG Kit-yee, Klare

(E)

饒美蛟教授

The President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member under
Section 9(1 )(h) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:

(vacant)
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陳坤耀教授

The Vice-President as an ex-officio member under Section 9(1)(g) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:
Prof NYAW Mee-kau

(H)

盧明德教授

The President as an ex-officio member under Section 9( 1 )(f) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:

Prof CHEN Kwan-yiu, Edward, CBE; JP
(G)

劉智鵬博士
吳潔儀女士

1 member elected by the Senate from among its members in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 9(1)(e) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:

Prof LU Ming-te

(F)

招顯洸醫生太平紳士
招天欣醫生
蔡祖光先生
孔憲紹博士
關志信先生
李克勤先生
老元迪先生
陸趙鈞鴻博士
唐天燊博士太平紳士
韋基球博士
黃炳禮博士
黃伯鏗先生
伍沾德博士
伍步高博士
伍步剛博士太平紳士
翁家灼先生

Court

(I)

A graduate or past student of the Lingnan College referred to in the
preamble to this Ordinance or of the University, nominated by the Lingnan
University Alumni Association (Hong Kong) Limited and appointed by the
Council under Section 9(1 )(i) of the University Ordinance:

Mr CHIU Chi-wing, Collins

趙志榮先生

Secretary to the Court:
Mr LI Kam-kee
(Director of Administration)

李錦祺先生

Senate

Senate
Chairman:
President

Deputy Chairman:
Vice-President

Ex officio Members:
Associate Vice-Presidents
Academic Deans
Chair Professors
Heads of Academic Departments
Director of Language Institute
Director of General Education
Dean of Students
Librarian
Director of Information Technology Services Centre
Director of Teaching and Learning
Programme Directors
Director of Lingnan Institute of Further Education
Registrar (Secretary)
President of the Students' Union

Academic Staff Representatives:
Two members of the full-time academic staff elected by and from among
their number in each of the following constituencies:
(i)
BA (Hons) Programmes and Language Institute
(ii) 巳BA (Hons) Programme
(iii) BSocSc (Hons) Programme

Student Members:
One student elected by and from among their number in each of the
following constituencies:
(i)
BA (Hons) Programmes
(ii) BBA (Hons) Programme
(iii) BSocSc (Hons) Programme

Co-opted Members:
Up to two members recommended by the Chairman and appointed by the
Senate
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Powers and Duties:
The Senate shall be the supreme academic body of the University and
shall have the following powers and duties:
1.
To promote and provide guidance for the development of academic
courses and programmes of study which are in line with the
objectives and educational philosophy of the University, and to
keep the quality of such courses and programmes under constant
review.
2. To advise the Council on any matter which is relevant to the
educational work of the University, and in particular with respect
to the establishment of any proposed new programme of study or
academic award.
3. To direct, plan, co-ordinate, develop, oversee, regulate and promote
all teaching, programmes of study, research and other academic
work in the University, and to formulate policies accordingly.
4. To make recommendations to the Council or the President, as
appropriate, on the criteria and methodologies for the allocation of
resources, and on the development and operation of facilities,
required to support the academic work of the University.
5.
To make regulations from time to time in respect of the following
matters:
(a) the assessment of proposals for developing new programmes
and/or new courses;
(b) the conduct of examinations and other forms of assessment
of students;
(c) the admission, progression, registration and residence of
students;
(d) the conditions for the academic awards of the University;
(e) the use of University libraries, laboratories, workshops and
other educational facilities; and
(f) the award of student scholarships, bursaries and other prizes
based on academic performance of the students.
6. To recommend to the Council the establishment of awards of
distinction and honours.
7.
To approve the appointment of external examiners and external
academic advisors.*
8. To decide in accordance with the regulations what persons have
qualified for the academic awards other than honorary degrees of
the University.

The Chairman of the Management Board of Research Centres/lnstitutes/Programme will
be authorised to appoint members of the Advisory Boards for Research Centres/lnstitutes/

Programme.
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9.

r— v—

To require any student to terminate his/her studies at the University
either on academic or disciplinary grounds.
o
To decide on matters affecting the welfare and discipline of students.
1
To determine the academic calendar (with the exception of the
dates of meetings of the Court and the Council).
1. 2
To consider and report to the Council on matters referred to the
Senate by the Council.
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Standing Committees of the Senate
1. Academic Quality Assurance Committee
Terms of reference:
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

To promote a quality culture in academic programmes.
To develop policies, standards and procedures relating to the approval,
monitoring and review of programmes of study leading to academic
awards, including overseeing valid at ion/re valid at ion process,
submission of validated/revalidated programme documents to the
Senate, monitoring the results of programme reviews, and considering
proposed major modifications to programmes.
To review policies and regulations for students assessment and
examination matters.
To assist academic units in the promotion of quality assurance and
accountability.
To monitor and assess matters related to teaching and learning quality
such as teaching methods/modes, course and teaching evaluation,
and teaching portfolio.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

:

Secretary

:

A member of the Presidential Group
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Director of General Education
Programme Director of BBA (Hons)
Programme Director of BSocSc (Hons)
Director of the Language Institute
One representative from the Department Heads of the
BA (Hons) programmes
Two members elected by academic staff from each of
the BA (Hons) (including the Language Institute), BBA
(Hons) and BSocSc (Hons) programmes, one of whom
must be a member of the Senate
Up to two additional members to be co-opted by the
Chairman of the Committee
Registrar

Standing Committees of the Senate

2.

Campus Life and Student Services Committee
Terms of reference:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)

To promote campus life that is conducive to students' whole-person
development.
To promote meaningful interaction between staff and students.
To consider and approve topics and speakers for University
assemblies.
To advise and make recommendations to the Senate on matters
relating to student affairs.
To advise and make recommendations to various units concerned
on the provision of student services and student activities.
To recommend rules and criteria for the administration of loans, grants,
scholarships and bursaries available to students when necessary.
To carry out such other tasks as the Senate may assign.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

Secretary

3.

: Dean of Students
: Registrar
Comptroller
Director of Student Services
Chairman of the Staff Association
One representative from each of the BA (Hons) (including
the Language Institute), BBA (Hons) and BSocSc
(Hons) programmes
One representative from the wardens
President of the Students' Union
Three other student members nominated by the Students'
Union
: A staff member of the Student Services Centre

Library and Information Services Committee
Terms of reference:
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
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To make policy recommendation on library and information services
for teaching, learning, research, staff development and
administrative purposes.
To review the effectiveness of provision of such services.
To make recommendation of library budget to the University.
To inform the University of copyright and related matters.
To deal with any other matters relating to library and information
services.

Standing Committees of the Senate

Membership:
Chairman
Members

Secretary

4.

: To be appointed by the President
: An Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean
Librarian
Director of Information Technology Services Centre
Comptroller
Two academic staff members from each of the BA (Hons)
(including the Language Institute), BBA (Hons) and
BSocSc (Hons) programmes
One student representative from each of the BA (Hons),
BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons) programmes
President of the Students' Union
: A staff member of the Library

Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee
Terms of reference:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

h)
i)

j)

To promote a research culture in the University.
To formulate University-wide research policy.
To evaluate all research grants applications.
To monitor the progress of staff research projects funded under
various types of research grants.
To formulate policies and guidelines on postgraduate programmes.
To validate and review taught postgraduate programmes and make
recommendations to the Senate.
To oversee the admission, supervision, progress and examination
of all postgraduate students, and make recommendations to the
Senate on these students for the appropriate awards.
To approve and administer the Postgraduate Studentship Scheme,
or other awards available to postgraduate students.
To approve applications for conference grants, study grants (including
staff development for non-academic staff on individual or
departmental basis) and study leave.
To deal with all other matters related to research and postgraduate
studies programmes.
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Membership:
: A member of the Presidential Group
: Academic Deans
Conveners of Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel
from each of the Arts, Business and Social Sciences
programmes
One other member from each Research and Postgraduate
Studies Panel of the three programmes of Arts,
Business and Social Sciences
Chair of the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences
Up to two additional members to be co-opted by the
Chairman of the Committee
: Staff member(s) of the Registry

Chairman
Members

Secretary

5. Student Disciplinary Committee
Terms of reference:
a)

b)

To review cases of students' violation of any rule or regulation of
the University and/or commitment of any misconduct.
To determine/recommend counselling and/or disciplinary actions as
appropriate.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

Secretary

:
:

To be appointed by the Senate from among its members
One representative from each of the BA (Hons) (including
the Language Institute), BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
programmes
Registrar or his/her representative
Dean of Students
Director of Student Services
: A staff member of the Registry

6. Undergraduate Admissions Committee
Terms of reference:
a)

b)
c)
d)
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To formulate University policy and guidelines of admitting
undergraduates.
To liaise with Departments in relation to admissions criteria
and procedures.
To formulate promotion programmes to recruit students (both local
and non-local).
To deal with all other admissions matters.

Standing Committees of the Senate

Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

A member of the Presidential Group
Registrar
Programme Admissions Co-ordinators
Chairmen of Programme and Curriculum Committees
One representative from BA (Hons) programmes

Co-opted
Members

:

The Chairman has the right to co-opt up to six Admissions
Tutors to the Committee (with no voting power)
Registrar

Secretary

Undergraduate Examinations Board
Terms of reference:
a)
b)

c)
d)

To oversee the conduct and administration of examinations.
To review the recommendations of Boards of Examiners*/Programme
Management Committee for Associate Degrees, including those for
award classification, and to make its own recommendations thereon,
if necessary, to the Senate.
To consider cases of appeals referred to it by the Registrar.
To refer issues on student assessment relating to quality assurance
to the Academic Quality Assurance Committee for consideration.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

Member and
Secretary
:

A member of the Presidential Group
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Programme Directors of Associate Degrees, BBA (Hons)
and BSocSc (Hons)
Heads of Departments of BA (Hons) Programmes
Director of General Education
Director of the Language Institute
Registrar

For the prog ram mes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural
Studies, English, Philosophy and Translation, all examination matters will be dealt with
by the Department Board concerned. For courses offered by the Language Institute,

examination matters will be handled by the Staff Committees of its Centres.
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Committees Under the President and Central Administration
The following committees are set up to advise the President
on matters under their purview.

1. Academic Staff Review Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To consider and review applications from academic staff for contract
renewal, substantiation, retitlement, promotion, bar crossing and
extension of employment beyond retirement; and to make
recommendations thereon to the appropriate approving authority1.
b) To consider recommendations for the termination of employment of
academic staff and to make recommendations thereon to the
appropriate approving authority.
c) To consider for approval recommendations made by Recruitment
Panels on appointments to Scale B academic posts2.
d) To consider matters relating to starting salary, length of contract
and other conditions for appointment of staff at the levels stated in
c) above.

Membership:
Chairman :
Members :

President
Vice-President
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Four members of academic staff appointed on an annual
basis by the Chairman
Secretary : A staff member of the Human Resources Office
(The Head concerned to be invited, if necessary)

1. With the exception of Chair Professors, whose review will be conducted by the Chair
Professor Staff Review Committee.

2. Recommendations for appointments to Chair Professor are made by the Professorial
Selection Committee and approved by the Council; recommendations for appointments
to Scale A posts are made by the Recruitment Panel for Scale A Posts and approved
by the Staffing Committee.
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2. Appeals Committee for Non-Academic Staff (Groups 3 and
4 Staff)
Terms of reference:
To consider and make decisions on appeals from Groups 3 and 4 nonacademic staff against non-renewal of contracts and termination of
employment on grounds of performance, and to report thereon to the
President.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

Vice-President
Two Heads of Units appointed by the President
One member of academic staff appointed by the President
One member of administrative staff who is not head of unit
appointed by the President
Up to two members (internal/external) may be co-opted by
the President
A staff member of the Human Resources Office

3. Catering Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To make recommendations to the President for ensuring that efficient
catering facilities are provided at the University. The Committee is
concerned mainly with the following aspects of catering:
i) cleanliness and hygiene;
ii) reasonable charges;
iii) variety, quality and quantity of food;
iv) efficient management; and
v) forward planning.
b) To make recommendations to the President concerning the selection
of the caterer and the terms of the canteen contract.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

To be appointed by the President
Two staff members nominated by the Staff Association
Two student members nominated by the Students' Union
One student member nominated by the Student Hostel
Associations
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Secretary

4.

:

Comptroller
Director of Student Services
One warden to be appointed by the Chairman
A staff member of the Student Services Centre

Chair Professor Staff Review Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To consider applications from Chair Professors for the renewal of
contract, substantiation and extension of employment after retirement,
and to make recommendations thereon to the Council.
b) To consider recommendations for the termination of employment of
Chair Professors, and to make recommendations thereon to the
Council.
c) To consider recommendations on the appointment of Honorary Chair
Professors.
d) To consider recommendations for the award of the title of Emeritus
Professor to Chair Professors.

Membership:
Chairman :
Members :

Secretary

5,

:

President
Vice-President
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Two Chair Professors of the University appointed on an
annual basis by the Chairman
Up to 3 members (external or internal) may be co-opted by
the Chairman
A staff member of the Human Resources Office

Community Development Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To serve as a focal point in meeting the needs of the community,
particularly the Northwest of New Territories.
b) To disseminate information to relevant departments, units and
individuals of the community.
c) To set priorities for participating in community affairs and to formulate
an action agenda/plan thereon.
d) To promote staff and students participation in community affairs.

Committees Under the President and Central Administration

Membership:
Chairman :
Members :

Secretary

6.

:

To be appointed by the President
One representative from each of the BA (Hons) (including
the Language Institute), BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
programmes
Director of Public Affairs or his/her representative
Registrar or his/her representative
Director of Student Services or his/her representative
Chairman of the Staff Association or his/her representative
President of the Students' Union or his/her representative
A staff member of the Student Services Centre

Health and Safety Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To advise the President on health and safety policies.
b) To promote safe practices and awareness of environmental health
issues within the University.
c) To keep health and safety policies under periodic review.

Membership:
Chairman :

Members :

Secretary :

7.

Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean (Humanities
and Social Sciences)
One representative from the Senate
One representative from the Library
One representative from the Comptroller's Office
One representative from the Student Services Centre
One representative from the Information Technology
Services Centre
One representative from the Human Resources Office
One Students' Union representative
Safety Officer

Human Resources Committee
Terms of reference:
To make recommendations on terms of service, the establishment of
posts and salary scales, staff evaluation and development, promotion
criteria, recruitment procedures and other matters relating to staff.
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Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

President
Vice-President
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Comptroller
Director of Human Resources
One Head of Unit appointed on an annual basis by the
Chairman
Two Heads of Academic Departments appointed on an
annual basis by the Chairman
Three members of staff appointed on an annual basis by
the Chairman
Director of Human Resources

8. Information Technology Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To ensure effective information technology use in view of institutional
goals.
b) To develop institutional information technology strategic plan.
c) To prioritise information technology development plans and directions.
d) To recommend annual information technology budget for
infrastructure, academic use, and administrative use*. (Inclusive of
all IT Repair and Maintenance, Teaching Equipment and Software
budget accounts)
e) To monitor and assess the progress of established information
technology plans.
f) To coordinate the use of information technology among units and
between academic and administrative computing.
g) To promote information literacy and shared mind-sets on information
technology use.

*

Working groups/sub-committees may be set up to deal with issues concerning the

areas of infrastructure, academic use and administrative use respectively.
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Membership:
Chairman
: To be appointed by the President
Vice-Chairman : To be appointed by the President
Members
: Librarian
Director of Information Technology Services Centre
Chair Professor of Information Systems
Director of Teaching and Learning
Comptroller
One elected staff member from each of the BA (Hons)
(including the Language Institute),巳BA (Hons) and
BSocSc (Hons) programmes
Secretary
: A staff member of Information Technology Services Centre

9. Non-Academic Staff Review Committee (for Groups 11
and 2 Staff)
Terms of reference:
a) To consider and review applications from non-academic staff in Groups
1 and 2 for contract renewal, substantiation, promotion, bar crossing
and extension of employment beyond retirement; and to make
recommendations thereon to the appropriate approving authority.
b) To consider recommendations for the termination of employment of
Groups 1 and 2 members of non-academic staff and to make
recommendations thereon to the appropriate approving authority.
c) To consider for approval recommendations made by Recruitment
Panels for appointments of Group 2 non-academic staff2.
d) To consider matters relating to starting salary, length of contract
and other conditions for appointment of staff at the levels stated in
c) above.

1.

With the exception of the Presidential Group, i.e. the President, the Vice-President,

and the Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans, whose review will be

conducted by the Council.
2.

Recommendations for appointments of Group 1 non-academic staff are made
by the Selection Committee for the Recruitment of Administrative and

Professional Staff Remunerated within the Chair Professorial Range for

endorsement to the Staffing Committee and for approval to the Council.
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Membership:
President
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Two Heads of Units appointed on an annual basis by the
Chairman
One member of academic staff appointed on an annual
basis by the Chairman
Secretary
A staff member of the Human Resources Office
(The Head of Unit concerned may be invited to give background
information.)
Chairman
Members

:
:

10. Non-Academic Staff Review Committee (for Groups 3 and 4
Staff)
Terms of reference:
a) To consider applications from Groups 3 and 4 members of nonacademic staff for the renewal of contract, bar crossing and promotion
and to make recommendations thereon to the appropriate approving
authority.
b) To consider recommendations for the termination of employment of
Groups 3 and 4 members of non-academic staff and to make
recommendations thereon to the appropriate approving authority.

Membership:
An Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean appointed
by the President
Members : Two Heads of Units appointed on an annual basis by the
President
One member of academic staff appointed on an annual
basis by the President
One member of administrative staff who is not head of a
unit, appointed on an annual basis by the President
Secretary : A staff member of the Human Resources Office
(The Head of Unit concerned may be invited to give background
information.)

Chairman
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11. Personal Data Control Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To make recommendations to the President on policy guidelines for
personal data management in the University.
b) To oversee the production of Personal Data Management Manuals.

Membership:
Chairman :
Members

:

Secretary :

Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean (Humanities
and Social Sciences)
Data Protection Officer
One representative from the Human Resources Office, the
Registry and the Office of the Comptroller
A member with a legal background to be co-opted by the
Chairman
A staff member of the Information Technology Services
Centre

12. Resources Allocation Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To make recommendations on the allocation of academic and nonacademic staff posts.
b) To make recommendations on budget allocations for Departments/
Units/Research Centres.
c) To examine requests for additional equipment and facilities and to
make recommendations thereon.

Membership:
Chairman :
Members :

President
Vice-President
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Programme Directors of BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
One representative from the Department Heads of the BA
(Hons) programmes
Director of General Education
Director of Administration
Director of Human Resources
Registrar
Comptroller
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Secretary

:

Dean of Students
One co-opted member to be appointed by the Chairman
among the administrative heads
A staff member of the Comptroller's Office

13, Senior Management Group
Terms of reference:
a) To serve as an informal forum to exchange ideas and to reflect on
University-wide management issues arising from operational concerns.
b) To discuss proposals for new initiatives to be followed up by further
discussion and wide consultation in the relevant standing committees
of the University or ad hoc Working Group if deemed necessary.
c) To respond to University-wide problems which need immediate action.
d) To organise annual off-campus retreat sessions to discuss academic and
management issues which have long-term policy and managerial implications.
e) To advise the President on all policy matters of the University.

Membership:
Chairman :
Members :

Secretary

:

President
Vice-President
Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Comptroller
Registrar
Dean of Students
Librarian / Director of Information Technology Services
Centre to serve on alternate year
Two academic staff members to be co-opted by the
Chairman on an annual basis (one from Humanities and
Social Sciences and one from Business)
To be appointed by the Chairman

14. Space Utilisation Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To formulate University-wide policies and guidelines for space
utilisation.
b) To make recommendations on allocation of space and provision of
facilities for teaching, administration, student activities and
recreational services.
c) To review all issues related to space utilisation.
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Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary :

Vice-President
Comptroller
Librarian
Director of Information Technology Services Centre
Registrar
One representative from each of the BA (Hons) (including
the Language Institute),巳巳A (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
programmes
Director of Student Services
Programme Directors of BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
One representative from the Department Heads of the BA
(Hons) programmes
One student member nominated by the Students' Union
A staff member of the Comptroller's Office

1 5. Student Hostels Management Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To advise on all matters pertaining to student residence and to student
welfare in hostels.
b) To recommend the level of lodging charges for hostel residence in
the coming year.
c) To advise on matters concerning the further development and planning
of the student hostels.

Membership:
Chairman :
Members :

Secretary :

Dean of Students
Director of Student Services
Comptroller
Two Warden representatives (by rotation for a two-year
term)
One representative nominated among the three
representatives from the BA (Hons) (including the
Language Institute), BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
programmes of the Campus Life and Student Services
Committee (by rotation on a yearly basis)
One representative from the Students' Union
Three student resident representatives of the Student
Hostel Associations
A staff member of the Student Services Centre
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16. Teaching and Learning Development Committee
Terms of reference:
a) To formulate long-term strategies on teaching and learning at the
University level and to work closely with the Academic Quality
Assurance Committee on matters related to the assurance of teaching
and learning quality.
b) To formulate policies pertaining to the induction and development
of teaching staff, and recognition of exemplary teaching through
the Teaching Excellence Awards Scheme.
c) To assess and approve project proposals for Teaching Development
Grants tenable at the University, and to screen those for external
competitive bids.
d) To oversee the operation of Teaching and Learning Centre.
e) To report to the President and/or present matters to the Senate for
noting.

Membership:
Chairman

:

Members

:

Secretary

:

A member of the Presidential Group (who is in charge of
University-wide teaching and learning matters)
Chairman of the Library and Information Services Committee
Director of Teaching and Learning
Two members of full-time academic staff from each of the
following programmes:
BA (Hons) Programmes and the Language Institute
BBA (Hons) Programme
BSocSc (Hons) Programme
President of the Students' Union or his/her nominee
Up to two additional members to be co-opted by the
Chairman of the Committee
A staff member of the Registry
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External Examiners

EXTERNAL EXAMINERS
Study Programme/Department/lnstitute

Executive Master of Business Administration
Prof YAU H M, Oliver 游漢明
Professor of Marketing and Associate Dean
(Graduate Programmes)
Faculty of Business
City University of Hong Kong

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Chinese
Prof WANG Der-wei, David 王德威
Chairman
Department of East Asian Languages and
Cultures
Columbia University
USA
Prof WU Hung-i 吳宏一
Chair Professor
Department of Chinese Language and
Literature
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Contemporary English Studies/English Courses
Dr HO Yee-lin, Elaine 何漪健
Associate Professor
Department of English
The University of Hong Kong
Prof TOOLAN Michael
Professor of Applied English Linguistics
University of Birmingham
England
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External Examiners

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Cultural Studies
Prof ANG len
Director
Institute for Cultural Research
University of Western Sydney
Australia
Dr CHIU 丫en-liang, Fred 丘延亮
Associate Professor
Department of Sociology
Hong Kong Baptist University

Department of Philosophy
Prof LAMARQUE Peter Vaudreuil
Professor of Philosophy
Department of Philosophy
The University of York
United Kingdom
Dr MAN Kit-wah, Eva 文潔華
Head, Humanities Programme and
Associate Professor
Department of Religion and Philosophy
Hong Kong Baptist University

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Translation
Prof MALMQVIST Niels Goran
Professor Emeritus
University of Stockholm
Member of the Royal Swedish Academy
Sweden

Dr SIN King-kui 冼景炬
Associate Professor
Department of Chinese, Translation and
Linguistics
City University of Hong Kong
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External Examiners

Language Institute
Chinese Courses

Dr WONG Pui-kwong 王培光
Associate Professor
Department of Chinese, Translation and
Linguistics
City University of Hong Kong

English Courses

Prof CONIAM David
Associate Professor
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons)
Accounting and Finance

Prof KIM Jeong-bon 金正本
Professor
Department of Accountancy
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Prof TANG Y W, Roger 唐雲務
Professor of Accountancy and Pharmacia
Chair
Haworth College of Business
Western Michigan University
USA

Information Systems

Dr LAI Siu-king, Vincent 賴紹琼
Associate Professor
Department of Decision Sciences and
Managerial Economics
Faculty of Business Administration
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr TENG T C, James
Associate Professor of Business
Administration
Department of Management Science
University of South Carolina
USA

ii

External Examiners

Management

Prof MCSHANE Steven L
Professor of Management
The Graduate School of Management
The University of Western Australia
Australia
Prof SELMER Jan 司馬炎
Professor
Department of Management
School of Business
Hong Kong Baptist University

Marketing and
International Business

Prof HUI King-man, Michael 許敬文
Associate Dean and BBA Programme
Director
Faculty of Business Administration
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof JAIN Subhash C
Professor of Marketing Department
School of Business Administration
University of Connecticut
USA

Bachelor of Social Sciences (Hons)
Economics

Dr LI Kui-wai 李鉅威
Associate Professor
Department of Economics and Finance
City University of Hong Kong

Prof WOO Wing-thye 古月永泰
Professor
Department of Economics
University of California-Davis
USA
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External Examiners

Politics and Sociology

Prof CHENG Yu-shek, Joseph, JP 鄭宇碩
Chair Professor of Political Science
Director
Contemporary China Research Centre
City University of Hong Kong
Prof SALAFF Janet W
Professor
Department of Sociology and
Centre for Urban and Community Studies
University of Toronto
Canada
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ADVISORY BOARDS
Advisory Board on General Education
Dr WEI Peh T'i, Betty 魏白蒂(Chairman)
Head
Department of Liberal Arts and Interdisciplinary Studies
The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts

Prof CHENG Pei-kai 鄭培凱
Director
Chinese Civilisation Centre
City University of Hong Kong
Dr CHEUNG Chan-fai 張燦輝
Director of General Education
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr CHOI Po-king 蔡寶瓊
Associate Professor
Department of Educational Administration and Policy
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr CHU Pui-hing 朱培慶
Director of Broadcasting
Radio Television Hong Kong

Dr FUNG Yiu-ming 馮耀明
Associate Professor
Division of Humanities
School of Humanities and Social Science
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Dr LUK Y L, Michael 陸人龍
Deputy Director
School of Professional and Continuing Education
The University of Hong Kong
Mr TUNG Chiao 董橋
Deputy Publisher
Apple Daily
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Advisory Board for the Department of Chinese
Dr LUK K, Steven 陸國燊(Chairman)
Director
The Chinese University Press
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr CHAN Che-shing 陳志誠
Head
Division of Language Studies
City University of Hong Kong

Prof CHAN Wing-ming 陳永明
Dean
School of Languages in Education
Hong Kong Institute of Education
Prof KAO S Y, Karl 高辛勇
Professor
Division of Humanities
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Prof SIN Chow-yiu 單周堯
Head
Department of Chinese
The University of Hong Kong

Advisory Board on Contemporary English Studies
Prof JERNUDD Bjorn (Chairman)
Chair Professor
Department of English Language and Literature
Hong Kong Baptist University

Prof FLOWERDEW John
Professor
Department of English
City University of Hong Kong
Mr GRIFFITHS Anthony
Managing Director
GML Consulting
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Advisory Boards

Prof LITTLEWOOD William
Professor
Language Centre
Hong Kong Baptist University
Prof PARKER David
Chair Professor and Head of English
English Department
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Advisory Board on Cultural Studies
Prof WONG Kin-yuen 王建元(Chairman)
Chairman and Division Head
Department of Modern Languages and Intercultural Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr CHAN Gordon 陳嘉上
Vice-Chairman
Hong Kong Film Directors' Guild
Mr CHAN Wing-hung, Jeffrey 陳永雄
Vice-President
Content Strategy and Special Projects
Pacific Century Cyber Works

Prof CHAN Yuen-ying 陳婉瑩
Professor and Director
Journalism and Media Studies Centre
The University of Hong Kong
Mr CHANG Carl 張承勠
Chairman and CEO
VIRUS Limited
Mr CHANG Cheuk-cheung 張灼祥
Headmaster
Diocesan Boys1 School

Dr CLARKE David J
Associate Professor
Department of Fine Arts
The University of Hong Kong
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Mr HO Hing-kay, Oscar 何慶基
Senior Research Officer
Secretariat, Culture and Heritage Commission
Mr LI Cheuk-to 李焯桃
Executive Board Member
Hong Kong Film Critics Society
Mr MOK Chiu-yu 莫昭如
Executive Secretary
Arts with the Disabled Association Hong Kong

Dr NG Chun-hung 吳俊雄
Assistant Professor
Department of Sociology
The University of Hong Kong
Mr TSOI Sik-cheong, Hardy 蔡錫昌
Artistic Director
Shatin Theatre Company

Ms WONG 丫ing-kay, Ada 黃英埼
Chairman
Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture

Advisory Board for the Department of Translation
Mr LAI Tim-cheong 賴恬昌(Chairman)
Writer
Mr CHENG Yang-ping 鄭仰平
Conference Interpreter

Prof JIN Sheng-hwa, Serena 金聖華
Professor of Translation
Department of Translation
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Prof LAI Chui-chun, Jane 黎翠珍
Dean
Faculty of Arts
Hong Kong Baptist University
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Advisory Boards

Dr YEE Chun-chu, Angelina 余珍珠
Associate Professor
Division of Humanities
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Advisory Board for the Chinese Language Education and Assessment
Centre
Mr TONG Sai-tao, Keith 唐世陶(Chairman)
Associate Director
Language Centre
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Mr HO Kwok-cheung 何國祥
Deputy Head
Department of Chinese
The Hong Kong Institute of Education

Dr KO Sai-hong 高世康
Principal Lecturer
Division of Commerce
City University of Hong Kong
Mr POON Yiu-ming 潘耀明
Chief Editor
Ming Pao Monthly Journal

Advisory Board for the English Language Education and Assessment
Centre
Mr OXLEY Doug (Chairman)
Chairman
Hong Kong Society of Accountants

Dr CHOW Chi-kin, Cyril 周志堅
Head of Customer Marketing
Personal Financial Services
The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd
Mr KEATLEY Robert L
Editorial Advisor
South China Morning Post
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Ms YOUNG Jean 楊珍
Head
English Language Centre
City University of Hong Kong

Advisory Board on Business Studies
Dr NG Tat-lun 伍達倫(Chairman)
Managing Director
Eveready Battery Co Inc
Mr CHAN Shue-biu 陳樹標
Executive Director and General Manager
The China State Bank Ltd

Ms CHAN Viveca 陳一枬
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Grey Advertising Hong Kong Ltd
Mr CHAN Yung-leung, Denny 陳用樑
Director of Life Business
Eagle Star Life Assurance Co Ltd
Mr CHUNG Roy 鍾志平
Managing Director
TechTronic Industries Co Ltd
Mr LAM K Y林光如
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Starlite Holdings Ltd
Mr LAU Steven 劉漢強
Director and General Manager
AXA General Insurance Hong Kong Ltd
Mr LEE H S, Hamilton 李恆生
Director
Po Leung Kuk
Mr LEUNG On-fook 梁安福
Chairman
Everbest Insurance Group
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Ms LEUNG P, Pauline 梁寶華
Partner
Arthur Andersen and Co
Mr LIP S W, Charles 聶世禾
Partner
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Certified Public Accountants
Mr LO F C羅富昌
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ball Asia Pacific Holdings Ltd

Dr LO Wai-kwok 盧偉國
Managing Director
Artesyn Technologies Asia-Pacific Ltd
Mr PANG T L, Michael 彭準來
Sole Proprietor
M T L Pang and Co; and
Council Member
Hong Kong Society of Accountants
Mr PANG Yiu-kai, JP 彭耀佳
Chief Executive Officer
Zung Fu Co Ltd

Mr TUNG Mow-ling 董懋寧
President and Chief Executive Officer
TA Group
TA Consultants Ltd

Dr YEUNG C K, Charles 楊釗
Chairman
The Glorious Sun Holdings Ltd
Mr YEUNG K C, Patrick 楊佳猖
Managing Director
Asian Capital (Corporate Finance) Ltd

Mr YOUNG T K, Paul, JP 楊子岡
General Manager and Executive Director
Yuen Hing Hong and Co Ltd
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Dr YU Sun-say 楊孫西
Chairman
HKI Group of Companies
Mr YU 丫 T, David 余仁德
General Manager
Operation Centre Hong Kong
Bank of China Group

Social Sciences Advisory Board
Prof KUAN Hsin-chi 關信基(Chairman)
Professor of Government and Public Administration
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Mrs CHAN Pamela 陳黃穗
Chief Executive
The Consumer Council
Mr FUNG Daniel 馮華健
Senior Counsel
Des Voeux Chambers

Mrs LAI Anna黎黃靄玲
Deputy Executive Director
Trade Development Council
Mr LEE J P, OBE, JP 李澤培
Director
Lippo Group

Prof LEE P L, Rance 李沛良
Professor of Sociology, and
Head
Chung Chi College
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr LEUNG M F, Edward 梁萬福
Chief of Service
Department of Medicine and Geriatrics
United Christian Hospital
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Dr LI Kwok-chang, Lawrence 李國祥
Part-time Member
The Central Policy Unit

Mrs LING Eleanor, OBE, JP 林李靜文
Advisor to the Board
Jardine Pacific Ltd
Dr LIU James 劉助
Chairman and CEO
Base Technology Group Inc
Mr NEOH Anthony, JP 梁定邦
Senior Counsel
Anthony Neoh Chambers
Mr SUN Alex孫述憲
Honorary Secretary
The Winsor Education Foundation
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Graduates Honoris Causa

GRADUATES HONORIS CAUSA
Doctor of Humanities (DHum)
SWAINE J John

施偉賢

BA, CBE, LLD, QC, SC, JP

(1994)

JAO Tsung-i

饒宗頤

DLitt, Doctorate (Human Sc)

(1995)

LEE Rebecca

李樂詩

(2000)

Doctor of Laws (LLD)
CHOW C, Gregory 鄒至莊

BA, MA, PhD, HonDr

(1994)
(1994)

TONG Tin-sun

唐天燊

BA, LLB, JP

CHEN T S, John

陳佐舜

LLB, Docteur d'Universite es-Lettres(1 995)

LIU Tung-sheng

劉東生

巳Sc, HonDSc

(1995)

WAI Kee-kau

韋基球

巳Sc, MSc

(1996)

CHAN Pun, David

陳斌

BSc

(1997)

TODD David

達安輝

CBE, MD, HonDSc, JP

(1997)

CHIU Hin-kwong

招顯洸

MBBS, FHKCFP, HonFHKCFP,
FHKAM (Family Medicine), JP

(1998)

KWOK Man-cho

郭文藻

BA, MA

(1998)

BA, MA, PhD, Dr Philos,
Fil Kand, SBS

(1999)

BSocSc

(2000)

EWBANK Inga-stina

WONG Shek-wah

黃石華

Doctor of Literature (DLit)
YU C, Anthony

余國藩

BA, STB, PhD

(1996)

WANG Luo-lin

王洛林

BEcon

(1997)

BA, MA, PhD, FAHA, FBA

(1999)

HALLIDAY Michael 韓達德
Alexander Kirkwood
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Doctor of Social Sciences (DSocSc)
LI K P, David

李國寶

MA, HonLLD, JP

(1996)

LAM Chik-suen

林植宣

MBE, LHD, JP

(1997)

WONG Hoo-chuen

黃浩川

SACHS Jeffrey D

(1997)
BA, MA, PhD

(1998)

BA, OBE

(1999)

LAM Shan-muk

林山木

PATRICK Hugh T

BA, MA, PhD
休奇•
帕德里克

(2000)

WU Po-kong,
Patrick

伍步剛

(2000)
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Programmes of Studies

PROGRAMMES OF STUDIES
At present, there are eleven teaching Departments and a Language Institute in the
University. Seven postgraduate programmes by research, two taught postgraduate
programmes, and six honours degree programmes are being offered. The University
will introduce a new initiative viz. Associate Degree programmes from mid-September
2001.
Co-ordinate Courses for the General
Education Programme

MPhil/PhD Chinese
BA (Hons) Chinese

Minor in History
Department of Cultural
Studies

MPhil/PhD Cultural Studies
BA (Hons) Cultural Studies

MPhil/PhD English
MA English Studies

BA (Hons)
Contemporary English Studies
MPhil/PhD Philosophy
Minor in Philosophy

MPhil/PhD Translation
BA (Hons) Translation
Service Courses for the University
(English, Practical Chinese and
Putonghua)
Self-Access Centre

MPhil/PhD Business

Executive Master of Business
Administration
BBA (Hons)

N.B. The University reserves the right to cancel and not offer any of the programmes.
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Research Postgraduate Programmes

RESEARCH POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Introduction
Master of Philosophy (MPhil) programmes have been offered since
the 1995-96 academic year. In the 2000-01 academic year, the University
launched its Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) programmes and expanded the
domain of its research postagraduate programmes. Seven research
postgraduate programmes are being offered, viz. Chinese, Cultural
Studies, English, Philosophy, Translation, Business and Social Sciences.
Both MPhil and PhD programmes lead to in-depth study in specific
research areas. The Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee of
the Senate administers and manages all aspects of the progress of all
postgraduate students.

The candidatures of all students registered for the degree of MPhil/
PhD shall be regarded as probationary during the initial periods of
studies. Within the initial 6 to 1 2 months for full-time students and 9 to
18 months for part-time students, a student must prepare an outline
paper for presentation at a topic defence seminar and submit a report on
research progress to his/her supervisor.
The degree of Master of Philosophy/Doctor of Philosophy will be
awarded by the University when a candidate has successfully completed
an approved programme of supervised research, has presented a written
thesis satisfying the requirements for that award, and has successfully
defended this thesis in the presence of the examiners.

University Admission Requirements
(a)

(b)

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of MPhil
should normally:

(i)

hold a relevant first or second class honours degree awarded
by Lingnan University or another tertiary education institution
recognised for this purpose by the University; or

(ii)

have obtained an equivalent qualification; or

(iii)

have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and
professional attainment.

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of PhD
should normally:
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Research Postgraduate Programmes

(i)

hold a master's degree awarded by Lingnan University or
another tertiary education institution recognised for this
purpose by the University; or

(ii)

hold a relevant bachelor's degree of second class or above,
and have registered in a programme of study for a master's
degree at Lingnan University or another recognised tertiary
education institution for at least one year and have evidence of
research achievement; or

(iii)

have obtained an equivalent qualification of (i) or (ii) above; or

(iv)

have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and
professional attainment.

(c)

In addition to the above, an applicant must demonstrate a sufficient
command of the language (Chinese or English) in which the
programme of supervised research is to be conducted and the
results presented.

(d)

The admission of a student to the University is based on academic
suitability and potential for a programme. There should be no
discrimination on the grounds of sex, age, race, religion, ethnic origin
or physical disability.

Programme Admission Requirements
The following programmes have specified additional requirements:
a)

MPhil/PhD in Cultural Studies
An applicant who proposes to write the thesis in English is required
to obtain a minimum score of 5 50 (paper-based test) or 213
(computer-based test) in the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) or any equivalent score.

b)

MPhil/PhD in Philosophy
An applicant should possess
(i) a relevant bachelor's degree of second class or above or a
master's degree from a university in Hong Kong or other English
speaking country; or
(ii) a band score of 6.5 or above in the International English
Language Testing System (IELTS); or
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(iii) a score of 550 (paper-based test) or 21 3 (computer-based test)
or above in the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL); or
(iv) grade C or above in the Cambridge Test of Proficiency in English
Language; or
(v) grade C or above in the Overseas General Certificate of Education
(GCE); or
(vi) an equivalent qualification to prove his/her language proficiency
which will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

An applicant may be required to demonstrate his/her ability in English
and/or Chinese through means of an interview.

An applicant who intends to write his/her thesis in Chinese may be
exempted at the discretion of the admissions panel from fulfilling
the above criteria.

c)

MPhil/PhD in Translation
An applicant should normally have a Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) score of 550 (paper-based test) or 213 (computerbased test) or an equivalent score in a recognised English language
proficiency test. Under exceptional circumstances, this requirement
may be waived subject to the Department Board's approval.

d)

MPhil/PhD in Business
An applicant should provide results of Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT) taken within the last three years. GMAT
results will be used together with other evidences provided in the
application to assess the applicant's command of English and
potential for the programme applied.

e)

MPhil/PhD in Social Sciences
The minimum score in the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) is normally 550 (paper-based test) or 21 3 (computer-based
test). In lieu of the TOEFL score, an applicant can submit results
from the International English Language Testing System (IELTS),
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), Graduate Record Examination (GRE),
Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), Member of Institute
of Linguists (MIL), or the College English Test (CET) of People's
Republic of China, etc. These will be considered on a case-by
case basis.
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Current Research Areas
I. Research Programmes in Arts
a) Department of Chinese:
Classical Chinese literature; Modern and contemporary Chinese
literature; Chinese language and linguistics; Media and creative
writing; Chinese history.

b) Department of Cultural Studies:
Cultural theories; Gender studies; Education and cultural studies;
Hong Kong culture; Film, media and performance studies; Politics
of reading; Identity and cultural memory; Culture, commodity and
globalisation; Postcolonial studies.
c) Department of English:
Literature in English; Applied linguistics; English language teaching;
Comparative literature; Literary theory; East-west literary
relations; Critical discourse analysis; Metaphor; Stylistics.

d) Department of Philosophy:
Philosophy of science; Social philosophy; Ethics; Aesthetics;
Confucianism; Chinese intellectual history.
e) Department of Translation:
Translation theory and criticism; Translation and cultural studies;
Translation and genres; Translation of texts of social studies.

II. Research Programme in Business
China business; Comparative aspects of international business;
Empirical aspects of accounting; Human resource management;
Investment and financial institutions; Information systems
management; Strategic issues in marketing; Small business
management; Strategic management.

III. Research Programme in Social Sciences
Economic and political aspects of international and Asian Pacific
affairs, especially as they may bear on Hong Kong. Social issues
and public policy analysis, covering e.g. ageing, public housing and
transportation, education and manpower supply, medical and health
care, environmental protection, and social welfare and social
security.
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Period of Study
(a)

The normal duration expected for the completion of an approved
programme of research leading to the degree of MPhil or PhD is as
follows:
Degree
MPhil

PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time

Normal Period
2 years
3 years
3 years
(with a relevant master's degree)
4 years

(without a relevant master's degree)
Part-time

5 years

(with a relevant master's degree)

6 years

(without a relevant master's degree)
(b)

Subject to the discretion of the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee, the minimum period of research is as follows:
Degree
MPhil

PhD

(c)

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Minimum Period
18 months
30 months
30 months
42 months

Exceptionally, the period of registered research may be extended to
a maximum period as specified below:

Degree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time

Part-time

Maximum Period
36 months
48 months
60 months
(with a relevant master’s degree)
72 months
(without a relevant master’s degree)
84 months
(with a relevant master's degree)
96 months
(without a relevant master's degree)
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(d)

If a candidate has undertaken part of a research programme as a
registered candidate for a research degree in a university or such
other recognised institution of higher education, he/she may make
an application explaining what work has been done and its relevance
to the University programme. The maximum credit to be given to
such work, in the event such application has been approved, shall
not exceed 50% of the normal period of research.

Postgraduate Studentships (PGSs)
Postgraduate awards in the form of studentships are allocated to
full-time research postgraduate students of the University to provide
them with financial assistance for their daily subsistence, tuition fees
and other expenses that may incur during the course of their studies.
The studentship award is provided to ensure that students need not
concern themselves with looking for other sources of income to support
themselves. Full-time students should devote full efforts to their studies.
Awards are based on academic merit and the suitability of the proposed
programme of study, as is the selection of applicants for admission to
postgraduate studies.
PGSs are normally offered on an annual basis, but further awards
may be granted to postgraduate students during their studies at the
University, subject to good performance and the availability of funds.
The award normally will not exceed the prescribed period of study, i.e.
two academic years for MPhil students, three academic years for PhD
students with a relevant master's degree and four academic years for
PhD students without a relevant master's degree. The amount of the
award in 2001-02 is HK$ 1 1,000 per month for a full studentship. A partial
studentship which is a fraction of the amount for a full studentship may
be awarded.
As part of his/her training for postgraduate degree studies, a PGS
recipient will be required to perform, under supervision, teaching and/or
research support duties of up to 12 hours per week on average for a full
studentship, as assigned by the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Panel of the programme in consultation with the Head of the Department/
Supervisor concerned. The required duty hours will be pro-rated for a
partial studentship recipient.
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TAUGHT POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Master of Arts in English Studies

英語碩士課程
Introduction

The Department of English offers an MA in English Studies, starting in
September 2001. The programme is taught part-time over two years. It aims
to increase opportunities for local graduates to extend their knowledge of
English and benefit society through their work in the classroom or in other
domains.

Aims and Objectives
The programme has the broad aim of raising the education level of its
participants in the field of English Studies. It will offer an opportunity to
participants who have been out of touch for some years to renew contact and
revise and extend their knowledge of English Studies. It will encourage those
who use English in their daily personal and professional life to take a step back
and evaluate the language use in these situations; it will also encourage them
to appreciate the wider role of English in Hong Kong and the world. Above all,
the programme aims to make them more knowledgeable, thoughtful and aware,
able to make a greater contribution to society than before.
More specifically, the programme has the following objectives:

a) to make students aware of the variety of ways in which the English Language
may impinge on the personal, social, cultural, professional and international
aspects of their lives;

b) to extend students' knowledge of the systems of the English language and
of the literature and culture associated with it;

c) to encourage students to reflect on the role and use of English in their
professional settings;
d) to equip students with the practical and intellectual skills to undertake a
piece of original scholarly work;
e) to enhance students' proficiency in English language skills; and

f)

to equip students with the awareness and strategies needed to enable the
study of English as a lifelong process.
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Programme Entry Requirements
The admissions requirements of the MA in English Studies reflect the
general requirements of the University as a whole and the specific needs of
the English Studies programme.

Applicants should possess a good honours degree in English or a related
subject, or a qualification deemed to be equivalent, from Lingnan or a
comparable institution.
Applicants with degrees in other disciplines may be considered. They will
be required to demonstrate a knowledge of and commitment to English Studies
via an oral and written examination based on a reading list.

All applicants must possess a high standard of written and spoken English
and any certification or formal examination results attesting this competence
will be taken into account in the selection process.

Progression
Students will be permitted to progress to the second year of study provided
that at the end of the first year they have a cumulative G.P.A. of 1.67 or
above.

Continuation of Studies
Students who have not satisfied the requirements for graduation by the
end of the second year will be required to pay a fee on a per course basis.

Under exceptional circumstances, students may be permitted to suspend
their studies for a maximum of one year.

Graduation Requirements
Students should have fulfilled all graduation requirements stipulated in
the programme. For the MA in English Studies, the minimum number of credits
that must be earned stands at 30.
To graduate, students should have obtained a cumulative G.P.A. of at
least 2.3.

Master of Arts in English Studies

Award of Postgraduate Diploma
In the event that due to financial or other constraints a student is unable
to continue with his/her studies, the student may be awarded a Postgraduate
Diploma in English Studies provided that 1 5 credits have been awarded and
the cumulative G.P.A. stands at 2.3 or above.

The award of the Postgraduate Diploma is at the discretion of the English
Department and is subject to approval of the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee and the Senate.

Degree Classification
In accordance with the University's academic regulations, students are awarded
the MA in English Studies based on the following guideline:

Degree
Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.5
2.3

Assessment
Each course is assessed according to its particular nature. In general,
students are provided with a range of assessment opportunities to demonstrate
their competence. Overall there is greater emphasis on continuous assessment
and less on examinations than at the undergraduate level.

Programme Structure
The programme is taught over two years part-time. Teaching follows the
same semester times as for undergraduate programmes (September to
December and January to May), i.e. over four semesters, with the addition of
a 'mini semester7 in the summer between the first and second years. Students
will take 6 core courses and 2 elective courses (each worth 3 credits) as well
as a dissertation (6 credits).
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Diagrammatically, the Programme looks like this (with the proposed timing
of core courses):

Year 1
Semester 1

Semester 2

Core A

English as Corpus

Core B

English as Culture

Core C

English as Discourse

Elective 1

Summer

Core D

Current Issues in English Studies

Core E

English as International Language

Core F

English as Performance

Year 2
Semester 1
Semester 2

Elective 2

Dissertation
Summer

Dissertation (cont.)

Teaching in Semesters 1 and 2 will take place on Saturdays.

CORE COURSES
There are six compulsory core courses:

ENG510
ENG520
ENG530
ENG550
ENG560
ENG540

English as Corpus
English as Culture
English as Discourse
English as International Language
English as Performance
Current Issues in English Studies

Of these the first five approach the study of English from a variety of
novel angles, hence the common format of their titles. English as Discourse
examines how texts in English are produced and interpreted in relation to their
social and cultural settings. English as Culture considers the language as an
artefact of the culture of its speakers, and examines its various manifestations,
from literature to film and game. English as Corpus looks at the language as an
empirical phenomenon that can be investigated via the use of computerised
corpora and analysis to discover the 'truth' about usage. English as Performance
focusses on the language of drama as an oral phenomenon as a means of
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enhancing spoken proficiency at the same time as promoting an appreciation
of drama. English as International Language examines the spread of English
and its global role and how this affects Hong Kong. Together they form a
network of common threads that investigate English in performative, linguistic,
literary, social, cultural and international dimensions.
Current Issues in English Studies is rather different from the other core
courses. It offers an assortment of topics from which students can choose
their preferred combination. In this sense it is something between a core and
elective. It is like a series of mini-electives on topics which are of limited
substance but which are nevertheless relevant to English Studies. In this way
it will give students greater breadth of exposure.

ELECTIVE COURSES
The following elective courses will be offered, of which students must
choose two.
ENG610
ENG620
ENG630
ENG640
ENG650
ENG660
ENG670
ENG680

Approaches to the Study of Literature in English
Communicating in the Multicultural Workplace
Contrastive Phonology
Discourse in the Classroom
Pedagogic Grammar
Second Language Acquisition
Signs and Meanings
Writing across Languages and Cultures

Electives will be offered in the second semester of each year. After the
first year of the first intake, they will be available to both intakes together,
which will allow a wider range of viable electives to be run. It is expected that
3 or 4 electives will be run at the same time. Some of the more popular
electives may be run each year, others biennially. Courses which do not attract
a 'quorum7 will not be run. If a course has not been taught after a certain time,
it will be discontinued.

The electives are seen as being free-standing complements to the core,
though in some cases there is a clear relationship between the core and the
elective.
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THE DISSERTATION
The dissertation is seen as being a culmination of the programme. In it
students are expected to apply the knowledge and skills that they have acquired
to produce a piece of between 12,000 and 15,000 words which exhibits
originality and scholarship.
Before deciding on a topic and title students will need to consult extensively
with Department members, and before commencing writing students will be
offered workshops in academic writing. During writing each student will have
a personal supervisor. Assessment of the work will be carried out by the
supervisor and a colleague.
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Executive Master of Business Administration

行政人員工商管理碩士
Introduction

Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA) is a postgraduate
programme offering executives an excellent opportunity to upgrade and update
their knowledge in their own areas of expertise. It takes an approach that
embraces both academic theories and practice in business, and is designed to
help participants address complex business and management issues from a
strategic and integrative perspective. Our focuses on insurance and related
financial services enable participants to learn from each other in a common
context. Thus, they can help improve the standard and practice of the industries
as well as enhance their professionalism.

Aims and Objectives
The EMBA programme is designed with the objective of developing skills
and knowledge in modern management essential for business executives. The
programme aims to improve participants’ analytical and decision-making
capabilities. On completion, graduates will be able to:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Critically analyse and evaluate modern business concepts, theories
and practice;
Identify and analyse management problems specific to an organisation
and an industry;
Understand and articulate the integrative nature of decision-making
specific to an organisation and an industry;
Present well-reasoned judgements with confidence and conviction and
apply a creative approach to decision making;
Work effectively within an industry network in addressing industry
wide problems; and
Develop an attitude of life-long education and continuous learning.

Programme Entry Requirements
As it is an executive development programme, business experience and
organisation nomination and endorsement are considered as important as formal
academic qualifications. An admission panel will be set up to conduct interviews
and screen applicants. An applicant for admission should normally fulfil the
following conditions:
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1.

2.
3.

Have a minimum of five years' employment in a managerial or professional
capacity; and
Possess a recognised undergraduate degree of good standing; and
Be supported by at least two letters of recommendation.

Applicants with professional or other qualifications and have substantial
relevant working experiences may be considered by the admission panel on a
case-by-case basis.

Normal Progression
Students are required to achieve a Cumulative Grade Point Average
(G.P.A.) of 2.5 or above in the first five foundation courses before they can
proceed to pursue the MBA degree. The Board of Examiners shall, at the end
of each semester, recommend whether each student is:
1
2
3

eligible for progression towards an award;
eligible for an award; or
required to withdraw from the programme.

A student will normally progress unless he/she falls within the following
categories, either of which may be regarded as grounds for withdrawal from
the programme:

1.
2.

The student has exceeded the maximum period of study, which is 4 years
for MBA.
The student will be unable to attain a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.7 at the end
of the programme.

Graduation Requirements
For graduation, students are required to complete all the required courses
of the programme including ''foundation”，''elective" and ''integrative" courses,
and to obtain a ''Satisfactory" in both the Information Technology Literacy
Workshop and Residential Activities, and a ''Pass” in the Study Trip. The minimum
Cumulative G.P.A. requirement for graduation will be 2.7 for the MBA.
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Levels of Award
Students will be awarded a Postgraduate Diploma if they complete the
first five foundation courses with a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.3 or above, and
decide not to continue in the programme. Students who complete all course
requirements with a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.7 or above will be awarded the
MBA degree.

Classification of Final Award
A student who has fulfilled all the requirements for graduation will be
awarded an MBA degree with one of the following classifications.

Degree Classification
Distinction
Pass

Minimum Cumulative G.P.A.
3.5
2.7

Assessment
The grade for each course is obtained by aggregating the results of
continuous assessment and the final examination, the weighting and format of
which are described in the relevant syllabus. Students are required to complete
all course work, prescribed tests and examinations.

Programme Curriculum
The programme design is consistent with the traditional MBA model.
Foundation courses provide the grounding for the elective and integrative courses.
Electives address the specific needs of a particular organisation or industry. The
integrative courses facilitate the application of knowledge, principles and
techniques acquired across the courses in the programme, to real business
issues and management problems. Business ethics/social responsibility and
international perspectives are addressed at appropriate points throughout the
programme.
In the programme, residential weeks and the study trip are important
components in consolidating students' learning and broadening their perspectives.
Upon completion of the programme, each team also has to submit and present
a real world business research project.
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FOUNDATION COURSES
Year 1:
Foundation Courses
(leading to the award of Postgraduate Diploma}
MBA510
Accounting for Business Decision Making
MBA520
Economic Analysis for Managers
MBA530
Contemporary Finance for Executives
MBA540
Management of Organisations and People
MBA550
Strategic Marketing Management

Number of Credits

Additional Foundation Courses
(upon completion of Postgraduate Diploma)
MBA560
Managerial Decision Analysis
MBA570
Information Technology for Management

3
3
3
3
3

3
3

ELECTIVE COURSES
Year 2:
Elective Courses (any 4 courses)
MBA630
Risk Management
MBA633
Financial Planning*
MBA635
Special Topics in Risk Management and Insurance
MBA638
Investment and Portfolio Management
MBA640
Strategic Human Resource Management
MBA650
Consumer Behaviour
MBA655
Business to Business Marketing
MBA670
Electronic Commerce
MBA680
Insurance Contract Law in Hong Kong and the PRC

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

INTEGRATIVE COURSES
MBA780
MBA790

Strategic Management for Competitive Advantage
Business Research Project

subject to approval.
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BUSINESS RESEARCH PROJECT
Business Research Project is to provide students an opportunity to conduct
an independent study into an actual business issue relevant to the industry or
organisation in which they are working. It can allow students to demonstrate
and integrate their knowledge, skills, and understanding of business concepts,
practices and techniques.

The project is central to the programme. It captures relevant skills, provides
a better reflection of the complexity of business problem solving methods, and
demonstrates more fully the strengths and weaknesses of students than any
other tasks, assignments or examinations administered within the programme.

RESIDENTIAL WEEK
Students are required to attend three residential classes/activities at Lingnan
University.
Residential One and Two will mainly focus on the academic subjects and
allow students to make use of the computer facilities and library resources in
the campus. This will provide opportunities for students to work on projects and
assignments together. Other activities include: (1) providing information on the
preparation of Business Research Project, (2) conducting seminars by invited
speakers from industries, etc.

Residential Three will be the Business Research Project presentations. All
supervisors from Lingnan University and advisors from business companies are
invited to attend the presentations.

STUDY TRIP
A self-financed study trip will be organised to explore areas of special
interest in the business environment/practices of a selected location. Students
will be required to submit a written report at the end of the trip. The students
will be awarded a、'Pass/Fail〃 in the report and a ''Pass" is required for graduation.
The result will not be included in the calculation of G.P.A..
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
All undergraduate programmes leading to honours degrees are of threeyear duration if taken on a full-time basis. To accomplish Lingnan's mission
of providing its students with an education in the liberal arts tradition, all
undergraduate programmes feature a distinctive style of integrated and
balanced curriculum. Apart from courses in the respective disciplines, the
General Education Programme, Chinese and English languages, and
information technology are essential components in each curriculum.
Undergraduate programmes are grouped under three categories, viz. Arts,
Business and Social Sciences, as detailed below:
a) Arts
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

of
of
of
of

Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts

(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)

Chinese
Contemporary English Studies
Cultural Studies
Translation

b) Business
Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours)

c) Social Sciences
Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours)
To be eligible for admission to the programmes, applicants must have
fulfilled the entry requirements set out in the Regulations Governing
Admission to Full-time Undergraduate Studies in Part VI of this Calendar.

Students shall satisfy the graduation requirements specified in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate Degree Studies in Part
VI of this Calendar in order to obtain the relevant academic awards.
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The General Education Programme

通識教育課程

Aims and Objectives
The purpose of the General Education Programme is to widen students'
horizons beyond that of their chosen degree subject and provide them with an
enriched perspective from which to examine and appraise personal, professional
and social issues. More specifically the aims of the programme are: (a) to
encourage students to exercise their intellect critically and their imagination
freely; (b) to make students aware of the values embodied in their own cultural
tradition as well as in the traditions of other cultures; (c) to help students
become aware of the complexity of modern life and society and of the changing
rules as well as relationships of an interdependent world where many cultures
co-exist and interact; (d) to encourage students to develop an understanding
of personal responsibilities in a democratic milieu and a recognition of the
difficulties often inherent in establishing a right course of action; (e) to guide
students in their pursuit of excellence and to encourage them to seek truth
and justice as well as a commitment to moral and spiritual values.
Specifically, the objectives of the programme are threefold - such that
after taking their requisite General Education courses, students (a) will be able
to think logically and to apply analytic skills to their studies and everyday life;
(b) will become morally sensitive and responsible and able to make sensible
value judgements; (c) will be able to develop greater cultural awareness and
to consolidate their cultural identity.
The courses are grouped in three broad categories: (A) Rational Thinking,
which deals with reason and understanding; (B) Values in Society, which
deals with the person in relation to others, the community and nature; and (C)
Cultures and Ideas, which deals with continuity, change and enrichment in
humanity. The three areas of study intersect to provide students with personal,
social and cultural perspectives to develop a realistic understanding of individual
rights and responsibilities, as well as a value system to judge and forge change.

General Education Requirements for Graduation
To graduate with an Honours
three semester courses in General
Categories A, B and C. A pass in
taking a Category B or a Category

degree, a student* has to take and pass
Education - one course from each of the
a Category A course is a prerequisite for
C course.

To graduate with an associate degree, a student has to take and pass
two General Education courses in Categories A and B.
except for students majoring in Cultural Studies
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Courses Offered
A. RATIONAL THINKING

GEA10KPHI101)
GEA105(PH1105)
GEA107(PHI107)
GEA108(PHI108)

B.

Number of Credits

Critical Thinking
Introduction to Logic
Understanding Knowledge
Introduction to the Philosophy of Science
and of the Social Sciences

3
3
3
3

VALUES IN SOCIETY

GEB201 (PHI201)
GEB203(PHI203)
GEB204(PHI204)
GEB205(PHI205)
GEB206(CUS206)
GEB207(PHI207)
GEB209(PHI209)
GEB218(PHI218)
GEB220(CUS220)
GEB221 (PHI221)
GEB222(PHI222)
GEB223(PHI223)
GEB224(PHI324)
GEB240(CUS340)

Applied Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and Human Values
Business Ethics
Global Culture and Citizenship
Law and Society
Morality and Markets
Traditions of Ethical Thought
Media Ethics
Aesthetics
Life and Death
Contemporary Issues in Bioethics
Utopia
Valuing Childhood

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

C. CULTURES AND IDEAS
GEC302(SOC102)

GEC303(HST203)
GEC304(CUS304)
GEC309(CUS309)
GEC311 (CUS11 1)
GEC312(PHI212)
GEC313(PHI213)
GEC314(CUS314)
GEC31 5(PHI215)
GEC31 6(CUS316)
GEC317(CUS317)
GEC332(CUS1 32)
GEC333(PH1133)

Exploring Psychology in Western and
Chinese Cultures
History of China in the 20th Century
Social and Cultural Anthropology
Film and Cinema Studies
Introduction to Western Civilisation
Classical Chinese Thought
History of Ideas
Hong Kong Popular Culture
History and Philosophy of the
Human Sciences
Modern Chinese Thought
Narrating Hong Kong
Cultural Transformation in ModernChina
Introduction to Chinese Culture

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Note: The course code in the bracket indicates the subject area of the course.
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中文(榮譽)文學士
Introduction 導言
The Chinese Department offers the BA honours degree programme, in
response to the demand for qualified teachers of Chinese subjects at the
secondary level, and the business and media sectors' need for high-calibre
graduates who can communicate effectively and skilfully in Chinese.
Comprising both literary studies and professional writing, the programme
emphasises multi-perspective literary study as well as training in media and
documentary writing. In addition, it places emphasis on training in Chinese
and English communicative skills. The programme also incorporates general
education and information technology knowledge as required components,
the former being a foundation of good citizenship, and the latter a necessary
step to the modern technological world.

香港中學對中文科教師需求甚殷，商界及傳媒工作又極需素質良好、嫻熟中文之
大學畢業生。職是之故，中文系特開辦中文（榮譽）文學士學位課程。本課程涵
蓋文學硏究及專業寫作，一方面著重多角度之文學硏究，同時重視傳媒及公務文
件的寫作及有關學科之硏習。此外，又注重培養學生的中、英語文能力。課程亦
包括通識教育及資訊科技導論，教導學生成爲良好公民，並使學生具備現代資訊
科技之基本能力。

Aims宗旨
The BA (Hons) Chinese programme aims at developing students' ability in
independent thinking and broadening their intellectual horizons, with special
emphasis on enhancing their competency in the use of Chinese language and
on providing them with a sound methodology in the study of Chinese literary
works.

中文（榮譽）文學士學位課程之宗旨在於發展學生之獨立思考能力，擴闊知識領
域，尤注重提高中文水平，及掌握硏究文學之方法論等。

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Chinese

Objectives 目的
Upon graduation, each student is expected to achieve the following
objectives:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

to be able to use standard Chinese effectively in its verbal and written
forms;
to have adequate proficiency in English to play a useful and rewarding
role in a bilingual society;
to have studied Chinese literary works from an inter-disciplinary approach;
to have acquired a sound knowledge of classical and modern Chinese
literature;
to be competent in professional writing, e.g. script writing in mass media
and business document drafting;
to have good logical reasoning, broad perspectives, and basic computer
knowledge.

學生完成本課程後，應可達致下列目標：
一、 中文嫻熟；
二、 英語水平良好；
三、 有能力以跨科際之現代方法硏究文學作品；
四、 在中國古典及現代文學方面有豐富知識；
五、 在文書寫作（包括傳媒及商業文書寫作）方面有適當之能力；
六、 視野廣闊，具備邏輯思考力及基本之電腦知識。

Programme Entry Requirement 課程入學資格
In addition to the General University Requirements, applicants are required to
satisfy the following Programme Entry Requirement: Grade E or above in Hong
Kong Advanced Level "Chinese Literature" or "Chinese History", or Grade D or
above in Advanced Supplementary Level "Chinese Language and Culture".

申請人除須符合大學之一般入學資格外，尙須具備下列之課程入學資格：香港高級
程度考試 ''中國文學"或 ''中國歷史"科E級或以上成績，或高級補充程度考試
''中國語文及文化"科D級或以上成績。

Programme Graduation Requirements 課程畢業資格
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 99 credits.

學生修畢課程綱要所述之科目後，成績及格，至少取得九十九學分，方可畢業。
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Assessment 評核
Assessment will normally be determined by examinations and/or continuous
assessments (including tests, assignments, tutorial performance, etc.).

學生成績乃根據修讀期間之考試結果及，或平時考課(包括測驗、作業、導修表現
等)加以評核。

Programme Structure 課程綱要
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students
who pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed
for completing the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance
with the stipulations in the Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate
Degree Studies published in Part VI of this Calendar.

以下課程綱要適用於以三年爲修讀期之全日制學生。根據大學槪覽第六部分之
＜本科及副學士課程學則〉，學生可享有課程修讀期之彈性。

FIRST YEAR 第一年
Foundation Courses 必修基本科
CH1105
CH1107
CHI111
CHI11 2
CHI113

Modern Chinese Literature 中國現代文學(R)
Introduction to Literature文學槪論(R)
Chinese Etymology 文字學(R)
Chinese Phonology 音韻學(R>
Introduction to Classical Chinese Literature

古典文學引論(R)
CH1114 Modes of Chinese Writing 各體文類習作(R)
BUS100 Introduction to Information Technology

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

資訊科技導論(R>
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

Practical Chinese I 實用中文 I (R)
Practical Chinese II 實用中文 II (R>
English for Communication I 英文傳意 I (R)
English for Communication II 英文傳意 II (R)
* General Education Course 通識教育

3
3
3
3
________ 3
36

(R) denotes required course(s). (R)表示必修科

* For details, please see the General Education Section.詳隱靑參閱通識教育課程之咅分0
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SECOND AND THIRD YEARS 第二、三年

Required Courses 必修科
Number of Credits

CHI207

Contemporary Chinese Literature (1950 - present) or

3

中國當代文學惑
CHI208

Hong Kong Literature and Cinema or

香港文學與電影惑
CHI209 Taiwan Literature 臺灣文學
(Required-elective course: any one out of three)

(必修選修科:三科任選其一)
CHI21 6 Modern Chinese Language 21 現代漢語或
CHI233 Introduction to Classical Chinese古代漢語槪論

3

(Required-elective course: any one out of two)

(必修選修科:兩科任選其一)
CHI231
CHI232

Classical Literary Criticism Qt 古典文學批言平惑
Modern Literary Criticism 現代文學批評
(Required-elective course: any one out of two)

3

(必修選修科:兩科任選其一)
CHI234 Classical Chinese Poetry or 古典詩或
CHI235 Classical Chinese Prose PI 歷代散文或
CHI236 History of Classical Chinese Fiction古典小說史
(Required-elective course: any one out of three)

3

(必修選修科:三科任選其一)
CHI219
CHI237
CHI238
CHI331

Creative Writing in Chinese or 中文文學創作惑
News Writing or 新聞寫作或
Media Writing or 傳媒寫作惑
Chinese Documentary Writing 中文文書寫作
(Required-elective course: any one out of four)

3

(必修選修科：四科任選其一)
ENG231 Academic Writing in English 英文學術寫作(R>
*General Education Courses 通識教育

3
6
24

Chinese Programme Electives 中文系選修科目
Free Electives自由選修科目

27
12_
63

(R) denotes required course(s).

(R)表示必修科

* For details, please see the General Education Section.詳情請參閱通識教育課程之音I紛
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Elective Courses 選修科
1.

Major students may choose as elective courses those required
electives that are not already taken as required courses. Students
may use free elective credits and 3 credits from Chinese programme
electives to take these courses.

主修學生可修讀未曾在 ''必修選修z/科目中所修之學科，作爲其選修科。
學生可利用自由選修科目學分和中文系選修科目的其中三學分選修此等科
目。
2.

In addition, the following courses are open to students as
programme or free electives, unless indicated as having
prerequisites and/or quotas, or stated otherwise.

以下爲中文系其他選修科(列明修讀條件或有名額限制之學科除外)

CHI206
CHI221
CHI301
CHI303
CHI305
CHI306
CHI307
CHI308

Number of Credits
3

Selected Readings in Classical Chinese
Literary Masterpieces中國古典文學名著選讀
Ming-Qing Drama 明淸虜戈曲
Directed Thesis 指導論文
Media Writing Workshop in Chinese 中文傳媒寫作坊
Myth in Literature 神話與文學
Buddhism and Chinese Literature 佛家思想與中國文學
Daoism and Chinese Literature 道家思想與中國文學
Confucianism and Chinese Literature

3
6
3
3
3
3
3

儒家思想與中國文學
CHI321
CHI322
CHI323
CHI325
CHI326
CHI327

Selected Readings in Chinese Poetry 詩選
Selected Readings in C7. Poetry 詞選
Selected Readings in Yuan Qtz 元曲選
Selected Topics in Ming and Qing Fiction明淸小說選
Selected Readings in Chinese Prose 营夂文選
Selected Readings in Modern Chinese Literature

3
3
3

3
3
3

中國現代文學作品選讀
CHI328

Special Topics in Classical Chinese Grammar

3

古代漢語語法專題
CHI329
CHI330
HST202
HST203
HST204

Special
Special
History
History
History

Topics in Chinese Literature 中國文學專題
Topics in Chinese Language 中國語言學專題
of the Ming and Qing Dynasties 明淸史
of China in the 20th Century 二十世糸己中國史
of Hong Kong to 1842 —八四二年以前之香港史

3
3
3
3
3
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HST205 History of Hong Kong since 1842 一八四二年以來之香港史
HST222 Selected Readings in Chinese Historical Texts

3
3

中國史學名著導讀
HST223 Special Topics in Premodern Chinese History
(before 1840冲國前代史專題(1840年前)
HST299c Special Topics in History: Critical Themes in
Premodern Chinese History

3
3

歷史專題：中國古代史專題
HST311

History of Cultural Interchange between
China and the West中西文化交流史

3

Free Electives自由選修科
A student may select courses in any discipline to obtain the total number of
credits required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme
constraints. Courses offered to students in a semester as free electives will be
indicated in the Class Schedule for that semester distributed before course enrolment.

學生可自由選修任何學科以獲取符合畢業資格之總、學分，惟必須配合有關規則。每學
期可供學生修讀之自由選修科，將刊於該學期課程註冊前所派發之上課時間表內。
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(Double-lined Box 二 Foundation Course;
Single-lined Box = Required/Required Elective Course; Shadowed Box = Electives)

YEAR 2 AND YEAR 3

YEAR 1

Directed Thesis
Literature
Core

Introduction to
Literature

Classical Literary Criticism or Modern Literary Criticism

Classical Chinese Poetry or Classical Chinese Prose or History
of Classical Chinese Fiction

Contemporary Chinese Literature (1 950-present) or
Hong Kong Literature and Cinema or Taiwan Literature

Literature elective courses:
1. Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Literary
2 Masterpieces
3 Ming-Qing Drama
4 Myth in Literature
5 Selected Readings in Chinese Poetry
6 Selected Readings in Ci Poetry
7 Selected Readings in Yuan Qu
8 Selected Topics in Ming and Cling Fiction
9 Selected Readings in Chinese Prose
Selected Readings in Modern Chinese Literature
10. Special Topics in Chinese Literature
Writing
Core

Modes of
Chinese Writing

Creative Writing in Chinese or News Writing or
Media Writing or Chinese Documentary Writing
Writing elective course:
1. Media Writing Workshop in Chinese

Chinese
Lanquaqe
Core

Philosophy
and History
Core

Chinese Etymology
Chinese Phonology
Practical Chinese I,II

Modern Chinese Language or Introduction to Classical
Chinese
Language elective courses:
1. Special Topics in Classical Chinese Grammar
2. Special Topics in Chinese Language

Philosophy and History elective courses:
1. Buddhism and Chinese Literature
2. Daoism and Chinese Literature
3. Confucianism and Chinese Literature
4. History of the Ming and Cling Dynasties
5. History of China in the 20th Century
6. History of Hong Kong to 1842
7. History of Hong Kong since 1842
8. Selected Readings in Chinese Historical Texts
9. Special Topics in Premodern Chinese History (before 1840)
10. Special Topics in History: Critical Themes in Premodern
Chinese History
11. History of Cultural Interchange between China and the West

English Core

English for Communication I & II

—"、

Academic Writing in English

General
Studies
Core

Introduction to Information Technology
General Education Course

->

General Education Courses
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Minor in Chinese 副修中文
Two Minors are offered to students whose Major is in any other programmes:

本系爲主修其他課程之同學提供兩項副修：

A. MINOR IN CHINESE STUDIES 畐嘯中文(15 CREDITS)

Required Courses 必修科
CHIT05
CHI11 3

credits)

Modern Chinese Literature 中國現代文學
Introduction to Classical Chinese Literature 古典文學引論

Electives 選修科

credits)

3 other courses with course letter code of ''CHI" or ''HST" listed under the
BA (Hons) Chinese programme curriculum
三科其它中文課程中以''CHI"或''HST"作課程編號之科目

B. MINOR IN CHINESE WRITING 副修中文寫作(15 CREDITS)

Required Course 必修科 63 credits)
CH1114

Modes of Chinese Writing 各體文類習作

Required Electives 必修選修科

credits)

At least 2 out of the following courses:
CHI21 9
CHI237
CHI238
CHI303
CHI331

Creative Writing in Chinese 中文文學創作
News Writing 新聞寫作
Media Writing 傳女作
Media Writing Workshop in Chinese 中文傳媒寫作坊
Chinese Documentary Writing 中文文書寫作

Electives 選修科

credits)

2 other courses with course letter code of ''CHI" or ''HST" listed under the
BA (Hons) Chinese programme curriculum
兩科其它中文課程中以''CHI"或”HST"作課程編號之科目
With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a student
can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits in fulfilling
his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion of the
course(s) offered by the University.

於本校修畢之學科，最多只可用其中一科(三學分)作雙重計算，以符合副修科之課
程規定。
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當代英語語言文學課程(榮譽)文學士
Introduction - An honours degree programme in English as a
core element in a liberal arts institution
The degree forms part of the University's mission to become a liberal
arts university by providing a curriculum that is broad-based, multi-disciplinary,
innovative and relevant to the needs of Hong Kong.
The Contemporary English Studies degree is based on the premise that
in a liberal arts education for the next century, English Studies is of central
importance for success. Our definition of English Studies embraces the
study of Contemporary Literature in English, Applied Linguistic Studies and
Language Studies. We recognise English as an international discourse,
spoken on all continents, reflecting different - not merely British or North
American - perspectives. In brief, the Contemporary English Studies degree
programme offers a curriculum that introduces the student to, and prepares
the student for, English as a mode of thinking that is at once literary,
linguistic and practical, in the context of ''World English”.

Aims
General Aim
The programme aims to produce graduates with a high level of knowledge
and ability in English Language and Literature and the ability to apply their
knowledge to the English communication needs of business, government
and education in Hong Kong.

Specific Aims
The programme aims to:
1.

stimulate student awareness of the linguistic, literary and cultural aspects
of contemporary English;

2.

develop in the students a high level of proficiency in the English language;

3.

provide interest in, and knowledge of, contemporary English speaking
cultures;

4.

develop in students the skills of independent critical thinking and analysis;
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5.

give the students a firm understanding of language study and how this
may be used in developing communicative competence and fulfilling a
variety of needs in society;

6.

give the students a background in the different genres of contemporary
literatures in English and develop the sensitivity to appreciate them;

7.

develop an enriched perspective from which to appraise personal,
professional and social issues through the General Education programme;

8.

prepare students for the use of computer technology in communication;

9.

enhance the students' learning experience through the opportunity to
study abroad.

Objectives
General Objective
Graduates will be able to communicate successfully in English at a high
level. They will be able to show a solid grounding in the linguistic and literarycultural aspects of contemporary English. Graduates will be well placed to
enter business, government or education and be prepared for postgraduate
studies in cognate fields.

Specific Objectives
Graduates will be able to:

1.

use English to a very high level in a variety of contexts and to an
educated audience;

2.

analyse examples of contemporary language and literature in terms of
appropriate theoretical models;

3.

develop an understanding of linguistic models of language description,
acquisition and analysis;

4.

apply critical thought to studies and everyday life;

5.

apply their knowledge of contemporary English to build appropriate
careers;
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6.

understand the significance of language as a means of inter-cultural
communication.

Programme Entry Requirements
In addition to the General University Requirements, applicants are
required to have obtained a grade D or above in AS ''Use of English".

Some preference will be given to applicants who have obtained a grade
E or above in AL/AS English Literature.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the
Programme Structure totalling at least 97 credits.

Assessment
The assessment system for the courses in the BA (Hons) Contemporary
English Studies consists of a combination of assessments in coursework
and examinations. The assessment criteria vary from course to course, but
students are provided with a range of assessment opportunities to
demonstrate their competence.
A student is assessed for every course taken in the form of any one or
combination of the following: class work, written assignment, laboratory
work, research/term papers, projects, tests, written examinations, oral
examinations and any other method stated in the approved course document.
In some cases evaluation is by continuous assessment only. This is done in
a limited number of instances where the course content determines the
inapplicability of formal written or oral examinations.

Overall Programme Structure
Table 1 sets out the overall structure of the programme in diagrammatic
form. It shows that there are 3 strands at the heart of the programme: (1)
Contemporary Literary Studies; (2) Applied Linguistic Studies; and (3) Language
Skills. In addition, students take Complementary Studies which include General
Education, Information Technology, Practical Chinese and a number of Free
Electives. In the first year of study, students take 7 compulsory core semester
courses from the 3 strands. These provide a grounding for the rest of the
programme.
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In Year 2 greater choice is introduced through elective courses with
students required to choose electives from each of the literary and applied
linguistic courses respectively. The second year is designed to deepen
students' exposure to the literary and applied linguistic strands in the required
and elective courses. The required Language Skills course, ''Academic
Writing & Research SkHls”，is intended to prepare students for the writing
and research demands placed upon them by the Final Year Project in Year
3. Students may also choose courses from the programmes of other
departments to build up (where possible) a ''Minor" programme.
It is required that students attend a Summer School at the end of the
second year in a country where English is the mother tongue. The Study
Abroad Programme aims to immerse students in an English speaking
environment and enable them to earn 3-6 credits of academic study outside
Hong Kong. In the event that students take only 3 credits abroad, an additional
3 credits should be taken from courses offered by the Department of English
as an additional elective in their Major Programme.

In the third year, student choice is extended and the focus more intensive.
Most of the elective courses offered may be taken in the second or third years
but given the weight of required courses in Year 2, it follows that students will
choose most of their elective courses in the final year of study. Students choose
a total of 5 elective courses in English Studies with at least two from each of
the literary and applied linguistic strands. They may therefore concentrate on
the area of English they prefer by choosing the majority of their elective courses
in one or the other major strands. Students also take a required course in
''Advanced Professional Communication Skills,/ as a preparation for the workplace
and to ensure readiness for the exit test with its emphasis on commercial tasks
in Engish. As a culmination of their studies, students complete a Final Year
Project. This will be rooted in either of the major strands and will oblige students
to show their capacity for independent thought and research.
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Literary Analysis I & II ZZZZZZ

►J

Applied
Linguistic Studies
Strand

Language Skills
Strand

Complementary
Studies

Introduction to
Language-----------------Introduction to
English Grammar
厂
^ractica^ Phonetics
Models of Speech
& Writing I & II

General Education #1

~

► Contemporary
Literature in English I & II
Discipline Elective **

» Discipline Electives * * —
—
-----------

—► Final Year Project

-----

> Language & Society
n
—Discourse Analysis
—
-----------------------------------H Discipline Elective
卜

Year 3
Compulsory Courses

—► Discipline Electives ** —
L
_
---------

Academic Writing &

Advanced Professional

Research Skills

Communication Skills

► General Education #3

► General Education #2

Free Elective #1 ***
Free Elective #2 ***

---i

Free Elective #3 ***
Free Elective #4 ***

Introduction to
Information
Technology
Practical Chinese I

► Practical Chinese II

* Students choose 5 discipline elective courses in total, at least 2 from each of the Literary and Applied Linguistic strands.
** Students can choose 12 credits from the list of free elective courses.
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Contemporary
Literary Studies
Strand

Year 3
Elective Courses

Year 2
Compulsory and
Elective Courses

Year 1
Compulsory Courses
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Study Abroad Programme
The English Department requires students to spend a Summer semester
in a country where English is the mother tongue (usually the United States or
the United Kingdom), studying one to two courses (3-6 credits) at an appropriate
institution. They will be required to do this between the second and third years
of study.

The educational rationale for this is based on the widely accepted view
that learning a language implies learning about the culture(s) where that
language is spoken. In addition, studying with other nationality groups in
another university provides an enhanced learning experience of enormous
benefit.
Students are required to take one to two approved courses (for example,
200- level in the United States) cognate with those in the Lingnan degree
programme. In the event that students take only 3 credits abroad, an additional
3 credits should be taken from courses offered by the Department of English
as an additional elective in their Major Programme. Under provision made by
the University for credit transfer, the course credits and the grades obtained
overseas will be fully counted in GPA calculation.
As the Study Abroad Programme is a compulsory element in the degree
programme, students are eligible to apply for a government grant to cover
part or all of the costs.

In exceptional cases where students are unable to participate in the
Study Abroad Programme, an additional 6 credits of discipline electives
will be required.

Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for
students who pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis.
Flexibility is allowed for completing the programme within a longer or shorter
period in accordance with the stipulations in the Regulations Governing
Undergraduate and Associate Degree Studies published in Part VI of this
Calendar.
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Number _
of Credits

FIRST YEAR

1 St

1 st/2nd

2nd

Sernesler Semester Semesle r Total

ENG101
ENG102
ENG103
ENG106
ENG107
ENG108
ENG109
BUS100
LCC101

Introduction to Language. (R)
Practical Phonetics (R)
3
Introduction to English Grammar (R)
3
Literary Analysis I (R)
Literary Analysis II (R)
4
Models of Speech and Writing I (R)
Models of Speech and Writing II (R)
Introduction to Information Technology (R) 3
Practical Chinese I (R)
3
*General Education Course

3
3

3
4

3

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
32

SECOND YEAR
ENG201
ENG202
ENG203
ENG204
ENG205
LCC102

Academic Writing and Research Skills (R)
Language and Society (R)
Discourse Analysis (R)
Contemporary Literature in English I (R)
Contemporary Literature in English II (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
*General Education Course

Electives
Discipline Electives (one from Literary Strand,
one from Linguistic Strand)
Free Electives (two courses)

2

3
3
3

3
3
3

3

3

6

Study Abroad Programme
6 credits of approved courses from abroad or
3 credits of approved courses from abroad plus
3 credits from courses offered by the Department of English

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
20

6
6
32
6

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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Number of Credits

THIRD YEAR

1 St

1 st/2nd

2nd

Semester Semester Semester Total

ENG301 BACES Project (R)
ENG303 Advanced Professional
Communication Skills (R)
^General Education Course

3
3

Electives
Discipline Electives (at least one from each of
the Literary and Linguistic Strands)
Free Electives (two courses)

3

6
3

3

3
12

9

9

6

6
27

Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

97

Discipline Elective Courses for Years 2 and 3
CONTEMPORARY LITERARY STRAND
ENG264
ENG267
ENG268
ENG274
ENG373
ENG374
ENG375
ENG399

Asian Voices in English
Studies in Literary Genres
Stylistics
Literature and Adaptation
Introduction to Literary Theory
Contemporary Poetry as Text and Experience
Cross-cultural Studies of Literature
Special Topics in English (literary relatedtopics)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

APPLIED LINGUISTIC STRAND
ENG265 Organisational Communication
ENG266 Psycholinguistics
ENG271 English Phonology
ENG272 Intercultural Communication
ENG369 Contrastive Linguistics
ENG376 Pedagogic English
ENG377 Language and Power
ENG378 Words: Their Form and Meaning
ENG399 Special Topics in English (linguistic related topics)

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Free Electives
A student may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total
number of credits required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load
and study scheme constraints. Courses offered to students in a semester
as free electives will be indicated in the Class Schedule for that semester
distributed before course enrolment.

Minor in English
Students whose Major is in any other programmes may qualify for a Minor
in English after successful completion of at least 1 5 credits. Students with a
declared Minor in English are permitted to participate in the Study Abroad
Programme (without financial subsidy) and counting the credits earned towards
their minor.
Number of Credits

BA Chinese Major
Required Courses:

ENG103
ENG108
ENG204

Introduction to English Grammar
Models of Speech and Writing I
Contemporary Literature in English I

3
4
3______
10

Elective Courses (choose two):
ENG102
ENG203
ENG264
ENG267
ENG272
ENG303

Practical Phonetics
Discourse Analysis
Asian Voices in English
Studies in Literary Genres
Intercultural Communication
Advanced Professional Communication Skills

3
3
3
3
3
3
6
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BA Cultural Studies/BA Translation Majors
Required Courses:

Number of Credits

1. ENG101
ENG 103

Introduction to Language, or
Introduction to English Grammar

3
3

2. ENG204
ENG205

Contemporary Literature in English I, or
Contemporary Literature in English II

3
3
6

Elective Courses:
Three electives chosen from the courses offered by the English Department.

BBA Major
Required Courses:

ENG101
ENG108
ENG265

Introduction to Language
Models of Speech and Writing I
Organisational Communication

3
4
3
10

Elective Courses (choose two):

ENG102
ENG202
ENG203
ENG264
ENG272

Practical Phonetics
Language and Society
Discourse Analysis
Asian Voices in English
Intercultural Communication

3
3
3
3
3
6

BSocSc Major
Required Courses:

ENG101
ENG108
ENG202
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Introduction to Language
Models of Speech and Writing I
Language and Society

3
4
3
10
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Elective Courses (choose two):
ENG264
ENG265
ENG266
ENG272
ENG3O3

Asian Voices in English
Organisational Communication
Psycholinguistics
Intercultural Communication
Advanced Professional Communication Skills

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
6

With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a
student can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits
in fulfilling his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion
of the course(s) offered by the University.
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文化究(榮譽)文學士
Introduction

The Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Cultural Studies, is the first such
degree programme in Hong Kong. It is now offered by the Department of
Cultural Studies with the support of a number of contributing departments.
Interdisciplinary in nature and in form, the programme represents an
important step of the University towards developing itself as a top-quality
liberal arts institution with Hong Kong characteristics.

What is Cultural Studies?
'Culture7 refers to the ideas we have, the values we hold, as well as the
common way of life we share. Culture is the shared way of expression and
communication among individuals living at a particular point in history. It
promotes social bonding and interaction, and as such frames human history
when these experiences of community and communication accumulate. It
helps us to define our social existence, and instills identity to the communities
we live in, where relations of value and power are inevitably vested.
As a new discipline, Cultural Studies analyses a wide range of works
including literature, film, art, popular culture, the commodity and media culture,
the social and political text, intellectual and socio-cultural movements, as well
as other living forms of social practice. Informed by critical theories and
contextual analyses, it examines the changing relationship between culture,
society, history, politics and technology in the contemporary world. Cultural
Studies allows us to understand the key problems of human creativity, social
ideology and cultural consumption in the contexts of local history and global
transformation. All these will be pivotal in the development of our cultural
imagination, cultural education and cultural policies in the years ahead.

Aims
To provide a challenging bilingual education to enable students:
1.

to engage actively in the contemporary analysis of culture; to become
sensitive to, and critical of, the issues of identity, value and affection
about which the various forms of culture they study are concerned;

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Cultural Studies

2.

to be aware of the complex interplay between the modern self, society and
history through intensive work in an inter-disciplinary curriculum; to learn
how the multiple perspectives with which people see the world today are
crucial to our understanding of contemporary cultural realities; and

3.

to open themselves intellectually to the wide-ranging texts and contexts
that have been transforming the contemporary age, so as to develop
independent judgement on the cultural practices and social institutions
they must deal with today.

Objectives
Our curriculum is designed to help students:

1.

to acquire a solid grounding in the humanities, as well as to develop the
intellectual and linguistic ability to express themselves clearly on a variety
of cultural issues;

2.

to benefit from the inter-disciplinary framework of study, through which
the divergent approaches to culture as value, commodity and representation
can be integrated;

3.

to make a comparative study of global patterns of cultural representation,
imagination, and institution in the modern world, and to analyse living
examples of contemporary culture in the local contexts;

4.

to form a critical perspective on the social and historical forms of cultural
practices in an Asian cosmopolitan city such as Hong Kong, and to
develop an understanding of local cases in the light of international Cultural
Studies; and

5.

to cultivate a firm sense of self-orientation in their social and career life,
as well as to reflect critically and creatively upon the current cultural
situation and changing historical condition of Hong Kong in particular and
China in general.
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Programme Entry Requirements
(with effect from 2002-03 intake)

In addition to the General University Requirements, applicants are
required to have obtained a grade D or above in AS ''Use of English" and
''Chinese Language and Culture".
Preference will be given to applicants who have passed subjects such
as History, Literature or Liberal Studies.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the
Programme Structure totalling at least 1 02 credits.

Assessment
Assessment practices in the Department of Cultural Studies and the
University generally are designed to measure the extent to which the
students have achieved the objectives of the course as stated in the course
syllabus. The syllabus of each course is intended to provide relevant
information to students regarding the nature of the course, including the
methods of assessment and their weightings.
It is a fundamental notion that all assessment tasks should provide
information about the students' level of knowledge and understanding in a
particular course and that this information should be reliable. Equally
important is to ensure that feedback to students on their progress and
performance should be made available at the time when it will be most
beneficial in helping the students and the Department to make appropriate
decisions.

To achieve these basic precepts, assessment procedures have been
planned to obtain reliable information on students' performance in
assessment tasks to serve the aim of ensuring fairness of assessment and
the timely flow of relevant information.

The Overall Programme Structure and Study Plan
Table 1 sets out the overall structure of the Major programme for BA
(Hons) Cultural Studies in diagrammatic form. It shows that there are two main
components: (1) a Core Module at the heart of the programme; and (2) a
Stream of Study to be elected from A. Social and Political Studies, B. Literary
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Studies, and C. Cultural and Intellectual History. In addition, there is the group
of courses under Complementary Studies, in which students must complete a
number of required credits in General Education, Chinese, English, Information
Technology, as well as Free Electives.
In the first year, students take a set of 7 foundation courses (21
credits), which provide the groundwork for advanced courses in Year 2 and
3. Above the foundation level, the Core Module in Cultural Studies (a
minimum of 33 credits spreading over the second and third years) covers
the global perspectives, theoretical questions and contextual concerns in
the study of contemporary culture, with a strong emphasis on local issues.

Under the Core Module, students must take 4 advanced courses (12
credits) and a minimum of 7 elective courses (21 credits) from the two Core
Areas: (I) Themes and Perspectives, and (II) Contextual Studies. Of these,
at least 2 courses (6 credits) must be chosen from each area.

Along with the Core Module, students must take at least 5 courses (1 5
credits) in a Stream of Study, which is an elected disciplinary focus allowing
them to approach society, culture and history from a defined set of scholarly
perspectives and methodologies in the second and third years.
Throughout the three years, students must also take a minimum of 1 1
courses (33 credits) in Complementary Studies, including General Education
(3 credits from Category A), Information Technology (3 credits), Chinese
(6 credits), English (9 credits), and at least 4 Free Elective courses (12
credits).
The distribution of credits during the normal 3-year study period is as
follows:

Year 7
Year 2
Year 3
Sub-total

Core Module in
Cultural Studies

Selected Stream of Study in
a_Disci^linar^ Focus

21
12-18
15-21
54

—
9
6
15

Total credits in the Core Module and Stream:

69

Total credits in Complementary Studies:

33

Total Credits needed for Graduation:
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Table 1

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Cultural Studies
Year

Foundation

1

Year

Year

2

3

Courses
Required

r->

Introduction to Western Civilisation

3

Introduction to Chinese Culture

3

Reunited

Cultural Representation and
Interpretation

3

Culture, Value and Belief

3

Critical Writing Workshop
Readings in Cultural Studies

3
3

Core Electives *

21

Core Area I: Themes and Perspectives
a-nriolAI

Commodity Culture and Everyday Life

3

Introduction to Cultural Analysis

3

a j o o

Cultural and Historical Writing
Culture, Power and Government
Gender, Sexuality and Cultural Politics
Topics in Cultural Theory
The Cultural Politics of Reading

Social and Cultural Anthropology
Film and Cinema Studies
Media, Culture and Society
Aesthetics

Core Area II: Contextual Studies
Cultural Criticism in Hong Kong
Hong Kong Popular Culture
Narrating Hong Kong

Sub-total Credits for
Core Module {Year 2}

6-15
Issues of Identity and Public Culture
Post-Colonial Studies
Seminar in Current Cultural Issues
Topics in Cinema and Media Studies

Cultural Policy and Institution
Directed Research Project (A) & {B)

12-18

Sub-total Credits for
Core Module (Year 3)

1 5-21

Stream A
Required
Culture, Power and Government

Eieclives

3

[6 credits from the
following courses]
Rhetoric of Social Sciences and
Business Studies
Political Thought
Classical Sociological Theory
Research Methods in

s

•a
l

-an
l

VESJls

le a llllo p u e le l o s

OQ

■
•

[6 credits from either
Group A1 or A2]
Group
: Social Theory

]

Rhetoric of Social Sciences and
Business Studies
Special Topics in Socio-Political
Studies
Social and Political Philosophy
Classical Sociological Theory
Contemporary Sociological Theory

Social Science
The Making of Modern Culture

6-15

3

CL

Group

Society and Policy

>6

Special Topics in Socio-Political
Studies
Public Policy: Values and Processes
Comparative Politics
Political Economy of Development
Family, Gender and Society

■

CJ

Social Justice
Mass Communications and Public
Opinion

Sub-total Credits
in Stream (Year 2)

9

Sub-total Credits
in Stream {Year 3)

」
6

In Year 2 and 3, students take a total of 7 electives from Core Area I and II, with at least 2 courses
from each area.
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Table 1 (cont.)
fear

Year 1

dation

2

<ear 3

C o u
Stream B

Required

Electives

The Cultural Politics of
Reading

Modern Chinese Literature
Contemporary Chinese Literature
(1950-present)
Hong Kong Literature and Cinema
Taiwan Literature
Selected Readings in
Modern Chinese Literature
Special Topics in Literary Studies
Contemporary Literature in English
I & II
Asian Voices in English
Studies in Literary Genres
Language and Power
Literature, Culture and Translation :
The Individual and Society
Literature, Culture and Translation :
Language and Ideology
Studies in Comparative Literature B

{6 credits from the
following courses]

Introduction to Literature
Modern Literary Criticism

g

Lms

s
a
!
p
r
u
s

Literary Analysis 丨 & II
Introduction to Literary Theory

>-J

Studies in Comparative Literature A
Studies in Comparative Literature B

lt}J

<vi
n

Sub total Credits
in Stream (Year 2)

Sub total Credits
in Stream {Year 3)

Stream C

Required

Electives

History of Ideas

AJOdH

lenioalla}ulf}ue lejniln

Cultural Formation in Hong Kong
OR
Cultural Transformation in
Modern China

3

OR
Introduction to the Philosophy of

(6 credits from the
following courses]
Cultural Formation in Hong

Modern Chinese Thought
Narrating Hong Kong
Marxism and After
Special Topics in Cultural Studies
Structuralism and Post-Structuralism
History and Philosophy of the
Human Sciences

q

Kong
Cultural and Historical Writing f

Science and of the Social Sciences

Classical Chinese Thought

-

6

Traditions of Ethical Thought
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism
Translating Cultures

cj

Sub-total Credits
(Year 1)

£9lduJOo

soipjnls

>JBiu

a)

s
r
l
p
u
j
o
l
e
j
o
l

Introduction to Information
Technology
Practical Chinese I

English for Communication I & II
General Education (Category A)

21

3
3
6

Sub-total Credits
in Stream (Year 2)

Sub-total Credits
in Stream (Year 3}

Free Elective #1
Language and Society
Practical Chinese II

3
3
3

Free Elective

#2

3

Free Elective
Free Elective

#3
#4

3
3

9

Sub-total Credits (Year 3)

3

Sub total Credits {Year 1)

15

Sub-total Credits (Year 2}

Year 1

36

Year 2

30-36

9

30-36

Year 3

Minimum Total
Credits for Graduation

102
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Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students
who pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed
for completing the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance
with the stipulations in the Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate
Degree Studies published in Part VI of this Calendar.

FIRST YEAR
In the first year of study, all major students are required to take 21 credits of
Foundation Courses in preparation for their Core Module of Cultural Studies
and Stream of Study to be taken in Year 2 and 3.

Apart from providing them with a groundwork on which to build their core
courses in interdisciplinary Cultural Studies, the Foundation year will also prepare
students to specialise in a Stream of Study focusing on a disciplinary
concentration. Upon faculty advice, students will be asked to select one Stream
of Study for specialisation toward the end of their first year of study. The particular
Streams of Study to be offered in any academic year are determined by the
Cultural Studies Department Board.

Foundation Courses
CUS102
CUS103
CUS106
CUS109

CUS132
PHI108
CUS111
CUS112
PHI133

Commodity Culture and Everyday Life (R)
Introduction to Cultural Analysis (R)
The Making of Modern Culture (R)
Cultural Formation in Hong Kong
OR
Cultural Transformation in Modern China
OR
Introduction to the Philosophy of Science
and of the Social Sciences
Introduction to Western Civilisation (R)
Literature and Cultural Studies (R)
Introduction to Chinese Culture (R)
Sub-total of credits

(R> denotes required course(s).
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(21 credits)

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
21
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II.

Complementary Studies
BUS100
LCC101
LCE1O1
LCE1O2

U 5 credits}

Introduction to Information Technology (R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
*General Education
(one course from Category A)
Sub-total of credits

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
15

SECOND AND THIRD YEARS

I.

Core Module of Cultural Studies

(33 credits)

In the second and third years, Major students should complete a minimum of
33 credits in the Core Module of Cultural Studies. These include (a) 1 2 credits
in the advanced courses, and (b) 21 credits of elective courses, of which at
least 6 credits must be chosen from Core Area I, ''Themes and Perspectives"
and 6 credits from Core Area II, ''Contextual Studies".

la.

Advanced Courses

(12 credits)

These courses are taught to the Major students as preparation for those offered
under Core Area I and II, identifying the basic themes of Cultural Studies, and
treating them in comparative and/or historical perspective alongside concrete
examples drawn from various kinds of cultural writing and phenomenon.

Year 2
CUS21 2
CUS21 4

Year 3
CUS202
CUS21 6

lb.

Cultural Representation and Interpretation (R)
Culture, Value and Belief (R)

Critical Writing Workshop (R)
Readings in Cultural Studies (R)
Sub-total of credits

Core Electives

3
3

3
3
12

(21 credits)

(i)
Core Area I: Themes and Perspectives
(6-1 5 credits)
These courses introduce a range of critical themes in the study of modern
culture from the perspectives of interdisciplinary conceptual and methodological
framework, with reference to the understanding of local/regional cases and
issues.

(R) denotes required course(s).
* ror details, please see the General Education Section.
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A minimum of 6 credits must be chosen from this area.
CUS211
Cultural and Historical Writing
CUS213 Culture, Power and Government
CUS21 5 Gender, Sexuality and Cultural Politics
CUS218 Topics in Cultural Theory
CUS219 The Cultural Politics of Reading
CUS304 Social and Cultural Anthropology
CUS309 Film and Cinema Studies
CUS310 Media, Culture and Society
PHI221
Aesthetics
Sub-total of credits

Number of .Credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3_____
6-15

(ii) Core Area II: Contextual Studies
(6-15 credits)
While these courses are taught in the specific context of Hong Kong in particular
and China in general, regional and global perspectives will be introduced
whenever appropriate.
A minimum of 6 credits must be chosen from this area.
CUS303 Cultural Criticism in Hong Kong
CUS314 Hong Kong Popular Culture
CUS31 7 Narrating Hong Kong
CUS319 Cultural Policy and Institution
CUS320 Directed Research Project (A)
CUS321
Directed Research Project (B)
CUS322 Issues of Identity and Public Culture
CUS324 Post-Colonial Studies
CUS325 Seminar in Current Cultural Issues
CUS331
Topics in Cinema and Media Studies
Sub-total of credits

II.

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6-1 5

Disciplinary Specialisation through the Stream of Study
(15 credits)

In addition to the Core Module, a total of 1 5 credits must be taken in the
second and third years from one selected Stream of Study in a disciplinary
specialisation.
Three Streams of Study are now offered: (A) Social and Political Studies, (B)
Literary Studies, and (C) Cultural and Intellectual History.
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Stream A Social and Political Studies
(i)
Stream Courses
(9 credits)
Number of Credits
CUS213 Culture, Power and Government (R)
3
AND
6 credits to be selected from the folio wing:
CUS21 7 Rhetoric of Social Sciences and BusinessStudies
3
POL211
Political Thought
3
SOC201
Classical Sociological Theory
3
SSC107
Research Methods in Social Science
3
Sub-total of credits
9
(ii) Stream Elective Courses
(6 credits)
In addition to the 9 credits of courses under Stream A required above,
of 6 credits must be selected from either Group A 1 or A2.
Group A 1: Social Theory
CUS21 7 Rhetoric of Social Sciences and Business Studies
CUS329 Special Topics in Socio-Political Studies
PHI203
Social and Political Philosophy
SOC201 Classical Sociological Theory
SOC202 Contemporary Sociological Theory
Sub-total of credits
OR
Group /12/ Society and Policy
CUS329
Special Topics in Socio-Political Studies
POL2O8
Public Policy: Values and Processes
POL210
Comparative Politics
POL21 2
Political Economy of Development
SOC319
Family, Gender and Society
SOC321
Social Justice
SOC326
Mass Communications and Public Opinion
Sub-total of credits

a minimum

3
3
3
3
3
6

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

(R) denotes required course(s).
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Stream B Literary Studies
(i)
Stream Courses
(9 credits)
CUS21 9 The Cultural Politics of Reading (R)

Number of Credits

AND
6 credits to be selected from the following:
CHI107 Introduction to Literature
CHI232 Modern Literary Criticism
ENG 1 06 Literary Analysis I
ENG 1 07 Literary Analysis II
ENG373 Introduction to Literary Theory
TRA313 Studies in Comparative Literature A
TRA314 Studies in Comparative Literature B
Sub-total of credits

(ii) Stream Elective Courses
(6 credits)
In addition to the 9 credits of courses under Stream B required above,
of 6 credits must be selected from the following:
CH11 05
Modern Chinese Literature
CHI207
Contemporary Chinese Literature (1 950-present)
CHI208
Hong Kong Literature and Cinema
CHI209 Taiwan Literature
CHI327
Selected Readings in Modern Chinese Literature
CUS328 Special Topics in Literary Studies
ENG204 Contemporary Literature in English I
ENG205 Contemporary Literature in English II
ENG264 Asian Voices in English
ENG267 Studies in Literary Genres
ENG377 Language and Power
TRA107
Literature, Culture and Translation:
The Individual and Society
TRA219
Literature, Culture and Translation:
Language and Ideology
TRA314
Studies in Comparative Literature B
Sub-total of credits

(R) denotes required course(s).
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3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3_________
9

a minimum
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
6
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Stream C Cultural and Intellectual History
(i)
Stream Courses
(9 credits)
PHI21 3
History of Ideas (R)
AND
6 credits to be selected from the folio wing:
CUS109 Cultural Formation in Hong Kong
CUS21 1 Cultural and Historical Writing
PHI21 2
Classical Chinese Thought
Sub-total of credits

Number of Credits

3

3
3
3
9

(ii) Stream Elective Courses
(6 credits)
In addition to the 9 credits of courses under Stream C required above, a minimum
of 6 credits must be selected from the following:

CUS316
CUS31 7
CUS323
CUS326
CUS330
PHI21 5
PHI21 8
PHI334
TRA217

Modern Chinese Thought
Narrating Hong Kong
Marxism and After
Special Topics in Cultural Studies
Structuralism and Post-Structuralism
History and Philosophy of the Human Sciences
Traditions of Ethical Thought
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism
Translating Cultures
Sub-total of credits

III. Complementary Studies
ENG202
LCC102

(18 credits}

Language and Society (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
Free Electives (4 courses)
Sub-total of credits

(R) denotes required course(s).

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

3
3
12
18
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(12 credits)

Free Electives

A student may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number
of credits required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study
scheme constraints. Courses offered to students in a semester as free electives
will be indicated in the Class Schedule for that semester distributed before

course enrolment.

Minor in Cultural Studies

(15 credits)

Students whose Major is in any other programmes may qualify for a Minor
in Cultural Studies after successful completion of at least 1 5 credits (5 courses)
from the Cultural Studies programme. These must be made up of 3 credits of
the course Introduction to Cultural Analysis, 9 credits of courses from the Core
Module' of which at least one course must be chosen from Core Area I "Themes
and Perspectives" and one from Core Area II "Contextual Studies", and 3
credits of any course with course letter code of "CUS".

i.

RequkeiC^ourse
Number of Credits

CUS103

II.

Introduction to Cultural Analysis

3

Elective Courses

(Please see the section on Core Module of Cultural Studies for courses listed
under the Core Module and the section on Course Descriptions for courses
listed under the Department of Cultural Studies for a full list of courses with
course letter code of "CUS".)

Any
Any
Any
Any

one elective course
one elective course
other course in the
course with course

from Core Area I
from Core Area II
Core Module
letter code of "CUS"
Minimum total credits

3
3
3
3
12

With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a student
can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits in fulfilling
his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion of the course(s)
offered by the University.

it

except for Directed Research Project (A) &

⑻
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Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Translation

翻譯(榮譽)文學士
Introduction
Lingnan's honours degree in Translation sets out to provide an education
in bilingual studies which can produce graduates with the capacity to think for
themselves as well as with bilingual competence in Chinese and English. One
of its central features is the equal emphasis on translation as a profession and
as an academic discipline. This is reflected in the offering of a great variety of
more practical courses in translating, interpreting and language studies, and
several more academic courses in translation theory, criticism and history.
Another feature is the importance attached to the socio-cultural environment of
the Chinese and English languages, which is explored in its many facets in a
number of courses in literary and cultural studies. A third is simplicity and
flexibility - about 48% of the credits that constitute the translation Major

programme are electives.

Some graduates will find posts as translators, interpreters or language
specialists, but many others will find that both local and expatriate firms in
Hong Kong are happy to employ translation graduates with their highly
developed bilingual skills, even though they may not be employing them
exclusively or even primarily as language specialists.

Aims
To provide a challenging bilingual education which will enable students
1.

to develop their oral and written as well as their social skills to a stage
where they will be able to serve as effective and responsible intermediaries
between texts and speakers in English and Chinese;

2.

to develop their capacity to make independent and objective judgements,
which they will require as language specialists or employees in leading
positions in government, business, industry and the professions, for which
a first degree is a threshold requirement and for which bilingual skills are
regarded as highly valuable; and

3.

to develop a better understanding of their place in Hong Kong's bilingual
community and of the roles they might play in serving that community.
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Objectives
On completion of this programme, students will be able
1.

to achieve high levels of competence and fluency in Chinese, together with
a critical understanding of Chinese writing and some understanding of the
political, social or cultural environment in which that writing takes place;

2.

to develop an appropriate level of competence in speech and writing in
English, together with some understanding of selected key factors in the
social and political environment in which creative and media texts in English
are written;

3.

to develop their capacity for translating between the two languages and
to understand some of the differences and similarities in the cultural, political
and linguistic factors which may lie behind a source text and its translation;
and

4.

to develop a capacity for independent study and research and for the
formulation and presentation of their own ideas.

Programme Entry Requirements
In addition to the General University Requirements, applicants are required
to satisfy the following Programme Entry Requirement:

Applicants should have obtained a Grade D or above in ''Use of English".

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the
Programme Structure totalling at least 99 credits.
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Total Credits for Graduation: 99 credits

Translation Major (63 credits)

Yr.

Required (33 credits)

Electives (30 credits)

[10courses:7yr 1;2yr2;& 1 yr 3]

[Students will select at least 15 credits from among the Guided Electives marked with an asterisk (*).|

Course Title

Cr.

Yr.

Cr

Course Title

Yr.

Cr.

Introduction to Interpreting (C-E)

2 or 3

3

* Business Translation (E-C & C-E)

2 or 3

3

Bilingual Oral Workshop (E-C & C-E)

3

Introduction to Interpreting (E-C)

2 or 3

3

* General Interpreting (C-E)

2 or 3

3

Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century

1

3

Introduction to Translation (C-E)

2 or 3

3

* General Interpreting (E-C)

1

3

Introduction to Translation (E-C)

2 or 3

3

* Legal Translation (E-C & C-E)

2 or 3

3

Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century

1

3

Language Studies for Translation:

2 or 3

3

* Literary Translation A (C-E)

2 or 3

3 Gender, Language and Translation

3

2 or 3

3

* Literary Translation A (E-C)

Language Studies for Translation:

2 or 3

3

* Literary Translation B (C-E)

2 or 3

3

* Literary Translation B (E-C)

2 or 3

3

* Translation for Science and Technology

Syntax

1

3

Literature, Culture and Translation:

(E-C & C-E)

The Individual and Society

2

3

Translation Theory I

2 or 3

2

3

Translation Criticism I (E-C & C-E)

3

6

Translation Project (E-C or C-E) (Year 2 or 3

3

*Translation of Texts in Popular Culture

(E-C & C-E)

Course)

2 or 3

3

2 or 3

3

* Translation of Texts in the Arts

(E-C & C-E)

Note No fewer than 6 credits in the Guided

Electives category should be taken by
students in their second year.

⑽

(Information

Electives)

Enhancement

Education

Technology

Courses)##

Courses)

Course)

Poetry and Drama

2 or 3

3

History of Translation

2 or 3

3

Language Studies for Translation:

2 or 3

3

Literature, Culture and Translation:

2 or 3

3

Publication Workshop

2 or 3

3

0Selected Research Topics

2 or 3

3

Selected Translation Project

2or3

3

Studies in Comparative Literature A

2 or 3

3

Studies in Comparative Literature B

2 or 3

3 Translating Cuhures

2 or 3

3 Translation Criticism II (E-C & C-E)

2 or 3

3 Translation in the Hong Kong Context

2 or 3

3 Translation Theory II

Advanced Contrastive Analysis

Language and Ideology

*Translation of Texts in Social Sciences

(E-C & C-E)

3 credits

(General

Fiction and Prose

*Translation for the Media

(E-C & C-E)
3

9 credits

(Language

(E-C or C-E)

3

3 Advanced Interpreting (C-E)

3

3

Advanced Interpreting (E-C)

There are 2 areas in Selected Research Topics: (i) Language and Translation Studies; (ii) Literary and Cultural Studies. Students
may select one course from each of the 2 areas in their second or third year. The total number of courses students can choose
under Selected Research Topics will not exceed 2 in their three-year programme.
These 1 2 credits are for the 4 courses, viz. Models of Speech and Writing, Practical Chinese I, and 2 language enhancement
courses either in Chinese or in English.
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3

1

1

12 credits

(Free

Course Title

1

Phonology and Morphology

12 credits
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Assessment
Assessment will normally be determined by examinations and/or
continuous assessments.

Overall Programme Structure
Table 1 lists all the courses offered under the translation degree programme.

Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students
who pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed
for completing the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance
with the stipulations in the Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate
Degree Studies published in Part VI of this Calendar.

FIRST YEAR

Number of Credits
1 st
1 st/2nd
2nd
Semester Semester Semester Total

TRA101
TRA102
TRA103
TRA104
TRA105

Introduction to Interpreting (C-E) (R)
Introduction to Interpreting (E-C) (R)
Introduction to Translation (C-E) (R)
Introduction to Translation (E-C) (R)
Language Studies for Translation:
Phonology and Morphology (R)
TRA106 Language Studies for Translation:
Syntax (R)
TRA107 Literature, Culture and Translation:
The Individual and Society (R)
BUS100 Introduction to Information Technology (R)
ENG110 Models of Speech and Writing (R)
LCC101 Practical Chinese I (R)
^General Education Course

(R) denotes required course(s).
For details' please see the General Education Section.

3

3

3
3
3
3
3

3

3

3
3
3

3

3

3
3

3
3
3
3
33
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SECOND YEAR

Number of Credits
1st
1 st/2nd
2nd
Semester Semester Semester Total

TRA203 Translation Theory 1 (R)
TRA204 Translation Criticism 1 (E-C & C-E) (R)

3
3

3
3

THIRD YEAR
TRA311

Translation Project (E-C or C-E) (R)

3

3

6

SECOND AND THIRD YEAR
Elective Courses

30

ANY YEAR
Language Enhancement Courses
(two courses either in Chinese or in English)
*General Education Courses
Free Electives
Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

6
6
12
99

Language Enhancement Courses
Translation students are required to take two language enchancement courses
(either in Chinese or in English) from the following:

CHINESE ENHANCEMENT COURSES:
LCC102 Practical Chinese II
LCC201 Advanced Practical Chinese: Putonghua Pronunciation and the
Writing of Government Documents
LCC202 Advanced Practical Chinese: Vocabulary, Grammar and Business Writing

ENGLISH ENHANCEMENT COURSES:
ENG203
ENG204
ENG205
ENG265
ENG267
ENG268
ENG272
ENG274
ENG303

Discourse Analysis
Contemporary Literature in English I
Contemporary Literature in English II
Organisational Communication
Studies in Literary Genres
Stylistics
Intercultural Communication
Literature and Adaptation
Advanced Professional Communication Skills

(R) denotes required course(s).

*

For details, please see the General Education Section.
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Elective Courses
The total minimum number of elective credits is 30, including a minimum
number of 1 5 credits in guided electives. No fewer than 6 credits in guided
electives should be taken by students in their second year.

GUIDED ELECTIVE COURSES

Number of Credits
1 st/2nd

(to be taken in Year 2 or 3)
TRA201 General Interpreting (C-E)
TRA202 General Interpreting (E-C)
TRA205 Literary Translation A (C-E)
TRA206 Literary Translation A (E-C)
TRA208 Translation for the Media (E-C & C-E)
TRA209 Translation of Texts in Popular Culture (E-C & C-E)
TRA210 Translation of Texts in Social Sciences (E-C & C-E)
TRA211 Translation of Texts in the Arts (E-C & C-E)
TRA212 Business Translation (E-C & C-E)
TRA305 Literary Translation B (C-E)
TRA306 Literary Translation B (E-C)
TRA309 Legal Translation (E-C & C-E)
TRA310 Translation for Science and Technology (E-C & C-E)

Semester

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

OTHER ELECTIVE COURSES
(to be taken in Year 2 or 3)
TRA207 Language Studies for Translation:
3
Advanced Contrastive Analysis
TRA213 Publication Workshop
3
TRA214 Bilingual Oral Workshop (E-C & C-E)
3
TRA215 Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century
3
Fiction and Prose
TRA216 Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century
3
Poetry and Drama
TRA217 Translating Cultures
3
TRA218 Translation in the Hong Kong Context
3
I RA219 Literature, Culture and Translation: Language and Ideology 3
TRA303 Translation Theory II
3
TRA304 Translation Criticism II (E-C & C-E)
3
TRA307 Gender, Language and Translation
3
TRA308 History of Translation
3
TRA313 Studies in Comparative Literature A
3
TRA314 Studies in Comparative Literature B
3
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TRA315 Selected Research Topics#
TRA316 Selected Translation Project (E-C & C-E)

3
3

(to be taken in Year 3)
TRA301 Advanced Interpreting (C-E)
TRA302 Advanced Interpreting (E-C)

3
3

Offering of Elective Courses
Not all elective courses are offered every year. Some may be offered in
alternate years. Elective courses are offered subject to availability of teachers
and sufficient student enrolment.

Free Electives
A student may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number
of credits required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study
scheme constraints. Courses offered to students in a semester as free electives
will be indicated in the Class Schedule for that semester distributed before
course enrolment.

Minor in Translation
Students whose Major is in any other programmes may qualify for a
Minor in Translation. The minimum number of required credits for a Minor in
Translation is 1 5.

Required Courses (6 credits)
TRA103
Introduction to Translation (C-E)
TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C)
Elective Courses (9 credits)
Students can choose any courses with the、'TRA〃 letter code listed under the
BA (Hons) Translation Programme except Translation Project, subject to the
prerequisite requirements of these courses, if any.
With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a student
can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits in fulfilling
his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion of the
course(s) offered by the University.
# There are two areas in Selected Research Topics: (i) Language and Translation Studies;
(ii) Literary and Cultural Studies. Students may select one course from each of the two
areas in their second or third year. The total number of courses students can choose
under Selected Research Topics will not exceed two in their three-year programme.
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工商管理(榮譽)學士
Introduction
This programme requires students to acquire an in-depth knowledge of a
variety of disciplines which are essential to an understanding of modern business.
Consequently, students are encouraged to read widely and to adopt a critical
approach to the literature. Assumptions underlying theories are questioned
and scrutinised in respect of their relevance to events in the business field.
The core elements of the curriculum require students independently to
formulate conceptual models, to integrate and synthesise knowledge, ideas
and information, and, on these bases, to generate solutions to business
problems. The approach is multi-disciplinary in order to facilitate the development
of the conceptual framework essential for the analysis of problems on an integrated
basis.
The kind of rigorous analysis exemplified by this approach in enabling
students to impose meaning on academic ideas and to see their relevance to
the world typifies the requirements of honours level work.

Graduates from the 巳BA (Honours) degree programme will be generalist
in nature. They will have followed an area of concentration and thus will be
well placed to enter the job market for potential executives whilst possessing
sufficient flexibility and adaptability for future career growth.

Aims
This programme aims at producing graduates who can:
1.
2.
3.
4.

transcend functional boundaries and take a holistic view of business;
adopt a confident, proactive approach to decision making;
comprehend social, moral and philosophical issues; and
utilise their knowledge in one of a number of specialist fields.

Objectives
[To provide the knowledge necessary for education in business.
2. To facilitate comprehension of the concepts, principles, tools and skills
fundamental to decision making.
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3.
4.

To develop information handling abilities with a focus on the use of relevant
hardware and software for problem solving.
To enhance oral and written communication skills through the display of
ability in verbal precision, logical argument and presentation.

Programme Entry Requirements
(with effect from 2002-03 intake)

The Progamme has no additional requirements other than the following
General University Requirements:
a. Either i. Grade E or above in two AL subjects;
or
ii. Grade E or above in one AL subject, and in two AS subjects other
than ''Use of English" and ''Chinese Language and Culture"; and
b. Grade E or above in AS ''Use of English"; and
c. Grade E or above in AS ''Chinese Language and Culture".

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the
Programme Structure totalling at least 1 02 credits.

Assessment
Assessment is mainly of two kinds: continuous and formal examination.
The overall grade for a course is obtained by aggregating the results of the endof-semester examination and continuous assessment, the weighting and format
of which may vary from one course to another. Students are required to complete
all course work, prescribed tests and examinations.

Streams of Study
There are six streams within the programme: Accounting, Finance, Human
Resource Management, Information Systems, Marketing, Risk and Insurance
Management.

A. ACCOUNTING STREAM
The Accounting Stream within the programme reflects the needs of the
market place for accounting knowledge. It is well recognised that one can
assess the level of sophistication of an economy by examining the extent of
its accounting knowledge. As the economy of Hong Kong becomes increasingly
complex, the demand for accounting professionals with sophisticated accounting
knowledge has been accelerating. Trained in the University's liberal arts
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environment, graduates in the Accounting stream will possess the latest
theoretical and practical knowledge in accounting together with well-developed
analytical and communication skills to enable them to face the challenge of
the accounting profession in an increasingly complex business environment.

B.

FINANCE STREAM

The Finance Stream within the programme reflects the needs of the market
for more sophisticated finance knowledge. Hong Kong is one of the major
financial centres in the world. Demands for graduates who can deal with the
increasingly complex and sophisticated world of finance will be substantial.
Graduates in the Finance Stream will be equipped with the latest theoretical
and practical knowledge to enable them to take on the challenging and complex
world of finance.

C.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STREAM

The inclusion of this stream stems from a belief that every manager is
essentially a human resources manager. Managerial posts require the manager
to interact with and supervise people. Consequently, it is important for modern
business executives to understand that business decisions have human
implications and that it is the human aspect of business issues which
consistently require the greatest managerial attention. It is an increasingly
held view that good human relations is the key to addressing central business
issues. It is essential that the Hong Kong business community is provided with
graduates in business who are committed to the effective management of
human resources in organisations and who are capable of making the decisions
necessary to bring this about.

D.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS STREAM

With the increasing use of information technology (IT) in the business
world, the demand for well-rounded business graduates with a balanced
technical and organisational background will continue to increase. The
Information Systems Stream provides course work in a wide range of computerrelated subjects, such as visual and object-oriented programming, systems
analysis and design, database management, telecommunication and electronic
commerce so that graduates may start in the entry-level positions in the
information systems profession. In addition, the 巳巳A framework offers broadbased general education and business knowledge which emphasises critical
thinking and communication skills so that students will gain a solid foundation
for future career growth, leading to executive positions in the information
systems or general business areas.
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E.

MARKETING STREAM

Business organisations have long recognised the importance of consumer
orientation in order to enhance their competitiveness in the marketplace.
Moreover, the increasing globalisation of business demands businessmen to
be knowledgeable in international business. Unlike other traditional marketing
programmes, Lingnan's marketing programme has a strong international
emphasis. Our students can take a variety of marketing and international
business courses on top of the core business and marketing courses. This,
together with the University's liberal arts orientation, means that Lingnan's
marketing graduates are well prepared to face the challenges of a highly
competitive business environment.

F.

RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT STREAM

The stream subscribes to the view of contributing directly to the supply
and development of management manpower that can cope with the changing
demands in Hong Kong. New laws, new markets and new systems are rapidly
changing the requirement of the knowledge of business and management.
These changes will present real opportunities for graduates equipped with risk
management knowledge to meet the challenges imposed by this dynamic
environment. In addition, the stream will provide a source of graduates who
are well-prepared to meet the needs of the insurance industry for managers
with a degree-level standard of intellectual development, combined with a sound
knowledge of the sector, its structure, practices and business functions.

Programme Structure
Number of Credits

UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS
巳US100

ENG232
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

Introduction to Information Technology (R)
English for Business Communication (R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
^General Education courses

3
3
3
3
3
3
9
27

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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BBA (HONS) PROGRAMME REQUIREMENTS
Functional Core or Stream courses cannot be taken until at least five
Foundation Core courses have been completed. After completion of all core
courses or with the permission of the Programme Director, students can proceed
to take the capstone course. Besides, BUS330 Research Methodology can
only be taken after completion of all core courses.
Foundation Core
BUS101 Introduction to Business (R)
BUS102 Statistics for Business (R)
BUS!03 Financial Accounting (R)
BUS104 Managerial Accounting (R)
BUS!07 Legal Aspects of Business (R)
BUS108 Global Business Environment (R)
ECO/
Microeconomics for Business (R)
BUS105

Functional
BUS201
BUS202
BUS205
BUS206
BUS207

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
________ 3_______
21

Core
Financial Management (R)
Organisational Behaviour (R)
Marketing Management (R)
Information Systems Management (R)
Management Science (R)

3
3
3
3
3

15
Capstone Course
BUS301
Strategic Management (R)
Business Electives
BUS330
Research Methodology
BUS331
Business Project
or
Any two 200- or 300-level courses within the BBA programme,
as long as prerequisites have been met.

3

3
3
6

Stream Required and Elective Courses

18

Free Electives

12

Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

(R) denotes required course(s).
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Stream Courses
A. ACCOUNTING STREAM
ACT200
ACT201
ACT202
ACT203
ACT300
ACT301

Number of Credits

Intermediate Accounting I (R)
Intermediate Accounting II (R)
Cost Accounting (R)
Taxation (R)
Company Law (R)
Auditing (R)

Additional Elective Courses
ACT250 Accounting and Regulatory Environment of the
Chinese Mainland
ACT350 Advanced Auditing
ACT351
Advanced Taxation
ACT352 Accounting Theory
ACT353 Advanced Cost Accounting
ACT354 Advanced Accounting
ACT355 Accounting Information Systems
ACT366 International Accounting
ACT399 Special Topics in Accounting

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

B. FINANCE STREAM
FIN2OO
FIN2O1
FIN3OO

Corporate Finance (R)
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems (R)
Investment and Portfolio Management (R)

3
3
3

Stream Elective Courses (9 credits to be taken)
FIN250 Introduction to Financial Econometrics
FIN350 Financial Statement Analysis
FIN351 Advanced Financial Theory
FIN352 International Financial Management
FIN353 Management of Financial Institutions

3
3
3
3
3

Additional Elective Courses
FIN354 Short-term Financial Management
FIN355 Derivative Securities and Hedging Strategies
FIN399 Special Topics in Finance

3
3
3

(R) denotes required course(s).
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C. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STREAM

Number of Credits

HRM200 Human Resource Planning and Staffing (R)
HRM201 Performance and Compensation Management (R)
HRM202 Training and Development (R)
Stream Elective Courses (9 credits to be taken)
HRM350 Industrial Relations and Employment Law in
Hong Kong
HRM351 Management of Innovation and Change
HRM352 Leadership and Teamwork
HRM353 Quality and People
HRM357 Organisational Theory

Additional
HRM355
HRM356
HRM399

Elective Courses
Current Business Issues
Japanese Management
Special Topics in Human Resource Management

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

D. INFORMATION SYSTEMS STREAM
ISM200
ISM201
ISM205

Systems Software and Computer Architecture (R)
Analysis and Logical Design (R)
Introduction to Programming (R)

Stream Elective Courses (9 credits to be taken)
ISM350
Data Communications and Computer Networks
ISM351
Information Systems Construction
ISM352
Database Systems
ISM353
Electronic Commerce

Additional
ISM208
ISM354
ISM355
ISM356
ISM399

Elective Courses
Data, Object Structures and Programming
Management of Information Technology
Information Systems Auditing
IT Risks and Security
Special Topics in Information Systems

(R> denotes required course(s).
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E. MARKETING STREAM
MKT201 Consumer Behaviour (R)
MKT203 Marketing Research (R)

Number of Cred its

3
3

Stream Elective Courses (Any two clusters (12 credits) to be taken)
1. MKT211 Business to Business Marketing
3
MKT311 Sales Management
3
2. MKT221 Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
3
MKT321 International Marketing Management
3
3. MKT231 Advertising
3
MKT331 Public Relations
3
4. MKT241 International Business
3
MKT341 Regional Studies in International Business
3

Additional Elective Courses
MKT351
Retailing and Distribution Management
MKT353
Services Marketing
MKT355
Strategic Marketing
MKT397
Special Topics in International Business
MKT399
Special Topics in Marketing

3
3
3
3
3

F. RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT STREAM
RIM200
RIM201
RIM202

Principles of Risk Management (R)
Principles of Insurance (R)
Fundamentals of Actuarial Science (R)

3
3
3

Stream Elective Courses (9 credits to be taken)
RIM350
Life and Health Insurance
RIM351
Property and Liability Insurance
RIM352
Reinsurance
RIM353 Financial Risk Management
RIM354 International Insurance Market

3
3
3
3
3

Additional Elective Course
RIM399 Seminars in Risk and Insurance Management

3

(R) denotes required course(s).
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Free Electives
A student may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number
of credits required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study
scheme constraints. Courses offered to students in a semester as free electives
will be indicated in the Class Schedule for that semester distributed before
course enrolment.

Minor in Business
Students whose Major is in any other programmes may qualify for a Minor
in Business. Students are required to take one required course (3 credits) and 4
elective courses (12 credits) as detailed in the following:
Required Course (3 credits)
BUS101

Introduction to Business

Elective Courses (12 credits)

At least three out of the following courses:
巳US103

BUS202
BUS205
BUS206

Financial Accounting
Organisational Behaviour
Marketing Management
Information Systems Management

Plus any other BBA course(s) as long as their prerequisites are met, or
equivalent course(s) approved by the BBA Programme Director.
With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a student
can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits in fulfilling
his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion of the
course(s) offered by the University.

STRUCTURE OF THE BBA (HONS) PROGRAMME
Foundation Core
Introduction to Business
Statistics for Business
Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting
Legal Aspects of Business
Global Business Environment
Microeconomics for Business

_ ____ Functional Core
BUS201 Financial^ Management
BUS202 Organisational Behaviour___
BUS205 Marketing Management
BUS206 Information Systems Management
BUS207 Management Science

BUS 100

Introduction to Information Technology

LCE101
LCE102

English for Communication I
English for Communication II

ENG232

English for Business Communication]

LCC101

Practical Chinese I

LCC102

Practical Chinese II

General Education courses (9 credits)

i

Free Electives (12 credits)

All courses carry 3 credits except otherwise stated.

Stream Required and Elective Courses
(18 credits)
(for Structure of Stream Courses
see the following page)

Business Electives (6 credits)
(Research Methodology and
Business Project /
any two 200- or 300-level
courses within the BBA programme)

*-► BUS301

Strategic Management

B a c h e l o r o f卬 u s i n e s s A d m i n i s t r a t i o n f H o n o u r s j

BUS101
BUS102
BUS103
BUS104
BUS107
BUS108
ECO/BUS105

STREAM REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE COURSES

FIN200
FIN201
FIN3OO

(9 credits to be taken)
Corporate Finance
Hong Kong Monetary & Financial Systems
Investment and Portfolio Management

(巳)Finance

(6 credits to be taken)
MKT201 Consumer Behaviour
MKT203 Marketing Research

(F) Risk and
Insurance
RIM200
Management RIM201
RIM202

(9 credits to be taken)
Principles of Risk Management
Principles of Insurance
Fundamentals of Actuarial Science

ISM350
ISM351
ISM352
ISM353

(9 credits to be taken)
Data Communications & Computer Networks
Information Systems Construction
Database Systems
Electronic Commerce

MKT211
MKT311
MKT221
MKT321
MKT231
MKT331
MKT241
MKT341

Any two clusters (12 credits) to be taken
Business to Business Marketing
Sales Management
Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
International Marketing Management
Advertising
Public Relations
International Business
Regional Studies in International Business

RIM350
RIM351
RIM352
RIM353
RIM354

(9 credits to be taken)
Life & Health Insurance
Property & Liability Insurance
Reinsurance
Financial Risk Management
International Insurance Market

co

a.

ministration{Honours>

(9 credits to be taken)
Systems Software & Computer Architecture
Analysis & Logical Design
Introduction to Programming

HRM350
HRM351
HRM352
HRM353
HRM357

(9 credits to be taken)
fndustrial Relations & Employment Law in Hong Kong
Management of Innovation & Change
Leadership & Teamwork
Quality & People
Organisational Theory

A

(E) Marketing

ISM200
ISM201
ISM205

(9 credits to be taken)
Introduction to Financial Econometrics
Financial Statement Analysis
Advanced Financial Theory
International Financial Management
Management of Financial Institutions

usiness

(C) Human
(9 credits to be taken)
HRM200 Human Resource Planning & Staffing
Resource
Management HRM201 Performance & Compensation Management
HRM202 Training & Development

FIN250
FIN350
FIN351
FIN352
FIN353

of

(18 credits to be taken)
Intermediate Accounting I
Intermediate Accounting II
Cost Accounting
Taxation
Company Law
Auditing

Bachelor

ACT200
ACT201
ACT202
ACT203
ZXCT300
ACT301

(A) Accounting

(D) Information
Systems

ELECTIVE COURSES

REQUIRED COURSES

STREAMS
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社會科學(榮譽)學士
Introduction

The Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours) is an integrated multi
disciplinary degree programme by incorporating the three major cognate
disciplines of social sciences [viz. economics, politics and sociology) to study
local, regional and global affairs from a China-cum-Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (SAR) perspective. As such, the Bachelor of Social
Sciences (Honours) programme constitutes an integral part of the University's
mission to become an internationally recognised liberal arts university ''with
Hong Kong characteristics".

The multi-disciplinary structure of the programme of studies represents a
significant breakthrough in coping with the emerging intellectual and practical
market demand for an integrated social science approach to studying public
and economic affairs.

The primary aim
coherent intellectual
issues and problems.
are unbiased in their

of the programme is to provide students with a broad and
base for assessing various political, economic and social
It also aims to nurture a generation of professionals who
approach to, yet strongly concerned with, human affairs.

Upon completion of the programme, students can expect to have
developed an intellectual capability for independent and critical thinking, and
balanced evaluation of major local, regional and international issues.

Aims
The integrated social science approach aims to:
(a)

provide students with a broad intellectual horizon for appreciating and
assessing the complexities of human phenomena and existence;

(b)

help students appreciate the functional fabrics which hold together the
various independent and related social, political and economic foundations;

(c)

train students in independent, analytical and critical thinking, and thus in
the balanced evaluation of controversial policy issues, free from the
intervention of vested group interests, be they political or business in nature;
and

(d)

achieve an appropriate balance between the breadth and depth of
knowledge, and between generalist and specialist training.
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Objectives
The major objectives of the degree programme are as follows:(a)

To educate students as future professionals and as ordinary citizens who
are conversant with and intellectually able to relate to the political, economic
and social environment in which they will be working and living.

(b)

To raise a generation of young professionals and community leaders who
will prove able to engage in the HKSAR's multi-faceted external affairs as
policy-makers, government negotiators, non-government organisation
(NGO) representatives, or in the business sector.

(c)

To nurture a sense of civic responsibility among students who will likely be
involved with local public affairs in their future capacities as community
leaders or government officials responsible for public policy making or
policy implementation at various administrative levels.

(d)

To develop a wide spectrum of well-trained intellectuals and professionals
to fill middle-level and higher administrative and executive positions in
the public, business, banking, and industrial sectors.

(e)

To produce graduates who will perform competently and professionally
as qualified educators at various levels - junior or senior high school, or
tertiary institutions - to further imbue a strong sense of civic awareness,
professional ethics, and moral values, on top of their academic
achievements and aspirations in the social sciences.

Streams of Study
Under the BSocSc (Hons) programme structure, there are four streams of
study:

1)

China and Asian Pacific Affairs (CAPA)
This stream couples an Asian Pacific geographical focus with a global
perspective, noting the region’s growing integration into an emergent new
world order, often described as the age of globalisation, offered through a
cross-disciplinary combination of courses in the social sciences (politics,
economics, and sociology).

A ''Greater China" perspective will be adopted for studying regional trade,
investment, and political relations, as they may bear on the domestic affairs
of the Chinese Mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Emphasis will be on
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such thematic intra-regional issues as trade liberalisation, foreign direct
investment, economic integration, growth triangles, defence cooperation,
democratisation, regional groupings and territorial disputes.

2)

Contemporary Social Issues and Policy (CSIP)
This stream has a particular focus on Hong Kong and a wider focus on
Asia-Pacific region of which Hong Kong is an integral and leading part. Its
main concern is with key contemporary social issues and the policy
approaches that have been, or might be, developed in response and
anticipation of population changes in the coming decades such as
population ageing. In line with the learning philosophy of the programme,
the stream has an important objective of producing flexible students who
are able to understand, analyse and contribute to the social and policy
contexts of change in modern-day Hong Kong and the region. The stream
incorporates key interdisciplinary concepts and approaches, in its cross
cutting analysis of contemporary social issues in the SAR and the region.

3)

International Political and Economic A ffairs (/PEA)

This stream provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the study of
international affairs, but allows students to opt for a relative emphasis on
either political science or economics. The required courses provide a
broad background in international politics, international political economy,
international law, and international organisation. The political scienceoriented module takes into account the demands that the changing postCold War era poses for international relations, highlighting the rise of
ecopolitics and geoeconomics. The economics-oriented module offers
insights into the world of international economic and financial interactions.
Students are given an opportunity to learn more about China, Hong Kong,
and the Asian Pacific Region. The stream makes special reference to the
Hong Kong SAR's retention of membership in many of the international
entities post 1997. Students will learn to understand the implications of
this status on external trade and welfare.

4)

Public Policy and Resource Allocation (PPRA)
The Hong Kong economy was battered severely during the financial crisis
of 1 997-98. A host of thorny public policy issues suddenly thrust upon
Hong Kong's policy makers. On top of housing a rapidly expanding
population and dealing environmental degradation, both of which were
long-standing concerns, Hong Kong has to deal with the emergence of
high unemployment and fiscal deficits, civil service reform, health care
reform, alleviating the plight of the poor and the disadvantaged, financial
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and monetary reform, and industrial restructuring. The Public Policy and
Resource Allocation stream aims to equip students with the tools to
understand all these and other evolving policy issues and the implications

of policy options.

Programme Entry Requirements
The programme has no additional requirements other than the following
General University Requirements:
a. Either i. Grade E or above in two AL subjects;
or
ii. Grade E or above in one AL subject, and in two AS subjects
other than ''Use of English" and ''Chinese Language and
Culture"; and
b. Grade E or above in AS ''Use of English"; and

c. Grade E or above in AS ''Chinese Language and Culture".
In addition, HKCEE results of applicants will be taken into consideration.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the
Programme Structure totalling at least 99 credits.

Assessment
Assessment varies according to the nature of the courses, but normally
consists of a combination of examinations, class work, written assignment, field
work, research exercises, tests and tutorial performance. Course assessment
will be in accordance with the stipulations specified under the Regulations
Governing Undergraduate and Associate Degree Studies stated in Part VI of
this Calendar.

Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students
who pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed
for completing the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance
with the stipulations in the Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate
Degree Studies published in Part VI of this Calendar.
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FIRST YEAR
EC0101
POL101
P0L102
SOC101
SSC107
BUS WO
LCC101
LCC1 02
LCE101
LCE102

Introduction to Economics (R)
Introduction to Political Science (R)
Government and Politics of Hong Kong(R)
Introduction to Sociology (R)
Research Methods in Social Science (R)
Introduction to Information Technology(R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
*General Education Course

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

(Note: Students who have passed A-Level Economics and Sociology with
grade D or above are required to substitute EC0201 Intermediate
Microeconomics (R) or alternatively EC0202 Intermediate Macroeconomics
(R) and SOC201 Classical Sociological Theory (R) respectively for EC0101
Introduction to Economics and SOC101 Introduction to Sociology. No credits
will be awarded to the introduction courses not taken. However, if the
student wishes to take Economics or Sociology as discipline concentration in
the second and third years, he/she would be required to undertake another
ECO or SOC course respectively to make up for the total number of credits
required for the fulfilment of the discipline concentration.)

SECOND YEAR
ENG231

Academic Writing in English (R)
Stream Required Courses (R)
Discipline Concentration Required Courses (R)
*General Education Course

3
12
6
3

THIRD YEAR
SSC319

Directed Research Project
or Two Non-Discipline Concentration Courses
at 200- or 300- level
or One Discipline Concentration Course plus
One Non-Discipline Concentration Course
at 200- or 300- level
*General Education Course

6

3

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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ELECTIVES
Students are required to take a total of 99 credits for graduation. In
addition to the courses listed above, they should also take the following
categories of courses:
i)
18 credits in stream electives;
ii)
6 credits in discipline concentration electives;
iii) 9 credits in free electives.
Free electives may be taken in any year, as long as workload and other
University or programme regulations (e.g. prerequisites) permit. Students are
not allowed to take any stream required courses or any discipline concentration
required courses in their first year of study as their free electives.

Discipline Concentration
A discipline concentration is established for each of the three cognate
social science disciplines. The specific course requirements of a discipline
concentration are as follows:-

a.

b.

Economics
EC0101
EC0201
EC0202
any other 2

Introduction to Economics (R)
Intermediate Microeconomics (R)
Intermediate Macroeconomics (R), and
elective courses in the economics discipline

Political Science
POL101
Introduction to Political Science (R)
POL210
Comparative Politics (R)
POL211
Political Thought (R); and
any other 2 elective courses in the political science discipline
(Note: Students who have taken PHI203 Social and Political Philosophy
as a free elective in the first year are allowed to take another political
science elective course in lieu of POL21 1 Political Thought to fulfil the
discipline concentration requirements.)

Sociology
SOC101
SOC201
SOC202
any other 2

Introduction to Sociology (R)
Classical Sociological Theory (R)
Contemporary Sociological Theory (R); and
elective courses in the sociology discipline

(R) denotes required course(s).
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(Note: Elective courses to satisfy discipline concentration requirements should
not have been taken either as stream required courses, stream elective courses
or free elective courses).

Directed Research Project
Students have an option of undertaking in their third year a year-long
Directed Research Project worth 6 credits. Students who opt not to do the
Directed Research Project will take (a) two additional non-discipline
concentration courses, or (b) one discipline concentration course plus one non
discipline concentration course within the BSocSc programme. All these courses
have to be at 200- or 300-level.

Stream Courses
A.

CHINA AND ASIAN PACIFIC AFFAIRS (CAPA)
Stream-required Courses (4 in all)

Course Titles

EC0206
POL201
POL202
POL206

China as an Economic Giant (R)
Government and Politics of
Contemporary China (R)
Asia Pacific Today (R)
International Relations of Asia Pacific (R)

Sub-total of credits

Number of Credits
3
3

3
3
12

These courses set the ''pitch" for the stream, as they (a) feature the Asia
Pacific as a coherent sub-system to be examined in both the global and
regional perspectives, and (b) place China at the centre of the Asia Pacific
thus presented.
Stream-elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, but at least 2 from each category)
Course Titles

Category A (Country oriented)
EC0302 The Hong Kong Economy
EC0309 Japan and the U.S.A. in the Asian Pacific
Economy

Number of Credits

3
3

(R) denotes required course(s).
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ECO318
POL304
POL305
POL316
POL31 7
SOC322

China's New Economic System
Chinese Politics in the Reform Era
China in World Politics
Social Change and Politics in Japan
One Country, Two Systems:
Central-Hong Kong SAR Relationships
Comparative Chinese Societies

3
3
3
3
3

3

Category B (Broader in focus)
ECO303
China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
EC0304
Economic Development
POL203
International Politics
POL306
Foreign Policies of the Major Powers
POL307
APEC and Regional Co-operation
POL308
Selected Issues in the Asian Pacific Region
SOC31 5 Origins and Development of ASEAN
Sub-total of credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

18

These electives provide a choice between depth and breadth, as is reflected
between the two categories of elective courses. A certain balance between
the two, however, is to be achieved; hence two courses at a minimum are to
be taken from each category.

B.

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL ISSUES AND POLICY (CSIP)
Stream-required Courses (4 in all}

Course Titles
POL208
SOC203
SOC204
SSC217

Public Policy: Values and Processes (R)
Social Gerontology (R)
Society and Social Change (R)
Statistics for Social Science (R)

Sub-total of credits

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
12

These courses provide the essential foundation for students in CSIP to
appreciate the nature of social change, its links with demographic
ageing and changing population structures in general but particularly in
Hong Kong and the region. Society and Social Change attempts to draw
attention to the complexities, causes, processes and impacts of social
change. Social Gerontology provides a sound introduction to the nature
(R) denotes required course(s).
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of demographic ageing and considers its broad social, policy, economic,
health, psychological and family impacts. Statistics for Social Science
provides students with a detailed appreciation of the nature, application
and interpretation of statistical methods in the social sciences. This helps
them to study, with greater critical insight, the elective courses, to conduct
their own analyses of data and information, and to have greater awareness
of the benefits and limitations of statistical presentation in the social
sciences. Finally, the Public Policy course helps students to appreciate
the economic and broader contexts in which policy makers operate, reach
decisions, and implement and evaluate policy.
Stream-elective Courses (choose any 6)

Course Titles
EC0302
SOC31 9
SOC320
SOC321
SOC323
SOC324
SOC327
SOC328
SOC329
SOC330

Number of Credits

The Hong Kong Economy
Family, Gender and Society
Social Consequences of Population Changes
Social Justice
Organisations and Bureaucracy
Work and Occupation
Social Welfare and Social Problems inHong Kong
Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation
Social Epidemiology of Ageing
Crime and Delinquency

Sub-total of credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Students have the choice of ten elective courses within the stream. Several
of these courses enable them to follow in depth social issues relating to
population change, family and gender developments and health and
epidemiological aspects of demographic ageing. Others enable them to
study systematically contemporary social issues and policy in Hong Kong
and the region including those related to crime and delinquency, social
justice, social welfare, social security and the changing picture with regard
to work and occupation.
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C.

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS (IPEA)
Stream-required Courses (4 in all)

Course Titles
EC0207
POL203
POL204
POL205

Number of Credits

International Political Economy(R)
International Politics (R)
International Law (R)
International OrganisationandRegimes (R)

3
3
3
3

Sub-total of credits

12

These courses provide the necessary background of the various dimensions
in international relations, and thus prepare students for the more
specialised, in-depth courses in the stream. They aim at instilling in
students a realistic sense of the panoply of issues engaging the attention
of the community of nations in their mutual relations.
Stream-elective Courses
(Choose 6 in a", but at least 2 from each category)

Course Titles
Category
POL206
POL303
POL306
POL307
POL309

Number of Credits

A (Political and Legal)
International Relations of Asia Pacific
International Environmental Politics
Foreign Policies of the Major Powers
APEC and Regional Co-operation
Selected Issues in International Political
and Legal Affairs

Category B (International Economics)
EC0303 China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
EC0304 Economic Development
EC0305 International Trade and Commercial Policy
EC0306 International Finance
EC0308 Globalisation and Economic Integration
ECO318 China's New Economic System

Sub-total of credits

(R) denotes required course(s).
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3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
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These electives allow students to choose between the two foci into
which the courses are organised. They expect students to acquire a solid
competence in both areas. The intent of the electives is to impart in
students an awareness of the available solutions to the major issues and
problems encountered in the course of international relations in a world
that is becoming increasingly interdependent.

D.

PUBLIC POLICY AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION (PPRA)
Stream-required Courses (4 in all)

Course Titles

EC0204
EC0205
POL208
SSC217
EC0203

Number of Credits

Policy Evaluation and Cost Benefit Analysis (R)
Public Sector Economics and Budgeting (R)
Public Policy: Values and Processes (R)
Statistics for Social Science
OR
Fundamental Econometric Methods

Sub-total of credits

3
3
3
3

12

[Note: Students who have not taken EC0201 Intermediate Microeconomics
either as a discipline concentration or as a substitute for EC0101 Introduction
to Economics are required to take EC0201 Intermediate Microeconomics
(R) additionally. They can take one stream elective less either in Category
A or B. Students opting for Econometrics are advised to take SSC109
Mathematics for Social Scientists as well.I
These courses provide training in the methodology of public policy analysis
and an awareness of the constraints that policy makers face. In particular,
Public Sector Economics and Budgeting provides an introduction to the
use of economics in public policy analysis and acquaints students with
the budgeting techniques which policy makers frequently use. Policy
Evaluation and Cost Benefit Analysis equips students with important
knowledge that can be used in the evaluation of all kinds of public policy
decisions. The course Public Policy: Values and Processes is important
because social science values provide the context in which public policies
are made, while the politics involved in the policy making process means
that realistically policy decisions are often the result of negotiations and
compromises. Finally, the Statistics or Econometrics course allows students
to understand the various statistical tests that are often used in analysing
data, and gives students the preparation to interpret data correctly, to
extract information out of data, and to avoid being misguided by data
presented in propaganda.
(R) denotes required course(s).
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Stream-elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, 4 from category A and 2 from category B)
Course Titles

Number of Credits

Category A (Applied Courses)
ECO312 Health Policy
ECO313 Housing, Transportation, and Land
Development
ECO314 Environmental Economics
ECO315 Education and Manpower Policy
ECO316 Industrial Organisation and Competition Policy
ECO317 Economics of Law and Public Order
SOC327 Social Welfare and Social Problems in
Hong Kong
Sub-total of credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12

Category B (Policy-making milieu)
EC0302 The Hong Kong Economy
Policy-making, Collective Action and Public
POL301
Choice
SOC318 Economic Change and Social Stratification
SOC323 Organisations and Bureaucracy
SOC324 Work and Occupation
SOC328 Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation

3
3
3
3

Sub-total of credits

6

3
3

Category A courses represent applications of the methodology of policy
analysis to different policy areas. These courses deal with real world
policy issues and provide much of the substance of the PPRA stream.
Through a study of these courses, students gain exposure to the
applications of various analytical tools in key policy areas. The elective
courses listed under Category 巳 allow students to understand the social
background or milieu of public policy making in the context of Hong Kong.
These electives are mostly sociology courses, though some are politics in
nature. Through a study of some of these courses, students will appreciate
the constraints that policy makers face, and understand better the nature
of the issues of public concern, which the policies are supposed to
address.
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List of Courses
A. ECONOMICS COURSES
EC0101
ECO1O9*
EC0201
EC0202
EC0203
EC0204
EC0205
EC0206
EC0207
EC0208
EC0301
EC0302
ECO3O3
EC0304
EC0305
EC0306
EC0308
EC0309
ECO311
ECO312
ECO313
ECO314
ECO315
ECO316
ECO317
ECO318
EC0320

Introduction to Economics
Contemporary Economic Issues
Intermediate Microeconomics
Intermediate Macroeconomics
Fundamental Econometric Methods
Policy Evaluation and Cost Benefit Analysis
Public Sector Economics and Budgeting
China as an Economic Giant
International Political Economy
Principles of Public Policy
Money and Banking
The Hong Kong Economy
China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
Economic Development
International Trade and Commercial Policy
International Finance
Globalisation and Economic Integration
Japan and the U.S.A. in the Asian Pacific Economy
Economics of the Family
Health Policy
Housing, Transportation, and Land Development
Environmental Economics
Education and Manpower Policy
Industrial Organisation and Competition Policy
Economics of Law and Public Order
China's New Economic System
Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour

B. POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES
POL101
POL! 02
POL201
POL202
POL203
POL204
POL205
POL206
POL208
P0L210
P0L21 1
POL212
P0L21 3
POL301

Introduction to Political Science
Government and Politics of Hong Kong
Government and Politics of Contemporary China
Asia Pacific Today
International Politics
International Law
International Organisation and Regimes
International Relations of Asia Pacific
Public Policy: Values and Processes
Comparative Politics
Political Thought
Political Economy of Development
Political Psychology and Behaviour
Policy-making, Collective Action and Public Choice

available to first year students only
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POL303
POL304
POL305
POL306
POL307
POL308
POL309
POL31 6
POL31 7

International Environmental Politics
Chinese Politics in the Reform Era
China in World Politics
Foreign Policies of the Major Powers
APEC and Regional Co-operation
Selected Issues in the Asian Pacific Region
Selected Issues in International Political and Legal Affairs
Social Change and Politics in Japan
One Country, Two Systems: Central-Hong Kong SAR
Relationships

C. SOCIOLOGY COURSES
SOC101
SOC102
SOC103
SOC201
SOC202
SOC203
SOC204
SOC205
SOC31 5
SOC318
SOC319
SOC320
SOC321
SOC322
SOC323
SOC324
SOC325
SOC326
SOC327
SOC328
SOC329
SOC330
SOC331
SOC332
SOC333

Introduction to Sociology
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
Introduction to Behavioural Science
Classical Sociological Theory
Contemporary Sociological Theory
Social Gerontology
Society and Social Change
Social Psychology
Origins and Development of ASEAN
Economic Change and Social Stratification
Family, Gender and Society
Social Consequences of Population Changes
Social Justice
Comparative Chinese Societies
Organisations and Bureaucracy
Work and Occupation
Behaviour at Work
Mass Communications and Public Opinion
Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong
Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation
Social Epidemiology of Ageing
Crime and Delinquency
Selected Social Problems in Hong Kong
Environmental Psychology
Health, Illness and Behaviour

D. COMMON SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES
SSC107
SSC109
SSC217
SSC31 9
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Free Electives
A student may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number
of credits required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study
scheme constraints. Courses offered to students in a semester as free electives
will be indicated in the Class Schedule for that semester distributed before
course enrolment.

Minor Programmes in Social Sciences
Students whose Major is in any other programmes may qualify for a
Minor in Economics/Political Science/Sociology/Public Policy after successful
completion of at least 15 credits (5 courses) from the Social Sciences
programme.

a)

Minor in Economics
ECO1 01
Introduction to Economics, and
any other 4 elective courses in the economics discipline
(Note: BBA students who have passed ECO/BUS1 05 Microeconomic for
Business and BUS108 Global Business Environment courses will be
exempted from EC01 01 Introduction to Economics, if they wish to
enrol in the Economics Minor programme.)

b)

Minor in Political Science
POL101
Introduction to Political Science, and
any other 4 elective courses in the political science discipline
(Note: Students who have passed CUS21 3 Culture, Power and Government
are not allowed to take P0L1 01 Introduction to Political Science if
they wish to enrol in the Political Science Minor Programme. They are
required to take another Political Science elective course as a substitute.)

c)

Minor in Sociology
SOC101
Introduction to Sociology, and
any other 4 elective courses in the sociology discipline

(Note: Students who have passed CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture
are not allowed to take SOC101 Introduction to Sociology if they wish to
enrol in the Sociology Minor programme. They are required to take another
Sociology elective course as a substitute.)
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d)

Minor in Public Policy
Required course
EC0208
Principles of Public Policy
Elective courses (Choose any 4, at least one from each category)
Category A
ECO312
Health Policy
ECO313
Housing, Transportation, and Land Development
ECO314
Environmental Economics
ECO315
Education and Manpower Policy
ECO316
Industrial Organisation and Competition Policy
ECO317
Economics of Law and Public Order

Category B
POL208
POL301
SOC321
SOC327

Public Policy: Values and Processes
Policy-making, Collective Action and PublicChoice
Social Justice
Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong

Minor in Behavioural Science
Undergraduate students (including 巳SocSc Major students) who wish to pursue
a Minor in Behavioural Science are required to complete 5 courses (1 5 credits)
as detailed below:
Required Course
SOC103
Introduction to Behavioural Science

Elective Courses (Choose any 4, at least one from each category)
Category A
EC0320
Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour
P0L21 3
Political Psychology and Behaviour
SOC205
Social Psychology
SOC325
Behaviour at Work
SOC332
Environmental Psychology
SOC333
Health, Illness and Behaviour
Category B
BUS202
HRM351
MKT201

Organisational Behaviour
Management of Innovation and Change
Consumer Behaviour

With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a
student can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits
in fulfilling his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion
of the course(s) offered by the University.
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Minor Programmes
Apart from the minor programmes detailed under the various
undergraduate programmes, there are two other Minor programmes being
offered, viz. History and Philosophy.

Minor in History
The Minor in History requires a minimum of 1 5 credits, consisting of one
required course and four other courses to be selected from the list of electives.

Required Course (3 credits)
HST31 1

History of Cultural Interchange between China and the West

Elective Courses (12 credits)
At least four out of the following courses:
CUS316
Modern Chinese Thought
HST201
World History since the Industrial Revolution
HST202
History of the Ming and Cling Dynasties
HST203
History of China in the 20th Century
HST204
History of Hong Kong to 1 842
HST205
History of Hong Kong since 1842
HST206
History of the United States to 1 896
HST207
History of the United States since 1 896
HST299
Special Topics in History

With a view to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a student
can be exempted from taking a maximum of one course of 3 credits in fulfilling
his/her Minor Programme requirements, on the basis of completion of the
course(s) offered by the University.
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Minor in Philosophy
The requirement for graduating with a Minor in Philosophy is that the student
in the course of his/her three years at Lingnan should take five courses (fifteen
credits) from the following selection:

One course (3 credits) from the following:
PHI101
Critical Thinking
PHI1 05
Introduction to Logic
PHI107
Understanding Knowledge
PH1108
Introduction to the Philosophy of Science and of the Social
Sciences

Four courses
CUS316
PHI133
PHI201
PHI203
PHI204
PHI205
PHI207
PHI209
PHI212
PHI213
PHI215
PHI218
PHI221
PHI222
PHI334

(12 credits) from the folio wing:
Modern Chinese Thought
Introduction to Chinese Culture
Applied Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and Human Values
Business Ethics
Law and Society
Morality and Markets
Classical Chinese Thought
History of Ideas
History and Philosophy of the Human Sciences
Traditions of Ethical Thought
Aesthetics
Life and Death
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism

The Minor consists of a foundational course (3 credits) in the area of rational
thinking and four courses (1 2 credits) which might be chosen from a wide range
of topics. Should he or she wish to do so, a student may choose four courses
dealing in their various ways with the application of philosophical theories in
questions concerning moral, social or aesthetics value. Alternatively, a student
may choose the four courses so as to focus on topics in the history of culture and
ideas. The Minor thus caters for students interested in questions of value in their
own right, students interested in the moral, social, or aesthetic value judgements
that their major discipline (social science, business, literature) will involve them in,
and students that wish to expand their knowledge of Chinese and Western culture.
In accordance with university regulations, one course can be used to count both
towards fulfilling the requirement of fifteen credits for a Minor in Philosophy as
well as towards fulfilling other graduation requirements.
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ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES

副學士學位課程

Introduction
The Lingnan Associate Degree programmes are designed to provide an
educational experience that prepares students for work and an enriched life
as educated persons, as well as a solid foundation for possible further study
by articulating to the second year of 3-year bachelor's degree programmes
in Hong Kong or overseas, or to the third year of 4-year degree programmes
overseas. The Associate Degree programmes are: Associate of Arts,
Associate of Business Studies (Financial Services or Information Systems)
and Associate of Social Sciences. The programmes of studies aim at
developing and improving skills and abilities in languages, communication,
mathematical reasoning, computer literacy and others, which are essential
for meeting the challenges of the fast-changing work environment of the
21st century.
The Associate Degree programmes require a study duration of two years
full-time. Classes will start from mid-September 2001 (with two semesters
per year). Students will attend classes on campus and are entitled to use all
computer, library and sports facilities of the University. Upon completion of
study, students will be awarded the degree of Associate of Arts (AA), Associate
of Business Studies (ABS) or Associate of Social Sciences (ASocSc), depending
on the concentration of their studies. Graduates with good academic results
may apply for admission to Year 2 of the relevant undergraduate degree
programmes at Lingnan.

Minimum Admission Requirements
Applicants must have fulfilled the following minimum admission
requirements:
(1)

Satisfactory completion of Secondary 6, plus Grade E or above in at least
five subjects* in HKCEE, including Chinese and Syllabus B English (or
Grade C or above for Syllabus A), and the total of these five subjects is
not less than 10 points (Grades A to E are given 5 points to 1 point
respectively), or

(2)

an equivalent qualification.

passes can be obtained at one or different sittings
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Students with Advanced Level Examination results will be given special
consideration for admission purposes.

Persons who do not possess the qualifications as stated above but are
aged 23 or above on 1st September in the year when admission is sought may
apply as mature applicants, provided that they are able to demonstrate the
capacity to pursue the programme. Mature applicants will be considered
separately and each case is considered on its own merits.

Applicants may be shortlisted for interviews to determine eligibility for
admission.

Programme Framework
The core curriculum of each Associate Degree programme is made up of
courses of generic skills such as languages (Chinese, English and Putonghua),
quantitative skills, basic IT skills, communication/ interpersonal skills and general
education. The curriculum of individual programme will provide different
concentration and elective courses to enable students to have better exposure
to a specialised area of study, thus paving the way for future articulation to
the university system.
Number of Credits
Course Category
12
English Language
12
Chinese Language (including Putonghua)
Information Technology (IT)#
3
General Education
6
General Mathematics*
3
Concentration
15
18
or
Free Electives
6
3
Integrated Learning
3
Physical Education (1 credit in each year of study)
2
Minimum credits for Associate Degree:
62

(Note: The normal study load is 1 5 credits per semester. Students may be
allowed the flexibility of taking up to 18 credits per semester in the second
year, paying extra fees to be decided.)

#

Students who pass a specified proficiency test will be exempted from taking the
course, but must take additional credits to complete a 62-credit programme for
graduation.

*

Students with a pass in HKAL Mathematics will be exempted from taking the
course, but must take additional credits for a 62-credit programme.
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Programme Structure
FIRST YEAR

LCEOO1
LCEOO2
LCC001
LCC002
INLOO1
BUS002
BUS001

PED001

General English I (R)
General English II (R)
Basic Chinese I (R)
Basic Chinese II (R)
Career and Life Planning (R)
General Mathematics (R)
Introduction to Information
Technology (R) or
*General Education Course
Concentration
Physical Education (R)

Number of Credits
1 St

2nd

Semester

Semester

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

6

XolaJ

3
3
3
3
3
3
6

6
1
31

SECOND YEAR
LCEOO3
LCE004
LCEOO5
LCC003
LCC004

PEDOO2

Project English (R)
English for Business I or
English for Study I
Basic Chinese III (R)
Basic Chinese IV (R)
*General Education Course or
Concentration or Free Electives
Concentration or Free Electives
Physical Education (R)

3
3

3
3

3

3
3

3
3
6

6

6

3

12
1
31

(R) denotes required course(s).

*

Students are required to take two General Education courses from Categories A
and B. For details, please see the General Education Section.
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Concentration
There are four concentrations, viz. Arts, Business Studies (Financial
Services or Information Systems) and Social Sciences. They will not only
meet the HKSAR's priority for human resources in the finance and IT areas,
but also match Lingnan's liberal arts focus in arts and social sciences.

The required courses for the respective concentrations are as follows:
ARTS:

CHI001
CUS001
ENG001
HST201
PHI001
TRA001

Chinese Studies (R)
Contemporary Cultural Studies (R)
English Studies (R)
World History since the Industrial Revolution (R)
Philosophy: East and West (R)
Introduction to Translation (R)

FINANCIAL
SERVICES:

ACT001
BUS012
FIN001
FIN002
FIN003
FIN004

Accounting for Financial Decisions (R)
Economics for Business Studies (R)
Securities Regulations and Conduct of Business (R)
Financial Markets and Instruments (R)
Securities Investment (R)
Derivatives Investment (R)

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS:

BUS011
ISM001
ISM002
ISM003
ISM004

Introduction to Business (R)
Introduction to Programming (R)
Internet Technology (R)
Information Systems Management (R)
Introduction to Database Systems (R)

SOCIAL
SCIENCES:

EC0101
POL101
POL102
SOC101
SSC107

Introduction to Economics (R)
Introduction to Political Science (R)
Government and Politics of Hong Kong (R)
Introduction to Sociology (R)
Research Methods in Social Science (R)

(Note: Upon completion of the Associate of Business Studies (Financial
Services), students can take the Diploma Programme Examination of the
Hong Kong Securities Institute and are eligible to apply for registration with
the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong as dealers, advisers and
representatives under''The Fit and Proper Criteria".)

(R) denotes required course(s).
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Free Electives
There are free elective courses listed by each of the four concentrations.
These electives will be open to Associate Degree students. A student may
select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number of credits required
for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Courses offered to students in a semester as free electives will be indicated in
the Class Schedule for that semester distributed before course enrolment.
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LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
The Language Institute coordinates and extends the provision of language
courses throughout the University. It offers courses in English, Putonghua
and written Chinese. It also coordinates ''Exit” tests in English and Chinese.
The Language Institute, headed by a Director, is composed of two centres,
viz. the English Language Education and Assessment Centre (ELEAC) and the
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre (CLEAC), each with its
own Head. There is a Management Board of the Language Institute which is
chaired by its Director.

Courses Offered by the ELEAC
I. Common English Courses
The ELEAC offers two common courses, ''English for Communication I &
II", to First Year students on degree programmes in Chinese, Cultural Studies,
Business, and Social Sciences. It aims to:
1. improve students7 general English proficiency;
2. equip students with the skills needed to follow a course of study in the
medium of English;
3. provide students with a basis for effective development of work-related
skills; and
4. help students to acquire independent English-learning strategies.

II. Other Courses
1. The course ''Thinking through English" is offered as a free elective for
all undergraduate students.
2. The ELEAC offers five courses for Associate Degree students, viz.
''General English I", ''General English ll〃, ''Project English", ''English for
Business \" and ''English for Study I".

Courses Offered by the CLEAC
I. Practical Chinese Courses
All undergraduate students are required to take Practical Chinese I and
II offered by the CLEAC, which count as partial fulfilment of their graduation
requirements. The only exception is Translation Major students who need
to take only Practical Chinese I.
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For language enhancement, students can take Advanced Practical
Chinese courses LCC201 and LCC202 after they have taken Practical
Chinese I and II, except for students who major in Translation. Students
majoring in Translation must take Practical Chinese I as a compulsory
Chinese language enhancement course. After their completion of this course,
they are free to take LCC102, LCC201 or LCC202 as an elective without
any of these three courses being a prerequisite for one of the courses.

II. Chinese Refresher Course
This course is designed to help students become familiar with the
formats used in the Putonghua Exit Test and the Written Chinese Exit
Test, which may be taken on a voluntary basis. Non-credit-bearing and
lasting 2 hours a week for 4 weeks, the course also aims at helping students
to revise the language skills required for performing well in both tests.

III. Specialised Practical Chinese
CLEAC offers three courses which are geared towards the needs of
particular students. LCC111 and LCC11 2 are intended for foreign exchange
students who need a basic understanding of Chinese. LCC121 provides
basic instruction in Cantonese for non-native Cantonese speakers. LCC302
provides advanced training in Putonghua for students who are keen to enhance
their knowledge. These specialised courses will be taught in small groups to
satisfy the needs of various students with different requirements, paying
attention to individual needs.

IV.Basic Chinese Courses for Associate Degree Students
The CLEAC offers a series of four courses designed to provide basic
and comprehensive training to help students with their Putonghua listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills. Students will be equiped with the
basic knowledge of Hanyu-pinyin and the ability to communicate in
Putonghua accurately and fluently, both orally and in writing. In addition,
students will be prepared to take the Putonghua Exit Test in the future if
they so wish through extensive training in vocabulary, grammar and rhetoric
of the Standard Modern Chinese (SMC).

The Self-Access Centre
The Self-Access Centre is a language resource centre which provides
students with opportunities for autonomous language learning. It contains a
range of language-learning materials for four main languages: English, Putonghua
and written Chinese, Japanese and French.
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The Centre aims to encourage students to improve their language
proficiency through independent study and to develop students' ability to take
responsibility for their own language learning.

All students of Lingnan University can use the Self-Access Centre facilities.
Resources at the Self-Access Centre include the following :

I.

Materials
A variety of different media is available to help students practise their
language skills. There are audio and video booths, laser-disc and VCD
players and multi-media materials available on the computers.

Materials are available for the enhancement of reading, writing, listening
and speaking skills, vocabulary enrichment and grammar learning.
Students can use print, audio-visual or multi-media materials, depending
on their preferences. There is a range of interactive CD-ROMS as well as
software programmes for language learning.

II. Programmes and Activities
The Self-Access Centre runs several programmes which offer additional
help and encouragement for language enhancement.
Consultations
Students are encouraged to set up their own learning programmes.
Consultations are available to provide guidance and to suggest
materials and learning targets.
HLs-Cjjssion Groups

Discussion groups aim to develop oral fluency and improve students'
confidence when speaking English and Putonghua so that they may
be better prepared to cope with the demands placed on them in their
university careers and future professions.

Workshops

Workshops are held regularly on different topics, and students are
encouraged to participate actively. Topics may be of general interest
or related to students' immediate needs such as job application skills.
Writing Centre
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Guidance is available for students who have particular writing
problems. This tutorial service aims to encourage students to identify
their individual weaknesses when writing English and find ways to
improve them.

Course Descriptions

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 湘簡介
COURSES FOR TAUGHT POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Master of Arts in English Studies
ENG510 English as Corpus
The aim of this course is to view the English language as a collection of texts
which can be used as a basis for study and analysis using computers. The
course will attempt to give students a fresh awareness of English grammar
and usage without covering the same ground as traditional grammar courses.
Another title for it might be 'English as it really is'. Simple concordancing
software will be made available to students so that they can become their
own researchers into English.
ENG520 English as Culture
This course will have as its aim to endow the student with an enthusiasm for
the various forms of cultural activity that involves the use of English. This
world, familiar in its constituent elements, but scarcely recognised as a coherent
perspective, can be explored not just in literature and film, but also in such
non-canonical genres as jokes, anecdotes, riddles. The pedagogical (and
intellectual) aim of the course is to elicit from the student an interest in the
culture of English as a source of enlightened entertainment — whether this
takes the form of analysing the movie Shakespeare in Love or understanding
various forms of wordplay available in crossword puzzles, rebuses, anagrams,
acrostics, or analysing different varieties of English in dialectical jokes and
paranomasia.
ENG530 English as Discourse
This course is designed to demonstrate an approach to language study which
emphasises how language operates by the production and interpretation of
texts as a means of social interaction in institutional and cultural contexts. It
contrasts with and complements the other core courses which approach
language as a system or as a collection of corpora, and builds a link between
language and culture. It gives students practice in analysing the relationships
between linguistic and discoursal patterns of texts and the purposeful use of
language in context. It thereby raises awareness of the extra-linguistic factors
which affect the production and interpretation of text and so guides students
towards more effective communication in English.
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ENG540 Current Issues in English Studies
The aim of this course is to offer students a selection of topics which are at
the cutting edge of English Studies. These topics will cover a wide range of
areas, including, it is expected, Department members7 current research
interests, such as ecolinguistics. In this way the course will provide the
programme with a measure of breadth which would otherwise be lacking.
Students will be offered a choice of approximately 1 2 topics, each of which
will occupy one or two sessions. In this way students will build up the 14
sessions needed to complete the course requirement.
EIMG550 English as International Language
This course will study the role of English as an international language: its
spread throughout the world, its place in international communication. It will
investigate the forces which have made it so and continue to make it so. It
will look at different varieties of English around the world and examine how it
fulfils different functions intranationally as well as internationally. There will
be a critical dimension, investigating the negative aspects of the spread of
English and globalisation. Insights gained will then be applied to the role of
English in Hong Kong.
ENG560 English as Performance
This practical course in English language production explores techniques of
presentation and vocal delivery in drama, verse speaking, oral storytelling and
other kinds of performance. Whilst clearly oriented towards students with an
interest in the learning and teaching of performative language, it is equally
relevant to those wishing to enhance skills such as diction, articulation and
vocal projection for non-specialised language purposes. The course is
constructed as a process-product experience for participants. They will devise
and adapt, rehearse and refine chosen texts for performance in a collaborative
context. Emphasis will be placed on important delivery skills such as vocal
inflection, paralanguage and body language as well as appropriate and accurate
pronunciation. The use of various media, including video and audio-recording in
addition to live performance will be exploited.

ENG610 Approaches to the Study of Literature in English
This course is designed to introduce students to the study of literature in
English from a variety of perspectives and in the context of English as a world
language. The initial focus is on the nature of a literary text and its value to
society. This is achieved by means of extended reading of short stories, one
novel and a play. The second half of the course focuses on an investigation of
one piece of literature, seen from a number of theoretical points of view.
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ENG620 Communicating in the Multicultural Workplace
With increasing globalisation of the world economy, advances in communication
technologies, and frequent international travelling and migration of the
workforce, communication at the workplace has taken on unprecedented
intercultural dimensions. This course aims to prepare students for functioning
more effectively in the multicultural workplace by giving them an informed
understanding of intercultural communication in contemporary corporate life,
where the ability to use English as a lingua franca ought to be complemented
with knowledge about the intercultural dynamics of the workplace. The course
will introduce students to theories and research about intercultural organisational
communication so as to enhance their understanding of relevant issues and
improve their ability to formulate successful strategies for cross-cultural
communication in the workplace.
ENG630 Contrastive Phonology
Contrastive phonology is a general approach to identify the structural differences
between the sound systems of two or more languages. In this course, the
phonological systems of English and Cantonese will be compared and areas of
difficulties in learning the English pronunciation by Cantonese speakers will be
identified. This course is designed especially for pre-tertiary teachers of English
with an aim to enhance their ability to analyse and solve pronunciation problems.
It is also useful to anyone who is interested in pronunciation matters in general
and the English pronunciation in particular. Apart from taking lectures and
participating in seminar discussions, students will be given recorded
pronunciation samples for analysis. They should then focus on one or two
specific aspects of the sample and write a term paper using the concepts and
methodology introduced in the course.

ENG640 Discourse in the Classroom
This course extends the enquires in English as Discourse into the practical
setting of the language classroom. The broad aim is to investigate the role of
language in the classroom, starting with cultural models of educational discourse
and the notion of the classroom as a speech community located in a particular
socio-cultural, political and historical setting. The course then analyses in
detail such aspects of discourse as classroom conversation and interaction,
speech acts, politeness, and the use of metalanguage. From a wide perspective
on language use in all subject classrooms, the focus is gradually narrowed to
language teaching classrooms and then EFL/ESL classrooms, where a practical
dimension is introduced.
EIMG650 Pedagogic Grammar
This course investigates the role of language form in the field of language
teaching. It will look at how descriptions of language are involved in various
aspects of the pedagogic process: in methods, syllabuses, classroom and
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reference materials, and tests. Central to this is the notion of pedagogic
appropriateness: tailoring descriptions to suit the audience. It will study various
areas of English grammar that are traditionally regarded as important in teaching
and re-evaluate accounts of them in terms of scientific accuracy and pedagogic
adaptation, exposing misconceptions and oversimplifications. Other areas which
have traditionally not figured in pedagogic accounts will also be investigated.

ENG660 Second Language Acquisition
The course will aim to give a broad overview of current knowledge on second
language acquisition. It attempts to provide an accessible analysis of an
expanding area of research and offers study of theoretical developments as
well as their relationship with current practice in language learning. Attention
will be given to both spoken and written language acquisition.
ENG670 Signs and Meanings
This course extends the work done in English as Culture to study linguistic and
other cultural signs (Semiotics), the way they achieve their meanings in relation
to culture and the way in which their meanings can be changed by processes
such as metaphor. In particular it considers creative uses of language in
advertising and literature, exploring the idea that the literary work is an extended
sign or metaphor.
ENG680 Writing across Languages and Cultures
The course aims at helping students to understand that written texts are
often produced, interpreted and consumed within culture-specific conventions.
It is important to understand the differences in structure and linguistic realisations
in texts written in different languages and their relationship to cultural
differences. Students in this course are expected to explore these differences
through active analysis of written materials and production of specific rhetorical
structure and style in the target language.
ENG710 Dissertation
The dissertation is seen as being a culmination of the programme. In it students
are expected to apply the knowledge and skills that they have acquired to
produce a piece of between 1 2,000 and 1 5,000 words which exhibits originality
and scholarship.

Before deciding on a topic and title students will need to consult extensively
with Department members, and before commencing writing students will be
offered workshops in academic writing. During writing each students will
have a personal supervisor. Assessment of the work will be carried out by the
supervisor and a colleague.
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Executive Master of Business Administration
MBA510
Accounting for Business Decision Making
This course focuses on the link between accounting information and decision
making, and the usefulness as well as the limitations of reported accounting
information for making different types of business decisions. The emphasis of
the course is placed on the understanding of the meaning of accounting
information so that it can be appropriately used in making decisions. The
regulatory environment is also introduced to provide students with an
understanding of the institutional framework of financial reporting, auditing
and tax planning.
MBA520
Economic Analysis for Managers
This course provides an introduction to economic analysis. It helps students to
comprehend the changing economic environment in which business operates.
This course focuses on the application of the economic concepts to solving
business problems. It enhances student's application of economic concepts
and techniques to business subjects such as business management, marketing,
accounting, human resource management and financial management.

MBA530
Contemporary Finance for Executives
A basic knowledge of finance is important for executives in all business fields
and this course is designed to meet that need. The course encompasses the
three major fields of finance, namely, corporate finance, investments and
financial institutions within a single unifying conceptual framework. Students
are exposed to a broad scope with emphasis on general principles rather than
on specific techniques only. It also lays the foundation for more advanced
finance courses.
MBA540
Management of Organisations and People
This course is designed to provide managers with the theoretical background,
conceptual framework, as well as practical insights to enhance their managerial
and leadership skills. Special emphasis will be placed on understanding human
behaviour, with an aim of maximising participants' performance and
contributions to their company. Group interaction as well as organisational
structure will be examined for its effect on organisational operations.

MBA550
Strategic Marketing Management
The course introduces the fundamental concepts of marketing management
and its relationships to other business functions from a strategic decision
making perspective. Students will gain a better understanding of marketing
through a dynamic, application-oriented environment and will become familiar
with strategic marketing planning, market analysis, the elements of marketing
mix, and implementation and control of marketing programmes.
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MBA560
Managerial Decision Analysis
A manager in the twenty-first century should know how to make a better
decision utilising the seemingly overwhelming available data sources such as
the computerised business information systems and the Internet. More
specifically, students will learn how to use spreadsheets to summarise the
information, analyse the data and draw conclusions from the data. The course
also helps managers to make use of models in making decisions. Students will
learn how to create effective and efficient spreadsheet business models.
MBA570
Information Technology for Management
The course is designed for students in all functional areas or disciplines to use
information and technology in managing corporations today. Topics covered
are organisational and technical foundations of information systems, strategic
information systems and business process reengineering, management and
organisational support systems, and inter-organisational systems such as
electronic data interchange and electronic commerce.
MBA630
Risk Management
This course introduces risk theory and principles and methodology of risk
management. It provides students with a workable framework for preventing
business losses resulting from negligence and uncertainty. The course will
develop students’ ability to apply quantitative techniques in risk management
with respect to business operations. The contents include risk theory, risk
identification and measurement, tools of risk management and role of insurance
in the risk management.

MBA635
Special Topics in Risk Management and Insurance
This course is the capstone course for students who are managers of insurance
companies. Students are required to work on a research project or a business
report on a current topic in the areas of risk theory, social security and insurance
reform, corporate risk management, insurance company management and
practices, and regulatory environment of insurance and risk management.

MBA638
Investment and Portfolio Management
This course covers analysis of investment strategies for different types of
investors as well as applications of modern portfolio theory to investment and
portfolio management. The topics addressed in this course include a survey of
various investment instruments and their characteristics, an introduction to
the investment setting and the basics of security analysis, efficient market
hypothesis, technical and fundamental analyses, portfolio theories and
management, asset pricing models, bond portfolio management, term structure
of interest rates, duration and interest immunisation, and measurements of
portfolio performance.
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MBA640
Strategic Human Resource Management
This course covers current topics in strategic human resource management in
light of current research findings. Apart from dealing with the fundamental
techniques and procedures used by organisations to develop, motivate and
maintain human resources, the course specifically examines the theoretical
controversies in recent strategic HRM research and provides more informed
practice of HRM and its contribution to strategic management. The topics
include: human resource planning, job analysis, recruitment and selection,
training and development, performance appraisal, compensation and benefits,
and workforce reduction and termination management.
MBA650
Consumer Behaviour
A comprehensive understanding of consumer purchase decisions is a key to
any successful marketing strategy. This course provides a solid foundation for
analysing consumer behaviour from a managerial perspective. Moreover,
psychological and sociological factors that influence consumer purchase
decision processes are discussed. Various methods of segmenting consumer
markets are explored. A variety of approaches for changing consumer attitudes
is introduced.
MBA655
Business to Business Marketing
The nature of organisational buying and the complexity of buyer-seller
relationships are among the distinguishing features of business marketing.
This course provides students with a comprehensive understanding of the
buying process of business markets. Various concepts such as strategic alliance,
networking, supply chain management, outsourcing and relationship marketing
will be introduced. With value created and delivered in the marketplace as its
cornerstone, this course equips students with the necessary marketing tools
and concepts to deal with business marketing problems.

MBA670
Electronic Commerce
To study the way electronic commerce (e-commerce) changes the flow of
goods and services in the supply chain and how it creates threats and opportunities
for both the traditional and new firms. The major emphasis is on Web-based
commerce and its business models. Topics will include the e-commerce
infrastructure, key players in e-commerce, implications of e-commerce in
marketing and supply chain management, electronic currency, secure electronic
payments, and other Internet and Web technologies. Real world cases will be
studied and a group project is required.
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MBA680
Insurance Contract Law in Hong Kong and the PRC
This is a comparative law course, which covers the salient features of the
Hong Kong legal system and of the PRC. It then examines the differences and
similarities of the general principles of contract law in Hong Kong and the PRC,
with particular emphasis on insurance contract law in both jurisdictions.
MBA780
Strategic Management for Competitive Advantage
The course emphasises the nature, value and process of strategic management.
Prominence is given to the need for effective strategic leadership and decision
making to enable an enterprise to develop a firm foundation of competitive
advantage. The course presents an approach to strategy formulation and
implementation that takes full account of the increasing globalisation of business
and the growing emphasis on corporate social responsibility.
MBA790
Business Research Project
This course enables course participants working in small teams to conduct an
independent study into an actual business issue relevant to, and current in,
the industry or organisation in which they are working. Participants are expected
to apply concepts, techniques and skills acquired in the course that are pertinent
to the chosen issue in order to produce a comprehensive business research
project.

COURSES FOR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
(For explanations of the course coding system and the meaning of the three
numerals indicated in the parentheses, please refer to Section 28 of the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate Degree Studies in Part
VI of this Calendar.)

General Education Courses
(Please refer to Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies, Philosophy and
Politics and Sociology for descriptions of courses offered by respective
departments under the General Education programme.)
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Department of Chinese
CHI105
Modern Chinese Literature 中國現代文學
（3,2,1）
This course surveys modern Chinese literature from 1917 to 1 940's in terms
of historical background, ideological content, classical links, artistic development
and achievement, as well as foreign influences on it. This course covers
topics such as early modern poetry and the poetry of the Crescent Society,
modern Chinese prose, modern drama, modern novel, literary debates and
literary trends in the 30's and the 40's, etc.

本科旨在引導學生硏究1917至1940年間，中國現代文學之歷史背景、文學革命、
文學組織、文藝思潮等問題教授內容包括:早期新詩與新月派=郭沬若、聞一
多、徐志摩等；中國現代散文：周作人、魯迅、朱自淸、梁遇春等;現代戲劇的萌
芽與成長：歐陽予倩、丁西林、田漢等：茅盾與現代長篇小說的發展、文學論爭與
三、四十年代文藝思潮、古典文!:1町史;那碍”
CHI107
Introduction to Literature 文學槪論
（3,2,1}
The main characteristic of this foundation course is its team-teaching mode.
Offering an introduction to the basic concepts of literature, this course is
designed to enhance students' understanding of the characteristics and
development of major literary genres, namely poetry, prose, fiction and drama.
The course also addresses the interrelationships between literature and culture,
art, history, religion, philosophy as well as aesthetics.

本科採取集體教學模式，發揮不同老師的專長。課程內容包括：介紹文學之基本槪
念及理論，探討詩歌、散文、小說及戲劇四火义切，以及討論文學與之化等問題
本科授課與討論時，同時採用中國及西方資料。
CHI111
Chinese Etymology 文字學
（3,2,1）
This course aims at enhancing students' understanding of Chinese characters
in order to improve their ability to use the Chinese language. Basic concepts
and important theories in Chinese characters will be introduced in lectures.
This course covers topics such as the origins, characteristics and development
of Chinese characters, the structure of Chinese characters and the Hu shu
theory, introduction to Shuowen Jiezi.

本科旨在透過文字學知識的傳授，提高學生的語文能力。課程內容涵蓋漢字的起
源、漢字的特質、漢字的結構及六書理論、漢字的發展、《說文解字》導讀等。
CHI112
Chinese Phonology 音韻學
（3,2,1}
This course aims at enhancing students' understanding of Chinese phonetics
and phonology, in order to improve their ability to use the Chinese language.
Teaching content includes phonology of modern Chinese and historical
phonology.

本科旨在透過音韻學知識的傳授，提高學生的語文能力。課程內容涵蓋現代漢語音
系學及歷史聲韻學。前者介紹現代漢語的語音結構和粵語語音；後者講授上古音及
中古音的音理及其硏究情況。
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CHI113
Introduction to Classical Chinese Literature 古典文學引論(3,2,1)
This course introduces students to important genres in classical Chinese
literature such as shi, ci, qu, fiction and prose. Aspects of Chinese culture will
be noted through reading representative works of different genres. This course
uses a team-teaching mode to facilitate the learning process.

本科透過集體教學方式，發揮不同老師的專長，啓發學生對古典文學的興趣"本科
的教學內容，涵蓋古典文學中詩、詞、曲、小說各體。透過選讀優秀而具代表性的
作品，如《詩經》、宋詞、唐代傳奇、宋朝話本、明淸小說' 元散曲及雜劇篇章’
藉以提高同學硏習古典文學的興趣。
CHI114
Modes of Chinese Writing 各體文類習作
(3,11/2,11/2)
This course offers an introduction to various kinds of Chinese writing through
practice. It aims at enhancing students' writing skills, enabling them to acquire
the capability to write with a sense of propriety as well as personal style.

本科旨在透過各體文類的寫作，提高學生的書寫能力。課程內容包括：各體文類的
介紹及寫作，文學創作類如詩歌、散文、小說；論說文類如說明文'議論文'書
評；實用文類如新聞稿、演講辭、特寫的寫作訓練。
Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Literary
(3,2,1)
Masterpieces中國古典文學名著選讀
This course familiarises students with some of the masterpieces in classical
Chinese literature, so that they may develop a better insight into literary
study. The course covers topics such as selected readings from Zhuangzi,
Wen xuan, Tang-Song classical prose, Tongcheng prose, poetry-criticism
poems, etc.
CHI206

本科利用精讀方式，提高學生欣賞文學作品的能力。課程內容包括：《莊子》、
《文選》、唐宋古文、桐城古文、論詩詩選等項。
CHI207

Contemporary Chinese Literature (1950-present)

{3,2,1}

中國當代文學
This course offers a survey of the development and attainments of
contemporary Chinese literature in the Chinese mainland since 1950. The
course also sharpens students7 awareness of the relationship between socio
political values and literary art in the Chinese mainland. The course covers
topics such as overview of literature in the 50's and 60’s, literature during the
Cultural Revolution, literature in the New Era, fiction of the New Era, female
writers in the 80's and 90's, prose, new poetry, drama and film in the 80’s
and 90's, etc.

本科硏究1950年以來中國當代文學的發展及成就。課程內容包括：文藝思潮和文藝
論爭、五十年代至六十年代的文學槪況、文化大革命期間的文學、新時期文學的意
義和特點、新時期小說槪述、尋根文學、八、九十年代的女性文學、先鋒文學、散
文、新詩創作和理論、戲劇與電影等項。
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CHI208
Hong Kong Literature and Cinema 香港文學與電影
（3,2,1）
This course examines the historical development and special characteristics
of Hong Kong literature and cinema in Chinese since the 1 940's. Examples of
Hong Kong literature and cinema will be used to enhance students'
understanding of filmic and fictional narratives as well as their relation to the
representation of Hong Kong. The course covers Hong Kong literature and
cinema from 1 950's to 1990's, and studies Hong Kong literature and cinema
in various contexts: between high and low art, among political and economic
tangles.

本科引導學生從事戰後以來香港文學及電影之硏究，重溫香港文化發展的歷史，幫
助同學掌握香港文學及電影之硏究方法。課程內容包括：現代中國文化的背景：香
港文化的歷史硏究；五十年代：難民與過客；六十年代：身份的矛盾；七十年代：
本土的聲音；八十年代：故土與外鄕；九十年代：越界的省思：雅俗混雜、政經交
纏的香港文學與電影等。
CHI209
Taiwan Literature 臺灣文學
（3,2,1）
This course offers a critical survey of Taiwan literature at its various stages of
development. Students will be able to gain an overall view of the attainments
of writers in different genres. The course covers topics such as literature in
Taiwan during Japanese rule, nostalgia in Taiwan literature, modern fiction
and prose, feminist literature in Taiwan, etc.

本科啓導學生對臺灣文學之認識，使同學能掌握臺灣文學在各階段的發展，以及認
識著名的臺灣作家及其作品。課程內容包括：日治時期與臺灣文學、臺灣文學的鄕
土意識、現代臺灣小說、詩歌、散文與女權思想書寫等。
CHI216
Modern Chinese Language 現代漢語
This course offers a critical analysis of the modern Chinese language, with emphasis
on the study of rhetoric, logic, grammar, lexicography and sentence structure.

本科教授現代漢語的特點，藉以提高學生的語文能力。課程內容涵蓋語法、修辭、
邏輯、詞匯、句子型式等。
CHI219
Creative Writing in Chinese 中文文學創作
（3,1,2）
The course aims at fostering students' enthusiasm for and understanding of the
essential elements of creative writing. The course is designed to lay a solid
foundation of writing through practice in various themes, styles and genres of
language usage. The course includes topics such as an introduction to the basic
elements of creative writing: perception, thinking, imagination and presentation;
the writing of fiction, prose, poetry, book review, film review, etc.

本科爲提高學生的寫作興趣而設，旨在透過講課習作、小組討論等，增強學生的文
學創作能力。教授內容包括：文學創作的要素：感察、思維、想像、表達的練習：
小說、散文、詩、書評、影評、文化評論等各類文體的寫作。
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CHI221
Ming-Qing Drama 明淸戲曲
(3,2,1)
This course offers a study of the artistic techniques, characteristics and
development of drama of the Ming and Cling periods. The course teaches
topics such as features, forms and art of Ming-Qing zaju drama, selected
readings in Ming-Qing zaju drama, features, forms and art of chuanqi drama,
selected readings in chuanqi drama, etc.

本科硏究明淸戲曲的文學特色和發展，以及其在中國文學史上的地位和影響。教授
內容包括：明淸雜劇體例及藝術、明淸雜劇選講、明淸傳奇體例及藝術、明淸傳奇
選講、明淸戲曲美學和明淸戲曲批評等項。
CHI231
Classical Literary Criticism 古典文學批評
(3,2,1)
This course guides students through the historical development of Chinese
literary criticism. Through the application of literary theories to specific texts,
the course will improve students' awareness of the interrelationship between
literary creation and criticism. This course covers literary criticism in the preQin period, Confucian and Daoist perspectives, literary criticism in the Han,
Wei and Six Dynasties periods.

本科旨在介紹中國古典文學批評的流變及學派，爲學生建立文學理論的基礎，藉以
提高其分析及欣賞文學作品的能力。課程內容包括：先秦文學批評；儒家：孔子實
用主義、孟子歷史主義；道家：莊子美學思想；漢魏六朝文學批評：王充之美學思
想、辭賦家之文論、《典論論文》、《文賦》、《文心雕龍》及《詩品》等項。
CHI232
Modern Literary Criticism 現代文學批評
(3,2,1)
This course aims at helping students understand basic concepts, methods and
theories in contemporary literary criticism, drawing attention to their merits
and limitations through applying them to specific texts. Students will be
alerted to the historical and cultural contexts in which literary theories and
creative texts are produced, as well as to the problems involved in transcultural application and the danger of over-generalisation. This course covers
topics such as the uses and limitations of contemporary literary concepts and
theories, formalistic approaches to literary criticism, and contemporary reactions
to formalistic criticism, etc.

本科旨在介紹現代文學批評中的各種流變及學派，以及應用西方文學批評理論在中
文文學作品中的利弊。課程內容包括：當代文學理論與批評方法的得失，著重文學
形式的批評方法，以及當代文評對於形式主義的種種補充。
CHI233
Introduction to Classical Chinese 古代漢語槪論
(3,2,1)
This course aims at imparting a fundamental knowledge of the classical Chinese
language, with emphasis on the study of different genres and texts in classical
writings. The course content covers topics such as semantics, rhetoric, genres,
explanations of words in ancient texts, annotation of ancient texts.

本科旨在闡釋古代漢語之特點，藉以提高學生閱讀古籍的能力。課程內容涵蓋詞
義、修辭、訓詁、古書注釋、古書今譯、古書句讀等。
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CHI234
Classical Chinese Poetry 古典詩
(3,2,1)
This course aims at enhancing students' critical understanding and appreciation
of classical Chinese poetry, through a guided study of representative works of
Chinese poetry from the Zhou dynasty to the Song dynasty. The course covers
topics such as Shijing, Chuci, Han yuefu poetry, Wei-Jin period poetry, Six
Dynasties poetry, Tang-Song poetry, etc.

本科旨在透過詩作的硏讀，提高學生對古典詩歌的欣賞能力。課程內容包括：古體
詩格律、《詩經》、《楚辭》、漢樂府民歌、魏晉詩歌、六朝詩、近體詩格律、唐
詩和宋詩等項。
CHI235
Classical Chinese Prose 歷代散文
{3,2,1}
This course surveys the historical development of Chinese prose, familiarising
students with the historical background, subject matter as well as writing
techniques of major pieces of classical Chinese prose. The course covers
topics such as prose since pre-Qin, Han fu to the Six Dynasties parallel prose,
prose writing from Tang to Song, and schools of prose writing in the Ming-Qing
period.

本科硏習古典散文的流變。課程內容包括：實用性階段：從先秦散文到《史記》：
形式化階段:從漢賦到六朝駢體散文；自由化階段:唐宋古文的發展和成熟：醐
與探索階段：明淸散文的流派等項。
CHI236
History of Classical Chinese Fiction 古典小說史
(3,2,1}
This course offers a critical survey of classical Chinese fiction. The course
also aims at encouraging students to develop independent and analytical thinking
through fiction appreciation. The course covers topics such as ancient Chinese
myths, short stories of the Wei-Jin period, chuanqi of the Tang dynasty,
huaben of the Song dynasty, fiction of the Ming and Cling periods, etc.

本科旨在透過小說作品的硏習，提高學生閱讀及欣賞古典小說的能力；並透過教授
古典小說的流變，使學生掌握小說的發展。課程內容包括：小說技巧、中國古代神
話、魏晉志人志怪小說、唐代傳奇、宋代話本及明淸小說。
CHI237
News Writing 新聞寫作
(3,1 V2J Vz)
This course aims at helping students grasp the essential elements of media
writing, especially for newspapers. A series of writing practice assignments
is designed so as to lay a solid foundation of training in terms of the usage of
language and format in handling different varieties of media writing. This
course covers the following topics: introduction to news writing; news writing
for broadcasting; TV, newspaper, feature writing; news interviewing and news
editing, etc.

本科透過不同類型的習作 ，訓練學生從事各種類的新聞寫作。課程內容包括：大眾
傳播槪說、新聞寫作槪說、廣播新聞寫作、報紙新聞寫作、特寫、新聞採訪、新聞
編輯等項。
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CHI238
Media Writing 傳媒寫作
(3,11/2,11/2)
This course introduces students to the principles of different kinds of media
writing. A series of practice assignments is designed to further students’
writing skills in different categories of media writing. Course content includes
commentary writing, reportage writing, advertisement writing, public relations
writing, script writing for broadcasting, TV and film.

本科旨在幫助學生認識各種傳媒寫作的原理，並熟習有關之寫作技巧。課程內容包
括：評論寫作、報告文學寫作、廣告寫作、公共關係寫作、廣播劇本寫作、電視劇
本寫作及電影劇本撰寫等項。
CHI301
Directed Thesis 指導論文
(3,0,1/2)
The main objective of the directed thesis is to train students to carry out
research on a specific topic in their area of study, or to complete a piece of
media or creative writing preceded by a critical introduction. The course
offers a capstone experience for students to synthesise the knowledge,
linguistic skills and analytical ability which they have acquired in their
undergraduate years.

本科目的在於訓練學生在其專業範圍內，撰寫論文。範圍包括中國文學、語言、歷
史、哲學、傳媒及創作。透過論文的資料搜集、分析、撰寫，培訓學生的硏究能
力，以及撰寫論文的能力。學生可選擇學術論文的撰述，惑傳媒/創作的撰寫。學
術論文要求學生表現對學科的豐富知識、具備創見、良好的組織及語文能力。撰寫
傳媒或創作文章的同學，必須撰述一篇具分析性的有關該種傳媒或創作類別的前
言，以及表現良好的寫作技巧、組織及語文能力。
CHI303
Media Writing Workshop in Chinese 中文傳媒寫作坊
(3,1,2)
(Prerequisite: (a) CHI237 News Writing or (b) CHI238 Media Writing
須先修讀CHI237新聞寫作或CHI238傳媒寫作，並獲取合格成續。)
This course further develops students' knowledge of and writing proficiency in
various types of media writing which they have acquired in previous media writing
courses. Students will conduct interviews, record, collect, sort out and analyse
materials related to media writing through directed projects, thus deepening their
understanding of the social functions of different kinds of media writing.

本科要求同學合製一媒介作品，藉此提高及鞏固同學對各類傳媒寫作的能力，並加
深其對傳媒社會功能之瞭解 。教授內容包括：傳媒與香港社會、香港傳媒的發展槪
況、傳媒寫作類別分析等項。
CHI305
Myth in Literature 神話與文學
(3,2,1)
This course offers an introduction to mythic themes in literature, acquainting
students with the concept of myth and the position mythology occupies in the
realm of literature. The course aims at familiarising students with theories
and techniques in western mythology, especially the structural and
psychoanalytical approaches. Topics for discussion will include: introduction
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to Levi-Strauss's structural mythology, Freudian psychology and Jungian
archetypal theory; Greek and Roman myths; myths in The Book of Songs,
Chuci, Journey to the West, and Dream of the Red Chamber; Chinese flood
myths, and so on.

本科介紹神話硏究的各種方法，使學生能用以分析文學作品之意義。課程內容包
括：李維史佗的結構硏究、佛洛伊德的心理學、容格的原型論的介紹：希臘、羅馬
神話；《詩經》、《楚辭》、《西遊記》、《紅樓夢》中的神話；伊甸園神話：洪
水神話等項。
CHI306
Buddhism and Chinese Literature 佛家思想與屮 1或|文學
（3,2,1）
This course introduces students to basic concepts in Buddhism, its historical
development in China, and its influence on Chinese literature and literary
criticism. The course covers topics such as the origins of Buddhism and its
transmission to the East, Buddhism and Tang bianwen, Buddhist stories and
themes in Chinese fiction, drama, poetry, selected readings in Monk Zhao's
Treatises and the Platform Sutra, etc.

本科介紹佛家思想之要點及其在中國之發展，並引導學生欣賞含有佛家哲理的文學
作品及理論。教授內容包括：佛教之起源及其東傳、六朝到隋唐佛教之發展、唐代
俗講及變文、小說、戲曲、詩歌中的佛教思想、唐宋禪京的發賊、，論4《六
祖壇經》選讀等項。
CHI307
Daoism and Chinese Literature 道家思想與中國文學
（3,2,1）
This course introduces students to the basic ideas of Daoist thought, the
special features of Daoist religion, and the influence of philosophical and
religious Daoism on Chinese literature and literary criticism. The writings of
Laozi, Zhuangzi and Wei-Jin Neo-Daoism, along with their literary
manifestations, will be among the topics covered.

本科介紹道家思想和道教之要點，以及引導學生欣賞含有道家哲理及道教意味的文
學作品及理論。教授內容包括：從原始巫術到道教、老莊學說要旨、從言意之辯到
''無言"、虛靜說與創作心理、從求仙到遊仙、山水詩及田園詩、道教對唐代文學之
影響等項。
CHI308
Confucianism and Chinese Literature 儒家思想與中國文學（3,2,1）
This course introduces students to basic concepts in Confucian philosophy
and their influence on Chinese literature. The course discusses the philosophical
ideas of Confucius, Mencius, Xunzi and other Confucianists, which can be
applied to the study of aesthetics and literary criticism. The course covers
topics such as the philosophical ideas of Confucius, Mencius and Xunzi; views
on the arts in the Yueji] Daoist and Confucian views on art and literature in the
Yizhuan; Tang-Song guwen movement and the Confucian context, etc.

本科通過儒家重要人物之作品，展示儒學要義及其對中國文學之影響，藉此幫助學
生了解中國文學的哲學層面。教授內容包括：孔、孟、荀三家學說之要旨及其文藝
觀、《樂記》之美學思想、《易傳》中儒道融合之文藝觀、《詩大序》所表現之文
藝觀、唐宋古文運動與儒學背景等項。
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CHI321
Selected Readings in Chinese Poetry 詩選
(3,2,1)
This course offers a critical study of selected works of Tang and Song shi
poetry, with focus on recurrent themes, formal attributes, stylistic
developments, aesthetic qualities, and cultural-historical contexts. Aspects
of traditional Chinese culture explored include Confucian, Daoist and Buddhist
world views and ideals of life. The course covers topics such as Tang nature
poetry, frontier poetry, Li Bai, Du Fu, poems on history and the past, poetry of
social criticism, philosophical poetry, Southern Song patriotic and farmstead
poetry, etc.

本科旨在透過硏習唐宋詩中具代表性之詩作，提高學生對古典詩歌的欣賞能力。課
程內容包括：孟浩然、王維、李白、杜甫、白居易、杜牧、李商隱、歐陽修、王安
石、蘇軾、陸游、薛濤等詩人，以及唐代自然詩、邊塞詩、詠史懷古詩、社會詩、
宋代哲理詩、愛國詩及田園詩等。
CHI322
Selected Readings in Ci Poetry 詞選
(3,2,1)
This course offers a critical study, through the works of representative writers,
of Tang and Song ci poetry in terms of its origins, formal attributes, stylistic
developments, literary qualities, and cultural-historical contexts. The course
covers areas such as ci of delicate languor, long lyrics, ci of bold vitality, ci of
elegance and delicacy, etc.

本科透過具代表性詞家之作品，探討唐宋詞的流變、體式、風格、文學特色及其在
文學發展史上之地位。課程內容包括：民間詞與文人詞；婉約詞如溫庭筠、韋莊、
馮延巳、李煜、歐陽修等；慢詞：柳永：豪放詞如蘇軾、辛棄疾；格律詞如周邦
彥、李淸照等項。
CHI323
Selected Readings in Yuan Qu 元曲選
(3,2,1)
This course offers an integrated analysis of the development and art of Yuan
qu, cultivating in students a critical approach towards the subject in terms of
categories, trends, content and expression. The course covers topics such as
features and forms of Yuan qu, development of Yuan qu, features and forms
of zaju drama, selected readings in Yuan zaju drama, etc.

本科旨在透過元曲作品的選讀，提高學生對元曲的欣賞能力。課程分兩部分：元代
散曲和雜劇。教授內容包括：散曲格律、前後期散曲、雜劇體制和雜劇選講等項。
CHI325
Selected Topics in Ming and Qing Fiction 明?靑＜|、說選
(3,2,1)
This course aims at familiarising students with selected works of classical
Chinese fiction in the Ming and Qing periods. Special attention is given to
cultural and social elements as well as techniques used in the selected works.
The course may cover topics such as study of Dream of the Red Chamber,
study of Water Margin, the four Ming masterpieces, classical language fiction
of the Ming and Qing periods, etc.

本科旨在透過明淸小說的選講，提高學生閱讀及欣賞明淸小說的能力。課程內容可
包括：《紅樓夢》的欣賞及其對淸代小說之影響、《水篇傳》的欣賞、明代四大小
說、明淸文言小說等項。
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CHI326
Selected Readings in Chinese Prose 散文選
(3,2,1)
This course discusses seven categories of Chinese prose, namely landscape
prose, object-description prose, self-expression prose, lamentation prose,
biographical prose, discursive and argumentative prose. Both classical and
modern prose will be covered. The course aims at strengthening students'
ability to appreciate, analyse and write Chinese prose.

本科旨在透過散文作品的賞析，提高學生閱讀和欣賞散文的能力本科涵蓋古今散
文，以主題形式，介紹各種類型的散文。教授內容包括：山水散文、詠物散文、述
懷散文、哀悼散文、記人散文、雜說散文和議論散文等項。
CHI327

Selected Readings in Modern Chinese Literature

(3,2,1)

中國現代文學作品選讀
This course examines selected works of modern Chinese literature from the
1 930's to 1 949 in terms of its classical links, artistic development and
achievement, as well as foreign influences. This course covers topics such as
the Modern school and urban literature, from symbolic poetry to modern poetry,
novelists in the 30's, Chinese prose in the 30's, ''Mandarin ducks/butterflies"
love stories and Zhang Henshui, Zhang Ailing's fiction, etc.

本科選讀現代文學中優秀而具代表性之作。課程內容包括：巴金與老舍；曹禺的
《曰出》；沈從文的《邊城》；従象徵詩到現代詩：卞之琳、歟望舒、李金髮；三十
年代的其他小說家：張天翼、吳組缃、蕭紅、端木蕻| ■十年代的散文:豐子
愷、林語堂、郁達夫、梁實秋；鴛鴦蝴蝶派和張恨水：張愛玲的《傳奇》：錢鍾書
的《圍城》等項。
CHI328

Special Topics in Classical Chinese Grammar

(3,2,1)

古代漢語語法專題
This course aims at imparting more advanced knowledge of the classical
Chinese language, with emphasis on its syntax and historical development.
The course covers areas such as parts of speech, variable uses of parts of
speech, special grammatical usage, word order, elliptical sentences, and special
sentence patterns in classical Chinese.

本科旨在教授古代漢語語法知識。課程內容涵蓋詞類、特殊語法、詞序、特殊句式
等。
CHI329
Special Topics in Chinese Literature 中國文學專題
(3,2,1}
The aim of this course is to examine a selected topic or a number of closely
related topics in Chinese literature that may not normally be offered under the
regular curriculum. It provides an opportunity for students to study and discuss
special topics not readily covered by the existing courses.

本科教授一特設的文學專題；此專題爲中文系課程中未有涉及或教授者。透過此文
學專題的硏讀，增進同學對特設課題的認知。
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CHI330
Special Topics in Chinese Language 中國語言學專題
(3,2,1)
The aim of this course is to examine a selected topic or a number of closely
related topics in Chinese language that may not normally be offered under the
regular curriculum. It provides an opportunity for students to study and discuss
special topics not readily covered by the existing courses.

本科教授一特設的語言學專題；此專題爲中文課程中未有涉及或教授者°透過此語
言學專題的硏讀，增進同學對特設課題的認知。
CHI331
Chinese Documentary Writing 中文文書寫作
(3,11/2,11/2)
This course trains students in the practical craft of preparing Chinese
documents and correspondence for communication in various fields. The
course covers areas such as general business writing, contracts and deeds,
import and export documentation, documentation and draftsmanship in
commercial disputes, employment matters, advertisement matters, etc.

本科訓練學生草擬及處理有關香港商業及對外貿易之文件。課程內容包括：專業文
書的源流及撰寫之基本原則、一般商業寫作、合約、出入口事務文書、商業糾紛文
書、僱傭事務文書、廣告事務文書及合資事務文書等項。
HST201
World History since the Industrial Revolution
(3,3,0)
This course provides an introduction to the history of the world since the
industrial revolution. In combination with the chronological approach, the
entire organisation of the course is centered on one macro-theme, i.e., traditioninteraction-change. Through the case studies across various regions and over
different periods of times, we will seek out both the linkages and forces
molding the contemporary human community.
HST202 History of the Ming and Qing Dynasties 明淸史
(3,2,1)
This course provides an introduction to the history of China from 1368 to
1911. It aims at helping students enhance their understanding of the Ming
and Qing periods as a reflection for the study of earlier periods of Chinese
history and a frame of reference for understanding the change and development
in modern and contemporary China.

The content of the course includes general and bibliographic review of the two
dynasties, studies of politics and institutions, society and economy, and cultural
and intellectual development.

本科旨在探討明淸兩朝(1368-1911)的歷史，爲檢討中國古今之變提供一個基本的思
考方向。
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HST203 History of China in the 20th Century 二十世紀中國史
(3,2,1)
(GEC303)
This course provides an introduction to the history of China since 1900. It
examines the historical events and their significant impact on Chinese society
in a time when China was facing a totally different fate vis-a-vis her pre
modern past. Special topics are selected from among such major historical
events as the fall of the Qing dynasty, the 1911 Revolution, the rise and fall
of Nationalist China, the Socialist movement and the founding of the People's
Republic of China, the Cultural Revolution, and events in present day China.
This course does not aim to deal with the past hundred years in detail. Rather,
students are expected to understand the sequential development between
historical events from a macro point of view, and to give meaning to changes
that otherwise might be easily overlooked.

本科透過對淸朝覆亡、內外戰爭、不斷革命以至改革開放等重大課題的認識，探討
二十世紀中國歷史的發展。
HST204 History of Hong Kong to 1842 一八四二年以前之香港史
(3,2,1}
The objective of this course is to show that, general belief notwithstanding,
Hong Kong was not a mere fishing village before British rule. Its rich heritage
is well documented and minutely studied, and quite a few historical sites are
still reasonably preserved. Here we have a perfect workshop for the training of
young historians as the study of primary sources and secondary references
can easily be combined with site observation.

本科旨在硏讀1842年以前之香港史。課程內容包括硏究英治前香港史的史料和學術
報告、考古收獲與史前聚居、李鄭屋村漢墓及其文化意義、自唐至明屯門的軍事和
商業地位、三國至明代之採珠與製鹽業、宋室南遷與宋王台遺址、香港與香藥貿易
及其命名之由來、新界圍村及其文化意義、香港與明淸兩代海防、香港區淸代砲台
和汎營及其歷史意義、香港與海盜、香港區的古廟宇和鴉片戰爭時期之香港等項。
HST205

History of Hong Kong since 1842

(3,2,1)

一八四二年以來之香港史
This course studies the growth of Hong Kong from its humble state at the
start of British rule to the metropolitan city it is today. The approach is dual
track: a chronological sequence that examines the one-and-a-half centuries of
development by periods, and a choice of special topics for thematic analysis.
Cross-track discussion is encouraged.

本科旨在硏讀1842年以來之香港史。課程內容包括香港自1842年以來不同時期之
發展、自香港島擴展至九龍及新界的經過、港英政府及特區政府的組織、香港華人
的文化特徵、香港史上的尷尬區域：九龍城、香港與辛亥革命、香港史上的罷工與
暴動、五六十年代的難民潮、香港專上教育的發展、香港海外移民等項。
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HST206 History of the United States to 1896
(3,3,0)
This subject is a survey of the American people and their political and social
institutions prior to 1896. The subject begins with European history and
concludes with the period referred to as the ''Gilded Age〃.

HST207 History of the United States since 1896
(3,3,0)
A survey of the history of the American people and their political and social
institutions. The subjects begins with the rise of ''Populism" and concludes
with a study of the contemporary American scene.
HST222

Selected Readings in Chinese Historical Texts

(3,2,1)

中國史學名著導讀
This course introduces students to traditional Chinese historical writing through
studying important excerpts from classical historical works.

本科選教四史、《資治通鑑》、《通鑑紀事本末》、《史通》及《文史通義》若干
篇，藉此深化學生的中國歷史知識。
Special Topics in Premodern Chinese History
(3,2,1)
(before 1840)中國前代史專題(1 84>0年前)
This course explores major aspects of Chinese history up to 1 840 (e.g. cultural,
economic and scientific developments), focusing on important events as well
as their interrelations and interactions.
本科探討1840年以前中國歷史上若干重要課題(如文化、經濟及科技發展)，以加

HST223

深同學對有關問題及其互動關係之認識。教授內容包括:西周封建之創建與秦漢以降
郡縣之變革、商君變法、魏晉淸談、傳統教育、宗教、文學、藝術等項。
HST299 Special Topics in History
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: To be announced)
The intent of this course is to allow flexibility in that the specific topic may be
selected according to the interests of the students, faculty availability, and/or
developments which are taking place in the world.

HST299a Special Topics in History: History of Women
and Children in China
(3,3,0}
This course offers a brief introduction to the history of women and children in
China from the tenth century to the present. The course will begin with an
examination of gender and age roles as defined by Confucian norms, the
state, kinships, and other political, social and legal institutions in China. Then,
we will move on to explore women's techniques for existence in domestic and
non-domestic realms and what it was like to grow up in late imperial China.
Finally, this course will discuss women and children in the changing phase of
modern China. Readings will include primary sources (in Chinese and translation)
to the greatest extent possible.
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HST299b Special Topics in History: History of Christianity in China (3,3,0)
This course explores the history of Christianity in China approximately from
the 7th century to 1 949. Throughout the course, much emphasis will be given
to the following three themes: general Christian activities in China; Christian
interaction with Chinese politics, culture, and society; last, the indigenisation
and diverse manifestations of Chinese Christianity.
HST299c Special Topics in History:
Critical Themes in Premodern Chinese History

(3,2,1)

史專題：中國古代史專題
This course is a survey of the history of China from the earliest times to the
present, with particular emphasis on special topics chosen from political, social,
cultural, and intellectual aspects in China's historical development. The key
subject of the course is to revisit critical historical themes from different
perspectives and to offer insight into factors that influence historians'
perceptions of the past.

History of Cultural Interchange between China and
(3,2,1)
the West中西文化交流史
This course examines the major events of Sino-Western cultural interchange
from early historical times to the mid-20th century, as well as the significance
of those events.

HST311

本科從域外旅遊、移民史、華工、貿易、宗教、植物與食物之傳播各方面，探討中
西文化交流從上古至二十世紀中期的發展及歷史。

Department of Cultural Studies
CUS102 Commodity Culture and Everyday Life 商品文化與日常生活(3,2,1)
This course introduces students to the making of commodity culture in our
consumer society. Advanced consumption of goods accompanies an affluence
of image consumption, brought about by more product packaging and
advertising. Altogether these images create meanings for the commodities
they represent, and elicit a distinct cultural form. Adopting a material perspective
to the notion of culture, this course examines the relationship between
consumerism and capitalism, and asks how images are used as a form of
power and ideology. To study images as texts, we deal with the commodity
form of culture involved in fashion, credit buying and label worshipping. Students
are expected to develop a critical understanding of commodification in everyday
life. CUS102 is a required course for Cultural Studies Major students.
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CUS103 Introduction to Cultural Analysis 文化分析導論
(3,2,1)
What is cultural criticism? How can one read a text, watch a film, listen to
phone-in radio programme, experience a multi-media performance, or simply
participate in an event in the public sphere, in a way that allows one to
understand the sociohistorical condition of the culture at issue? To address
these questions, this course introduces students to the basic concepts and
issues leading to a critical analysis of the relationship between ''culture",
''text", and ''society". Various modes of conducting cultural analysis will be
introduced with respect to the following topics: language, culture and ideology;
social production and reception of cultural meanings; the circulation of cultural
objects and popular images; individualism and the making of identity in modern
culture, etc. CUS103 is a required course for Cultural Studies Major students.
CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture 現代文化之形成
(3,2J)
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and SOC1 01
Introduction to Sociology.)
This course provides a basic understanding of the facets of modernity and
examines the forces shaping modern industrial societies and the new patterns,
structures and relationships that emerge in the contemporary world. By
exploring the character of ''modernity” and the relationship between ''earlymodern” and ''post-modem" societies, the course aims to provide the students
with a multi-disciplinary perspective on the contemporary social formations.
Themes to be studied include the project of enlightenment, the modern state,
the capitalist economy, class formation, race and nation, gender and
domesticity, body and identity, city and space, media, power and discourses.
Cultural Studies Major students are required to take this course.

CUS109 Cultural Formation in Hong Kong 香港的文化構成
(3,2,1)
This course introduces the students to a basic understanding of the different
trajectories of social and cultural development in Hong Kong. Students look at
the basic institutional structures and historical formation of Hong Kong through
reflections on personal experiences, social relationships and cultural perceptions.
They study various aspects of social and cultural life through direct participatory
projects. They will write personal/familial history or do oral history for different
social groups. On the basis of these they examine the cultural construct of
the Hong Kong ''way of life” as well as the dimensions of meaning and power
involved. Cultural Studies Major students may take this course to fulfil the
required credits of the Foundation Courses. It is also one of the required
courses for those who take Stream C ''Cultural and Intellectual History".
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CUS111 Introduction to Western Civilisation 西方文明槪論
(3,2,1)
(GEC311)
This course introduces students to the main themes of Western Civilisation
from Greek antiquity to the present age in order to broaden their intellectual
horizons. The course will draw its materials from diverse sources, such as
philosophy, religion, art, science, social and political theories, etc. Materials
will be organised by theme and by period: Ancient Greece, the Medieval Period,
the Renaissance, the Age of Reason and the Enlightenment, the Nineteenth
Century, and the Twentieth Century. This is a required foundation course for
the first-year Cultural Studies Major students.
CUS112 Literature and Cultural Studies 文學與文化硏究
(3,2,1}
This course introduces cultural studies through literature and enables students
to understand different ways of reading literary texts. Themes may include
nation-building, social change, cultural revolution, gender and sexuality, and
the narration of self. Students will read literary works in fiction, essay, drama,
autobiography and reportage of the 20th century. Introduced to cultural studies
through literature, students will learn to appreciate the dynamics of literary
imagination in different social and historical context as well as the often
unsettling cultural dimensions of literature. For Cultural Studies Major students,
those interested in further studies into the literary disciplinary focus may
pursue Stream B "Literary Studies", in their second and third years.
CUS132 Cultural Transformation in Modern China
(3,2,1)
(GEC332)中國文化之現代轉化
This course provides an introduction to the major problems faced by China on
her way to modernisation since the 1 9th Century. Though it consists of a review
of the history of Chinese modernisation, the course is issue-oriented. Topics to
be covered include: the plausibility of traditional Chinese political structure being
reformed into a democratic system; the transition from ancient scientific
discoveries to modern science; the possible relationship between Confucian
ethics and capitalism; the compatibility of socialism and capitalism, etc.
These issues are related to some more general and theoretical problems: to
what extent are the ancient political ideologies actualised in the real world?
Can these thoughts still be regarded as guiding principles (or resources) in the
task of modern political restructuring? What are the elements of modern
scientific method and how can modern science be developed in the Chinese
context? What are the value implications of a science-dominated worldview?
Is the cultural explanation of social or economic phenomena adequate? Finally,
this course will also examine the ideology and assumptions underlying the
history of modernisation and attempt to search for a direction which suits the
needs of Chinese society in its present situation. Cultural Studies Major students
may take this course in their first year to fulfil the required credits of Foundation
Courses.
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CUS202 Critical Writing Workshop 文化評論寫作坊
（3,0,3）
（Prerequisite: CUS103 Introduction to Cultural Analysis）
The course introduces students at an advanced level to the purpose, form and
process of ''practical" cultural criticism. It trains students to produce critical
writings on a range of current topics considered in the context of the local
culture and society. Students will first work on some basic critical tools and
intellectual orientation relating to the specific set of issues selected. A number
of key topics will then be identified for in-depth analysis by the class, in group
or individual projects. Discussions with reference to their chosen writing
assignments will be conducted in the form of workshops, alongside with the
presentation of writing samples and responses by the students. This is a core
course for Cultural Studies Major students.
CUS206 Global Culture and Citizenship 環球文化與公民意識
（3,2,1）
（GEB206）
This course introduces students to the nature and significance of global issues,
in their social, cultural and political dimensions. As these issues are inter
related they affect people and countries world-wide. An understanding of the
nature and operation of these phenomena will help students appreciate that
we all have a responsibility to be a conscientious world citizen, and to live
together in harmony and peace. On completion of this course students are
expected to be aware of the forces of change in modern life and society, to
take a participatory interest in current events, and to be able to assess social
and cultural developments critically. Emphasis will also be put on the analysis
of local examples and how they are relevant to contemporary global issues.

CUS211 Cultural and Historical Writing 文化及歷史敘述
（3,2,1）
This course discusses issues and problems manifested in different types of
cultural and historical writings. Students will read selected popular, academic,
ethnographical and historiographical texts. Visual materials wiil also be
included. Students will see how discursive form, narrative structure and
representational convention entail ideological and political assumptions about
their production, interpretation and reception. Exposing the rhetorical strategies
used in narrating the human experiences and events, the course will lead
students to build up a critical perspective on the relations between cultural
formation, practices of writings and social reality. This core elective is also
one of the required courses for Cultural Studies Major students who take
Stream C ''Cultural and Intellectual History".
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CUS212 Cultural Representation and Interpretation 文化再現與詮釋(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: CUS103 Introduction to Cultural Analysis)
This advanced course explores the meaning of representation and its importance
to culture and ideology. It deals with different areas of cultural production,
from advertisement to political discourses, photography to news report, popular
fiction to film and television, fashion and design to styles of life, etc. Emphasis
will be put on the analysis of the signifying practices underlying the various
modes of cultural production and the way these practices produce, interpret,
fix and circulate meaning in specific social contexts. Students will deal equally
with visual images and linguistic signs as systems of representation. The
question of interpretation will be addressed in relation to the plurality of meaning
of representational signs. This is an advanced core course for Cultural Studies
Major students.
CUS213 Culture, Power and Government 文化、權力及政府
(3,2,1}
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and POL1 01
Introduction to Political Science.)
This course introduces a number of key issues in the relationships between
culture, power and the forms of governance. By studying the classical Marxist
theories of ideology, Gramscian concept of hegemony and Foucaultian notion
of discourse, students will attain a basic understanding of how oppression,
governance and politics are played out in different cultural processes.
Theoretical ideas will be examined in light of various political projects of
liberation, participation and empowerment. Topics to be covered are ideology,
class consciousness, commodity fetishism, consent and hegemony, formation
of subject, ideological state apparatus, legitimation of power and
governmentality. This core elective course is required for Cultural Studies
Major students taking Stream A ''Social and Political Studies".
CUS214 Culture, Value and Belief 文化、價値及信念
(3,2,1}
(Prerequisite: CUS103 Introduction to Cultural Analysis)
Common sense views take culture as a value system or a belief system or
some aggregation of the two. Although such views reveal the importance of
value and/or belief to cultural phenomena, they cannot deal with the underlying
structures that make cultural values and beliefs distinctive. Will culture exist
without some core values shared by its members? Does a cultural subject
necessarily have the same beliefs as other subjects about a particular object
of cultural significance? Is culture located in mind or in some social institutions?
These are just some of the initial questions we shall ask in this course. Through
this course, students will explore the basic dimensions of culture, such as the
cognitive and ethical dimensions at the individual level, and the historical and
institutional dimensions at the social level. This is an advanced core course for
Cultural Studies Major students.
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CUS215

Gender, Sexuality and Cultural Politics

(3,2,1)

性別、性與文化政治
This course provides students with an introduction to the history of feminist
and gay social movements. Beginning with an overview of claims to equality
with men, focused on issues such as labour regulations and the right to vote,
we will go on to consider contemporary feminist claims to ''difference". As
comfortable notions of universal sisterhood have increasingly given way to
pluralistic models, this course will address some of the specific issues feminist
and gay movements face in different cultural contexts, particularly Hong Kong
and China. It will also extend students' understanding of the intersections
between gender, politics and sexuality through an investigation of gay liberation
movements and the more recent politics of ''queerness'’ which calls for a
destabilisation of identity categories.

CUS216 Readings in Cultural Studies 文化硏究選讀
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: CUS103 Introduction to Cultural Analysis)
The purpose of this advanced-level course is to allow students to read the
''classics" of cultural studies from a coherent and contextualised perspective.
Although specific topics will vary from year to year, students will study a few
selected major works closely or concentrate on the works of a few major
figures in cultural studies. The aim is to put the multiple intellectual traditions
and concerns of cultural studies to the foreground, so that the students may
comprehend the characteristics of each major school of thought within the
field and reflect upon the conditions out of which cultural studies in its plural
forms have emerged. Students will also consider the current situation of
contemporary cultural studies as an inter-disciplinary studies and a form of
cultural practice. This is an advanced core course for Cultural Studies Major
students.

CUS217

Rhetoric of Social Sciences and Business Studies

(3,2,1)

社會科學及商業硏究修辭
The rhetorical approaches study the art of persuasion that social scientists
and business professionals adopt. This course aims at sensitising students to
the rhetorical nature of social sciences and business studies by introducing
strategies such as the use of metaphors, the charm of historical precedents,
the appeal to authority, the plea to symmetry and the claims of morality. First
we discuss histories and theories of rhetorical studies. The second part includes
case studies: the rhetoric of economics, political science, sociology, psychology,
management and accounting, gender studies...etc. Lastly we look at the
institutional practices of disciplinary knowledge and the role of ''interpretive
communities". This is one of the required courses for Cultural Studies Major
students who take Stream A ''Social and Political Studies”.
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CUS218 T叩ics in Cultural Theory 文化理論專題
（3,2,1）
The notion of ''culture" has undergone changes and redefinitions recently.
Part of the impetus comes from the insistence on the importance of theory or
theoretical reflection. This course tries to map out a landscape of contemporary
cultural theory and its paradigmatic changes over the last few decades.
Students will identify the different social and intellectual contexts in which
cultural issues are conceptualised and discussed today. They will learn how
changes in theory are related to the way we re-assess the significance and
functions of culture today, and how we are involved in its production and
reproduction. Specific topics to be studied may cover Western Marxism,
structuralism, feminism, psychoanalysis and post-modernism. For Cultural
Studies Major students, the course serves to provide a solid training for many
other advanced core and elective courses.
CUS219 The Cultural Politics of Reading 閱讀的文化政治層次
（3,2,1}
It is taught as an advanced introduction to the political dimension of reading a
text. We shall deal specifically with the key conception in Cultural Studies
that texts are political because of the issues of power and ideology they
involve. A central question will be asked: Who is representing whom and how
are meanings produced along with the unequal relations of power? Through
the analysis of selected fictional and non-fictional texts, students will learn to
understand the process of literary imagination in the activity of reading. They
will learn to identify the dominant strategies of authors and readers, as well as
the power relations involved in the course of reading. For Cultural Studies
Major students, this core elective course is also the required course for those
who choose to take Stream B ''Literary Studies".
CUS220 Media Ethics 傳媒倫理
（3,2,1）
（GEB220）
Now a major actor in our everyday life, the media has been under attack for
its sensationalism, obscenity, and even lack of professionalism. This course
will consider the relationship between the media's commercial calling and its
social roles and responsibility. Controversial issues surrounding the press will
be discussed, such as sex and violence, stereotyping, and cash journalism.
The course will enable us to develop a critical understanding of the complex
role played by the media nowadays, and to examine how we may affect
changes to the media.
CUS303 Cultural Criticism in Hong Kong 文化評論在香港
（3,2,1）
Cultural criticism is a critical activity whereby one employs conceptual tools
to evaluate aspects of contemporary culture. The applicability of such tools,
however, depends on the context to which they are applied. This course
focuses on cultural criticism as a socio-cultural phenomenon in Hong Kong:
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how the place effects its critique, and how the critique reflects the place.
After a look at the local development of cultural criticism, we shall examine
various areas in contemporary criticism: popular culture (media, music, fashion,
consumer culture), literary and other forms of imaginative work, as well as
cultural identity and policy. The course asks what socio-cultural specificities
give rise to these critiques, and helps students understand the art as well as
politics of cultural criticism, and appreciate the dynamics of Hong Kong culture
in the making.

CUS304 Social and Cultural Anthropology 社會與文化人類學
(3,2,1)
(GEC304)
This course helps students to develop a basic understanding of anthropology
by introducing them to the history of the discipline and a number of its core
debates. In the process, students will recognise and analyse some basic
theoretical frameworks allowing anthropologists to think about human diversity
and cultural variation. Topics include the importance of fieldwork in establishing
anthropology as a distinctive discipline, a comparison between British and
American approaches and a consideration of the meaning of ''tradition”. Students
will also be introduced to key criticisms of anthropology, particularly claims
that it is inherently colonialist. Finally, we shall consider the sometimes dynamic
relationship between this area of scholarship and Cultural Studies.
CUS309 Film and Cinema Studies 電影硏究
(3,2,1}
(GEC309)
This course is an introduction to the art of film and its social and ideological
implications. Students are provided with the basic concepts needed to appreciate
and criticise the artistic, social, and cultural value of films. Concepts are explained
with concrete examples from different countries and styles in order to expose
students to a diversity of films, from mainstream Hollywood to Asia. Critical
categories such as film genre, narrative, and interpretation will be discussed,
and issues of authorship and spectatorship introduced. The course will also
consider the social functions and meanings of the cinema with reference to
such recent trends in film theory as feminism, psychoanalysis, and post
modernism.

CUS310 Media, Culture and Society 傳媒、文化與社會
(3,3,0)
Cultural theories have combined with media theories to question the ideological,
contextual and textual frameworks that shape the contemporary media. This
second/third year core elective course in Cultural Studies explores the
understanding of the mass media from Marxist through postmodern
perspectives. It introduces students to the analysis of genre, representation
and reception in recent media and cultural studies. It also examines the major
methodologies of media research, so as to prepare students for advanced
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studies in media culture. The course will enable students to develop a solid
critical approach to the study of the media in the global community we live
today.
CUS314 Hong Kong Popular Culture 香港普及文化
(3,2,1)
(GEC314)
This course aims to provide students with a critical introduction to popular
culture in Hong Kong. We shall study the scope, development and uses of
contemporary popular culture. Students will learn to assess for themselves
the form, meaning and significance of popular culture, to relate it to high
culture, as well as to analyse the formation of cultural and social identity of
Hong Kong people through concrete case studies. Topics will be selected from
such areas as: the changing cultural status of Hong Kong through the post
war decades, Western influences and the transformation of indigenous culture,
the consumption and politics of popular culture, cinema as mass entertainment,
the development of radio culture, TV culture, popular music, and the printed
media, etc.
CUS316 Modern Chinese Thought 現代中國思想
(3,2,
(GEC316)
In this course students will study Chinese intellectual history starting from the
middle of the nineteenth century. Radically different directions of thoughts
were then formed partially in response to Western imperialism. Among these
directions were conservatism, reformism, liberalism, anti-traditionalism,
nationalism and Contemporary Neo-Confucianism. Apart from introducing the
general lines of thought of the various schools, this course also looks at the
representative thinkers of each school. Emphasis will be given to the
development of these thinkers, as well as the debates among them concerning
the mode of integration of Chinese and Western culture, the primacy of science
or metaphysics, etc. The questions and concerns raised in these debates will
be studied in relation to the present-day context.
CUS317 Narrating Hong Kong 論述香港
(3,2,1)
(GEC317)
We shall study Hong Kong as a represented community by focusing on a
variety of stories that have been told about her. Here narratives refer to tales
which treat what happen to Hong Kong as a place in relation to what its people
want as a community. Focus will be on the narration of collective hope, fear,
anxiety as well as desire. Students will learn to: (i) understand why and how
people's imagination have been inscribed in texts ranging from the fictional,
the historical, the biographical, the filmic, to other forms of narrative; and (ii)
address and evaluate identity as a process in the articulation of shared values
and meanings in post-war sociohistorical developments. This is a core elective
course, as well as an elective for Cultural Studies Major students taking Stream
C ''Cultural and Intellectual History".
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CUS319 Cultural Policy and Institution 文化政策及體制
{3,2,1}
This course aims to study how public policy on culture is framed. We shall
examine the institutional factors affecting the development of the arts, the
media and the curriculum in the modern society. Key policy issues include
regulation, censorship and citizenship; cultural imperialism and nationalism;
cultural planning, community and ideology; as well as other aspects in the
relationship between culture and governance. Specific topics to be discussed
may involve aspects of tourism and the politics of leisure; urban culture and
development; pedagogy, identity and citizenship; policies on youth, gender,
sexuality, race, ethnicity as well as national culture, etc. References to the
local context will be made as much as possible.
CUS320 Directed Research Project (A)硏究專題撰述(A)
(3,0,1/2)
CUS321 Directed Research Project (B)硏究專題撰述(B)
(3,0,1/2)
The Directed Research Project may be taken by an advanced student as a
3-unit semester course, or in succession, as two 3-unit semester courses.
Students enrolled in the course will work independently under the guidance
of a supervisor on a topic that is mutually agreed upon. The purpose is to
train critical and research skills through an intensive study on a pertinent
topic in any area of cultural studies relevant to the local scene.

This course may be taken by Cultural Studies Major students in their third year in
lieu of up to 6 credits of courses in the Core Elective Area II ''Contextual Studies".
The Cultural Studies Department reserves the right to reject a student's application
for enrolment in the course on the basis of a lower than average G.P.A.
CUS322

Issues of Identity and Public Culture

(3,2,1}

身份認同與公共文化專題
This course examines the formation of identity and its relationship to the
cultural dimension of public life. Students will be introduced to the basic
concepts of cultural identity and the public sphere. Identity will then be
studied in relation to processes of cultural representation and the circulation
of commodities, images and values under capitalism. The tensions between
identity and difference in different domains of public culture will also be
discussed. Specific issues may also involve: subjectivity and the discourses of
identity; the public space for sociocultural identification; issues of nationalism,
colonialism and postcolonialism; diaspora, cosmopolitanism , and the global
process of culture; the ethical and ideological dimensions of identity politics,
etc.

Course Descriptions

CUS323 Marxism and After馬克思主義及其流變
<3乂1}
The course introduces students to one of the most critical perspectives on
capitalist society and its culture. It will take the students through its founder
Karl Marx to the various representative thinkers after him from 1 9th to 20th
Century. Issues may include the relationship between existence and
consciousness, ideology and domination, alienation and emancipation,
simulation and the mode of production, cultural hegemony, technological
domination and instrumental rationality, cultural capital and reproduction,
ideological state apparatuses, power and knowledge, etc. Students will acquire
a sense of how society constitutes the second nature of the human, and a
critical awareness of the problems and possibilities of capitalism.

CUS324 Post-Colonial Studies 後殖民硏究
（3,2,1）
The course introduces students to the field of postcolonial studies which
develops in a variety of disciplines such as literature, film studies, history and
anthropology. It maps out the field in terms of its philosophical and intellectual
context, drawing connections between postcolonial theory and other theories
such as poststructuralism, Marxism and feminism. Case studies will be
discussed in specific historical, material and cultural contexts. The uses and
critiques of theory will be examined so as to explore the ethical and political
possibilities of solidarity and alliance in the struggles for cultural decolonisation,
and for living with cultural difference non-violently. Topics to be covered may
include Orientalism; nationhood, hybridity and diaspora; （gendered） subaltern
studies; minority discourses, etc.

CUS325 Seminar in Current Cultural Issues 當代文化專題硏討
（3,0,3）
This course is designed to deal with critical issues emerging from the current
developments in cultural politics and cultural studies worldwide. Specific
topics may vary from year to year, but will typically involve the questions of
value, representation and commodification as conceived in the process of
local/global cultural production, mediation and circulation. Through a series of
organised seminars, students will be introduced to some of the most
controversial debates in the field from a multi-disciplinary and transcultural
perspective. Issues to be studied may include, but will not be limited to, the
following: sexuality, ethnicity, community, communication, imagination,
violence, resistance, hegemony, ordinary life, post-humanism, post-modernity,
cyber-society, virtual reality etc.
CUS326 Special Topics in Cultural Studies 文化硏究專題
（3,2,1}
The purpose of this advanced-level course is to study a special topic or a
number of closely related topics in Cultural Studies that may not normally be
offered under the regular curriculum. The availability of the course ensures
that any pertinent topics can be studied intensively by the major students in
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Cultural Studies. With a flexible scope and an open attitude to the disciplinary
formation of knowledge, it provides an opportunity for us to deal with issues
not readily covered by the existing courses. While there is no formal restriction
on the topics to be included, emphasis on their implications for Cultural Studies
will be a common feature. The exact topics to be offered in a year will be
determined by the Cultural Studies Department Board.
CUS328 Special Topics in Literary Studies 文學硏究專題
<3,2,1}
The purpose of this advanced-level course is to study a special topic or a
number of closely related topics in Literary Studies that may not normally be
offered under the regular curriculum. The availability of the course ensures
that any pertinent topics can be studied intensively by the major students in
Cultural Studies. With a flexible scope and an open attitude to the disciplinary
formation of knowledge, it provides an opportunity for us to deal with issues
not readiiy covered by the existing courses. While there is no formal restriction
on the topics to be included, emphasis on their implications for Cultural Studies
will be a common feature. The exact topics to be offered in a year will be
determined by the Cultural Studies Department Board.

CUS329

Special Topics in Socio-Political Studies

(3,2,1)

社會及政治硏究專題
The purpose of this advanced-level course is to study a special topic or a
number of closely related topics in Socio-Political Studies that may not normally
be offered under the regular curriculum. The availability of the course ensures
that any pertinent topics can be studied intensively by the major students in
Cultural Studies. With a flexible scope and an open attitude to the disciplinary
formation of knowledge, it provides an opportunity for us to deal with issues
not readily covered by the existing courses. While there is no formal restriction
on the topics to be included, emphasis on their implications for Cultural Studies
will be a common feature. The exact topics to be offered in a year will be
determined by the Cultural Studies Department Board.
CUS330

Structuralism and Post-Structuralism

(3,2,1)

結構主義與後結構主義
The course introduces students to one of the most important intellectual
movements after the Second World War. Structuralism comprises thinkers
such as Levi-Strauss, Barthes, Foucault, Lacan, Derrida and Deleuze in the
fields of anthropology, semiology, psychoanalysis, literature and philosophy.
They share a common ancestry in the linguist Saussure, who proposes that
language be studied as a system of signs, because without difference there
can be no meaning. Somewhat less directly but no less significantly, they are
also inspired by Nietzsche's challenge to the metaphysics of presence and
Freud's critique of the primacy of consciousness. Yet, some sooner and some
later outgrow this paradigm and develop into post-structuralism.

Course Descriptions

CUS331 Topics in Cinema and Media Studies 電影及傳媒硏究專題(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: CUS309 Film and Cinema Studies)
This course offers students an opportunity to pursue specific topics in film and
media with greater depth. The basic aim is not to provide an overview of film
and mass media theory but to encourage students to think through some
relevant and controversial issues. Students will learn to cultivate their analytical
and critical skills about topics ranging from purely aesthetic to social and
ideological questions. Possible topics may include cinema, culture and society;
film as social practice; different models of film and media authorship and
spectatorship; the interpretation of meaning; film and television genres; the
reception contexts of mass communication; television, domesticity, and gender;
media, behaviour and consumption; media globalisation; media, technoculture
and the public.
CUS340 Valuing Childhood 童年的意義
(3,2,1}
(GEB240)
How are social values transmitted, resisted and reinvented? This course focuses
on the socialisation of children in different cultures, concentrating on the
processes whereby they become competent members of their society.
Concerned with the intersections between politics and childhood, the course
also examines a number of social justice issues including the notion of children
rights and the consequences of institutionalising children. Emphasis will be
placed on an analysis of issues connected to childhood in small-scale societies
traditionally of interest to anthropologists, such as Aboriginal Australia and
Tonga. However, the course will also address East Asian societies, particularly
Japan, China and Hong Kong. Finally, some time will be devoted to the study
of Western childhood. On completion of this course, students are expected to
be aware of the enormous extent of cultural diversity across the globe, to
view that diversity as expressive of particular cultural logics, and to be able to
assess childrearing practices both sympathetically and critically.

Department of English
ENG101
Introduction to Language
(3,1,2)
This introductory course aims to create awareness about the role and scope
of language and languages, and to ensure that students are provided with a
foundation in basic linguistic topics as preparation for later courses. Language
will be considered from a number of perspectives, including the linguistic
(language as structure and system) and the applied linguistic (language in use,
language as social, psychological and educational phenomenon). Examples
will be taken from languages students are not familiar with as well as from
those they are familiar with.
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ENG102 Practical Phonetics
(3,1,2)
Phonetics is the systematic study of human speech sounds. It is concerned
with how speech sounds are produced and perceived. It provides means to
classify and transcribe these sounds. While phonetics can be studied in various
ways, we will adopt an articulatory approach in this course and a practical
emphasis.

As an introduction to phonetics, this course assumes no prior knowledge of
this field. The purpose of the course is to introduce students to the basic
phonetic concepts and theories, and to deepen their understanding of the
importance of phonetics in language studies and language-related sciences.
Students will learn how to recognise, produce, transcribe and classify various
speech sounds. They will also learn how their first language (Cantonese)
influences their perception and pronunciation of English sounds.
ENG103 Introduction to English Grammar
(3,2,1)
This course aims to promote awareness of the grammar of English at an
introductory level. It deals with the central features of English grammar, such
as verb and noun phrase construction, clause construction and verb
complementation, paying particular attention to areas that are relevant and of
interest to Cantonese-speaking learners of English. It assumes that most
learners will have been exposed to English Grammar, but in an informal,
piecemeal way, involving rules of thumb which may be misleading. It recognises
that English Grammar is far too extensive a subject to cover thoroughly and
seeks to address this by training students to become their own grammarians.

ENG106 Literary Analysis I
(3,1,2)
ENG107 Literary Analysis II
(3,1,2)
These courses are an introduction to the analysis of literary texts in English.
The courses provide basic knowledge of the skills and tools required to access
literary texts meaningfully in their cultural and linguistic contexts. Beyond
introducing students to literary genres and providing key concepts that enable
a structured understanding of literary texts, the courses seek to encourage
the development of practical criticism over a range of literary types. Students
are expected to develop independent reading skills and tasks will be assigned
for which students have sole responsibility and which may be tested.

ENG 108 Models of Speech and Writing I
(4,2,2)
ENG109 Models of Speech and Writing II
(4,2,2)
These courses serve two specific purposes:
1. ensuring that students’ proficiency level in all four basic skills areas is
adequately developed to cope with university study, especially for a degree of
this nature. This is achieved through tutorials on study skills focused on individual
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learning needs and individualised training and instruction, especially for the
Models of Speech and Writing I; and self-access tasks that are tailored for the
courses and adapted to individual needs.
2. sensitising students' awareness to the generic features of a variety of
spoken and written texts which represent genres that students are likely to
encounter in their everyday life. The texts are selected from the fields of
journalism, academia, literature and business. Students will examine the lexicogrammatical, paralinguistic and discoursal features of the texts and base their
essays and productions on the structure and techniques of these models.
ENG110 Models of Speech and Writing
(3,0,3)
In this course students will read a selection of short texts of English representing
a variety of genres and will compose authentic texts in realistic situations
based on the features and techniques used in these models. They will examine
the characteristic grammatical, linguistic and discourse features, as well as
the contexts of these texts. The genres chosen are common ones that students
will encounter in their everyday life and possibly in their future career as
translators/interpreters. Having accessed and analysed these genres, they are
expected to be able to handle other non-specialist genres of English.
EIMG201
Academic Writing and Research Skills
(2,0,2)
This is a practical course to help students revise how to write formal academic
essays. It will also provide an introduction to the language and conventions
used in writing up an undergraduate level research paper - and the production
of such a paper at the end of the course. The work on research methods will
provide a foundation on which to build later courses, including the Year 3
Project.

ENG202 Language and Society
(3,2,1)
This subject is aimed at giving students a basic understanding of how language
is used in society from both a macro and micro perspective. It encompasses
traditional sociolinguistic themes as well as those from social psychology,
ethnography of communication, semiotics, pragmatics, and critical linguistics.
It is believed that only such a varied approach can give students a more
comprehensive understanding of how language is essentially both a process
and product of society. Because of its social orientation, the subject also acts
as a link between the more formal aspects of linguistics and the other applied
areas of language studies. Apart from giving students a grounding in relevant
theories, it also exposes them to issues arising from the use of language in
contemporary society, using Hong Kong as an example.
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ENG203 Discourse Analysis
(3,2,1)
This course aims at equipping students with essential skills in discourse analysis
by enhancing their contextual awareness and sensitising them to marked
features of texts in different registers and genres. It also attempts to help
students build up their critical discourse awareness by examining the pragmatic
dimensions of a variety of texts arising from their cultural, socio-political and

professional background.
ENG204 Contemporary Literature in English I
(3,2,1)
ENG205 Contemporary Literature in English II
(3,2,1)
These courses expose the student to a range of contemporary texts in English,
using narratives as well as dramatic texts around a central theme or
preoccupation - such as ''Voices of the Subaltern" or ''The Foreigner Without
and the Foreigner Within" - which will highlight the current importance of
English as a world language.
ENG231
Academic Writing in English 英文學術寫作
(3,0,3}
This course aims to help students to respond critically to complex written
information on topics of social and cultural relevance and to produce coherent
pieces of academic writing of their own. The course also provides opportunities
for students to revise and improve their writing skills.

本科旨在提高學生理解及書寫學術英文之能力。
ENG232 English For Business Communication
(3,0,3)
The aims of the course are to develop confidence and competence in spoken
and written English in business contexts. In particular, the course develops
appropriate writing skills for business, enhances students' ability to speak
formally and informally on business subjects, and provides opportunities for
improving grammatical correctness.

ENG264 Asian Voices in English
(3,0,3)
This course is designed to present a number of novels and films (either written
in English by Asian writers or in translated versions) and to encourage cross
media and cross-cultural analysis of the two genres. The aim is to provide a
stimulating and innovative approach to the voices of Asians and Asia expressed
through the English language. The course exposes students to selected novels
and films but does not choose novels that have been adapted into films, or
vice versa. This is not a course in filmic or fictional adaptation.
ENG265 Organisational Communication
(3,2,1)
This subject gives students an opportunity to study language use in the social
institution of organisations, which is a major domain of our contemporary life.
It enables students to apply the knowledge they gain elsewhere in the curriculum,
principally sociolinguistics and discourse analysis, to an area of language use
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under a specific context. It also helps students to acquire other relevant
theories to enhance their understanding of organisational phenomena. Such a
deepened understanding will not only prepare students for the ineluctable
organisational life; it will also facilitate their mastery of skills to formulate
communication strategies in order to function more efficiently in the workplace.

ENG266 Psycholinguistics
(3,2,1)
Psycholinguistics is the psychological study of language: the study of the
structures and processes which underlie human ability to learn and speak a
language. It is a subject area which links psychology and linguistics. This
course will study what is happening within each individual when language is
learned, processed and comprehended.
ENG267 Studies in Literary Genres
(3,2,1}
This course is intended to develop in the student an understanding of, and an
appreciation for, the study of literature with a focus on the major genres:
fiction, lyric, drama, and epic. Each offering of the course will focus on a
single genre, with the offerings rotated among the genres as much as possible,
given faculty interests and resources. The course will expose the student to:
⑴ the major theories relating to each genre; (2) a significant sampling of
texts in each genre; and (3) selected examples of generic criticism.

EIMG268 Stylistics
(3,0,3)
An application of the linguistic descriptive skills acquired in Years 1 and 2 to
a variety of written texts to see how the language choice and structure (lexis,
grammatical form and system, phonology and supra-segmental features) create
the effects and achieve the purpose(s) apparently intended.
ENG271
English Phonology
(3,2,1)
Phonology is the study of sound patterns in language. While closely related to
phonetics, phonology has a different focus: it is concerned with the function,
behaviour and organisation of speech sounds as linguistic units, rather than
the production, perception and classification of speech sounds as physical
entities.

As an introductory course to the phonological study of human language, this
course assumes a good foundation in ENG 102 Practical Phonetics. It introduces
students to the major phonological concepts within the general framework of
Classical Phonemics and Generative Phonology. Lectures will be supplemented
with practical phonological problems taken from various dialects of English
and possibly other languages. Students are required to solve these problems
using the principles introduced in the lecture.
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ENG272 Intercultural Communication
(3,2,1)
This course aims at raising students' awareness of issues related to intercultural
communication, developing students' ability to analyse variations in cultural
and communication patterns, and helping them to deal with problems arising
from intercultural interactions which occur in a wide range of settings, in their
personal, social and professional lives.
ENG274 Literature and Adaptation
(3,0,3)
This course is essentially a practical course using mainly workshop sessions to
develop in students the awareness, skills and motivation to adapt a range of
contemporary English literary texts for another medium and/or literary genre.
Emphasis will be placed on the value of adaptation skills in a commercial world
where ''musicals can be more profitable than steelworks" ' and where the
ever-hungry maw of advertising, marketing and television entertainment is
looking, nonstop, for stories, themes and characters, many of which can be
found in contemporary English Language Literature.

ENG301
BACES Project
(3,0,1/2)
This course aims at developing students' ability to carry out extended
investigation into a specific topic in one of the major strands of their programme
of study, i.e. either contemporary literary studies or applied linguistic studies.
By producing a long paper, students will be asked to demonstrate and synthesise
the subject matter knowledge, linguistic ability, academic writing skills and
analytical power which they have developed over the three years of study.
ENG303 Advanced Professional Communication Skills
(3,1,2)
This course aims at helping students to develop a high level of communicative
competence in professional English. It will inculcate in them a thorough
understanding of the role and importance of language and communication in
business and other professional settings, and enable them to effectively apply
their oral and written professional communication skills in their future
employment.
ENG369 Contrastive Linguistics
{3,2,1}
This course introduces students to linguistic differences between Chinese,
both Putonghua and Cantonese and English on a number of levels —
morphological, phonological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, discoursal and
generic. By examining similarities and differences across the two languages,
they are trained to take a critical and sociological approach in analysing language
use across the two cultures.

* Quoted from a keynote speech by Sir David Puttnam at the International Conference
''The Arts and Education in Hong Kong' 20-22 March 1997, Hong Kong.
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ENG373 Introduction to Literary Theory
(3,1,2)
This course is designed to introduce students to the major theories of literature
and to sensitise them to current debates about what literature is and what
functions it has in society. In the past 20 years, interest in literary theory as
a discipline in its own right has come to the fore and it would be remiss if
students were not made aware of a central preoccupation of current literary
debate around the world. Students will be introduced to key theories and
encouraged to reflect on them and how they inform their approach to literary
texts in English and other languages.

ENG374 Contemporary Poetry as Text and Experience
(3,1,2)
This course is designed to present an array of contemporary and modern
poetry in English and to encourage an appreciation of the craft of writing. As
well as reading and appreciating texts written by others, students will be
encouraged to experiment with their own writing in English. The aim is to
provide a stimulating and innovative approach to the study of contemporary
and modern poetry which may lead to a personal interest in creative writing.
Student writing will be encouraged but not assessed formally.
ENG375 Cross-cultural Studies of Literature
(3,1,2)
Analysing and comparing texts from two independent cultural traditions, this
course introduces the student to the principles of cross-cultural reseach.
Readings will be selected from poetry, narrative, and drama in the Western
and Chinese canon around a thematic of generic ''constant” to facilitate
meaningful comparison. Comparisons will be explored around set themes whether romantic love, friendship, war - or specific literary kinds - satire,
allegory fantasy.

ENG376 Pedagogic English
(3,2,1)
This course looks at the discourse of language teaching from a linguistic
perspective. It will build on and apply the knowledge gained in years 1 and 2
(particularly in English Grammar and Discourse Analysis). There will be two
main focuses: the spoken discourse of English language classrooms; and the
written language of teaching materials. These will be analysed in terms of
their discourse structure and metalanguage. The course will be aimed at
students who may be planning a career in English teaching, but it is not
intended to pre-empt any teacher-training programme. Rather, it aims to help
students analyse and reflect on language use in a situation in which they may
find themselves.
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ENG377 Language and Power
(3,1,2)
This course aims to bring to students' attention how language maintains and
changes power relations both within a sociolinguistic context and between
different sociolinguistic contexts in the modern world. It delineates the
boundaries of critical linguistics and introduces the connections between
language, ideology, and power. Students are expected to learn to analyse
authentic language use critically so as to see the processes by which power
relations are manifested in and manipulated through language. Students also
learn to reflect upon the relationship between discourse, ideology, and social
structures in modern society, and become, hopefully, more active agents in
resisting and changing power relations.
ENG378 Words: Their Form and Meaning
(3,1,2)
This course is an introduction to the study of the forms and meanings of words
in the English Language. It demonstrates how the forms of words can be
changed by processes like inflection, derivation and compounding, and gives
practical exercises in using suffixes to recognise word-class. It discusses how
meanings of words can be defined and analysed according to various dimensions
of meaning, how these meanings relate to each other and depend upon grammar
and reference. It explores the information about words given in dictionaries,
and suggests techniques for efficiently learning vocabulary.
ENG399 Special Topics in English
(3,1,2*)
The course will offer an area of study (such as ''The Short Story in English", or
''American Poetry post 1954", or ''An Introduction to Semantics", or
''Communication Theory", etc.) either in the literary or linguistic fields not
already covered in the approved required and elective courses of the BA (Hons)
Contemporay English Studies degree programme.

Department of Philosophy
PHI101
Critical Thinking 批判思維
(GEA101)

(3,2,1)

This course introduces the basic methodology of clear and rational thinking,
aiming to develop the students" power of critical thinking and the ability to
apply it both in their studies and in everyday life. Special emphasis will be put
on understanding and extracting the arguments in different kinds of discourses,
analysing the arguments and discerning whether the reasoning is correct.

* Teaching hours may be varied as appropriate.
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PHI105
Introduction to Logic 邏輯導論
(3,2,1)
(GEA105)
This course is an introduction to the study of elementary formal logic. Its aims
are to increase students' ability in logical thinking and to make them critically
aware of fallacies in everyday reasoning. The course will familiarise students
with the vocabulary and grammar of various kinds of logic, and enable them
to master the basic techniques in the validity of arguments. Students will be
required to recognise the form of arguments presented in natural language and
to use various methods of proof for testing validity of arguments.
PH门07
Understanding Knowledge 認識知識
(3,2,1)
(GEA107)
The first part of the course focuses on fundamental questions concerning
one’s understanding of the world and oneself. It deals with the relationship
between intentionality and perception, concept and experience, categorisation
and world view, and the relationship between language, thinking, and feeling.
The second part of the course focuses on fundamental problems of knowledge.
It deals with criteria of truth and validity, the socio-historical nature of knowledge
and rationality, and knowledge and power, etc. The aim of the course is to
enable students to develop an u门dersta门ding of the way in which one's view
of the world and of oneself is formed and rationalised.

PHI108
Introduction to the Philosophy of Science and of
(3,2,1)
(GEA108) the Social Sciences科學哲學及社會科學哲學槪論
This course will present to the students the central concepts of science such
as ''observation", ''data”，''hypothesis”，''explanation", ''induction”,
''verification' etc., as well as discuss the main philosophical theories about
the nature of science and scientific explanation. Students will be introduced
to the problem of distinguishing between science and marginal and/or pseudo
science. The course will also address the question of the social role of science.
The concepts and methods of the social sciences will be given separate
treatment. The problem of what counts as explanation and verification in the
social sciences will be addressed as will the problem of its value-based nature.
PHI133
Introduction to Chinese Culture 中國文化導論
(3,2,1)
(GEC333)
This course provides a general account of Chinese culture along with the
historical facts necessary for understanding it. It adopts a mode of studying
culture which takes ''cultural spirit” as the core of each cultural system. The
course will focus on the distinctive features of Chinese ''modes of thinking" as
they manifest themselves in political and social structures as well as in
philosophy, art and literature. It will examine recent evaluations made by
intellectuals of traditional Chinese culture and explore the ways in which
tradition can contribute to cultural transformation.
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PHI201
Applied Ethics 應用倫理學
{3,2,1}
(GEB201)
Students will learn from this course not morality, but moral thinking; not
judgements to repeat, but how to judge. The course will consider a number of
specific moral issues in applied ethics. These include abortion, euthanasia,
the death penalty; issues of diversity and equality in regard to race, gender,
and economic status; and the extent of our moral obligations to the poor and
starving of other countries, to animals, and to the environment.
PHI203
Social and Political Philosophy 社會與政治哲學
(3,2,1)
(GEB203)
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and POL211
Political Thought.)
This course introduces students to a number of basic ideas and concepts in
modern political discourse. The students are asked to examine critically the
arguments for and objections against various positions on theoretical and
practical issues. The objective is to enable the students to formulate reasoned
political judgements on problems that have immediate or wider social and
political concerns. Topics of this course include: the individual and the state;
rights; utility; social justice; democracy; the rule of law; negative and positive
liberty; power relations in society; and political ideologies.
PHI204
Science, Technology and Human Values
(GEB204)科學、科技與人文價値

(3,2,1)

This course enquires into the social, economic, political and moral implications
of modern science and technology. It provides students with a basic
understanding of the nature and significance of the technological world in
which we live and with an awareness of the background and importance of
recent scientific-technological innovations that have profoundly changed our
life. Students will also acquire an outlook on human values based on rational
as well as spiritual considerations at both the social and the personal levels.

PHI205
Business Ethics 商業倫理學
(GEB205)

(3,2,1)

In the first part of this course, basic ethical concepts and general rules of
moral reasoning will be introduced. Moral principles of important ethical systems
will also be examined. On the basis of this theoretical background, students
are led to the second part where the problems of business ethics will be dealt
with.
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They include: employee rights and duties, quality of working life, whistle
blowing, consumer safety and product liability, environment protection, truth
and advertising, etc. In tutorials, students will discuss current ethical issues
in business and are encouraged to make their own judgement. At the end of
the course, they are expected to have become aware of the responsibilities of
corporations as well as the duties and rights of individuals in business activities.

PHI207
Law and Society 法律與社會
(3,2,1)
(GEB207)
This course is designed to provide the student with an introduction to the
philosophy of law. In addition, the course seeks to investigate the nature and
functions of law, as well as the role of law within contemporary society.
Questions such as, ''what is the law", ''what do we mean when we refer to the
rule of law", as well as ''how do judges reach their decisions", will be considered
here. This course also attempts to offer to students a fresh insight into current
issues such as the relationship between the law, morality and human rights.

PHI209
Morality and Markets 道德與市場
(3,2,1}
(GEB209)
This course is designed to allow students to explore the relationship between
morality, norms and economic rationality. The course will examine key economic
concepts such as welfare, efficiency, rationality and utility from a philosophical
perspective, as well as moral concepts of equality and justice from an economic
perspective. Attention will be paid to the role of self-interest and rationality
in economic discourse, the relationship between the price system and human
values, and the morality of the market as a means of social organisation.
Periodically, students will be challenged to confront the questions whether
the decisions derived from economics should be the decision adopted by society.
If the economic decision is rejected, how should society choose?
PHI212
Classical Chinese Thought 中國古典思想
(3,2,
(GEC312)
This course provides a general profile of the schools of thought in Chinese
history. The period to be covered ranges from Pre-Ch'in to late Ching. The
schools of thoughts introduced will not be limited to the most influential, i.e.
Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, but will also include minor schools such
as the thought of 丫in-Yang, the speculative philosophy of Wei-Jin and the
Taoist religion. Emphasis will be given to the development within each school,
as well as to their interactions with each other. The course will also trace the
relationship of these schools of thought to aspects of culture in the formation
of the distinctive spirit of different periods.
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PHI213
History of Ideas 西方思想史
(3,2,1)
(GEC313)
This course introduces students to some of the most influential and/or original
schools of thought in European intellectual history. Most of the thinkers
selected are philosophers who have also had a significant influence in other
areas of the humanities. Emphasis will be given to the historical genesis and
significance of the thoughts discussed, as well as to the continuities and
discontinuities in the history of development of thought, such as those between
Plato and Aristotle, Aristotle and Aquinas, and Plato and Hegel. The course
will consider the innovative inheritance of the past as it is re-interpreted in the
present.
PHI215
History and Philosophy of the Human Sciences
(3,2,1)
(GEC315)人文科學的歷史及哲學
The course will introduce the student to the history and method of those
disciplines that deal with man rather than with nature. Today one finds some
of these disciplines within the social sciences, some within the humanities,
while some, like history, are sometimes placed under the one and sometimes
under the other. The course will trace the origin of these disciplines back to
the European Medieval university and discuss the notion of ''humanityaround
which they developed. In its theoretical part the course will focus on the
debate concerning whether and how these ''sciences of the spirit" can be
differentiated from the natural sciences, and to what extent these disciplines
can yield valid knowledge.
PHI218
Traditions of Ethical Thought 倫理思想的傳統
(GEB218)

{3,2,1}

This course offers an introduction to some of the classic works of ethics in
Eastern and Western traditions. It does not aim to provide a comprehensive
survey, but is rather a sampling of some of the major thinkers and principal
issues of those traditions. We shall study the ethical thought of Plato, Aristotle,
Mencius, Hsun Tzu, Chuang Tzu, Epicurus, Aquinas, Hume, Kant, Mill and
Hegel, with a special focus on how they deal with the problems of the nature
of morality, the foundation of ethics, the criterion of moral rightness and the
ideals of human well-being. At the end of the course students should have
come to understand the nature, structure, and problems of ethical thought.
PHI221
Aesthetics 美學
(GEB221)

(3,2,1)

This course introduces students to the appreciation of works of art through
examples chosen from different art forms. Works of art will be selected so as
to help articulate the fundamental theoretical and practical problems concerning
art and to lead students to reflect critically on some of the basic philosophical
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concepts (such as beauty, representation, expression, form etc.) traditionally
built into the understanding and appreciation of art. The role of sensibility and
pleasure in the appreciation of art will be raised in order to bring out the
enigmatic character of art and its complex relationship to reason and thought.
PHI222
Life and Death 生死學
(3,2,1)
(GEB222)
Life is a learning process of facing death. In this perspective, death constitutes
a signigicant, if not the whole meaning of life. This idea is shared by different
schools of thought both East and West . In this course, students will study the
meaning of death from philosophical as well as from religious standpoints.
Though it is not likely that we can understand death intellectually, it is hoped
that we can learn how much weight we should give to it in our lives, what
sense it can contribute to the meaning of life, and how we should face it and
deal with it.
PHI223
Contemporary Issues in Bioethics 當代生命倫理問題
{3,2,1}
(GEB223)
The course will address selected issues in bioethics that have been a matter
of much recent controversy: abortion, euthanasia, organ donation, sanctity of
life, experimentation with humans and with animals, moral implications of the
human genome research, etc.

PHI324
Utopia 烏托邦
(3,3,0}
(GEB224)
Utopia is an image of what the good life would be; sometimes it goes beyond
that image and becomes a claim about what it could and should be. Utopia is
then not just a dream to be enjoyed but a vision to be pursued. But the
question whether utopia is not escapist nonsense or an impossible fantasy,
any serious pursuit of which would lead to social and political disasters, imposes
heavy burden on those Utopians who seek to make their dreams come ture.
This course sets out to examine both the theoretic and practical dimensions of
utopia in its complex forms of manifestation as well as multi-layered relations
to other notions such as social order, ultimate freedom and romantic love. As
one major case study, the utopian aspects of the Maoist mentality in
contemporary Chinses communist experiments will be analysed with an eye
to its implicatons for the broader issues in this course.

PHI334
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism 當代新儒學
(3,2,1)
In this course, students will study Contemporary Neo-Confucianism as one of
the most significant intellectual responses to the cultural crises since China
started her modernisation in the 1 9th Century. We will begin with a general
picture of the historical background of this school of thought. Then students
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will study its stand and views with regard to the following issues: How should
we understand and evaluate the essential characteristics of traditional Chinese
culture? Is the value system in traditional Chinese culture compatible with
that of the modern world? To what extent can Western civilisation benefit the
transformation of Chinese culture? How can traditional Chinese culture
contribute to the process of modernisation? Finally, the course will examine
the possible development of Contemporary Neo-Confucianism in order to
evaluate how it tackles cultural ethical issues as well as issues of nationalism
in the contemporary world.

Department of Translation
TRA101
Introduction to Interpreting (C-E)
{3,0,2}
This is a foundation course which aims to provide students with an introduction
to the basic concepts of interpreting as well as to the fundamental skills of
sight and consecutive interpreting from Chinese to English.
TRA102 Introduction to Interpreting (E-C)
(3,0,2)
This is a foundation course which aims to provide students with an introduction
to the basic concepts of interpreting as well as to the fundamental skills of
sight and consecutive interpreting from English to Chinese.

TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E)
{3,2,1}
This is a general introductory course aiming to familiarise students with the
basic concepts of and various approaches to translation with special emphasis
on techniques of translating from Chinese into English. Lectures are designed
to introduce and explain to students the basic concepts of translation, whereas
tutorials are largely discussion classes providing the main vehicle for the analysis
of translation problems encountered in students' exercises and of published
translation texts. In-depth discussion and practice expose students to a great
variety of texts for translation to enable them to learn and develop their
practical skills of translation, and to heighten their perception of the nature of
translation. Particular attention is paid to the use of the target language and
its acquisition. Students are encouraged to experiment with a multiplicity of
ways in approaching translation problems. This course prepares students for
more specialised translation courses.
TRA104 Introduction to Translation (E-C)
(3,2,1)
This is a general introductory course aiming to familiarise students with the
basic concepts of and various approaches to translation with special emphasis
on techniques of translating from English into Chinese. Lectures are designed
to introduce and explain to students the basic concepts of translation, whereas
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tutorials are largely discussion classes providing the main vehicle for the analysis
of translation problems encountered in students' exercises and of published
translation texts. In-depth discussion and practice expose students to a great
variety of texts for translation to enable them to learn and develop their
practical skills of translation, and to heighten their perception of the nature of
translation. Students’ attention is drawn to the linguistic and stylistic features
of source texts. They are urged to take them into consideration in undertaking
translation. This course prepares students for more specialised translation
courses.

Language Studies for Translation:
(3,2,1)
Phonology and Morphology
This course will give an introduction to English and Chinese phonology and
morphology, particular focusing on linguistic differences which impact on C-E/
E-C translation. Topics include: fundamental knowledge of articulatory
phonetics; physiological properties of speech; international phonetic alphabet
system; suprasegmental features; morphological structures for word formation;
and lexical studies. English and Chinese are compared and contrasted to
highlight the uniqueness of each language as they impact on translation and
interpretation.

TRA105

TRA106 Language Studies for Translation: Syntax
(3,2,1)
This course will give an introduction to English and Chinese syntax, particular
focusing on syntactic differences which impact on C-E/E-C translation. Topics
include: phrase and clause structure and semantic-syntax interface in both
English and Chinese. The syntactic structures and functions of each language
will be presented in comparison to highlight their uniqueness. Syntactic
analytical approaches will be introduced and applied to both languages in
practice.

TRA107

Literature, Culture and Translation:
(3,2,1)
The Individual and Society
This introductory course will provide students with a basic understanding of
literature in relation to culture and translation. Contemporary literary works,
both original and translated, will be selected from writers with different cultural
backgrounds. Texts, both English and Chinese, dealing with various themes
selected from genres like fiction, poetry, drama and prose, will be examined.
Different writers' approaches to these themes and writing techniques will be
compared. Through reading and discussions, students will be sensitised to
cultural differences when dealing with translation or other kinds of crosscultural situations.
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TRA201
General Interpreting (C-E)
(3,0,2)
(Prerequisite: TRA101 Introduction to Interpreting (C-E))
This course is designed to improve students7 listening and speaking skills and
their capacities for sight and consecutive interpreting of more complex source
texts on general topics from Chinese to English. Students will be provided
with knowledge of and practice in consecutive interpretation for various
occasions. They will be required to perform interpretation both in booths and
in front of class.
TRA202 General Interpreting (E-C)
(3,0,2)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA102 Introduction to Interpreting (E-C) and (b) TRA201
General Interpreting (C-E))
This course is designed to improve students' listening and speaking skills and
their capacities for sight and consecutive interpreting of more complex source
texts on general topics from English to Chinese. Students will be provided
with knowledge of and practice in consecutive interpretation for various
occasions. They will be required to perform interpretation both in booths and
in front of class.
TRA203 Translation Theory I
(3,2,1)
This course aims to introduce to students the theoretical perspectives of
translation studies. Drawing on the experience they have accumulated in
translating and interpreting, it outlines basic concepts in translation theory,
discusses some less sophisticated approaches, and paves the way for Translation
Theory II.
TRA204 Translation Criticism I (E-C & C-E)
{3,1,1}
This course aims to introduce to students the methods and principles of
criticising translated texts in both Chinese and English. Bearing in mind the
fact that translation criticism is an essential link between translation theory
and its practice, students will be given extensive practice in analysing
translations already published, and then encouraged to apply translation-critical
methods to their own work. This course also prepares them for Translation
Criticism II.

TRA205 Literary Translation A (C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E))
This course will introduce students to approaches to translating Chinese
literature into English. Students will learn to identify the linguistic, stylistic and
cultural features of literary texts in Chinese, and to formulate strategies for
translating those works into English. This will be done by studying and
comparing existing translations, and translating previously untranslated texts.
The course will concentrate on prose and fiction in modern Chinese, though
translation of poetry and drama may also be introduced.
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TRA206 Literary Translation A (E-C)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA205 Literary Translation A (C-E) or (b) TRA305 Literary
Translation B (C-E), and TRA104 Introduction to Translation (E-C))
This course will introduce students to approaches to the translation of English
literary works of a readerly nature. Students will learn to identify the linguistic,
stylistic and cultural features of such texts and their Chinese counterparts,
and to formulate translation strategies. The course will concentrate on the
translating of English prose and fiction, though relatively easy texts of drama
and poetry may also be introduced.

TRA207

Language Studies for Translation:
(3,2,1)
Advanced Contrastive Analysis
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA105 Language Studies for Translation: Phonology and
Morphology and (b) TRA1 06 Language Studies for Translation: Syntax, or
equivalent courses)
Selected topics in this course will be discussed and analysed, particularly
focusing on difficulties encountered with certain linguistic properties in
C-E/E-C translation. Approaches of Semantics, Discourse Analysis, and
Communication will be introduced and applied to translation practice.

TRA208 Translation for the Media (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA1 03 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C))
In this course students will learn the basic techniques for translating for the
media, including newspapers, news magazines and press releases. Students
will study and compare the linguistic, stylistic and cultural features of writing
for the media in both Chinese and English, then learn approaches to translating
such texts between the two languages. Attention will also be paid to the
standard reference tools for this kind of translation.
TRA209 Translation of Texts in Popular Culture (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1}
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C))
This is a translation course which focuses on popular culture in both the
English- and the Chinese-speaking worlds (Hong Kong in particular). Selected
texts from areas such as movies, popular music, popular novels, newspaper
columns, magazines, advertisements, and TV programmes, and related
criticisms, will be used as materials for students to practise translation.
Concepts and theories of the formation of different cultural phenomena and
cultural representations will be introduced. Students will also be encouraged
to discuss how cultural elements work in the process of translating texts
which might involve dialects, subcultures and local cultural interests of different
societies.
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TRA210 Translation of Texts in Social Sciences (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA1 04
Introduction to Translation (E-C))
This course will introduce students to the basic socio-political concepts used
in different cultures. It aims to enable students to compare and reflect on
these social issues and socio-cultural concepts when they are used in the
contexts of both Chinese and Western societies. It will provide students with
a historical background of when and how these concepts are introduced, both
in Chinese and in English. Samples of writing in the social sciences, including
economics, political science, sociology and anthropology, will be selected and
students are required to work on their translation.
TRA211
Translation of Texts in the Arts (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C))
In this course the students will learn the basic terminology, vocabulary and
techniques for translating texts in the arts, primarily in music, painting and
films.
Students will be required to translate either (i) programme notes of recitals
and concerts, and TV/Radio talks on music; or (ii) catalogues of exhibitions
and museum collections of items of art and antiques; or (iii) films.

TRA212 Business Translation (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C))
In this course students will learn the basic techniques for translating a variety
of business documents, including letters, promotional material and company
reports. Students will study and compare the linguistic, stylistic and cultural
features of business writing in Chinese and English, then learn approaches for
translating such texts between the two languages. Students will also be
taught to use the main reference tools for business translation.

TRA213 Publication Workshop
(3,2,1)
This course introduces students to the process of publication, whereby they
learn to be editor, public relations officer, interviewer, writer, translator,
proofreader, information officer, photographer, artistic designer and secretary.
Creative talents, practical skills, individual originality and team work are all
required to make the publication a success. Students may produce a bilingual
student magazine, or an anthology of translations, or a booklet on a specific
theme.
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TRA214 Bilingual Oral Workshop (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
This course, which will be of interest to students of interpreting, aims to give
them oral and aural practice in a wide range of topics in various disciplines,
including history, politics, economics and cultural studies, with special emphasis
on the current affairs of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Students are required
to give written or oral summaries, summary interpretation and consecutive
interpreting for a selection of social, political, economic and cultural issues.

TRA215 Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Fiction and Prose
(3,2,1)
This course introduces students to twentieth-century fiction and prose. During
the semester, students will study Chinese and English texts from a literary
and cultural point of view with special reference to the needs of translators.
Together with Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Poetry and Drama , it
complements courses in literary translation and translation criticism offered
by the Department.
TRA216 Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Poetry and Drama (3,2,1)
This course introduces students to twentieth-century poetry and drama. During
the term, students will study Chinese and English texts from a literary and
cultural point of view with special reference to the needs of translators.
Together with Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Fiction and Prose, it
complements courses in literary translation and translation criticism offered
by the Department.

TRA217 Translating Cultures
(3,2,1)
This course aims at providing students with a basic understanding of the
cognitive and epistemic problems involved in cross-cultural encounters and
dialogues. General problems in cultural representation will be discussed with
particular reference to the systematically used cultural stereotypes such as
'the Orient7 and 'the Occident'. The epistemological and political underpinnings
of the ways in which the East-West divide has been historically established
will be demonstrated and critically analysed with concrete examples, enhanced
by the perspectives of cultural history and of translation studies. In contrast
to courses that contain the component of culture and translation, this course
will focus also on the new cultural identities that emerged in recent years as
a result of East-West contacts via translations.

TRA218 Translation in the Hong Kong Context
(3,2,1)
This course deals with the context of understanding and practising translation
related to social, cultural, historical and political development and issues in
Hong Kong. It will provide students with a macro perspective of looking into
the Hong Kong context in which translation takes place. Different aspects
and issues such as economic growth, HK-China relationship, tri-lingual cultural
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environment, media operation, social movement, etc. will be discussed.
Different texts (both original and translated) of these areas will be studied and
compared to sensitise students to the rhetorical strategies and stylistics
employed by the writers.

TRA219

Literature, Culture and Translation:
{3,2,1}
Language and Ideology
This course will examine the relationship between literature, culture and
translation with respect to ideological questions in selected works from the
Chinese and Western literary traditions. Examples of the questions which
may be explored include gender, race, colonialism, totalitarianism, humanism
and religion. These questions will be discussed on two levels: (i) comparison
of different writers' approaches within the same broad cultural tradition, and
(ii) comparison of approaches between different cultural traditions. Through
these discussions, students will develop an understanding of some of the
major concerns of writers in different cultural traditions. Texts of different
genres and backgrounds will be selected for discussion.

TRA301
Advanced Interpreting (C-E)
(3,0,2}
(Prerequisite: TRA201 General Interpreting (C-E))
This course aims to provide students with an overview of the profession of
interpretation, with special emphasis on consecutive interpretation. Students
are trained to take on consecutive interpretation for official functions from
Chinese into English. More advanced exercises of increasing difficulty such as
simultaneous interpreting are introduced, aiming at increasing the confidence
and competence of students in consecutive interpreting as well as equipping
them with the basic techniques of simultaneous interpreting.
TRA302 Advanced Interpreting (E-C)
(3,0,2)
(Prerequisite: TRA202 General Interpreting (E-C))
This course aims to provide students with an overview of the profession of
interpretation, with special emphasis on consecutive interpretation. Students
are trained to take on consecutive interpretation for official functions from
English into Chinese. More advanced exercises of increasing difficulty such as
simultaneous interpreting are introduced, aiming at increasing the confidence
and competence of students in consecutive interpreting as well as equipping
them with the basic techniques of simultaneous interpreting.
TRA303 Translation Theory II
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: TRA203 Translation Theory I)
This course aims to enable students to come to grips with the concept of
translation studies as an academic discipline, and to discuss and critique major
contemporary translation theories. This will focus on major schools of translation
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theory, including polysystem theory, and poststructuralist, feminist and
postcolonial approaches, that have emerged in recent decades. The course
will prepare students for further studies and academic research.
TRA304 Translation Criticism II (E-C & C-E)
(3,1,1)
(Prerequisite: TRA204 Translation Criticism I (E-C & C-E))
This course continues to study the methods and principles of evaluating
translated texts in both Chinese and English begun in Translation Criticism I.
Focusing on genre-specific problems, students critically assess poetic, fictional,
dramatic and non-literary works. The difficulties associated with the translation
of style will also be discussed. Again students are expected to be able to
apply methods of criticism to their own translations, in particular their long
translation project.

TRA305 Literary Translation B (C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E))
Students will be expected to analyse closely the linguistic, stylistic and cultural
features of the source text and pay attention to more difficult translation
problems in working out optimal strategies in the process of exploring and
discussing possible solutions. The course will continue to emphasise language
acquisition in terms of English (the target language) to enable students to
improve their capacity to function adequately in English. The course will
centrally address the problem of appropriation to train students to render
Chinese literature into idiomatic and apt English.
TRA306 Literary Translation B (E-C)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA205 Literary Translation A (C-E) or (b) TRA305 Literary
Translation B (C-E), and TRA104 Introduction to Translation (E-C))
This course will acquaint students with the ways to tackle problems involved
in the translation of different genres, styles and registers in English literary
texts of a relatively writerly nature. Students will be encouraged to develop
their sensitivity to the linguistic, stylistic and cultural features of such texts
and their Chinese counterparts, and to formulate appropriate translation
strategies in accordance with the purposes of translation.
TRA307 Gender, Language and Translation
{3,2,1}
This course introduces students to a general understanding of the theories and
practices of feminism and issues related to gender, language and translation.
It will examine questions of sexism in language, subjectivities and writing,
text and representation, cultural identity and politics of transmission in the
context of Chinese and English. Texts to be examined may include original
and translated works of feminist theories, writing on gender issues and works
of women writers.
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TRA308 History of Translation
(3,2,1)
This course is a general introduction to the history of translation in Europe,
North America and China, with other parts of the world being discussed where
relevant. One part of the course will examine the works, activities and roles
of important translators in history, while the other part of the course will look
at the role of translation in the dissemination of knowledge and culture.
TRA309 Legal Translation (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA104

Introduction to Translation (E-C))
This course will deal with the various aspects of translating legal documents,
including both texts of legislation and business-related legal documents. An
understanding of the relationship between law and culture, the nature of legal
documents, and the style and elements of legal drafting will equip students
with tools to translate legal texts. Students will have plenty of opportunities
for practice with documents from both Hong Kong and the Chinese Mainland.
They will also be trained to evaluate critically the translation (or bilingual
enactment) of the laws of Hong Kong to highlight important issues in the
translation of legal documents.
TRA310 Translation for Science and Technology (E-C & C-E)
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisites: (a) TRA103 Introduction to Translation (C-E) and (b) TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C))
This course aims to train students in the translation of scientific and
technological writings. Texts in science and technology will be chosen for
study. Concepts and terminology of a range of scientific and technical topics,
including computer, medicine, environmental science, information science,
and other scientific and technical topics with significant social impact and
high news profile will be introduced and discussed. Students will be familiarised
with technical dictionaries and other reference materials.
TRA311
Translation Project (E-C or C-E)
(3,0,1/2)
(Prerequisite: 6 credits in Guided Elective Courses)
Students are required to work on a long translation project, either E-C or C-E,
which will be worth 6 credits. For such a project, the source text should be
at least 4,000 English words or 5,000 Chinese characters. Of these, the
student will have to translate 1,000 words/characters on his/her own without
supervision. A second assessor will grade the unsupervised portion.

This project will fully tax the honours potential of a student in exercising the
kind of judgement on the appropriate relationship between the source and the
target text.
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TRA313 Studies in Comparative Literature A
(3,2,1)
TRA314 Studies in Comparative Literature B
(3,2,1)
TRA313 and TRA314 offer a comparative study of representative works in
Chinese, Western and Middle Eastern literature, with balanced emphasis on
thematic concerns, formal techniques, aesthetic qualities, and cultural-historical
contexts. In order to provide a broader understanding of literary and cultural
developments from their early beginnings, course '、A〃 will focus on premodern
texts, while course、'B〃 will deal more with modern and contemporary texts.
The designationsand、'巳〃 are used for convenience and do not suggest any
sequential logic; the two courses can be taken independently or successively
in any order.

TRA315 Selected Research Topics
(3,1,2)
This course deals with selected areas and topics in two major areas, language
and translation studies, and literary and cultural studies, which any member of
the Department specialises in or is doing research on. It aims to provide a
forum for staff and students to explore and discuss ideas, themes, issues and
problems in selected areas and topics. Through the process, students are
exposed to intellectual activities in which scholars are engaged.
TRA316 Selected Translation Project (E-C or C-E)
(3,0,1/2)
(Prerequisite: 3 credits in Guided Elective Courses)
Students will work on a short translation project, either E-C or C-E, which will
be worth 3 credits. It will be in a direction opposite to that of the long project.
The source text should be at least 2,000 English words or 2,500 Chinese
characters.

This translation project, will fully tax the honours potential of a student in
exercising the kind of judgement on the appropriate relationship between the
source and the target text. It will be offered in Year 2 or 3, subject to the
availability of staff resources.

Language Institute
LCC101
Practical Chinese I
(3,0,4)
This course is designed to develop students' oral communication skills in
Putonghua through intensive practice focusing on (1) training in the standard
pronunciation of Putonghua; (2) correction of articulation problems for
Cantonese speakers; and (3) oral communication practice in different simulated
situations. This course equips students with basic knowledge for taking the
Chinese Exit Tests.
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LCC102 Practical Chinese II
(3,0,4)
This course is designed to enhance students' ability to communicate effectively
in Chinese. Emphasis is particularly placed on three aspects of language use:
(1) reinforcing the standard pronunciation of Putonghua; (2) enhancing students,
ability to diagnose common grammatical errors in their speaking and writing;
(3) introducing knowledge of practical grammar with examples of common
language problems encountered by Hong Kong students; and (4) introducing
different styles of Chinese writing with emphasis on the acquisition of practical
writing skills, rather than literary appreciation. This course equips students
with the necessary skills to sit for the Chinese Exit Tests.

LCC111
Beginning Chinese for Exchange Students I
(3,1,2}
This course is designed to enable students to master Hanyu-Pinyin (Chinese
Romanisation System) in order to acquaint them with Putonghua phrases and
expressions, enable them to communicate in Chinese with confidence, and to
teach them to read and write 200 characters as well.
LCC112 Beginning Chinese for Exchange Students II
(3,1,2)
(Prerequisite: LCC111 Beginning Chinese for Exchange Students I or equivalent)
This course is designed for students who have completed Beginning Chinese
for Exchange Students I or its equivalent to enable them to communicate
effectively in Putonghua with the level of accuracy required in their future
language endeavours.

LCC121
Cantonese
(0,0,2)
(Prerequisite: non-native Cantonese speakers)
This course is designed to teach students the Cantonese dialect. It aims to
provide students with the basic knowledge of the phonetic system of
Cantonese; to help students understand the basic differences between
Putonghua and Cantonese in pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar; and to
train students to communicate with others on daily life topics. The mode of
tuition is mainly classroom lectures, supplemented by group conversation
practice. Canton-pop songs will be used where appropriate.
Advanced Practical Chinese: Putonghua Pronunciation
(3,0,3)
and the Writing of Government Documents
(Prerequisites for non-Translation Major students: (a) LCC101 Practical Chinese
I and (b) LCC102 Practical Chinese II

LCC201

Prerequisite for Translation Major students: LCC101 Practical Chinese I)

This course is designed to provide further training to students who have
successfully completed Practical Chinese I and II and/or have attained an
equivalent standard. The four skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing
will be reinforced with further training in a variety of contexts. To help students
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to improve their proficiency, there will be an emphasis on learning the
phonological differences between Putonghua and Cantonese. In preparation
for the workplace, students will be helped to enrich their vocabulary through
intensive reading and be taught how to write documents in government and
official contexts. Students who attend this course will also be better prepared
for the Putonghua and Written Chinese Exit Tests.

LCC202

Advanced Practical Chinese:
(3,0,3)
Vocabulary, Grammar, and Business Writing
(Prerequisites for non-Translation Major students: (a) LCC101 Practical Chinese
I and (b) LCC102 Practical Chinese II
Prerequisite for Translation Major students: LCC101 Practical Chinese I)
This course provides students with advanced training in Putonghua and written
Chinese to enhance their effective communication skills in a variety of settings.
The course focuses on enriching students' vocabulary by helping them master
the 3,500 most commonly-used characters. It also works to enhance students'
proficiency through increasing their awareness of syntax and reducing
interference from the Cantonese dialect. Students are further exposed to
regional varieties of Putonghua. They are also prepared for the workplace
through acquisition of skills for writing a range of business communications.
The training they receive on this course as a whole will help them to achieve
higher grades in the Chinese Exit Tests as well.

LCC302 Putonghua Advanced Communication Skills
(0,0,2)
(Prerequisite for non-Translation Major students: Grade C + or above in LCC
102 Practical Chinese II
Prerequisite for Translation Major students: Grade C+ or above in LCC101
Practical Chinese I)
This course provides training in Putonghua advanced conversation techniques
and communication ability. Students who have obtained higher marks in required
Practical Chinese courses will be given priority .
LCE101
English for Communication I 英文傳意⑴
(3,0,4)
LCE102
English for Communication II 英文傳意(⑴
(3,0,4)
This course aims to enable students to communicate effectively in English
with an acceptable level of proficiency, so that they can cope with their
academic studies and future employment demands successfully.

本科旨在訓練學生英語書寫及應對能"，以滿足學M及工作的需要。
LCE301
Thinking through English
(3,0,3)
This course focuses on developing effective communication skills in English
and critical and creative thinking skills. Students will locate, generate, develop
and evaluate ideas and arguments. The course will be based on small-group
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collaborative learning tasks that require consideration of contemporary issues.
Case studies, scenarios, problems and reflection on contemporay issues will
provide the medium for creative expression, critical reflection, discussion and
effective communication of ideas.

General Business Courses
BUS100 Introduction to Information Technology
(3,3,0)
This course provides an understanding of the concepts and skills required for
an information literate person. The areas covered include the implications of
the information society, ethical issues and netiquette in the information society,
information sources and access, and basic personal computer productivity
tools. The completion of this course meets the Information Literacy
Requirement.
BUS101
Introduction to Business
(3,3,0)
This course focuses on an integrated view of business with a regional emphasis.
It aims to provide students with a comprehensive and balanced overview of
the interwoven nature of basic business disciplines and principles. Topics to
be explored include: business structure and design, entrepreneurship, leadership
and team management, business functions and processes, informational
technology, environmental imperatives, geopolitics and market dynamics, global
economy and business ethics.

BUS102 Statistics for Business
(3,3,0}
This course introduces the basic and relevant statistical concepts and techniques
to students and thereby enabling them to apply these concepts and techniques
to practical problems across different business functional areas. The emphasis
is on practical applications and real-world problem solving. Areas covered
include: descriptive statistics, probability, inferential statistics, regression and
correlation, time series, and the use of a statistical software package.
BUS103 Financial Accounting
(3,3,0}
This course introduces students to the fundamental accounting principles,
practices and procedures necessary for the recording and reporting of financial
data within a business entity. It also examines how the reported results of the
entity are analysed.
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BUS104 Managerial Accounting
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS103 Financial Accounting)
This course introduces the role accounting data plays in the internal management
processes of planning, control and decision making. Important topics such as
cost systems design, planning and control, and cost data for decision making,
will be covered. This course emphasises the development of accounting
measurement that is tailored mainly for internal use. While financial accounting
demands consistency in its measurement to facilitate comparison, managerial
accounting is more concerned with customising measurement to provide
maximum relevancy for the purpose of management.

BUS107 Legal Aspects of Business
(3,3,0}
The course introduces to students the salient features of the Basic Law,
characteristics of the Hong Kong legal system, general principles of contract
and tort, negotiable instruments, the law relating to agency and sale of goods.
BUS108 Global Business Environment
(3,3,0}
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and ECO! 01
Introduction to Economics.)
This course provides students with a thorough grounding and understanding of
the global business environment and Hong Kong's particular position and role
within it. It helps students to develop a broader understanding of the world
around them and of the importance of international business to their business
careers. The course introduces students to the economic background of
global business explaining the theory and outlining the importance of both
international trade and multinational investment. Students will be introduced
to the regulatory and legislative bodies which govern global business and given
an understanding of what makes up the global monetary system. From an
industry perspective, forces pushing globalisation will be considered; and at
the firm level, students will be introduced to the international dimensions and
considerations of the various functional activities.

BUS201
Financial Management
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisites: (a) BUS1 02 Statistics for Business and (b) BUS103 Financial
Accounting and (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business)
The course is an introduction to corporate finance and, in particular, financial
decision making by firms and individuals. Financial management has been
defined as the acquisition, management and financing of resources for firms.
The emphasis is on financial decision making in capitalist economies although
some techniques and concepts are also relevant for state-owned enterprises
in socialist-market economies. A basic knowledge of finance is important for
all students majoring in business and this course is designed to fill that need.
The course is also a prerequisite for students who wish to later enrol in more
advanced courses in finance.
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BUS202 Organisational Behaviour
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
The course focuses on human behaviour in organisational contexts. Students
become familiar with fundamental principles of human behaviour including
personality, learning, attitudes, values and social dynamics. Topics to be
explored include: individual differences in groups and organisations, motivation,
performance and stress, individual and group decision making, conflict
management, group dynamics and job roles, leadership and power,
communication, job and organisational design, management of change, and
international dimensions of organisational behaviour.
BUS205 Marketing Management
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
The course develops from the first year course 'Introduction to Business' and
introduces the fundamental concepts of marketing management. Marketing
management is seen as a major business function and a social process affecting
proprietary and public organisations alike. Students are to become familiar
with organising, planning and controlling the various marketing activities along
a practical framework, commonly known as a marketing plan, and this is done
through, partly, a computer simulation game.
BUS206 Information Systems Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS100 Introduction to Information Technology)
This course provides students with a conceptual framework for the application
of information technology in a business organisation, and prepares students
for their specialisation in different functional areas. Topics to be covered
include: concepts and roles of IS, systems concept and systems approach,
systems development life cycle, managerial overview of information
technology, functional information systems, end-user computing, office
automation, transaction processing, management information and decision
support.
BUS207 Management Science
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS102 Statistics for Business)
This course provides students with a conceptual understanding of the decision
making process in the business world, and familiarises students with the
applications of the management science techniques such as linear programming,
network models, PERT/CPM, inventory models, decision analysis, multi-criteria
decision problems and other relevant topics. A computer software package
for problem solving is introduced.
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BUS301
Strategic Management
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: Completion of all Core Courses or permission of Programme Director)
The course familiarises students with the nature and value of strategic
management and the strategic management process. Emphasis is placed on
the need for strategy formulation to be integrated with strategy implementation
taking account of the increasing globalisation of business and the growing
emphasis on corporate social responsibility. Students are provided with
opportunities to take strategic decisions through a variety of exercises that
simulate real business experience.

BUS330 Research Methodology
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: Completion of all core courses)
This course is designed to give students an array of tools and techniques to
enable them initially to prepare a comprehensive and feasible project proposal.
This proposal and the tools and techniques introduced in the course will form
the basis for the analysis of a Hong Kong business issue or management
problem, the findings of which will be presented in the form of a business
project.

BUS331
Business Project
(3,0,1/2)
(Prerequisite: BUS330 Research Methodology)
This course enables students, either singly, or in small teams, to conduct an
independent study into an actual business issue or management problem existing
in Hong Kong. Students are given the opportunity to apply concepts, techniques
and skills acquired in the Research Methodology course in order to produce a
comprehensive management report in the form of a business project.
BUS399 Special Topics in Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour or instructor's approval)
This course covers special topics in management which are deemed important
but are not currently addressed in courses in the management programme.
The course will examine such management issues as knowledge management,
conflict management, supply chain management, ethics and organisation
development.

BUS399a Special Topics in Management: Supply Chain Management (3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour or instructor's approval)
This course examines the importance of supply chain management as a
competitive strategy for the modern organisations. It highlights the strategic
and practical needs to coordinate and integrate the traditional business functions
within a particular company and across businesses within the supply chain,
for the purposes of improving the long-term performance of the individual
companies and the supply chain as a whole. The course also presents the
systems thinking on managing the material and information flow from the
supplier to the ultimate customer.
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ECO/
Microeconomics for Business
(3,3,0)
BUS105
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and ECO101
Introduction to Economics.)
This course provides an introduction to microeconomics analysis. It helps
students to apprehend the changing economic environment in which business
operates. This course focuses on the application of the microeconomics
concepts on solving business problems. It enhances students' capacity to
apply the economic concepts and techniques to business subjects such as
business management, marketing, accounting, human resource managemen
and financial management.

Department of Accounting and Finance
ACT200 Intermediate Accounting I
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS1 04 Managerial Accounting)
A study of accounting theory and practice from the perspective of both preparers
and users. The course develops the student's technical and problem-solving
ability involved in the accounting process and the preparation and analysis of
financial statements. Emphases are on the basics of accounting and on
accounting for most assets.

ACT201 Intermediate Accounting II
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ACT200 Intermediate Accounting I)
As a continuation of Intermediate Accounting
the course further develops
the student's technical and problem-solving ability involved in the accounting
process and the preparation and analysis of financial statements. Emphases
are on accounting for equity and other dimensions of accounting and financial
reporting including emerging issues and future directions.
ACT202 Cost Accounting
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS104 Managerial Accounting)
This course provides students with insight into the rules and functions of
management accounting in business organisations. Students will learn and
understand how accounting systems assist to provide information for routine
and non-routine internal reporting as well as external reporting; how cost
accounting measures and reports financial and other information related to
the acquisition or consumption of an organisation's resources; and the
importance of and the means of using management cost information to
managers in attaining success in planning, control and decision-making.
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ACT203 Taxation
{3,3,0}
This course provides students with an understanding of the main principles
and concepts of taxation. It investigates how tax policy is formulated, and
explains how such policy is applied in practice in Hong Kong and overseas.
The course enables students to understand how the Hong Kong tax liabilities
of individuals and organisations are calculated. The study of Hong Kong tax
law and practice is further developed in the context of tax planning and ethical
considerations.
ACT250 Accounting and Regulatory Environment of the Chinese
(3,3,0)
Mainland
(Prerequisite: BUS104 Managerial Accounting)
This course provides a solid coverage of the regulatory framework of financial
reporting in China, focusing on the sectors of public ownership, foreign
investment and stock companies. The development of accounting profession
and the taxation framework will also be addressed. A comparative approach is
adopted that the financial regulatory framework in China is analysed and
compared with that in Hong Kong as well as international practices.
ACT300 Company Law
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS107 Legal Aspects of Business)
The course covers the characteristics of business associations, namely, sole
proprietorship, partnership and companies, with particular emphasis on the
incorporation, share capital, management and administration, winding up and
dissolution of companies formed and registered pursuant to the Companies
Ordinance (Cap.32).

ACT301 Auditing
{3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: ACT201 Intermediate Accounting II)
With emphasis of recent developments in the PRC auditing and professional
ethics, this course facilitates comprehension of methodology and techniques
of modern auditing; to examine the role of auditors and to obtain an understanding
of the legal, regulatory, professional and ethical environment in which auditors
operate. The International and HKSA Statements of Auditing Standards will
be examined with the application of Hong Kong and PRC cases to demonstrate
relevant principles and issues.

(3,3,0)
ACT350 Advanced Auditing
(Prerequisite: ACT301 Auditing)
This course provides students with an in-depth knowledge of auditing concepts
and techniques. It also covers the auditors’ relationships with other professionals
and features of audits in special industries, such as banking and insurance.
The emphasis of the course is on new developments in auditing practice and
contemporary issues. The course has a high degree of both international and
local content.
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ACT351 Advanced Taxation
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ACT203 Taxation)
This course extends students' knowledge of the law and practice of Hong
Kong taxation. In particular, it applies that knowledge to tax planning, both in
a domestic and an international context. Further issues of current debate in
taxation are addressed, including those involving tax ethics.
ACT352 Accounting Theory
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ACT201 Intermediate Accounting II)
This course is designed to cover topics of special interest to advanced accounting
students. It involves an examination of the background, development, and current
situation of the main issues in accounting theory. Topics and issues traced and
discussed include the theories, criticisms and defenses from conventional
historical cost accounting to current cost accounting theories; the development
and scope of positive accounting theory and its role in securities market; the
conceptual framework and the development of accounting regulation in providing
guidance for determining the information that is to be included in financial reports;
and the definition, measurement and explanation of the key components of
financial reporting.
ACT353 Advanced Cost Accounting
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ACT202 Cost Accounting)
This course provides students with knowledge on advanced topics in cost
accounting. Basically, this course is intended as an extension of Cost
Accounting. Most of the major contemporary cost accounting issues and
managerial control systems topics are dealt with. The decision making aspect
of accounting is emphasised in this course. Therefore, a great deal of decision
making practice is performed using a spreadsheet software.
ACT354 Advanced Accounting
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ACT201 Intermediate Accounting II)
This course provides students with a coverage of the structure and content of
the financial statements with reference to both statutory and professional
requirements. The emphasis of the course is on the financial reporting issues
relating to companies operating with subsidiaries and associated companies.
Issues relating to overseas subsidiaries and transactions involving foreign
currencies will also be covered. The course will conclude with an overview of
the limitation of historical cost accounting and the accounting issues for
changing prices.
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ACT355 Accounting Information Systems
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ACT200 Intermediate Accounting I)
The course is to equip students with a basic knowledge of computer-based
information systems and their role in performing the accounting function in
contemporary business organisations. It provides a solid coverage of (1) system
concepts, including the theory, principles, and controls inherent in accounting
systems analysis, design, and development; (2) subsystem of the total
accounting system, including sales/receivable, purchases/payable, cash
receipts, cash disbursements, payroll, inventory; and (3) production subsystems
by using microcomputers.
ACT366 International Accounting
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite:巳US104 Managerial Accounting)
This course examines (1) the environmental influences on accounting that result
in different accounting practices under different cultural and economic systems,
and (2) the accounting issues that are of special interest to multinational
enterprises such as foreign currency accounting, international transfer pricing,
and international taxation. A research project is used to provide an in-depth
study of accounting and financial management for enterprises in selected major
countries.
ACT399 Special Topics in Accounting
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: To be announced)
This course covers special topics in accounting which are deemed important
but are not currently addressed in courses in the accounting programme.

FIN200
Corporate Finance
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS201 Financial Management)
This course covers the theory and practice of corporate finance as well as
financing and investment decisions made by corporations. The topics addressed
in this course include the concept and techniques of valuation of cash flows,
capital budgeting decisions, risk and return, cost of capital, capital structure
theories and decisions, dividend theories and policy, working capital
management, and corporate restructuring.

FIN201
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS201 Financial Management)
This course provides students with a basic understanding of the monetary and
financial system in Hong Kong and their recent development. It covers topics
like money supply process, currency board system, and the functions of financial
markets and financial institutions. It also helps students understand the basic
economic concepts and theories related to financial markets and financial
institutions as well as financial instruments.
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FIN250
Introduction to Financial Econometrics
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS201 Financial Management)
This course provides an intensive introduction of basic principles of econometric
analysis that may help students understand finance theories and their empirical
applications. In addition, it also equips students with appropriate statistical
techniques for doing applied financial research. The emphasis will be on
developing and applying regression-based techniques in either cross-sectional
or time-series context. Their usefulness will also be examined in the light of
financial studies.

FIN300
Investment and Portfolio Management
{3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS201 Financial Management)
This course covers analysis of investment strategies for different types of
investors as well as applications of modern portfolio theory to investment and
portfolio management. The topics addressed in this course include a survey
of various investment instruments and their characteristics, an introduction to
the investment setting and the basics of security analysis, efficient market
hypothesis, technical and fundamental analyses, portfolio theories and
management, asset pricing models, bond portfolio management, term structure
of interest rates, duration and interest immunisation, and measurements of
portfolio performance.
FIN350
Financial Statement Analysis
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: FIN200 Corporate Finance)
The objective of this course is to provide a critical evaluation of the usefulness
of conventionally reported financial data in investment and credit decisions,
and seeks to describe and explain: the demand and supply forces underlying
the provision of financial statement data; the properties of numbers derived
from financial statements; the relative value of financial statement data within
the context of the broad range data available in the market; the key aspects
of decisions that use financial statement data; and the features of the
environment in which these decisions are made.
FIN351
Advanced Financial Theory
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a) FIN200 Corporate Finance and (b) FIN300 Investment and
Portfolio Management)
This course aims to intensively study selected finance theories, seeking to
explain and analyse their development, applications and problems. The emphasis
will be to familiarise students with these finance theories and to study their
applications in the light of recent studies.
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FIN352
International Financial Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS201 Financial Management)
This course provides students with the knowledge of conceptual framework
within which the key financial decisions of multinational firms can be analysed.
The course is organised first to provide a background on the international
environment and then to focus on the managerial aspects relating to international
finance from a corporate perspective. Students are provided with the
exploration of all the traditional areas of corporate finance from the perspective
of a multinational firm, concentrating on those decision elements that are
rarely, if ever, encountered by purely domestic firms. These decision elements
include multiple currencies with frequent exchange rate changes and varying
rates of inflation, differing tax systems, multiple money markets, exchange
controls, segmented capital markets, and political risks such as nationalisation
or expropriation.
FIN353
Management of Financial Institutions
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: FIN201 Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems)
This course provides students with the insight into the services, pricing,
techniques, goals and objectives, management styles, internal problems and
risks of financial institutions, and the markets in which they operate. The
course delivers the knowledge of financial institutions by the approaches from
two different perspectives: from the vantage point of a consumer of financial
services and from the viewpoint of a financial institutions manager. The
course accomplishes this insight by (i) profiling the financial, operating and
organisational characteristics of each type of financial institution, and (ii)
examining the services offered by these firms to the public. The emphasis of
the course is placed on commercial bank management.
FIN354
Short-term Financial Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: FIN200 Corporate Finance)
This course provides students with the insight into the short-term financial
management which is a relatively new discipline with corporate finance. The
course delivers the knowledge of short-term financial management through
approaches from two perspectives: (i) from the viewpoint of the accounting
framework in which short-term financial management is perceived as ''working
capital management”. Its subtopics cover the current assets and liabilities of
an organisation's balance sheet, and (ii) from the viewpoint of the cash flows
framework in which financial managers prefer to view short-term finance in
term of cash inflows and outflows and the information exchanges associated
with the cash flows, such as the recent technological developments in electronic
data interchange and electronic payments.
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FIN355
Derivative Securities and Hedging Strategies
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: FIN300 Investment and Portfolio Management)
The course will cover the theory and practice of pricing and using of derivative
securities. Students will critically study the important features of the trading
and hedging of various derivatives. Emphasis is put on the investment uses of
derivatives and methods employed in managing and controlling relevant risks.
FIN399
Special Topics in Finance
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: To be announced)
This course covers current development in finance, developing subject areas,
or important finance topics not addressed in existing finance courses. Relevant
topics will be selected by lecturers.

Department of Information Systems
ISM200
Systems Software and Computer Architecture
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS206 Information Systems Management)
This course provides the hardware-software technology background to
understand trade-offs in computer architecture for effective use in the business
environment. To understand the mechanism interfacing the information
systems and its human end-use, concepts and techniques of computer systems
and systems software.
ISM201
Analysis and Logical Design
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS206 Information Systems Management)
This course introduces the basic concepts and common techniques of systems
analysis and design in the broader context of information systems development.
The emphasis is on practical applications and problem-solving. Students will
learn to carry out useful systems analysis tasks through exercises and case
studies. Areas covered include: systems development life cycle, dataflow
modelling, logical data modelling, normalisation, object-oriented techniques,
and computer-aided software engineering (CASE).

ISM205
Introduction to Programming
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS100 Introduction to Information Technology)
This course introduces the basic concepts and techniques of developing
computer programmes and algorithms for problem solving. Structured
programming methodology is used throughout the course to teach the
fundamentals of programming. Students will learn how to design, implement,
test, debug and document programmes. It establishes the foundation on
which students are able to develop and understand programmes written in
different high-level programming languages such as C.
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ISM208
Data, Object Structures and Programming
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ISM205 Introduction to Programming)
This course introduces the concepts of object-oriented programming including
classes, objects, inheritance, polymorphism and message passing. This objectoriented approach is used to teach the fundamentals of object-oriented
programming and the concepts of data structures. It emphasises on problem
specification and algorithm design, analysis, testing, verification and
correctness.

ISM350
Data Communications and Computer Networks
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: ISM200 Systems Software and Computer Architecture)
This course studies the mechanism of linking and enabling computer-computer
communication. Students will learn various protocols, techniques, technologies
and cost-benefit analysis of data communications and computer networks,
with emphasis on both managerial issues as well as supporting technical
knowledge needed to plan and manage today's communication systems.
ISM351
Information Systems Construction
{3,3,0}
(Prerequisites: (a) ISM201 Analysis and Logical Design and (b) ISM205
Introduction to Programming)
This course integrates what students have acquired in systems development
in the programme. It aims to extend their knowledge and abilities to construct
business information systems and to consolidate students' understanding of
the systems development cycle on the issues of development methodologies,
testing and implementation.

ISM352
Database Systems
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a) ISM201 Analysis and Logical Design and (b) ISM205
Introduction to Programming)
To provide a survey of database technologies and to establish a sound foundation
in the principles of database design and operation, with special emphasis on
the analysis of data and the development of computer-based information
systems, particularly the construction, organisation, operation, and use of
databases. The course aims at introducing the concepts and architecture of
database systems and teaching students how to design and construct database
applications.
ISM353
Electronic Commerce
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS206 Information Systems Management)
To study the information technologies behind electronic commerce with
emphasis on Web-based commerce and the associated applications. Topics
include e-commerce infrastructure, key players in e-commerce, implications
of e-commerce in marketing and supply chain management, electronic
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currencies, secure electronic payment methods, and other relevant Internet
and Web technologies. Software tools for building Web-based commerce
applications will be introduced and used in assigned projects.

ISM354
Management of Information Technology
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS206 Information Systems Management)
This course aims to provide students with knowledge in the management of
the information system functions and information technology projects. Topics
to be explored include information management basics, environmental changes
and telecommunication industry dynamics. It examines management issues
surrounding information technology and lays foundations of management
knowledge needed by successful managers. The emphasis is on how to apply
sound management practices to current business situations and the challenge
of new problems.
ISM355
Information Systems Auditing
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS206 Information Systems Management)
This course introduces the theories and practices of information system auditing.
Event auditing techniques such as transaction trail, Integrated Test Facility
(ITF) and Parallel Test Facility (PTF) are introduced in the course. The differences
of auditing around the computer and auditing through the computer are
discussed. Upon the completion of this course, students will be able to propose,
implement and measure the cost effectiveness of various controls in a
computerised environment.
ISM356
IT Risks and Security
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS206 Information Systems Management)
This course is designed to offer a basic understanding of the issues and
elements involved in securing computer systems and networks. The course
surveys the basic principles of conventional and public-key cryptography and
widely used algorithms; introduces important network security tools and
applications, which can be used across a single network, a corporate intranet
or the Internet; and examines system-level security issues, such as the threat
of and counter-measures for intruders and viruses.

ISM399
Special Topics in Information Systems
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: To be announced)
This course covers special topics in information systems which are deemed
important but are not currently addressed in courses in the information systems
stream.
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ISM399a Special Topics in Information Systems:
(3,3,0}
Advanced Java Programming
(Prerequisites: (a) BUS206 Information Systems Management and (b) ISM208
Data, Object Structures and Programming)
The overall aims of this course are to provide students with the knowledge
about advanced features in Java. Specifically, it covers advanced programming
features in Java including inheritance, polymorphism, Graphical User Interface
(GUI), multithread, network programming and client/server programming. The
objectives of this course are to (1) develop the capability of students to design
applications and applets in Java; (2) teach the techniques for developing GUI
in Java; (3) introduce the concept of concurrent programming and methods of
developing multithreading programmes in Java; and (4) develop the students'
capability to construct client/server systems.
ISM399c Special Topics in Information Systems:
(3,3,0)
Visual Programming
(Prerequisites: (a) BUS206 Information Systems Management and (b) ISM205
Introduction to Programming)
The overall aims of this course are to provide students with the knowledge
about advanced features of some visual programming languages such as Visual
Basic, Visual C + +, or Borland C++ Builder. By the end of the course, students
should be able to (1) understand the basic concepts and methods of visual
progrmmming and object-oriented programming; (2) create applications under
Visual Basic/Visual C+ + /Borland C+ + Builder's integrated development
environment; (3) build programmes with the Windows look and feel; (4) write
corporate database applications using ODBC, ADO, and OLE-DB; (5) create
ActiveX components; and (6) develop Web-based applications.

Department of Management
HRM200 Human Resource Planning and Staffing
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour)
This course introduces students to fundamental concepts of human resource
planning, and provides them with an understanding of the wide range of staffing
activities within both commercial and industrial organisations. This course
develops student's abilities to analyse and integrate the complex social, cultural
and organisational factors influencing human resource planning and staffing in
the Hong Kong context. The course will examine the process of human resource
planning, linking human resources planning with strategic planning, job analysis
and job design, recruitment and selection of employees.
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HRM201 Performance and Compensation Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour)
This course familiarises students with compensation management concepts
within the context of human resources management, and provides them with
an understanding of relevant behavioural theories. Internal and external equity
will be emphasised when making decisions in the compensation environment.
Students will learn to apply motivation theories and concepts in the
establishment of compensation policies for employees at all organisational
levels. Job evaluation methods will be introduced and applied within the
context of information systems. Students will also learn and apply concepts
pertaining to performance management.
HRM202 Training and Development
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour)
This course provides students with knowledge of the nature of the training
and development function within an organisation and to facilitate students to
perform an active role in the maximum utilisation of an organisation's most
valuable resource - its people. Topics to be explored include: managing the
training and development department, training the trainers, systematic
approaches to develop training programmes, career development, management
development and the future of human resource development.

HRM203 Introduction to Human Resource Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
This course introduces students to fundamental concepts of human resource
management, and provides them with an understanding of the wide range of
human resource activities within both commercial and industrial organisations.
The course will examine the major human resource management functions
and activities of the business organisations in the Hong Kong context. It has
the aim to develop students' ability to analyse and integrate the complex
social, cultural and organisational factors influencing human resource
management in the Hong Kong context.

HRM350 Industrial Relations and Employment Law in Hong Kong
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: HRM200 Human Resource Planning and Staffing)
This course aims to provide students with an understanding of the theories
and practices of industrial relations unique to the Hong Kong situations, and to
familiarise students with the human resource processes and legal requirements
necessary to create a positive legal-personnel system in the employing
organisations in Hong Kong.
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The course will examine the industrial relations environment in Hong Kong, the
roles of Government, employers' associations and unions in industrial relations,
industrial conflicts and the influence of the law on human resources
management.

HRM351 Management of Innovation and Change
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour)
This course provides students with the principles, methods and techniques for
the development and implementation of innovation. It explores approaches to
implementing innovations through effective management of organisational
change. The central concerns of the course include: models for evaluating the
formulation and implementation of innovation strategies, underlying assumptions
in the management of innovation, change strategies and the quality movement,
the management of transitions, diagnostic approaches and action learning,
and the development of creative climates in organisations.
HRM352 Leadership and Teamwork
(3,3,0)
This course investigates the issues of becoming an effective leader, especially
in the area of developing teams to accomplish organisational objectives. Topics
to be included in this course are: the development of leader-member
relationships, productive teamwork, conditions and skills needed to improve
accurate and effective communication in groups, successful ways to manage
conflicts and resolve issues, and experiential learning exercises. Co-operative
learning will be the primary teaching mode, in which all students will be given
numerous opportunities to interact and learn from their peers. Throughout the
course, students will be expected to actively organise and participate in group
activities.
HRM353 Quality and People
(3,3,0)
The course introduces to students the importance of people in managing
business for quality. It also provides students with the basic concepts and
practices of quality management and explores the need for managing business
with a quality-oriented approach. The course will make use of a lot of current
examples from organisations in both Hong Kong and overseas in expounding
the importance of people in managing business for quality.

HRM355 Current Business Issues
{3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
This course will provide students with an understanding of current and/or
international issues that affect the business environment and the
interrelationships between society, government and business. For instance,
international issues such as globalisation will be first introduced in the lecture.
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Theories regard or relate to globalisation will be explained by the lecturer.
Then students will be formed into discussion teams on how globalisation affect
business, society and government. Finally, conclusion will be drawn.

HRM356 Japanese Management
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introductioin to Business)
The course is designed to develop students' understanding of the myth of
Japanese human resources management practices. It requires students to be
exposed to a number of conceptual and theoretical issues relevant to the
understanding of Japanese human resources management practices. Students
should demonstrate an ability to critically examine the actual patterns of
Japanese management practices and their recent changes.

HRM357 Organisational Theory
{3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS202 Organisational Behaviour or instructor's approval)
This course takes a critical look at how organisations work and how they are
affected by the environment in which they operate. The course reinforces the
fact that, as we are all interacting with and affected by organisations every
day of our lives, the study of what makes an organisation function effectively
or ineffectively is important.
HRM399 Special Topics in Human Resource Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: HRM200 Human Resource Planning and Staffing)
This course covers special topics in human resource management which are
deemed important but are not currently addressed in courses in the human
resource management programme. The course will examine the human
resources management practices of work rules and schedules, career
transitions and career development, employee protection and representations,
safety and health management, international human resources management
and the future of human resources management.
RIM200
Principles of Risk Management
(3,3,0)
This course introduces risk theory and principles and methodology of risk
management. It provides students with a workable risk management
framework aimed at preventing business losses resulting from neglect and
uncertainty. It develops students' ability to apply quantitative techniques in
risk management with respect to business operations. The content includes
risk theory, risk identification and measurement, tools of risk management,
etc.
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RIM201
Principles of Insurance
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: RIM200 Principles of Risk Management)
This course aims to provide students with knowledge of principles of insurance
in economic aspects, social welfare aspect, risk management aspect, finance
cost control aspect and legal framework. Contents include: functions of
insurance, economic theory of insurance, types of insurance and marketing
systems, insurance company operations, insurance regulations and financial
assessment, legal aspects of insurance contracts, insurance coverage analysis,
etc.

RIM202
Fundamentals of Actuarial Science
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite:巳US102 Statistics for Business)
This course aims to provide students with fundamental knowledge of actuarial
science and insurance pricing such as the process of predicting future losses
and future expenses and allocating these costs among the various classes of
insureds. Contents include: functions of actuarial science, loss probability
distribution, measurement of mortality, life annuities, life insurance payable,
net annual premium reserves, expense factor, population theory and special
topics.
RIM350
Life and Health Insurance
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a) RIM200 Principles of Risk Management and (b) RIM201
Principles of Insurance)
This course aims to provide students with basic knowledge in life, health and
pension insurance both in commercial and social aspects. Contents include:
nature of life, health and pension insurance, policy and ownership analysis,
contract coverage analysis, organisation of commercial and social insurance
framework, laws and regulations of life, health and pension insurance, Hong
Kong MPF and Health core system, etc.
RIM351
Property and Liability Insurance
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a) RIM200 Principles of Risk Management and (b) RIM201
Principles of Insurance)
The course aims to provide students with basic knowledge, both in principle
and in practice, in areas of property, pecuniary and liability insurance. Property
insurance include marine, fire, theft, money, goods in transit, household, motor
and contractors' all risks insurance. Pecuniary insurance includes credit, loss
of profit, surety, legal expenses and fidelity insurance. Liability insurance
includes professional indemnity, employers' liability, public liability and products
liability insurance.
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RIM352
Reinsurance
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a) RIM200 Principles of Risk Management and (b) RIM201

Principles of Insurance)
This course aims to provide students with knowledge in business, legal and
financial principles relating to reinsurance arrangements and in the practice of
analysing reinsurance portfolios. Contents include: nature and functions of
reinsurance, analysis of reinsurance portfolio, design and arrangement of
reinsurance programme, methods and types of reinsurance, reinsurance
markets, reinsurance pricing, property reinsurance, accident reinsurance, life
reinsurance, etc.

RIM353
Financial Risk Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a)巳US102 Statistics for Business and (b) RIM200 Principles
of Risk Management)
This course aims to provide students with an understanding of the financial
risk management tools. Students will critically study the most important
features of trading and hedging of futures and options. Emphasis is put on the
investment uses of derivatives and methods employed in managing and
controlling derivative risks. Contents include: sources of financial risk, methods
of financial risk management, etc.
RIM354
International Insurance Market
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisites: (a) RIM200 Principles of Risk Management and (b) RIM201
Principles of Insurance)
This course aims to introduce students to international risk management and
insurance market. Topics include the comparison around world in insurance
market development, insurance regulation system, social insurance system,
open insurance market policy, and structure of insurance market. Contents
include: international insurance market under the economic environment, the
financial environment, the political and legal environments, the regulatory and
tax environment, the demographic and sociocultural environment; insurance
in an international setting, and the Chinese insurance market system.

RIM399
Seminars in Risk and Insurance Management
{3,3,0}
(Prerequisites: (a) RIM200 Principles of Risk Management, (b) RIM201 Principles
of Insurance and (c) RIM202 Fundamentals of Actuarial Science)
This course is the capstone course for the Risk and Insurance Management
stream. Students are to work on a research project or a business report on a
current topic which may be in the areas of risk theory, social security and
insurance reform, corporate risk management, insurance company management
and practices and regulatory environment of insurance and risk management.
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Department of Marketing and International Business
MKT201 Consumer Behaviour
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
This course approaches consumer behaviour from a managerial perspective to put flesh on the bones of academic theory. The field of consumer behaviour
is undergoing a transformation of historic dimensions. Thanks to the advances
and diversity in consumer behaviour research, a better understanding of this
subject has become more important than ever in ensuring marketing success.
Students of all Majors will find many valuable tools from this course to prepare
them for any subsequent professions.
MKT203 Marketing Research
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
This course is designed to develop the students' ability to think and to analyse
information or empirical evidence systematically and logically. In addition, the
course provides a link to other marketing courses such as buyer behaviour,
advertising, international marketing research project and business strategy
where information will be needed for the types of decision situations in these

fields of study.
MKT211 Business to Business Marketing
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
This course is designed to help students to have a comprehensive understanding
of the buying process of business markets. Various concepts such as strategic
alliance, networking, supply chain management, outsourcing, etc., will be
introduced. With value created and delivered in the marketplace as its
cornerstone, this course equips students with the necessary marketing tools
and concepts to deal with business marketing problems.
MKT221 Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
To enable students to understand the business environments such as political,
cultural, legal and social systems in the Chinese Mainland and how these
factors affect the performance of Hong Kong business in China. Students will
also be taught the skills of negotiating their way in the Chinese Mainland,
tackling problems such as corruption, bribery, favours seeking and other business
practices which are prevalent in the Chinese Mainland. Based on their
understanding of China's business practices, marketing systems and business
environments, students will be able to engage in China business with a right
attitude and confidence.
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MKT231 Advertising
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
This course provides students with an in-depth understanding of advertising
decision making, specifically those decisions involved in setting advertising
objectives, creating advertising campaigns in Hong Kong, and measuring
advertising effectiveness; and an analytical basis for understanding advertising
decision making, implementation and control. Students will have a chance to
study relevant theories of marketing and promotion, as well as to work on
projects about setting up advertising campaigns for companies they selected.
A basic understanding of other marketing communication instruments like
sales promotion and direct marketing will also be discussed. Two major issues,
internationalisation and ethical aspects, are both separately studied and closely
adhered to other elements in the course.

MKT241 International Business
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS108 Global Business Environment)
The course is designed to give students a background of international business,
and the special problems of operating in a global environment. While stressing
fundamental concepts and tools available to managers in international business,
functional aspects of international business and the issues faced by
multinationals are examined. Students will find many valuable tools from this
course to develop themselves to be professional managers in the world.
MKT311 Sales Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
Sales management is a complex and dynamic area in marketing which requires
special attention. This course presents the need for flexibility in sales
management, describes an environment for the selling process which is
constantly changing and introduces students to accept management concepts
and practices which will provide them with a proven body of management
knowledge that can be used to cope with the dynamic environment of selling.
MKT321 International Marketing Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
This module will focus on key issues of international marketing management
including decision making processes of international managers in determining
policies in marketing planning, marketing mix strategies, and organising and
controlling international operations so that students will have a full picture of
international marketing management. These key issues will be expanded to
include international dimensions of marketing research and intelligence, impact
of globalisation on marketing and international marketing of services.
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MKT331 Public Relations
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
The course emphasises how public relations can help a business to cope with
the problems of internal and external communications; to bridge the gap
between a company and the various publics; and to build favourable
environments for long term business developments. Both public relations and
mass communication theories will be discussed to let students fully
acknowledge the importance of communication in a successful organisation.
Besides conceptual aspects, lots of real world cases will be discussed and
students will have a chance to handle practical problems since application of
theories is extremely important in this discipline.
MKT341 Regional Studies in International Business
(3,3,0}
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
While many other subjects in the curriculum focus on China related business,
this course covers business activity within the all-important 'triad’ economies
of Japan, the United States and Europe. Students are introduced to the
different legal, institutional and cultural environments in each of these regions
and the predominant business models that prevail in these areas. Students
will be exposed to the extent and nature of the relationship between China/
Hong Kong and each of these regions.

MKT351 Retailing and Distribution Management
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
The course is designed to examine both the physical and the title separation
of producers and consumers. This calls for a study of retailing and distribution
management and their significance in marketing effectiveness as a total solution
to customers. Students will be introduced to the increasing importance of
intermediaries in retailing and distribution and their relationship to marketing
decisions. A study of channel systems, channel management and supply
chains, will be included, together with the implications of changes occurring in
Hong Kong. The focus will be towards both the local situation, and the region
to emphasise the international context of distribution.
MKT353 Services Marketing
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
This course is to acquaint students with the unique characteristics of 'services'
and their marketing implications. Students will understand the problems and
challenges facing a 'services' marketer, the frameworks for developing a service
firm's marketing strategy, the applications of these frameworks and concepts
in the Hong Kong economy and the recent developments in services marketing.
This also serves to integrate what students learnt in previous courses.
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MKT355 Strategic Marketing
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
Strategic marketing is imperative to companies' survival and growth in the
rapidly changing business environment of the 21st century. This course focuses
on business level marketing strategy and examines how to execute strategic
analysis and planning. It assumes students have developed a basic
understanding of marketing concepts and principles and have had some indepth exposure to some of the specialised areas of marketing.

MKT397 Special Topics in International Business
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS101 Introduction to Business)
This course covers special topics in international business which are deemed
important but are neither covered nor extensively addressed in the existing
international business courses. It can help students to have much more detailed
knowledge of some special international business issues. The focus will be on
topics which are extremely relevant to Hong Kong as an international centre
in finance, trade, service and so on.
MKT399 Special Topics in Marketing
(3,3,0)
(Prerequisite: BUS205 Marketing Management)
This course is designed to cover special topics in marketing which are deemed
important but are not currently addressed in courses in the marketing
programme. It aims to help students develop adaptabilities and competences
to deal with the competitive and volatile environments.

General Social Sciences Courses
SSC107 Research Methods in Social Science
{3,2,1}
This course is designed to provide students with an understanding of the
theoretical and methodological principles on which social science research is
broadly based. Basic concepts of statistical research techniques will also be
covered. Upon completion of the course, students will have the knowledge to
enable them to propose and format a research project, and will have mastered
basic data input and analysis on computers.
SSC109 Mathematics for Social Scientists
(3,2,1)
The objective of this course is to provide students with a basic mathematics
foundation essential for studying economics and other social sciences. Upon
completion of this course, students should be able to understand and apply
graphical representation of equations, algebra, differentiation, and integration.

Course Descriptions

SSC217 Statistics for Social Science
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) SSC107 Research Methods in Social Science, or (b) BUS102
Statistics for Business)
This course is designed to provide students with an indepth knowledge and
understanding of social science statistical techniques as used in social research.
The course focuses on inferential and multivariate statistics. Students are
expected, upon the completion of this course, to be equipped with knowledge
and experience in analysing more complicated statistical relationships among
variables and in interpreting more sophisticated quantitative research findings.
SSC319 Directed Research Project
(3,0,1/2)
(Prerequisite: (a) SSC107 Research Methods in Social Science, or (b) SSC217
Statistics for Social Science, or (c) EC0203 Fundamental Econometric Methods)
This requires students to undertake a research project that enables them to
apply some of the knowledge, theories and methods learned to the analysis of
a concrete problem or issue. The main objective, therefore, is to enhance the
students' ability to study intellectually challenging topics independently, as
well as to offer them an opportunity to utilise their research skills.

Department of Economics
EC0101
Introduction to Economics
(3,2,1)
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and ECO/
BUS105 Microeconomics for Business or BUS108 Global Business Environment.
Besides, students with Grade D or above in AL Economics are not allowed to
take this course.)
This course introduces students to the methodology and scope of economics.
Key concepts such as choice, scarcity, rationality, and opportunity cost will
be discussed and applied to day-to-day examples. Students will learn about
the functions and limitations of prices, as markets are mechanisms of resource
allocation. In addition, the course will introduce students to the concept of the
macroeconomic environment and the role of the Government and monetary
authorities in reducing the risks of run-away inflation and recessions.

EC0109 Contemporary Economic Issues
{3,2,1)
(Restriction: Students who have taken and passed ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics
for Business or BUS108 Global Business Environment are not allowed to take
ECO1 09 Contemporary Economic Issues. For students majoring in BSocSc
programme, this course is available to first year students only.)
This course is intended to allow students who have taken a course in
Introduction to Economics to apply their knowledge to the analysis of
contemporary economic issues. As such it is a complementary course to
Introduction to Economics. This course is of particular interest to students of
economic policy and business cycles.
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EC0201 Intermediate Microeconomics
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite^: (a) ECO1 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
The main objectives of this course are twofold: (i) to deepen students'
understanding of microeconomic theory and concepts beyond the introductory
level, and (ii) to enhance their techniques in analysing theoretical and practical
microeconomic problems in real life.
EC0202 Intermediate Macroeconomics
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and BUS108
Global Business Environment)
The main objectives of this course are twofold: (i) to deepen students'
understanding of macroeconomic theory and concepts beyond the introductory
level, and (ii) to enhance their techniques in analysing theoretical and practical
macroeconomic problems in real life.

EC0203 Fundamental Econometric Methods
(3,2,1 *)
(Prerequisites: (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and BUS108
Global Business Environment, plus (a) SSC107 Research Methods in Social
Science, or (b) BUS102 Statistics for Business)
This course equips students with fundamental econometric skills and analysis
required for empirical research in economics and social sciences. The aim of
the lectures is to introduce the basic concepts and principles of econometric
methods, while the tutorial sessions provide students with an opportunity to
apply econometric tools to real-world problems with the computer.
EC0204 Policy Evaluation and Cost Benefit Analysis
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
巳US108 Global Business Environment)
This course aims to provide students with basic concepts of policy/project
evaluation and to familiarise students with the various techniques for assessing
private and public policies and projects, with a special focus on Hong Kong.
The topics to be covered include policy evaluation perspectives and models,
evaluation of policy outcomes/impacts, financial decision analysis and
evaluation of non-marketed goods.

* Student may opt for an additional hour.
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EC0205 Public Sector Economics and Budgeting
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course introduces students to the economics of public policy. On the one
hand they will study the key concepts of Pareto optimality and Pareto
improvement and explore the meaning and the limitations of economic efficiency
as a criterion for public policy. On the other hand they will study how
governments raise revenues, how taxes affect the economy, and how the
budget balance may be affected by business cycles, monetary policy, and
politics. Students will not only learn about the nature of market failures and
the tools that the government may use to deal with such failures, but will also
learn about the possibility of government failures.
EC0206 China as an Economic Giant
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b> Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS!08 Global Business Environment)
This is an introductory survey course aiming at familiarising students with the
relative strength of China emerging as a world economic power, in terms of
GNP size, per capita income, consumption and welfare standards, strengths in
industrial and agricultural output, and the service sector. A particular reference
is given to the ongoing national economic reforms of the traditional Sovietinspired system of central planning, as it may bear on the country's further
development and its trade potentials within the global trading system.

EC0207 International Political Economy
(3,2,1)
Economic issues are increasingly political and political issues are increasingly
economic. Both kinds of issues have become more international in nature than
ever before. This course in international political economy combines studies of
economics, politics, and international relations to provide students with the
preparation needed to understand international economic issues and political
problems.
EC0208 Principles of Public Policy
(3,2,1}
(Prerequisite(s): (a) ECO1 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course outlines the fundamentals of public policy design and analysis.
The analytical framework follows the economic approach and is based on the
postulate of rationality. A basic premise is that policies should be grounded on
cost and benefit comparisons if they are to improve social welfare. The roles
of information cost, risks, and the constraint of human nature in public policy
design are fully recognised.
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EC0301
Money and Banking
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): either (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D
or above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business
and BUS! 08 Global Business Environment, plus EC01 09 Contemporary
Economic Issues, or EC0202 Intermediate Macroeconomics)
This course focuses on the roles and functions of money and banking in the
economy. It provides students with the knowledge to better understand the
working and the regulation of the banking industry as well as the conduct of
monetary policy. We will learn how money is multiplied and supplied through
the banking system. Examples from Hong Kong, China, and the U.S. will be
used to illustrate the concepts introduced.

EC0302 The Hong Kong Economy
{3,2,1}
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course aims at equipping students with the knowledge of both the historical
development of the Hong Kong economy and the current problems that it
faces. It also intends to teach students how to apply basic economic theories
to the real world analysis of the Hong Kong economy. Upon completion of the
course, students are expected to have a comprehensive understanding of the
working of the Hong Kong economy and be able to understand the contemporary
economic issues and policies of Hong Kong.
EC0303 China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC01 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course aims at familiarising students with the various aspects of China's
integration with the global economy, including its assimilation into the world
trading system and practice, readjustment in import and export structure, and
intake of foreign capital and investment. A special reference is given to the
role played by HKSAR as a facilitator. The impact of China's entry into the
world economy on both domestic economic growth and the other developing,
as well as industrial economies will also be discussed in detail.

EC0304 Economic Development
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course deals with the economic growth and structural change of low
income countries. It uses standard economic theory to analyse the problems
commonly found in low income countries, and to evaluate policy options.

Course Descriptions

Using case studies for illustration, the course covers a host of issues including
poverty, human resource development, technological change, agricultural
policy, industrialisation and foreign trade.

EC0305 International Trade and Commercial Policy
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) ECO1 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course equips students with a basic knowledge of the principles and tools
of trade theory and policy. After completing the course, students should be
able to demonstrate a good understanding of: (i) the determination of trade,
(ii) the growth of trade, and (iii) the formation and the effects of commercial
policy.
EC0306 International Finance
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC01 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course attempts to cover the practical issues of international finance and
reviews the current literature. Elementary mathematics will be used for easy
exposition when necessary. The practical questions include: where to borrow
and invest internationally, what different types of international bonds and stocks
can be used to raise capital, how exchange rates affect cash flows, what can be
done to avoid foreign exchange exposure and risk, and the general financial
management problems of doing business in the global environment. After
completion of the course, students will begin to understand the complex world
of international finance.

EC0308 Globalisation and Economic Integration
(3,2,1}
(Prerequisite(s): (a) ECO 1 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c> ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course aims to familiarise students with the pace, pattern, and nature of
the globalisation of production of goods and services, which is taking the form
of greater division of labour, increasing specialisation, greater trade and capital
flows, and keener international competition. Against this trend, however, is
the emergence of trade blocs and regional economic entities. This course will
look at the interaction between these two trends. Students will also have the
chance to examine the roles of APEC, WTO, the World Bank, the IMF, as well
as the implications of increasing globalisation on Hong Kong and China.
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EC0309 Japan and the U.S.A. in the Asian Pacific Economy
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
The principal objective of this course is to provide students with an overview
of the international economic relationships in the Asian Pacific region centered
on Japan and the United States. This course also serves as a survey of the
contemporary Japanese and United States economies covering the essentials
in modern economic history, economic institutions, government policy, and
macroeconomic performance. The main focus will be on analysing, with
standard economic theory, (i) the patterns of economic development and
trade and factor flows and (ii) the characteristics of economic institutions and
economic decision-makers' behaviour. Relevant political and social aspects
will be discussed to supplement standard economic explanations.
ECO311 Economics of the Family
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite's): {a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
巳US108 Global Business Environment)
Economics offers a way of looking at family that produces useful insight. This
course will provide an introduction to the economic analysis of such family
behaviours as human capital investment, fertility, marriage, divorce, bequest,
and old age support. As will be demonstrated, the examination of family issues
is highly relevant to public policy and macroeconomic behaviour, such as
aggregate capital accumulation. The course will also show students how ''noneconomic〃 phenomena can be analysed using economic methods.
ECO312 Health Policy
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite^: (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) EC0/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course provides analysis of health policy issues with particular reference
to Hong Kong and China, but will also draw from the health reform debate
overseas to shed light on the health policy problem in general. Students will
use the tools of economic analysis in learning how health is the joint output of
private and public sector input and lifestyle, and how different approaches in
financing and designing health care delivery will affect efficiency, distribution,
and the quality of health care.
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ECO313 Housing, Transportation, and Land Development
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite^): (a) ECO1 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course looks at key urban policy issues critically. In particular, students
will study the alternative housing policies which are intended to meet policy
goals such as ensuring all citizens have a minimum standard of housing, efficient
utilisation of the existing housing stock, and affordable housing for all. The
course will also explore the question of what constitutes an optimal mix of
transportation modes, and study how different transportation services should
be priced. The interaction between transportation and land use and land
development will also be analysed.

ECO314 Environmental Economics
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) ECO! 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b> Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course uses the economic approach to analyse the rationale for and the
design of environmental policy. The market-oriented approach to environmental
policy making will be contrasted with the regulation-planning approach, and
an attempt will be made to synthesise the two approaches. This course
requires a basic knowledge of microeconomics.
ECO315 Education and Manpower Policy
(3,2,1}
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course provides students with an introduction to the economics of
education and manpower. It analyses the roles of government policies in the
areas of education and manpower, with reference to the current policy debate
in Hong Kong on these matters. Upon completion of this course, students
should be able to understand when and why government policies are needed
in the areas of education and manpower, implications of alternative policy
approaches, and how well policies can be expected to work.
ECO316 Industrial Organisation and Competition Policy
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course provides students with an understanding of how economists analyse
industrial structure, firm conduct and performance, and a basic knowledge
about the policies which industrial nations of the world have adopted in order
to promote competition and safeguard consumers' interest.
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ECO317 Economics of Law and Public Order
{3,2,1}
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC0101 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course underscores the importance of law and public order in the smooth
running of human societies, and explores the economic basis of alternative
legal arrangements. Respect for the law and public order is basic to the
running of the democratic process, the harmonious relations between different
socio-economic groups, and the willingness of investors to invest in projects
that produce returns over the long haul. The course will also cover an economic
analysis of criminal behaviour and in this light discuss those aspects of the law
which are important to the maintenance of public order.
ECO318 China's New Economic System
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite(s): (a) EC01 01 Introduction to Economics, or (b) Grade D or
above in AL Economics, or (c) ECO/BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and
BUS108 Global Business Environment)
This course introduces students to the new Chinese economic system as it
has emerged from two decades of reform experiments. The various aspects
of the new system will be examined, including the overall resource-allocating
mechanism, industrial and agricultural organisations, fiscal and monetary
system, labour and consumer goods market, and regulations governing China’s
external economic relations, with respect to their implications on long-term
economic efficiency and stability.
EC0320 Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour
(3,2,1)
Game theory studies conflicts and cooperation between intelligent rational
decision-makers. This course introduces students to the general techniques
for analysing situations in which two or more individuals make decisions that
will influence one another's welfare. Game theory offers insights of
fundamental importance for scholars in all branches of social sciences.

Department of Politics and Sociology
POL101
Introduction to Political Science
(3,2,1)
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and CUS213
Culture, Power and Government.)
This course offers a general survey in the field of political science. Students
are not required to have any background in the discipline and in fact, the
course is designed to introduce some basic concepts and approaches in political
science. This course is important in the sense that it provides the foundation
for future studies in the field.
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POL102 Government and Politics of Hong Kong
(3,2,1)
This course introduces students to the basic political institutions and the
evolving political system of Hong Kong, with special reference to the changing
relationship with the People's Republic of China. The past Sino-British
interactions over Hong Kong and the fundamentals of the Basic Law will also
be examined.

POL201
Government and Politics of Contemporary China
(3,2,1)
This course intends to give students background knowledge on China's political
institutions and domestic politics since the founding of the People's Republic
in 1949. The key components of governmental structure will be introduced
and important policies in Mao's, Deng's and Jiang's eras will be discussed.
POL202 Asia Pacific Today
(3,2,1)
This course provides a general understanding of the Asian Pacific region - that
is the region broadly situated between Japan and Burma - as an introductory
course. The Asia Pacific region contains a wide range of political, social and
economic systems built up on varied cultural, ethnic, religious and linguistic
backgrounds. This course introduces some of the key features of commonality
in the societies, politics and economics of the region while fully recognising
the diversity which exists within the region's confines.

POL203 International Politics
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: POL101 Introduction to Political Science)
This is a course in international relations (IR) for beginners, approached from
both the neorealist and neoliberal perspectives. It couples IR theorising with
a substantive, analytic survey of the major landmark developments and recurrent
behavioural patterns of the key actors in the international system. It covers
the changing structure of international relations, the rise and decline of
hegemonic power, the proliferation of new sovereignties and the onset of an
age of geoeconomics.
POL204 International Law
(3,2,1)
International law is studied in this course not only as a component of international
relations and a guide to the decision-maker, but also as a product of the
international political process and, hence, an indicator of the larger international
reality in which we live. This course serves a dual purpose: (i) as an introduction
to the substance of public international law as a part of the totality of
international relations, and, no less important, (ii) as an introduction to inductive
reasoning.
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POL205 International Organisation and Regimes
(3,2,1)
The purpose of this course is twofold: first, to examine from a historical
perspective why nations-states give up some of their power to participate in
international institutions; second, to analyse from a structural and functional
approach some major international organisations and regimes. By studying
international organisation in its broadest context, i.e., in both theoretical and
practical senses, students will be able to assess more accurately the postCold War world political and economic order.
POL206 International Relations of Asia Pacific
(3,2,1)
This course studies the international relations of Asia Pacific, i.e., the relations
of the region’s component parts both inter se and with external powers,
especially the United States and the former Soviet Union (now Russia). The
term ''relations" used here denotes their political, security, and economic
dimensions. Although the focus is on the post-Cold War interactions, the
historical dimensions are not overlooked.

POL208 Public Policy: Values and Processes
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) POL1 01 Introduction to Political Science, or (b) CUS213
Culture, Power and Government)
This course provides a basic knowledge of the functions, structures and
processes of public policy and administration. At its completion, students will
be able to: (i) critically assess the values and ethics underpinning public policy
and administration; (ii) explain the principles of policy theory; and (iii) describe
the stages of a public policy cycle.
POL210 Comparative Politics
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) POL101 Introduction to Political Science, or (b) CUS213
Culture, Power and Government)
This course introduces a variety of fundamental political concepts and the
evolution of the discipline of comparative politics. Furthermore, students are
exposed to the following theories and topics: political culture, state theories,
political change and democratisation, and institutional design of emerging
democracies. Students are expected to acquire a basic framework for analysing
political phenomena and events after taking this course.

POL211
Political Thought
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) POL101 Introduction to Political Science, or (b) CUS213
Culture, Power and Government)
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and PHI203
(GEB203) Social and Political Philosophy.)
This course aims at surveying the political theories of the ancient, medieval
and modern periods in roughly chronological order. Major Chinese political
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thoughts will be discussed in comparison with western political thoughts.
After taking this course, students are expected to know the different prevailing
ideologies which inspire today's political issues and systems.
POL212 Political Economy of Development
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology, or (c) CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture)
This course intends to acquaint students with the fundamental concepts of
developmental studies. The notion of development and political economy will
be examined. Three theoretical perspectives, namely modernisation approach,
dependency approach and world-systems approach, will be introduced.
Moreover, relationships between state, class, democracy and development
will be explored in the context of the East Asian developmental experience.
P0L213 Political Psychology and Behaviour
{3,2,1}
(Prerequisite: (a) P0L1 01 Introduction to Political Science, or (b) SOC102
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures, or (c) SOC1 03
Introduction to Behavioural Science)
This course attempts to trace the origin, development and formation of various
political attitudes, ideologies and behaviours. This course is an interdisciplinary
study tracing the interaction between psychological and political phenomena.
Students should have some background either in the discipline of psychology
or political science.

POL301
Policy-making, Collective Action and Public Choice
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: POL101 Introduction to Political Science)
This course introduces students to the public choice theory of policy-making
and its limitations of application. It examines the logic and foundation of
actions of those involved in the policy-making process: voting and party
competition, interest groups and collective action, bureaucracy and policymaking, coalition and government formation.
POL303 International Environmental Politics
(3,2,1}
This course introduces students to this sea-change in both world politics and
in the surroundings of the human habitat, which requires some drastic rethinking
about life on Planet Earth. Increasingly, the environment, in addition to being
a source of vital resources, becomes a threat to human survival. Problems like
ozone layer depletion and global warming are becoming potent threats to
national security. This course examines the response of the international
community to these challenges.
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POL304 Chinese Politics in the Reform Era
{3,2,1}
With several courses in the 巳SocSc (Hons) programme studying the economic
reform in China, this course focuses on the political aspect of the reform and
puts special emphasis on the effect of the reform measures and open-door
policies initiated by Deng Xiaoping since the post-Mao Zedong period. Change
in both the state and society in the last two decades will be studied. Reform
measures taken by the state and reactions from the society are the two major
lines of investigation. Themes vary from year to year subject to course teacher's

expertise.
POL305 China in World Politics
(3,2,1)
This course aims at studying (i) Chinese foreign policy-making apparatus,
procedures, and styles; (ii) the motivation, objectives, means and
implementation, and consequences of Chinese foreign policy; and (iii) China's
role in the contemporary world in the post-Cold War period, and the outstanding
foreign policy issues involving China.
POL306 Foreign Policies of the Major Powers
(3,2,1)
The aim of this course is to enhance students' knowledge of the international
and domestic contexts of foreign policy making by the major powers in the
global system. It provides an introduction to the patterns of foreign policy
making processes and relevant analytical models. It also explores the changes
and continuity of the foreign policies of the major world powers: the United
States, Russia, China, and Japan, as well as Western Europe.
POL307 APEC and Regional Co-operation
(3,2,1)
This course examines the Asian Pacific region's efforts to promote regional
economic integration, primarily through the medium of the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum. Taking into account the experience of regional integration
in other parts of the world, primarily the European Union, this course examines
the nature of the Asian Pacific integration process, the diverse approaches of
the leading participants and the prospects for APEC in the coming years.
POL308 Selected Issues in the Asian Pacific Region
(3,2,1)
This course examines one selected issue (or two related issues) salient to the
Asian Pacific region as a whole. A single issue is chosen for a comparative and
comprehensive study so as to allow students to undertake more focused and
advanced scrutiny of the issue, which may have social, political, economic
and strategic importance for the whole region. Students are expected to be
broadly familiar with the major political and economic characteristics of the
Asian Pacific region in order to appreciate this course.
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POL309 Selected Issues in International Political and Legal Affairs (3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: POL203 International Politics)
This is an advanced course, looking at selected issues in two sections in
related but separate areas, one political and the other legal, in international
sphere. The issues are selected not only for their own importance, but also for
illustrating what a social science student can do in approaching similar issues
in future. As such, they may vary from semester to semester.
POL316 Social Change and Politics in Japan
(3,2,1)
This course is intended to provide a general understanding of the forces shaping
Japan’s social and political systems at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
The course examines some of the more significant features and characteristics
of Japanese society and considers a number of social issues such as the
education system and the ageing society which are actively debated currently
in Japan. The course also examines the structure and dynamics of the Japanese
political system and how the supposed ''iron triangle" of politicians, bureaucracy
and business operates in practice.
One Country, Two Systems:
(3,2,1)
Central-Hong Kong SAR Relationships
The course aims to equip students with a broader and deeper understanding of
the increasingly intimate and complicated relationships between the Central
government in Beijing and Hong Kong. The course will be divided into two
parts: the first part dealing with theories that look at central-local relationships
in general and, the second part addressing the concrete issues that have
emerged in the post-handover Hong Kong political scene in the context of the
PRC Central government and Hong Kong SAR relationships.

POL317

SOC101 Introduction to Sociology
(3,2,1)
(Restriction: Students are not allowed to take both this course and CUS1 06
The Making of Modern Culture. Besides, students with Grade D or above in AL
Sociology are not allowed to take this course.)
This course equips students with a basic knowledge of sociological analysis.
It starts with an overview of the nature and methods of sociology and an
introduction of the fundamental processes and organisation of a society. It is
followed by the discussions on the emergence and development of various
institutional arrangements of a society and the structure and dynamics of
social life. Upon the completion of this course, students are expected to have
a better understanding of the basis of social order and a better idea of their
social status and roles in our society.
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SOC102 Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
{3,2,1}
(GEC302)
This course provides students with a broader exposure to the psychology
discipline in addition to the required introductory courses. It introduces students
to the scientific study of behavioural and mental processes, with reference to
the research evidence on the psychology of Chinese people. The objective of
this course is to acquaint students with basic psychological concepts and to
apply such concepts in their further studies.

SOC103 Introduction to Behavioural Science
(3,2,1)
As the 21st century begins, the study of behavioural science is growing. This
foundation course introduces students to behaviour-based knowledge and
principles in studying the behaviour of individuals, groups, and societies. This
course surveys knowledge stemming from disciplines of psychology, social
psychology, health psychology, and medical sociology. A number of topics
that are of broad interest and importance are selected, and they are viewed
as fundamental issues for behavioural scientists: interpersonal relationships,
behaviour at work, and health and illness.

SOC201 Classical Sociological Theory
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology, or (c) CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture)
This course enables students to understand the major concepts and arguments
in classical sociological theories, and to analyse social phenomena such as
solidarity, social change, and social conflict by applying the various sociological
perspectives introduced. It provides a sound introduction to sociological thought
and theory, to be followed in the course ''Contemporary Sociological Theory”.
SOC202 Contemporary Sociological Theory
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology, or (c) CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture)
This course commences where the course Classical Sociological Theory has
reached. It surveys major shifts in the development of sociological theory
since the mid-twentieth century. In addition to introducing students to major
contemporary sociological theorists, the course focuses on changing conceptions
of the relationship between structure, agency and action. Also included are
''new" areas in sociological theory, such as the sociology of consumption, the
sociology of the body and cultural sociology.
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SOC203 Social Gerontology
(3,2,1)
This course introduces students to the impacts of human ageing on society.
Students are required to think, analyse and project the effects of the
unprecedented expansion of the ageing population on the institutional changes,
including political, economic, social welfare, housing, cultural and recreational
policies. The course adopts a multi-disciplinary approach and stresses
economic, social, psychological and health related aspects of human ageing.
The course draws on the experience of Hong Kong in rapid ageing, as well as
placing human ageing in a wider Asia-Pacific and international and academic
context.

SOC204 Society and Social Change
(3,2,1}
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology)
This course is about social change in the Hong Kong context. Given that
social change has been an ubiquitous and at times dramatic feature of society,
this course aims to highlight the complexities and concentrates on the important
characteristics, processes and perspectives of change in Hong Kong society.
The purpose is to try to ''make sense" of change, and to appreciate what is
changing, where, why and how. Hence, the primary aim of this course is to
give undergraduate students a basis for an understanding of social change
with special reference to Hong Kong society.

SOC205 Social Psychology
(3,2,1)
(Pre-requisite: SOC103 Introduction to Behavioural Science)
This course provides students with social-psychological theories and research
findings in understanding social issues. A social-cultural perspective and crosscultural research will be emphasised to analyse social issues. By focusing
topics on interpersonal relationships, social influence, and group processes,
students are able to understand how people understand themselves and others
and how social psychological knowledge can help to improve the human
condition.
SOC315 Origins and Development of ASEAN
(3,2,1)
This course will introduce students to the economic, social and political systems
of ASEAN members. The course also discusses how ASEAN has evolved.
Focus will be placed on structural conditions that enhance or hinder economic
co-operation; cooperative strategies; and political development and regionalism.
ASEAN's role in the 21st century will be analysed. Finally, as a model for
regional stability and growth, ASEAN to an extent has demonstrated success.
In the conclusion, the course will consider whether a model such as that of
ASEAN can be applied to other developing regions in other parts of the world.
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SOC318 Economic Change and Social Stratification
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology)
This course provides students with fundamental concepts and arguments on
the nature and types of social inequality and stratification in modern capitalist
societies and different theories that attempt to explain them. Students will
examine the issues and policy on social inequality and stratification in Hong
Kong.

SOC319 Family, Gender and Society
(3,2J)
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology, or (c) CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture)
This course introduces students to the intricate relationships between the
family (as an institution and as an ideology) and the maintenance of gendered
divisions of labour both in and out of the household. Within the context of
various theoretical approaches, the course will explore structures, processes
and mechanisms whereby gender as a social division is produced and
reproduced. It looks at changes in prevailing family structures and family
ideologies in Hong Kong, and the impact of developments in the public sphere
(e.g. changes in legislation, educational policies, mass media) on family and
gender relations. This course should enable students to understand that
gendered divisions of labour are not merely a result of biological difference,
but also of power differentials, social construction and social reproduction.
SOC320 Social Consequences of Population Changes
(3,2,1)
This course equips students with the basic knowledge and techniques of
population studies. Upon completion of the course, students are expected to
be able to understand the basic structure and components of the dynamics of
a population; to be aware of the causes and consequences of some major
population issues, and to relate population issues to policy measures in their
native and neighbouring societies.

SOC321 Social Justice
(3,2,1)
This course aims to familiarise students with major theories of justice in political
philosophy and social theory, as well as the theoretical and practical problems
involved in debates regarding social justice. Principal social divisions contributing
to social inequality in industrial societies such as social class and other forms
of social stratification will be discussed, and current states of social inequality
in selected industrial societies analysed. The course equips students with the
theoretical and conceptual tools as well as empirical knowledge necessary for
the understanding and analysis of social justice and social inequality in
contemporary societies. A particular focus is on social stratification, changes
and social justice in Hong Kong's evolution.
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S0C322 Comparative Chinese Societies
(3,2,1}
This course compares and contrasts the social structures and social
development among major Chinese societies, with a special focus on China,
Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Emphasis is placed on the impact of modernisation
on various aspects of social life in these as compared to western societies.
The course also deals with selected social issues and institutional changes as
a reaction to the respective modernisation process in these societies.
Theoretical issues such as the explanatory powers of culture and ethnicity
versus economic development and modernisation are also considered.
SOC323 Organisations and Bureaucracy
(3,2,1}
Organisations are a dominant component of contemporary society, and they
affect almost every aspect of everyday life. Hence, they play a very important
role in modern society. This course aims to examine the nature of organisations,
and their relationships to society, community and the individual. It is hoped
that after taking the course, students will have a greater understanding of
how organisations relate to social change and development.

SOC324 Work and Occupation
(3,2,1)
This course examines work and occupation in contemporary societies. The
transformational nature of work and occupation, mainstream perspectives,
work ethic and professionalism, work and family, work and gender, work in
special populations, and work in Hong Kong and the Chinese Mainland will be
discussed.

SOC325 Behaviour at Work
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: SOC102 Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures)
This course focuses on different aspects of human behaviour in and related to
the workplace, with dual emphasis on science and practice: first, to advance
knowledge on the economic well-being of work organisations and the personal
well-being of employees; second, to apply knowledge to solve real problems in
the world of work, such as hiring better employees, enhancing work motivation,
increasing job satisfaction, reducing absenteeism, turnover or accidents. A
cross cultural perspective of industrial and organisational psychology, in
particular China, will be provided.
SOC326 Mass Communications and Public Opinion
(3,2,1)
This course provides students with a basic knowledge of the theories and
practices in mass communication and public opinion. By examining the nature,
theories and effects of the mass media, the course assists students to improve
their powers of analysis and prepare them for a career in the mass media and
publicity professions.
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SOC327 Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong
(3,2,1}
This course provides students with conceptual tools to understand and analyse
social welfare and social security policies in a cross-national perspective.
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to critically assess the
values and institutions underpinning social welfare and social security policies,
understand the determinants of such policies in a cross-national perspective,
and to understand the important social welfare policy models and paradigms.
They will be equipped to apply these analytical principles to contemporary
social welfare and social security in Hong Kong.

SOC328 Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation
{3,2,1}
This course develops in depth a number of topics introduced in the course
Social Gerontology. It starts with an examination on the functional relationship
between modernisation and ageing. It is followed by the discussions about the
impacts of modernisation on social and economic well-being in later life. This
course also deals with the major ingredients of a happy later life and the
process of achieving successful ageing. Upon the completion of this course,
students are expected to have a good understanding of the process of ageing
and a better idea of the process through which a productive and successful
later life can be achieved.

SOC329 Social Epidemiology of Ageing
{3,2,1}
This course introduces students to the principles of social epidemiology and
applies them with particular reference to ageing and the changing nature of
health as individuals and populations age. It explains ageing as a biosocial as
well as a physical process, one sets very much in the contexts of particular
societies and development. It develops some issues introduced in the stream
required course in Social Gerontology and draws on the experiences of Hong
Kong, China and the Asia-Pacific, placing them in an international context. It
illustrates epidemiological principles and the relevance of social science
approaches to the health, physical and mental health changes associated
with ageing. The impact of the socio-economic and physical environments on
health and quality of life is also explored.
SOC330 Crime and Delinquency
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology)
This course provides students with fundamental theoretical knowledge of
crime and delinquency, the criminal justice system, the causes of crime and
delinquency, and correction and prevention. In addition, students will examine
the issues and policy of crime and delinquency in Hong Kong.
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S0C331 Selected Social Problems in Hong Kong
(3,2,”
(Prerequisite: (a) SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, or (b) Grade D or above
in AL Sociology)
This course provides students with a balanced knowledge of both theoretical
and empirical dimensions in social problems, in order to give them an insight
into how social issues are formulated and defined from different sociological
perspectives, and how social policy affects the consequences of the problems.
Students are expected to develop a habit of critical and analytical thinking by
applying the various perspectives to selected social problems in Hong Kong.

SOC332 Environmental Psychology
(3,2,1)
(Prerequisite: SOC102 Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures)
This course enables students to apply psychological theories to the study of
the reciprocal relationships between humans and their environments. By
integrating these theories with environmental politics, students will develop
an understanding of how human behaviour assists or hinders solutions to
global environmental problems. The course should also help them to develop
better environmental awareness and concern. Special reference will be made
to environmental policy and issues in Hong Kong and China.

SOC333 Health, Illness and Behaviour
(3,2,1)
This course aims to provide a social psychological perspective to health, illness
and human behaviour in reaction to health and illness conditions. The course
will equip students with a basic understanding on the concepts of health and
illnesses, the healthcare system, doctor-patient relationships and measures
which society has adopted to improve quality of life.

COURSES FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES
ACT001 Accounting for Financial Decisions
This course aims at familiarising students with the essential accounting
concepts and practices in making sound financial decisions. Basic concepts
like financial reporting, framework of accounting practices and cash flow will
be introduced. Students will also learn more advanced topics such as asset
valuation, ratio analysis, and the effects of taxes. It also covers the
fundamentals in making investment and financing decisions as well as some
other important topics in corporate finance.
BUS001
Introduction to Information Technology
This course covers major issues related to information technology, such as the
nature of information and the importance of information literacy, the ethical
issues and etiquette in the information society, a variety of information sources
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and the strategies to use them, and the health issues relating to computer
use. Students will learn how to use basic personal computer productivity
tools as well as information technologies to access, analyse and use information
effectively in business.

BUS002
General Mathematics
The objective of this course is to provide students with a basic mathematics
foundation. Upon completion of this course, students should be able to
understand and apply graphical representation of equations, matrix algebra,
differentiation and integration to economic and business analysis.

BUS011

Introduction to Business

This course takes an integrated view of business with a regional emphasis. It
aims to provide students with a comprehensive and balanced overview of the
interwoven nature of basic business disciplines and principles. Topics to be
explored include: business structure and design, entrepreneurship, leadership
and team management, business functions and processes, information
technology, environmental imperatives, geopolitics and market dynamics, global
economy and business ethics.
BUS012
Economics for Business Studies
This course discusses basic microeconomics and macroeconomics concepts
applicable to the analysis of business settings. Topics include the demand and
supply mechanism, the role of government in the economy, measuring domestic
output and income, economic fluctuations, aggregate demand and supply,
monetary and fiscal policies, cost and production of firms and market structures.

CHI001
Chinese Studies
This course aims at providing students with fundamental knowledge in Chinese
culture as a preparation for their future studies in this discipline. The course
will cover areas of literature, language and other aspects of Chinese studies.

本科的目的乃提供學生基本的中文知識，並爲他們進一步學習奠定基礎。具體的課
程內容涵蓋語文、文學及中國文化等各方面。
CUS001
Contemporary Cultural Studies
This course is a general introduction to the field of contemporary cultural
studies. It aims to provide students with a basic understanding of the meanings
and uses of ''culture” as they are currently adopted by Cultural Studies. Through
the study of concrete examples drawn from the local, regional and global
contexts, students will learn how to approach samples of literary, media and
social text. Emphasis will be put on the skills needed for basic analysis and
interpretation. At the end of the course, students will have gained some
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experience in dealing with an ordinary ''text" of contemporary culture and be
prepared to develop a better understanding of the general process by which
meanings, values and ideas are generated in our times.

EC0101 Introduction to Economics
This course introduces students to the methodology and scope of economics.
Key concepts such as choice, scarcity, rationality and opportunity cost will be
discussed and applied to day-to-day examples. Students will learn about the
functions and limitations of prices, as markets are mechanisms of resource
allocation. In addition, the course will introduce students to the concept of the
macroeconomic environment and the role of the Government and monetary
authorities in reducing the risks of run-away inflation and recessions.
ENG001
English Studies
This course aims to introduce students to the main elements of contemporary
English Studies in its linguistic and literary aspects. Awareness of issues related
to the study of English will be raised, and student ability to understand and
cope with texts of differing kinds enhanced. The course will examine the
nature of English and ''Englishes", explore key topics in English Studies and
their related terminology, and provide exposure to a representative sample of
literary texts.
FIN001
Securities Regulations and Conduct of Business
This course provides an introduction to the securities regulations, codes and
guidelines administered by Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong.
Topics for securities regulations include: Securities Ordinance, Commodities
Trading Ordinance, Securities and Futures Commission Ordinance, Stock
Exchanges Unification Ordinance, Protection of Investors Ordinance, Companies
Ordinance, codes and rules regulated by Securities Futures Commission, and
regulatory bodies and self-regulatory organisations.

Topics for conduct of business include: offers and sale of securities, improper
trading practices, rules governing the conduct of business, relationship between
brokers and clients, execution of trade, transaction confirmations, compliance,
financial resources requirement, marketing and advertising, complaints,
discipline, enforcement, penalties and indemnity schemes.
FIN002
Financial Markets and Instruments
This course gives students the basic understanding on the functions and
characteristics of equity securities markets and financial instruments in Hong
Kong. Topics include: equities securities markets, valuations of equities
securities, depository receipts, marketplace, market indices, long-term and
short-term debt securities, derivative securities, and equities exchanges and
markets.
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FIN003
Securities Investment
This course is an introductory class on topics related to the securities valuation
and the techniques of portfolio management. The major topics covered in the
course are: factors that affect securities prices, technical and fundamental
analysis, efficient capital market, implications of market efficiency for analysis,
asset pricing theories, domestic and international portfolio theories, and portfolio
performance evaluation.

FIN004
Derivatives Investment
This course gives an introduction to derivatives valuation and trading strategies.
It also covers derivatives trading practices in Hong Kong. Key topics include
different types of derivatives such as options, warrants, futures, forwards
and swaps, different pricing models of futures and options, factors affecting
derivatives value, and trading strategies. The clearing and settlement
procedures, as well as the trading practices will also be discussed.

HST201 World History since the Industrial Revolution
This course provides an introduction to the history of the world since the
industrial revolution. In combination with the chronological approach, the
entire organisation of the course is centered on one macro-theme, i.e., traditioninteraction-change. Through the case studies across various regions and over
different periods of times, we will seek out both the linkages and forces
molding the contemporary human community.
INL001
Career and Life Planning
The course aims to help students understand and integrate their life experiences,
personal characteristics, values, interests and abilities, and obtain occupational
information as related to their career development. It helps students to explore
a variety of ways in which they can influence their futures through exercises,
discussion, reading and actual experience. It will provide experiences for
students in decision making and goal setting through designing and carrying
out individual class projects.
ISM001
Introduction to Programming
This course introduces students to the basic concepts and techniques of
developing computer programmes and algorithms for problem solving.
Structured programming methodology is used throughout the course to teach
the fundamentals of programming. Students will learn how to design,
implement, test, debug and document programmes. It establishes the
foundation on which students are able to develop and appreciate programmes
in different high-level programming languages such as C or Visual Basic.
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ISM002
Internet Technology
This course examines various technologies applied in the Internet, including
communication protocol such as TCP/IP, and various tools such as email,
WWW, Usenet, ftp, telnet and search-engines. The course also introduces
basic HTML and applications of script languages like JavaScript. Students
will use Form, CGI, Perl and other scripts languages to set up secure environment
and to create dynamic homepage linking to databases.

ISM003
Information Systems Management
This course introduces a conceptual foundation for understanding the
organisational use of information systems (IS) in business today. Students
will learn why IT plays an essential role in any organisation's success and
how different functional areas can use IT to facilitate problem solving, increase
productivity and quality, improve customer service, and enable business
process reengineering. Topics covered include the role of information systems
in organisations, systems theory and methodologies, technologies for
information systems, management information systems, decision support
systems, inter-organisational information systems and electronic business.
Relevant concepts are discussed and illustrated using real world examples
and case studies.
ISM004
Introduction to Database Systems
This course introduces basic concepts of database systems. The students
will learn how to design, construct and manage databases. They will also
learn the different components of a database management system, the database
development process, the relational data model, database construction and
management, and Query By Example (QBE). Students will gain the hands-on
experience to understand the concepts and techniques for designing and
implementing forms, queries, reports and macros using a popular database
management system (DBMS).

LCC001
Basic Chinese I
This course is designed to provide fundamental training in Putonghua listening
and speaking ability. Upon completion of the course, students are expected
to acquire improved listening ability in Putonghua, and be able to communicate
in more fluent Putonghua, as well as acquiring rudimentary knowledge of
Hanyupinyin.
LCC002
Basic Chinese II
In addition to further enhancing the students' Putonghua listening and speaking
ability, the course is designed to emphasise Chinese reading and writing ability,
so as to communicate in fluent Putonghua, use Hanyupinyin accurately, and
to write fluently.
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LCC003
Basic Chinese III
This course is designed to enhance the students' Putonghua listening, speaking,
reading and writing ability. It not only enables them to prepare for the Putonghua
Exit Test, but also help students to acquire independent Chinese learning
strategies after their completion of the Associate Degree Programmes.

LCC004
Basic Chinese IV
This course is designed to enhance students' ability to understand and use
Standard Modern Chinese (SMC) through the teaching of vocabulary, grammar
and rhetoric of SMC. It aims to enable students to acquire basic knowledge
of vocabulary, grammar and rhetoric of SMC, and to further enhance reading
and writing abilities by applying the knowledge of vocabulary, grammar and
rhetoric of SMC.

LCE001
General English I
The course will use an integrated-skills approach, based around general interest
topics/themes and include a study skills and self-access component. The
textbook will be supplemented with relevant local audio and written texts.
The course will provide systematic coverage of basic grammar and vocabulary.

LCE002
General English II
This course is a continuation of General English I and will likewise use a
thematic integrated skills approach and include study skills and self-access.
The course will continue with a systematic coverage of grammar and vocabulary
in context of a number of contemporary topics.
LCE003
Project English
In this course, students will combine language, IT and inquiry in carefully
selected collaborative problem-based tasks to develop independence in language
learning and practise taught language in more authentic situations. Each project
will require wider exposure to English and the production of essays, reports or
other written texts and oral presentations. Instructors will provide guidance
and feedback on both the processes and products as well as provide appropriate
language input and feedback to students.
LCE004 English for Business I
This course will focus on the use of English to enable students to join the
workforce. Topics may include: reports, letters and memos, meetings language
and procedures, oral presentations, negotiation and business socialising. Writing
a resume and cover letter for job application will also be covered.
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LCE005
English for Study I
This course will focus on English for academic purposes to enable students to
join overseas or local tertiary courses. Topics may include: oral presentations,
writing from sources, academic essays, listening and note taking, reading for
critical analysis, as well as a non-theoretical reflection on the formal qualities
of language use in various tasks.
PED001 Physical Education
PED002 Physical Education
Recognising that physical development is important for young students, the
main aim of the PE courses is to help developing students on the physical side,
and to provide them with ways and methods to maintain good health through
training on physical skills, diet and exercise. They will learn and be trained on
physical fitness, sportsmanship and other health-related exercises (e.g.
aerobicise).

PHI001
Philosophy: East and West
This course examines the perennial questions of philosophy as they arise out
of man's relationship to the world and to his gods, out of man's quest to know
his world and control it, and from the existential problems of human existence
in a world where man necessarily has to interact with other human beings.
The basic questions of metaphysics and ontology, epistemology and ethics
will be examined as they have been dealt with in both Western and Chinese
philosophy. Though these problems will be presented from a contemporary
philosophical perspective, the course will necessarily have a strong historical
orientation, as these problems cannot be understood without looking at the
way in which they have been defined and discussed throughout the history of
philosophy.
POL101
Introduction to Political Science
This course offers a general survey in the field of political science. Students
are not required to have any background in the discipline and in fact, the
course is designed to introduce some basic concepts and approaches in political
science. This course is important in the sense that it provides the foundation
for future studies in the field.
POL102 Government and Politics of Hong Kong
This course introduces students to the basic political institutions and the
evolving political system of Hong Kong, with special reference to the changing
relationship with the People's Republic of China. The past Sino-巳ritish
interactions over Hong Kong and the fundamentals of the Basic Law will also
be examined.
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SOC101 Introduction to Sociology
This course equips students with a basic knowledge of sociological analysis.
It starts with an overview of the nature and methods of sociology and an
introduction of the fundamental processes and organisation of a society. It is
followed by the discussions on the emergence and development of various
institutional arrangements of a society and the structure and dynamics of
social life. Upon the completion of this course, students are expected to have
a better understanding of the basis of social order and a better idea of their
social status and roles in our society.
SSC107 Research Methods in Social Science
This course is designed to provide students with an understanding of the
theoretical and methodological principles on which social science research is
broadly based. Basic concepts of statistical research techniques will also be
covered. Upon completion of the course, students will have the knowledge to
enable them to propose and format a research project, and will have mastered
basic data input and analysis on computers.

TRA001
Introduction to Translation
This is a general introductory course aiming to familiarise students with the
basic concepts of and various approaches to translation with special emphasis
on techniques of translating from Chinese into English and vice versa. Lectures
are designed to introduce and explain to students the basic concepts of
translation, whereas tutorials are largely discussion classes providing the main
vehicle for the analysis of translation problems encountered in students'
exercises and of published translation texts. In-depth discussion and practice
expose students to a great variety of texts for translation to enable them to
learn and develop their practical skills of translation, and to heighten their
perception of the nature of translation.

(Note: Please refer to Departments of Cultural Studies and Philosophy for
descriptions of courses offered under Categories A and B of the General Education
programme.)
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LANGUAGE POLICY
1.

General
The guiding principle underpinning a Language Policy at Lingnan University
is the provision of a high quality bilingual (Chinese/English) manpower for
Hong Kong. The community at large, and the business community in
particular, requires a bilingual workforce if Hong Kong is to maintain its
edge over other Southeast Asian regions as the focal point of international
trade. The institution shares the currently popular view that there is an
urgent need to enhance language proficiency in both Chinese and English
in Hong Kong generally and in educational institutions in particular. It further
believes that the maintenance of high levels of language proficiency will
remain an on-going preoccupation.

2.

Medium of Instruction
English and Chinese are the two official languages of Hong Kong and this
official status is guaranteed by Article 9 of the Basic Law after the
change of sovereignty in 1 997.
In accordance with this clear policy position to ensure a bilingual community
in Hong Kong, Lingnan University is committed to fostering both languages
in its curriculum. Apart from language courses and courses in the Chinese
and Translation Departments, the University uses English mainly as the
language of instruction, which may be supplemented with Cantonese/
Putonghua or switched to Cantonese/Putonghua as appropriate.

3.

Entry Levels
Lingnan University requires students to have at least Grade E in both Use
of English and Chinese Language and Culture at the Advanced
Supplementary (AS) level or equivalent.

The University is committed to enforcing this entry requirement policy on
language proficiency.

In the case of non-JUPAS entrants where candidates may have very
different educational backgrounds, the University reserves the right to
exercise its freedom and judgement in offering a study place. However, to
protect the legitimate interests of the community and the integrity of
high level language proficiency, all such candidates are required to show
evidence of linguistic proficiency commensurate with tertiary level study.
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4.

Exit Levels
Final year students are encouraged to take benchmark tests on a voluntary
basis in order to establish their levels of proficiency in English, Putonghua,
and written Chinese at exit from the University.

These tests are general proficiency tests aimed to ensure that graduates
are competent to fulfil the language needs of the workplace.
For English, students can take either the Graduate Student Language
Proficiency Assessment (GSLPA) offered by the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University or the International English Language Testing System (IELTS)
offered by Cambridge University.
For Putonghua, students can take the Putonghua Proficiency Test as
Lingnan University Oral Chinese Exit Test, designed by China’s State
Language Commission (SLC) and administered in Lingnan. For the Written
Chinese Exit Test, students can take the University's own test, designed
in a collaborative research effort with the SLC. The results of the Exit
Tests are printed in separate certificates, which are designed to provide
employers with a useful reference as an extra qualification for job
applications.

Further information about language exit tests can be obtained from the
Language Institute.

5.

The Place of English and Chinese in the Curriculum
To ensure that students may meet the language targets established in the
University's curriculum and exit tests, the provision of English language
courses is guaranteed in all degree programmes. Students are required to
take English courses (specifically designed to meet general proficiency
and subject specific needs) in years one and two.
There is also the issue of the importance of Language Across the
Curriculum. The University accepts that studying an academic discipline
in a language one's own (i.e. English) puts added strain on the learning
process. Academic discipline areas should nominate one staff member
to liaise closely with the Language Institute in an effort to sensitise
teaching staff to problem areas and to consider strategies for remediation.
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It is suggested that non-language discipline areas should introduce some
elements of language assessment in final year projects so as to instill in
students the requirement of effective and accurate communication in
the workplace.
It is noted that the spoken Chinese in Hong Kong is the Cantonese dialect
but that the written form follows the grammatical rules of Putonghua.
Accordingly, the University emphasises the importance of teaching Chinese
writing skills so as to enable students to cope with Chinese documents.
The University also recognises the increasing need for graduates with an
adequate command of Putonghua to serve in the business and government
arenas, and notes the Hong Kong Government’s intention to broaden the
provision of Putonghua in the school curriculum. The exit test in spoken
Putonghua is set at a standard equivalent to the third paper (oral test) of
the SAR Language Proficiency Assessment for Teachers (Putonghua).

6.

Language Enhancement Initiatives
In a determined effort to improve language proficiency in English and Chinese,
all UGC-funded institutions receive substantial extra funds. In line with the
wishes of the UGC, the University supplements these funds with its own
resources.
The University employs these funds to provide extra classroom teaching
in general English and written Chinese for Year 1 students. In addition,
the Self-Access Centre (which incorporates other language learning
initiatives) is staffed and resourced through language enhancement funds
and encourages in students self-responsibility for language
improvement in English and Chinese as well as in Japanese and French.
The University constantly seeks other ways to use these funds to the
best advantage.

7.

Language Choice in University Meetings
In line with current conventions in Hong Kong tertiary education, the
language in which University meetings are conducted will remain in English.
However, there are occasions when the use of Chinese may be preferred,
especially in connection with student participation, and the University
accepts in principle the use of Chinese as a working language. This is
subject to appropriate notification of intent to use Chinese and the
availability of appropriate translation services for non-Chinese speakers.
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PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION AND EXEMPTION
The University maintains close ties with a number of well-known
professional bodies in Hong Kong and overseas. In recognition of the standard
of our courses some have granted exemptions from parts of their professional
examinations to the University graduates.
With regard to the BBA (Hons) Programme, negotiations are on-going for
professional recognition and exemption. At present, graduates of the BBA
(Hons) programme are eligible for associate membership of the Hong Kong
Management Association. Graduates of the Marketing Stream within the
programme are eligible for exemption from the Certificate and Advanced
Certificate in Marketing of the Chartered Institute of Marketing (UK) and maximum
exemption from the qualifying examination for Certified Professional Marketer
(Asia Pacific) of the Asia Pacific Marketing Federation. The BBA (Hons) Accounting
Stream is accredited as an approved accounting degree programme under the
Hong Kong Society of Accountants (HKSA) Professional Accreditation System.
As such, graduates of the Accounting Stream within the programme satisfy the
HKSA's pre-entry education requirement. Graduates of the Human Resource
Management Stream are eligible for associate membership from the Hong
Kong Institute of Human Resource Management.
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LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF FURTHER EDUCATION
Lingnan's endeavour to further advance its motto of ''Education for Service"
has been realised by establishing the Lingnan Institute of Further Education
(LIFE) from 1 April 2001 to provide continuing and lifelong learning opportunities
for the Hong Kong community.

The Chief Executive of HKSAR has indicated in his Policy Address delivered
on 1 1 October 2000 the Government's intention in the development of
Community College in the local higher education scene. The establishment of
a continuing education unit will therefore be instrumental in exploring and
pursuing the idea of Community College with the Government.
Currently, two self-financed programmes, viz. Springboard Programme
and Lee Shiu Summer Institute, are under the mandate of LIFE.

1.

Springboard Programme
The Springboard Programme is a government initiative that Lingnan
participates to provide education for Secondary 5 school leavers. Lingnan's
Springboard Programme of ''Certificate in Practical Business Skills"
comprises six core courses (Chinese, Quantitative Skills, Communication
Skills, Computing Skills, English and Putonghua) and three elective courses.
It can be taken on a full-time (9 months) or part-time (16 months) basis.
Successful completion of the programme is equivalent to passing the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (5 subjects including
Chinese and English).

Starting in September 2001, LIFE will offer a 1 -year Foundation Diploma
Programme in Business Studies for graduates of the Springboard
Programme. The programme includes 9 modules (Use of English, Business
English, Chinese Language and Literature, Practical Chinese, Business
Putonghua, Business Economics, Decision Making in Daily Life, Introduction
to E-Commerce, Introduction to Business Enterprise). Students graduated
with satisfactory results can apply for the Associate Degree programmes
offered by the University.
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2.

Lee Shiu Summer Institute
In view of the increasing importance of Hong Kong in regional and global
contexts, Lingnan University, with generous donations from Dr and Mrs
Lee Shiu, has been organising the Lee Shiu Summer Institute since 1 998.
Over the past three years, more than 200 university students from Canada,
the Chinese Mainland, Taiwan, the United States of America, and Hong
Kong have participated in the Institute.

For future growth and development, LIFE will initiate its own programmes
or enter into partnerships with internal collaborators such as academic
programmes / departments of the University, as well as overseas institutions.
Programmes to be offered by LIFE will range from sub-degree level (such as
Certificate and Diploma courses) to degree or postgraduate programmes as
the need arises.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES CENTRE
The Information Technology Services Centre (ITSC) acts as a nucleus
providing computing, networking, audio-visual facilities and technical services
to the University. These services are integrated and some are delivered through
desktop computer to academics, administrative and research units. The Centre
also undertakes application development projects to meet the University’s IT
needs.

Facilities
The University network provides such services as electronic mail, Internet
and teaching software applications, common office automation software
applications, software utilities and printing facilities. Staff and students can
access Internet facilities from home by dialling back to the University network.

Computer laboratories are located in the Main Building as well as other
teaching buildings. These laboratories have over 200 IBM compatible PCs and
Macintosh microcomputers connected to a campus wide network based on
the latest technology.
Audio-visual and computer equipment have been installed in all lecture
theatres, lecture rooms, classrooms, language laboratories and computer
laboratories so as to facilitate teaching and presentations. Audio-visual and
data projection equipment, notebook and computer accessories are available
for teaching use. A complete array of multi-media, audio recording and graphics
production equipment is available for staff and students to use.

All staff and students can access network services anywhere on the
campus from classrooms, computer laboratories, language laboratories, lecture
theatres and offices, or even hostels.

User Services
ITSC also provides user advisory and consultation services. When
encountering computer problems, staff can call the Hotline in the Centre and
students can consult the User Services Officers in the Centre or the Computer
Assistants in the laboratories.
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Administrative Applications
ITSC has developed various administrative applications that are used by
staff members for specific areas. These applications include student admission
(JUPAS and Direct Admissions), student advising, student registration and
enrolment, grade processing, examination and graduation, hostel management,
graduate employment survey, staff personal profile, leave records and the
Sports Complex booking system. This system will eventually be migrated to
an Integrated Administrative System.

Looking Ahead
ITSC is pursuing new developments in the areas of Internet, administrative
applications, user education and it is striving for a total integration of services
on the campus network. On the service side, ITSC is aiming at providing one
stop shopping for staff and students. On the management side, ITSC is striving
for increasing its operational effectiveness and efficiency.

LIBRARY
The Library is centrally positioned in the Main Building occupying two
floors with 3,000 square metres of floor space and 500 seats. It has been
fully automated with public access terminals available throughout the Library.
As the Library system is connected to the campus-wide network, its online
catalogue is accessible inside and outside the campus. It also provides access
to other library catalogues and information databases in Hong Kong and overseas
via Hong Kong Academic Research Network (HARNET) and Internet.

Furthermore, the Library has introduced a wide range of electronic
information services, including online searching, CD-ROM and full-text
databases, interlibrary loans and document delivery services, to provide access
to the latest information world-wide.
Seminars and library instruction programmes are conducted regularly to
promote new technologies and services in the Library. Library staff are always
ready to assist readers in their use of the Library and search for information.

Postgraduate students, academic and equivalent administrative staff may
apply for a JULAC (the Joint University Libraries Advisory Committee) library
card, which enables them to use all libraries of the University Grants Committee
funded institutions.
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The Multimedia Learning Centre is located on 2/F, North Wing of the
Library. It houses over 9,700 items of multimedia resources with an aim of
encouraging students to improve their language proficiency through independent
study.

STUDENT SERVICES CENTRE
The Student Services Centre aims to identify and cater for the students’
extra-curricular needs, to provide an integrated student development
programme which encompasses learning skills, social skills, life skills,
leadership skills, athletic skills, civic education, health education and career
preparation activities, to provide a residential environment on campus which
actively promotes the social and intellectual development of students and to
promote the active participation of students in university affairs through
formal representation on committees and working groups. The Centre takes
charge of duties and provides services as follows:

1.

Student Development Service
Student development service provides programmes and activities that
are vital to the development of students in the social, emotional,
intellectual, spiritual, physical, and vocational domains. Programmes
and training encompass leadership development, presentation skills and
communication, interpersonal relationships and social manners, EQ
empowerment, study skills training, stress management, career
development, self management and personal growth, are held throughout
the year.

2.

University Assemblies
University Assemblies as an integral part of liberal arts education aim at
broadening horizons of students. Through exposure to different speakers
of diverse backgrounds, students will widen their intellectual, social and
cultural perspectives. Prominent speakers are invited to give talks on
topical issues of concern and interest to students.

3.

Student Activities
In order to cultivate a team spirit among students and enrich campus
life, the Centre encourages student activities by providing financial
assistance and offering advice. Several funds are open to all full-time
students for applications to promote extra-curricular activities.
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4.

Student Amenities
A multifarious range of student amenities are provided in order to facilitate
social interaction, to promote personal and group activities, thus enhancing
the quality of campus life. The Amenities Building provides offices and
rooms for meetings and activities of the Students’ Union, departmental
societies, clubs and various interest groups of the students. The Centre
is responsible for reviewing the usage of student amenities.

5.

Physical Education, Fitness and Leisure Courses and Sports
Activities
Physical Education, Fitness and Leisure courses are organised to provide
opportunities for students to develop a life-long interest through
participation in sports and recreation activities, and to enhance the
development of better recreation skills, health habits and physical well
being as a whole. In addition, opportunities are provided for students to
participate in various inter- and intra-collegiate sports competitions.
Outstanding athletes might have the opportunities to represent Hong
Kong in the World University Games.

6.

Sports and Cultural Teams
The Centre is also responsible for development and co-ordination of
University sports and cultural teams, including Basketball, Soccer,
Volleyball, Badminton, Table-tennis, Tennis, Athletics, Swimming, Squash,
Lion Dance, Dragon Boat and Debate Teams as well as the Choir.

7.

Student Hostels
In an effort to realise its motto of ''Education for Service”, the University
deems it important to provide all its students with the experience of
living and working together during their studies at Lingnan. This experience
will enhance their sense of community and commitment to service. The
University therefore strongly advises students to reside on campus
throughout their duration of study at the University. All students are
required to reside in the student hostels on campus for at least two
academic years within their duration of study at the University. New
students are normally required to reside in the student hostels on campus
during their first year of admission to the University. As the number of
hostel places are insufficient to accommodate all students, new students
who are not offered residency will be guaranteed hostel places in their
second and third years. Exceptional cases to these requirements may be
considered on grounds of health, religious or financial problems and
approved by the Director of Student Services.
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To encourage participation of non-residing students and staff in hostel
activities and promote campus life, the hostel affiliation system is
introduced in the 2001-02 academic year. In general, residing students
will be affiliated to the hostel they stay. The system also encourages
staff and ''Never-resided" students including those of Associate Degree
Programmes to affiliate to a hostel at their own choice or by invitation.

8.

Counselling Service
Three types of counselling service are offered to students:

a. personal development counselling: help students develop self
understanding; gain self-confidence; enhance reasoning ability;
overcome depression; and solve problems of a personal nature.

b. educational counselling: provide information on further studies; help
students identify educational goals; improve study skills; and overcome
difficulties in learning.

c. career counselling: assist students to appraise personality traits,
interests and values, and to define career goals.
Students are welcome to make appointments to seek guidance from our
Student Counsellors.

9.

Financial Assistance and Scholarships
Registered full-time students who are in financial hardship may apply for
financial assistance under government and University student finance
schemes in the forms of bursary, loan and grant. Scholarships are donated
by various memorial funds, organisations, firms, professional bodies and
individuals. Normally, scholarships are granted to academically
outstanding students on recommendations from academic departments.
There are more than one hundred scholarships and various types of
financial aids available for students.

10. Catering
A Student Canteen and a Staff Restaurant provide a variety of services
to meet the catering needs of students and to facilitate social interaction.

As catering services concern all students, a Catering Committee, which
is composed of staff and student representatives, was set up. It is
responsible for maintaining and improving the quality of food and services.
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11. Student Health
At present, the University uses a medical services group with about 60
out-patient clinics throughout Hong Kong. Each full-time student is entitled
to dental treatment, general practitioner’s consultation and medication,
simple X-ray and simple laboratory tests, when necessary, at a nominal
fee per visit to the designated clinics.

To promote and maintain the physical and mental health of our students,
health services are provided by means of health talks, seminars and
exhibitions. In addition, blood tests and vaccinations for Hepatitis A and
巳 are available to students.

12. Career Education and Job Placement Service
To facilitate students in career exploration and to help them in career
planning, a whole range of training and activities are held year round.
These include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Career exploration course
Job hunting skills workshop series
Executive training programme
Company visits
Career education: career talks and exhibitions
Recruitment seminars

The job placement service of the Centre disseminates information on
full-time, part-time, and summer employment to students, as well as the
trend and situation of the current job market. Full-time job information
is also disseminated on-line through the ''Joint Institution Job Information
System". Assistance is also provided to students who are seeking for
employment after graduation. Liaison activities with prospective
employers are carried out through the year, and recruitment functions
and talks are organised for students to meet with recruitment personnel
from local companies.

13. Others
Surveys on the needs of students and evaluation of various student
services are carried out throughout the year. The Centre also offers
other services to students such as the processing of Light Rail Transit
student travel cards, loan of equipment, and so on.
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The Centre is most willing to listen to any opinions and to offer assistance
and advice whenever possible. Besides, the Centre will make every effort to
help or to make referrals when necessary.

TEACHING AND LEARNING CENTRE
The Teaching and Learning Centre (TLC) works with a mandate to
assist instructors and to enhance teaching and learning at Lingnan. Its mission
is to advance the cause of University teaching by working with academic units
and academic staff members to cultivate an institutional climate in which
teaching is highly valued for its contribution to excellence in student learning.
To accomplish its mission, the TLC organises a number of teaching
enhancement programmes, assists in the implementation of some University’s
teaching development projects and provides consultation services to enhance
teaching and learning.

1.

Teaching Enhancement Programmes
(a) Introduction to Teaching at Lingnan
(b) Teaching Development Seminars and Workshops
(c) Tutor Workshop

2.

Teaching Development Projects
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

3.

Teaching Excellence Awards Scheme (TEAS)
The Mentoring Scheme
Course and Teaching Evaluations (CTEs)
Integrating Technology and Teaching
Educational/lnstitutional Research Projects

Consultation Services to Enhance Teaching and Learning
Services provided include using class interviews in instructional
development, using video for teaching improvement, peer observation of
teaching, analysis of student ratings, course design and assessment,
teaching strategies and pedagogies, teaching portfolios, integrating
technology in instruction, and collaborative research on teaching and
learning.

The Centre continues to provide the home-base for the large-scale UGCfunded inter-institutional collaborative initiatives: The Consortium for the
Promotion of Teaching Skills and Technology: Integrating Information
Technology and Teaching Development (The T&T3 Project) as well as for the
UGC-funded Lingnan-wide initiative: Building a Web-based Learning Community
in a Liberal Arts University (The TLWeb Project).
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The T&T Project, commenced operation in 1 995 and currently in its third
phase, has been highly successful in contributing towards university teachers'
professional development and application of educational technology.
The TLWeb Project was commissioned to build an easy-to-use learning
system in Lingnan for teachers to take advantage of the full potential of the
Internet and WWW to support course delivery and create alternative learning
environments for students.
TLC also hosts a Quality Education Fund (QEF) project to launch and
implement joint efforts in collaboration with five secondary schools in Tuen
Mun and Yuen Long to promote lifelong learning among secondary school
teachers and students.

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The Office of Research and Staff Development (ORSD), headed by the
Registrar, serves as a focal point for supporting and coordinating research as
well as staff development activities. The Office comprises a small team of a
Research Administration Officer, an Assistant Administrative Officer and two
Clerical Officers, who work together to maintain day-to-day operation and to
provide secretarial services to the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee in the approval of research, conference, training and development
grants as well as paid study leave. The Office also provides administrative
support to the Research and Survey Programme, which offers survey and
research services to colleagues at Lingnan and to the wider community through
commissioned projects.

The ORSD also serves as a home-base for project-based Research
Assistants working under various Research Grants Council-funded and
University-funded projects. It has the computing capabilities to handle most
operations in Humanities, Social Sciences and Business research.
Areas of work include:
(1)

promoting a spirit and an atmosphere at the University conducive to
research and staff development;

(2)

assisting with the implementation of research and staff development
policies determined by the Senate;

(3)

processing applications for research, study and conference grants as well
as paid study leave;
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(4)

managing allocated grants to ensure all fundings and budgetary
procedures are properly followed;

(5)

liaising with the University Grants Committee, the Research Grants Council
and other outside bodies regarding application and administration of

research funds; and
(6)

assisting the President to process applications for funds for academic
exchange with higher institutions in the Chinese Mainland.

CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE
The Chaplain's Office aims at preserving and promoting the Christian
heritage and tradition of Lingnan University, as well as the University's education
mission of ''whole-person development". The Chaplain's Office provides
pastoral care and Christian counselling for the University community. The
Office serves as a partner in providing opportunities for the University community
to grow and develop in Christian faith.

The Chaplain's Office is currently supported by a small team comprising
a Christian Activities Officer and a Clerical Officer, both financed by the
Chinese YMCA. The Christian Activities Committee, a sub-committee under
the Council, is responsible for advising the Council on policies of preserving
the Christian tradition of the University as well as raising funds for the promotion
of Christian faith and related activities.

CAMPUS FACILITIES
Teaching Facilities
Teaching facilities are distributed among the 4 academic blocks and
the Main Building. These facilities include lecture theatres, lecture rooms,
audio-visual rooms, tutorial rooms, computer laboratories and language
laboratories. They are shared by all academic departments.
In addition, project rooms are provided in each academic department for
use by students. A Self-Access Centre facilitates self-learning of various
languages with the aid of audio-visual equipment and software; a PC area
next to the Information Technology Services Centre is open for student access.
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The Indoor Sports Complex
The indoor sports complex houses a wide range of sporting facilities. The
gymnasium, measuring about 42m x 30m, is a large hall capable of holding
two volleyball courts. Floor line markings for other types of games allow for
flexibility of use. These games include badminton, basketball and handball. In
addition to the gymnasium, there are two squash courts, a table-tennis room
with several table-tennis tables, a multi-purpose room and a fitness room.
Changing facilities with showers and lockers are provided.

Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor sports facilities include a swimming pool and a tennis court. The
pool, measuring 50m x 21m (8 lanes), is an Olympic standard pool to which
spectator seatings are provided on one side.

The University is also constructing a standard soccer pitch, a basketball
court and three tennis courts at a site across the road from the campus. It is
expected that the project will be completed in mid-2002.

Amenities Building
Besides some provisions for staff amenities, the Amenities Building can
be broadly classified into two areas - the Students' Union Office and the
student activities area, caters mainly for the needs of the students.

The Students' Union Office provides the accommodation necessary for
the functioning of the Union. There are the general office, executive and
representative council, president's office and meeting rooms.
The student activities area covers the student fellowship room, dark
room, affiliated clubs room, artwork room, AV room, reading rooms, multi
purpose rooms, music rooms, a common room and a photocopying room.

Other student facilities provided in this building include the student canteen
with about 600 seats.
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Auditorium
The Chan Tak Tai Auditorium, providing facilities for the various functions
and ceremonies held by the University, was completed in March 1 999. It has
a seating capacity of 1,031.

Student Hostels
The University has six student hostels providing residential places to
1,500 students in air-conditioned rooms shared by two students each. Each
room has two LAN ports connected to the University’s network system. Each
floor of the hostels has a lounge area, a pantry and shared lavatory/shower
facilities. Other facilities available in each hostel include common rooms, a
reading room, a TV room and a laundry. Each hostel has its own warden,
senior tutor and tutors looking after the welfare of its residents.
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The University has established a number of Research Institutes, Centres
and Programme to stimulate academic research that will enrich the faculty
and enhance the research productivity of the University. In this capacity, the
Institutes, Centres and Programme initiate innovative research projects, provide
support to academic staff members in their research interests, and pursue
research activities within the University and through external alliances that
enhance high quality theoretical and applied research consistent with the
mission and objectives of the University.

MANAGEMENT BOARD OF RESEARCH CENTRES/

INSTITUTES/PROGRAMME
The Management Board of Research Centres/lnstitutes/Programme serves
as the governing body and is responsible for setting policies pertaining to all
Research Institutes/Centres/Programme in the University. Its terms of
reference and membership are as follows:
Terms of Reference:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)
v)

To set the research directions of the University.
To consider annual budgets proposed by various research
units for approval by the Resources Allocation Committee.
To make recommendations on the future direction of various
research units.
To receive annual reports from various research units.
To consider and approve the appointment of Lingnan staff
as Honorary Research Fellows/Associates.

Membership:
Chairman
Members

Secretary

:
:

:

President
Chair of the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences
Directors and Associate Directors (if any) of all
Research Institutes/Centres or privately-funded
Research Programme(s)
Academic Deans
Up to three members to be co-opted by the Chairman
Registrar or his/her representative

An Advisory Board has been set up for each Research Institute/Centre/
Programme to make relevant contributions to the development of the
Institute/Centre/Programme concerned.
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HONG KONG INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS STUDIES

香港商學硏究所
(Director: NYAW Mee-kau (饒美蛟)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Vanderbilt); MBA
(British Columbia); PhD (Simon Fraser))

The Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies (HKIBS) was established in
September 1 996 by amalgamating the former Centre for International Business
Studies and the Centre for Entrepreneurial Studies. The Institute is
interdisciplinary with a clear mandate to support all business research efforts
of colleagues. It is a research arm of the Business Programmes in the University.
At present the Institute establishes six research clusters to encourage
collaborative research among colleagues. Each research cluster is a broad
research area which may envelop a number of related research projects.
Clusters are on-going and continuous support from HKIBS will be provided.
The six research clusters are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accounting and Finance in Asia
Business Environment Analysis
China Business Studies
Chinese Management in Asia
Information Technology and Systems Studies
Organisation Studies

Other scholarly activities of the Institute include publication of working
paper series, organising seminars, colloquium, conferences, mentorship and
executive development programmes.

INSTITUTE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

人文及社會科學硏究所
(Chair: KUEH 丫ak-yeow(享P益耀)，Dip (New Asia); MPhil, PhD (Marburg))

The Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences (IHSS) was set up in 2001
as an overarching research institute to house four independently managed research
centres, namely the Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies (APIAS), the Centre
for Asian Pacific Studies (CAPS), the Centre for Humanities Research (CHR),
and the Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS). The new set-up is intended to
allow more efficient allocation of resources among the research centres and is
expected to bring about greater synergy among the named research centres in
the area of social science and humanities.
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ASIA-PACIFIC INSTITUTE OF AGEING STUDIES

亞太老年學硏究所
(Director: CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明)，BA (East London); MSc
(Edinburgh); CertPsy (Lond.); PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MBASW;
MRPN; MHKAG; RSW (HK); JP)

The Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies (APIAS) was inaugurated as
a University-wide institute in 1 998. Its aims are to undertake research in
social gerontology and ageing studies, and provide support and advice for
teachers and researchers working in these fields, especially as they relate to
Hong Kong, China and the Asia-Pacific region. The Institute provides a focus
for research and teaching of these topics in the University and it is a major
collaborator in related Hong Kong and regional networks.
APIAS encourages interested parties in the University and elsewhere to
communicate and collaborate on research and development of studies
associated with ageing. A number of means of affiliation with the Institute are
possible. Internal University fellows include those staff and postgraduates
working in this field. External research associates of APIAS can be appointed
according to the University's practices. External research associates may
collaborate with existing research or develop their own programmes of research
in conjunction with Institute members. APIAS is able to provide local supervision
for international postgraduate students and a base for visiting researchers
from overseas.

APIAS welcomes applications from researchers and practitioners interested
in collaborating with its research or bringing their own topics. It is particularly
interested in crossing the borders of research and practice in this fast evolving
area of work. Research foci include many issues related to ageing and the
development and financing of services, accommodation and long-term care
for elderly people in Hong Kong and China, the Asia-Pacific region and
international comparative research. Current research studies also include the
provision of services and care for elderly people and their families, images of
ageing, and policies and practice in preparation for ageing. Staff and APIAS
fellows have expertise in the epidemiology of ageing and psychological health
and welfare of elderly people and related areas. The Institute is also developing
a resource base on social gerontology information and publications for
researchers in Hong Kong and visiting researchers.
APIAS produces a series of Occasional Papers based on the work of
associates and visitors. It also supports a seminar programme. The Institute
co-ordinates the activities of a regional group of researchers within the Asian
Development Research Forum, an Asia-Pacific Ageing Research Network.
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CENTRE FOR ASIAN PACIFIC STUDIES

亞洲太平洋硏究中心
(Director: KUEH Yak-yeow (郭益耀)，Dip (New Asia); MPhil, PhD (Marburg))
The Centre for Asian Pacific Studies (CAPS) was established in 1 986
with a grant from the Board of Trustees of Lingnan University based in New
York City. It draws its team of research fellows from various social science
disciplines of the University. The Centre is therefore well positioned to conduct
research in Asian Pacific affairs with a multi-disciplinary approach. It also
acts as a clearing-house of current information and a base for local and
international scholars to share ideas as well as to conduct research.

1.
2.
3.

4.

The major objectives of the Centre are to:
nurture a culture of research and academic pursuit within the social science
area of the University for promoting teaching excellence,
help enhance the University's research capacity and research productivity
to enable it to become an institution of academic excellence,
address research issues of practical policy importance to government,
industry, banking, trade, and other service sectors, and
to excel as a research centre of international or regional standing within
the Asian Pacific region.

The research agenda of the Centre generally falls within the three ''research
clusters": (a> APEC programme, (b) country study programme, and (c) regional
security and international affairs programme. The Centre organises a number
of conferences, workshops and seminars every year. It publishes a working
paper series, and provides support for the publication of The Lingnan
Commentary,

CENTRE FOR HUMANITIES RESEARCH

人文學科硏究中心
(Director: LIU Ching-chih (劉靖之)，BA (London); MPhil, PhD (HKU); FIL; FRSA
(until December 2001)
LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉銷)，MA, PhD (UC San Diego) (effective
January 2002))
Based on the ''productive networking” model, the Centre provides a broadbased and inclusive environment that supports high quality research across a
wide range of areas. It also actively encourages new academic links and
forms of exchange capable of shaping projects that might not have arisen
between scholars working in isolation.
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Along with discussion groups, seminars and conferences, the Centre will
also organise special forums, series of talks on topics of public or interdisciplinary
interest, support for visiting scholars and speakers and a prestigious annual or
biannual Symposium.
The Centre provides an organisational base for fostering new research
projects at Lingnan; for expanding the involvement of colleagues across the
range of departments in those research-related projects which already exist;
and for forming links, when possible and desirable, with other research centres
elsewhere. This will involve an active publishing programme responsive to the
full range of Lingnan Humanities research (occasional papers, monographs,
and conference publications); encouraging closer links between Lingnan
conferences and publishing activities (for example, through special or guestedited journal issues); actively seeking connections with international publishers;
providing advice on securing external publication (for refereed articles and
books); developing links with other research centres with a view to working
collaboratively (publishing, conferences, joint grant applications, visiting scholar
exchanges); and maintaining support for the existing、'flagship〃 journals.

The Centre allows us to reflect on the Humanities research values and
activities that are in the process of developing. For this reason, it is possible
for the Centre to have a guiding focus without restrictively specifying a theme.
The Centre supports individuals with their chosen research projects in the
usual way, and it would at the same time focus on developing an interdisciplinary
context of research discussion and foster the development of new
interdisciplinary projects at Lingnan.
To encourage interdisciplinary activity means multiplying the frameworks
in which the significance of what they do can be perceived and understood.
Such an intellectual focus on interdisciplinarity would help to maximise the
value to the University of the Centre’s practical activities in networking both
inside Lingnan and beyond. It could also encourage reflection on the context
and conditions of our research in a liberal arts university in Hong Kong.
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CENTRE FOR PUBLIC POLICY STUDIES

公共政策硏究中心
(Director: HO Lok-sang G可樂生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto))

The Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS) was established in 1 994 to
provide coordination and support for public policy research and exchange of
ideas pertinent to the Hong Kong context. Reseach fellows of the Centre
have conducted research and published widely in many areas of public policy,
including housing, labour, health, public finance, social security, industrial policy,
and financial markets. Their expertise is widely recognised and provides a
solid basis for both commissioned and self-initiated policy research.
The CPPS strives to serve Hong Kong by offering sound policy advice and
analyses, by acting as a policy critic, and by educating the public about the
implications of alternative policy options. In carrying out its mission, staff and
associates of the Centre are constantly engaged in policy-related research
and activities aimed at disseminating the results of such research through
scholarly and professional publications, seminars, talks, and forums.

Research activities of the CPPS fall under three research clusters: (a)
Labour, Human Capital Investment and Industrial Policy Programme, (b) Urban,
Health, and Environmental Policy Programme, and (c) Socio-Economic Justice
and Collective Behaviour Programme. The Centre organises several
conferences, workshops and seminars every year. It publishes a working
paper series, and assists in the publication of The Lingnan Commentary.
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RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON ETHNICITY AND OVERSEAS

CHINESE ECONOMIES

族群與海外華人經濟硏究部
(Director: CHANG Chak-yan (鄭赤琰)，BA (Nanyang); MA (Western Ontario);
PhD (SUNY Binghamton))

The Research Programme on Ethnicity and Overseas Chinese Economies
(RPEOCE) was established in 1 998. Its major mission is to put forward, from
multi-disciplinary perspectives, the understanding, analysis and education about
overseas Chinese and ethnical studies. It attempts to focus on the study of
Chinese dialect groups and overseas Chinese economies, both of which play
a pivotal role in the economic development of countries which are homes to
many overseas Chinese. Among the Chinese studies, overseas Chinese studies
(business and ethnical), though very important, receive less attention from
many scholars. In fact, however, the multi-disciplinary natures of overseas
Chinese studies demand great effort to explore. The history, business ethnic
background, business strategies, foreign investment and networking are those
important parts which constitute the areas of overseas Chinese studies.

An outline of the Research Plan of the Programme is as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
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pioneering original research projects and incorporating Lingnan academic
workers in Chinese business networks and overseas Chinese studies;
setting up research archives on ethnic groups and Hong Kong indigenous
villages;
regularly organise or jointly-organise workshops, seminars and conferences
on topics related to Chinese ethnicity and overseas Chinese;
publishing quality occasional working papers and books on ethnicity and
overseas Chinese studies; and
establishing local and international networks with research institutes/
centres on Chinese ethnicity and overseas Chinese studies.
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RESEARCH AND SURVEY PROGRAMME

意見調查硏究部
(Director: LI Pang-Kwong (李彭廣)，BA (National Chengchi); MA (York, UK);
PhD (LSE, London))

The Research and Survey Programme (RSP), a self-financing programme,
was established in early 1 996 as an interdisciplinary survey research facility
to serve our colleagues and the community at large.
The RSP developed from work involving opinion polls which were started
in 1991. In view of the important role of public opinions in policy-making
process and the need for a sound marketing strategy as well as for quality
survey services, Lingnan has decided to play a leading role by consolidating
our successful experience to develop a permanent research programme.

The objectives of the Programme are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

to assist colleagues to collect research data through computer-aided
interviewing systems;
to provide survey and research services to the wider community through
commissioned projects;
to provide hands-on exercises for students who are interested in survey
and research; and
to develop research initiatives that would enhance our understanding of
opinion formation and its impacts on decision-making.

The Programme is headed by a Director and is supported administratively
by the staff from the Office of Research and Staff Development.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS FOR POSTGRADUATE
DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Regulations Governing Research Postgraduate Studies
1.

Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee
The Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee of the Senate of
the University (hereinafter ''the Committee") shall administer and
manage all aspects of the progress of all candidatures as required in
these Regulations.

2.

General Conditions

2.1

The degree of Master of Philosophy (MPhil) or Doctor of Philosophy
(PhD) will be awarded by the University when a candidate has
successfully completed an approved programme of supervised research,
has presented a written thesis satisfying the requirements specified
for that award, and has successfully defended this thesis in the presence
of the examiners.

2.2

Normally the research work will be based in the University, but
exceptionally the Committee may consider and, if satisfied, approve
alternative arrangements.

3.

Admission of Students

3.1

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of MPhil
should normally:
(a) hold a relevant first or second class honours degree awarded by
Lingnan University or another tertiary education institution
recognised for this purpose by the University; or
(b) have obtained an equivalent qualification; or

(c) have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional
attainment.
3.2

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of PhD should
normally:
(a) hold a master's degree awarded by Lingnan University or another
tertiary education institution recognised for this purpose by the
University; or
(b) hold a relevant bachelor's degree of second class or above, and
have registered in a programme of study for a master's degree at
Lingnan University or another recognised tertiary education
institution for at least one year and have evidence of research
achievement; or
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(c) have obtained an equivalent qualification of (a) or (b) above; or
(d) have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional
attainment.

3.3

In addition to the above, an applicant must demonstrate a sufficient
command of the language (Chinese or English) in which the programme
of supervised research is to be conducted and the results presented.

3.4

The details of the applicant, the area of study and topic of the
applicant's programme, the proposed objectives of the investigation,
its relationship to previous work in the same field, and the methods of
approach must in all cases be outlined in the application. These will be
presented on a standard proforma provided by the Research and
Postgraduate Studies Committee.

3.5

The admission of a student to the University is based on academic
suitability and potential for a programme. There should be no
discrimination on the grounds of sex, age, race, religion, ethnic origin
or physical disability.

3.6

Physically handicapped applicants are assessed in accordance with
the same admission criteria. It is the intention of the University to
provide aid and support to students with disabilities as far as possible.
Applicants are therefore invited to contact the Registry for information
concerning existing facilities for disabled persons at the University.
Newly admitted students are also encouraged to inform the University
of their needs so that timely assistance may be provided.

4.

Registration

4.1

An applicant who is successful shall be allowed to register provisionally
for the degree of MPhil/PhD as either:
(a) a full-time candidate, or

(b) a part-time candidate.

He/She is required to register in person with the Registry on a specified
date and is considered to have been admitted on the date of his/her
first registration. Thereafter, he/she should present himself/herself for
registration on a specified date before the beginning of the first semester.
4.2

The Supervisor will inform the Committee whether the thesis will be
written in Chinese or English. At the same time, the Supervisor will be
required to state that suitable examiners are available.

4.3

For applicants to be admitted into full-time or part-time candidature
they must satisfy the Supervisor of their ability to complete the work
in the prescribed period.
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4.4

A candidate shall be attached to a Department of the University.

4.5

Arrangements for registration and re-registration shall be prescribed by
the Registrar.

4.6

A student who wishes to continue his/her study at the University but
fails to pay the prescribed fees after a lapse of ten days or fails to
register before the last day for registration without prior approval of
the Registrar is considered as having withdrawn from studies at the
University.

4.7

A student who for special reasons seeks permission for deferment of
his/her registration may apply in writing to the Registrar at least one
week before the specified date for registration. A fee for late registration
will be charged and the student is required to register by the deferred
registration date.

4.8

A student who wishes to change from full-time to part-time or vice
versa may apply in writing providing justifications. Such application
should be endorsed by his/her Supervisor, recommended by the
Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel concerned and approved by
the Committee. If approved, the period of study of the student will be
shortened or extended on a pro rata basis.

4.9

A full-time student of the University is not allowed to pursue
simultaneously any programme at another tertiary institution without
the prior permission of the Committee. A student in breach of this
regulation is subject to having his/her studies at the University
discontinued.

4.10

A full-time student is normally not allowed to take up any full-time
employment, paid or unpaid, during his/her period of study.

5.

Period of Study

5.1

The normal duration expected for the completion of an approved
programme of research leading to the degree of MPhil or PhD is as
follows:

Degree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

5.2
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Normal Period
2 years
3 years
3 years (with a relevant master's degree)
4 years (without a relevant master's degree)
5 years (with a relevant master's degree)
6 years (without a relevant master's degree)

Everyone associated with research degrees should endeavour to see
that students complete their degrees within these time frames.
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5.3

Subject to the discretion of the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee, the minimum period of research is as follows:
Degree
MPhil

PhD

5.4

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Minimum Period
18 months
30 months
30 months
42 months

Exceptionally, the period of registered research may be extended to a
maximum period as specified below:

Degree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Maximum- Period
36 months
48 months
60 months (with a relevant master's degree)
72 months (without a relevant master's degree)
84 months (with a relevant master's degree)
96 months (without a relevant master's degree)

5.5

Request for extension beyond the normal period of research has to be
made by the student, endorsed by his/her Supervisor, and approved by
the Committee.

5.6

Where application is made for permission to extend the period within
which the candidate may submit for examination, brief details of the
candidate's progress shall be presented, together with reasons for the
delay in completing the programme and the expected date of
completion.

5.7

Where the Committee agrees to the extension it may set a limit to the
period of research.

5.8

Students who continue study beyond the normal period of study shall
pay one-fourth of the full amount of tuition fee for the semester
concerned.

5.9

If a candidate has undertaken part of a research programme as a
registered candidate for a research degree in a university or such other
recognised institution of higher education, it may be possible for this
effort to be given some credit, providing it is relevant to the University
programme. In the event that some of this research has been published,
the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee will decide what
can be used in the University programme.

5.10

In such cases (5.9 above), an application should be made by the
candidate, explaining what work has been done and explaining its
relevance to the University programme. The maximum credit to be
given to such work, in the event such application has been approved,
shall not exceed 50% of the normal period of research.
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6.

Probationary Candidature

6.1

The candidatures of all students registered for the degree of MPhil/
PhD shall be regarded as probationary during the initial period of studies.

6.2

Within the initial 6 to 1 2 months for full-time students and 9 to 18
months for part-time students, a student must prepare an outline paper
for presentation at a topic-defence seminar and submit a report on
research progress to his/her Supervisor.

6.3

The Supervisor will submit to the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee an assessment report on the student together with the
progress report. The Committee will then,
(a)

confirm the candidature; or

(b)

extend the period of probationary candidature by a further, and
final, period of 6 months; or

(c)

request the student to transfer from PhD to MPhil candidature, or
recommend the student to transfer from MPhil to PhD candidature,
provided that the student meets the admission requirements of
PhD programmes; or

(d)

recommend termination of candidature to the Senate.

7.

Transfer of Candidature

7.1

A student may transfer from the candidature of PhD to MPhil provided
that such a transfer takes place before the student gives the notice of
intention to present a thesis as stipulated under Regulation 14.1.

7.2

A student may transfer from the candidature of MPhil to PhD when he/
she has completed at least the first year of his/her study and provided
that the student meets the admission requirements of PhD and that
such transfer takes place before the student gives the notice of intention
to present a thesis as stipulated under Regulation 14.1.

7.3

The transfer of candidature should be approved by the Research and
Postgraduate Studies Committee on the recommendation of the
Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel of the programme concerned.

7.4

A transfer student shall date the period of study from the date of
commencement of his/her study of the original programme.
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8.

Fees

8.1

A student shall be required to pay such fees as may be determined by
the University from time to time.

8.2

Tuition fees are payable in two equal instalments before the start of
the first and second semesters.

9.

Leave of Absence

9.1

A candidate who wishes to be absent from his/her studies for three
weeks or more must apply in writing to the Committee through his/her
Supervisor for leave of absence, if possible, one month before the
intended commencement date of leave.

9.2

Leave of absence may be granted for a maximum period of 1 2 months.

9.3

Any periods of leave of absence taken shall not be included as part of
the period of study.

9.4

Students approved to take leave of absence during part of a semester
period shall pay the full amount of tuition fee for the semester. In the
case of a student being given approval to take leave of absence for the
whole semester, no tuition fee need to be paid for the semester
concerned.

10.

Withdrawal

10.1

A student who wishes to leave the University before graduation must
seek official withdrawal from the University. The student should
complete and submit an application form obtainable from the Registry.

10.2

Approval will be granted by the Registrar only after proper clearance
by the Director of Student Services, the Librarian and the Comptroller.

10.3

A student who has been absent without leave for a period exceeding
thirty days in the aggregate in any semester will be considered as
having unofficially withdrawn from studies at the University.

11.

Termination of Candidature
The Senate may, on the recommendation of the Committee, terminate
a candidature at any time on the grounds of the candidate's
unsatisfactory performance or failure to comply with these Regulations.
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12.

Supervision and Progress

12.1

At the time of admission to probationary candidature, the Research
and Postgraduate Studies Panel of the programme concerned in
consultation with the Head of the relevant Department shall make a
recommendation to the Committee for the appointment of a full-time
member of the academic staff as the Supervisor of the candidate.

12.2

The Supervisor of a PhD student should be a full-time academic staff
member holding an Associate Professor or equivalent rank or above
and should have held a relevant PhD degree or equivalent for at least
one year.

12.3

The Supervisor of an MPhil student should be a full-time academic
staff member holding an Assistant Professor or equivalent rank or
above, and in addition should either

12.4

(a)

have held a relevant PhD degree or equivalent for at least one
year, or

(b)

have held a relevant master’s degree by research (e.g. MPhil) for
at least three years, and have
(i) successfully supervised or co-supervised an MPhil thesis or
equivalent, or
(ii) successfully supervised an MPhil thesis or equivalent at another
institution.

A full-time academic staff member who does not meet the above
conditions (1 2.2 or 1 2.3) may

(a)

in exceptional circumstances, be recommended by the Research
and Postgraduate Studies Panel of the programme concerned in
consultation with the Head of the Department, for appointment by
the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee, with
consideration being based mainly on experience in research; or

(b)

only act as a co-supervisor together with another supervisor who
satisfies the above conditions or has been exceptionally approved.

12.5

In exceptional circumstances, a visiting/honorary staff member who
meets other appointment criteria can be appointed the Supervisor.

12.6

Supervisors will closely guide their candidates in the early phases of
their research and thereafter will be responsible for helping them to
work independently.

1 2.7

A further role of the Supervisor is to keep the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee aware of the progress made by the candidate, and
of any significant modifications to the programme, and to make
recommendations relating to probationary periods, transfer of
candidature and the examination of the candidate.
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12.8

All students are required to submit via his/her Supervisor a progress
report on an annual basis until they complete their theses. The Supervisor
shall submit to the Committee, together with the annual progress
report, an assessment report on his/her student in June (the last
assessment report shall tie in with the report on the performance of
the candidate during his/her research studies stipulated in Regulation
16.2), making recommendation as to whether the student shall be
permitted to proceed and, where appropriate, requested to transfer
from PhD to MPhil or recommended to transfer from MPhil to PhD.

12.9

All students are also required to present their research findings in a
seminar a few months prior to the date of oral examination (as referred
to under Regulation 16.1). Additional presentation seminars may be
arranged in between the two mandatory ones, i.e. the topic-defence
seminar during the probation period and the seminar on research findings
before oral examination.

12.10 Where the Supervisor is absent from the University for a period of six
weeks or more, the Committee shall, on the advice of the Research
and Postgraduate Studies Panel concerned, make alternative
supervisory arrangements for the period of absence.

13.

Change of Circumstances
A candidate shall be required to report to the Supervisor and the Registrar
any material alteration in his/her circumstances which may affect the
candidature.

14.

Presentation of Thesis

14.1

A candidate who wishes to be examined for the degree of MPhil/PhD
shall, by agreement with the Supervisor, give notice to the Committee
of his/her intention to present a thesis at least three months in advance
of the intended date of presentation. The candidate shall at the same
time indicate the title of the thesis, and submit an abstract of 200 —
500 words on its content for an MPhil thesis or not more than 500
English words or 800 Chinese words for a PhD thesis. The notice shall
be accompanied by the prescribed fee.

14.2

A candidate may present a thesis only after the expiry of the minimum
duration of the prescribed period of research.

14.3

Where a candidate has not presented a thesis by the expiry of the
maximum duration of the period of research, the Committee may, on
the recommendation of the Supervisor, permit the candidate to present
a thesis at a later date, stipulating the final date after which presentation
will not be permitted. This period shall not exceed 12 months.

14.4

Having given proper notice, the candidate shall subsequently present
to the Registrar through his/her Supervisor four copies of a thesis
embodying the results of the research undertaken, subject to the
following expectations:
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(a)

An MPhil thesis shall represent a worthwhile contribution to the
knowledge or understanding of the field of learning within which
the subject of the thesis falls, while a PhD thesis shall represent a
substantial original contribution to the knowledge or understanding
of the field of learning within which the subject of the thesis falls.

(b)

The thesis shall contain an abstract summarising the content of
the thesis.

(c)

The thesis shall not incorporate work published by the candidate
prior to his/her registration unless this has been approved by the
Committee.

(d)

The thesis shall be the candidate's own account of his/her research
and shall be accompanied by a declaration to this effect signed by
the candidate.

(e)

The thesis must include a statement of the candidate's objectives
and must acknowledge published or other sources of material which
have been drawn upon in the preparation of the thesis and any
assistance received.

(f)

The text of an MPhil thesis shall usually not exceed 40,000 English
words or 60,000 Chinese characters while the text of a PhD thesis
shall usually not exceed 100,000 English words or 1 50,000 Chinese
characters (excluding tabulated data, diagrams and appendices).
Any major deviation from this guideline will require the approval of
the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee based on a
recommendation from the Supervisor.

(g)

The presentation of the thesis shall conform to the Regulations
Governing the Format of Theses.

14.5

Two hard copies and one electronic copy of the approved thesis shall
become the property of the University.

14.6

The copyright of the thesis is vested in the candidate.

14.7

Where a candidate or the attached Department wishes the thesis to
remain confidential for a period of time after completion of the work,
application for approval must be made to the Committee at the time of
giving notice of intention to present the thesis. In cases where the
need for confidentiality emerges at a subsequent stage, special
application for the thesis to remain confidential after submission must
be made immediately. The period approved shall not normally exceed
two years.

14.8

Where the Committee has agreed that the confidential nature of the
candidate's work is such as to preclude the thesis from being made
freely available in the University Library or the library of the attached
Department immediately on completion of the programme of work,
the thesis shall be held on restricted access for a time not exceeding
the approved period.
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15.

Appointment of Examiners

15.1

After a candidate has given notice of intention to present a thesis, a
Panel of Examiners shall be appointed. The Panel shall comprise:

(a) A Chairman of the Panel who should be a member of staff of the
University preferably at the Associate Professor level or above.
The Chairman shall be responsible for conducting the examination
of the candidate and shall have no vote in the decision of the
examiners.
(b) Three other examiners: two internal and one external. The Supervisor
of the candidate shall be ipso facto one of the internal examiners.
They should be at the Assistant Professor level or above, preferably
at the Associate Professor level or above for PhD theses. Each of
them shall have a vote in the decision of the examiners.

15.2

The Convener of the Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel
concerned shall, in consultation with the Head of the candidate's
Department and the Supervisor of the candidate, make a
recommendation to the Committee for the appointment of the Chairman
and the internal examiners.

15.3

The Supervisor of the candidate shall in consultation with the Head of
the candidate's Department nominate the external examiner for
endorsement of the Committee and appointment of the Senate.

1 5.4

Examiners should have expertise relevant to the research work.
Examiners other than the Supervisor must have no supervisory
relationship with the candidate.

15.5

An external member should have no close links with the University or
the department of the candidate. He/She shall not be staff of the
University and shall not serve concurrently as a member of the Advisory
Board concerned, or have taught on the prog ram me/courses offered
by the department of the candidate in the last three years.

15.6

The candidate's co-supervisor(s), if any, shall not be appointed as an
examiner, but will be invited to be present throughout the oral
examination.

1 5.7

No person who is registered for a higher degree may act as an examiner.

16.

Examinations

16.1

A candidate for the degree of MPhil/PhD shall undergo an oral
examination of his/her thesis by the Panel of Examiners. All
examinations shall normally take place in Hong Kong.
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16.2

The Supervisor will be required to write a report on the performance of
the candidate during his/her research studies, which may include a
recommendation report for consideration by the Panel of Examiners.
This report will be considered by the Panel of Examiners in conjunction
with the thesis.

16.3

The Panel of Examiners will decide on the time and location of the
examination, which will normally occur within three months of the
receipt of the thesis from the Supervisor.

1 6.4

The focus of the oral examination will be on:

(a)

the candidate's knowledge and understanding of the thesis thereby
assuring the Examiners that the thesis is the candidate's own
work;

(b)

the clarity and competence of the research investigations, results
and conclusions; and

(c)

the contribution of the research to the field of knowledge.

1 6.5

Additional forms of examination to the oral may be employed if the
Panel of Examiners believes that special circumstances can justify this
arrangement. In these cases the candidate must be given adequate
notice to be able to prepare for the new form of examination.

16.6

In the event that one of the internal examiners cannot attend the
examination, telephone conference shall be arranged where possible,
or else an alternative examiner can be appointed by the Committee, in
order to avoid any great delay in the process.

1 6.7

In case the external examiner is from overseas, telephone conference
shall be arranged where possible, or else a local academic from outside
the University shall be appointed as his/her representative.

17.

Report of the Panel of Examiners

17.1

Having completed its examination of the thesis and the candidate, the
Panel of Examiners shall report to the Committee. The reports shall be
confidential to the Committee and to the Senate.

17.2

The Panel of Examiners shall confer after the examination and agree
on making one of the following recommendations:

(a) that the degree of MPhil/PhD be awarded; or
(b) that the degree of MPhil/PhD be awarded subject to the candidate
making minor amendments to the thesis to the satisfaction of the
Chairman of the Panel by a specified date, normally within 3 months;
or
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(c) that the degree of MPhil/PhD be awarded subject to the candidate
making major amendments to the thesis to the satisfaction of the
Panel by a specified date, normally within 6 months; or
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(d) that the degree of MPhil/PhD not be awarded but that the candidate
be permitted to present a revised thesis and to present himself/
herself for examination again within 12 months; or

(e) for PhD examination only, that the degree of MPhil be awarded
subject to the candidate making minor amendments to the thesis
to the satisfaction of the Chairman of the Panel, as the thesis is
below the standard expected of a PhD thesis but is considered to
have fulfilled the standard required for an MPhil degree; or

(f) for PhD examination only, that the degree of MPhil be awarded
subject to the candidate making major amendments to the thesis
to the satisfaction of the Panel, as the thesis is below the standard
expected of a PhD thesis but is considered to have fulfilled the
standard required for an MPhil degree; or
(g) that the degree of MPhil/PhD not be awarded and the candidature
be terminated.

The Panel is not required to recommend a grade for the thesis but has
the option to indicate whether it is an outstanding thesis.
17.3

For recommendations (b) to (g) above, the Chairman of the Panel of
Examiners will be required to write a report detailing the specific
deficiencies and where appropriate specify the conditions that must
be met before a resubmission could be made. This report will be sent
to the candidate and the Supervisor, who will have the responsibility
for informing the Committee what action will be taken.

17.4

In the event that there is no consensus among examiners on the
recommendation to be made, the Chairman shall additionally report on
the case for the decision of the Committee. In his/her report, the
Chairman shall be impartial and summarise the results.

17.5

Each examiner shall submit within one week after the examination an
individually completed thesis assessment report, giving comments on
the thesis and suggestions for revising the thesis.

17.6

After considering the reports of the Panel of Examiners, the Committee
shall make a recommendation to the Senate.

17.7

Where the Senate accepts a recommendation made under the terms
of Regulation 17.2(b)-(f), the Supervisor shall be responsible for
confirming that the amendments required by the Panel have been
made.
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18.

Re-examination

1 8.1

Where the Senate accepts a recommendation made under the terms
of Regulation 1 7.2(d), the candidate shall be permitted to present one
resubmission only. It must take place within 1 2 months of the date of
the first recommendation of the Panel of Examiners. If further work
needs to be done within the following semester period, the student
shall be required to register and pay tuition fees for the semester
concerned.

18.2

The arrangements and rules for the re-examination shall be as if the
candidate were being examined for the first time, unless the Senate,
on the original recommendation of the Committee, has excused the
candidate from a further oral examination.

18.3

The Panel of Examiners for the re-examination shall be the same as for
the first examination, unless otherwise determined by the Committee.

1 8.4

A candidate who has failed to satisfy the Panel of Examiners in a re
examination shall not be permitted to present himself/herself for re
examination on a further occasion.

19.

Appeals

19.1

Appeals against a recommendation of a Panel of Examiners shall be
made in writing to the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee
within 10 days.

19.2

Appeals against a recommendation of the Committee shall be made in
writing to the Senate within 10 days of the announcement of the
recommendation concerned.

1 9.3

Senate will be the final stage of appeal within the University.

20.

Academic Dress for Graduates

20.1

Gown

20.1.1 PhD graduates - A maroon robe with a 7.5 cm width of black velvet
facing outlined on both sides edged with bright gold cord braid. Bell
shaped sleeves with three stripes of black velvet edged with bright
gold cord braid.
20.1.2 MPhil graduates - A blue robe with a 7.5 cm width of black velvet
facing outlined on both sides edged with bright silver cord braid. Bell
shaped sleeves with two stripes of black velvet edged with bright
silver cord braid.

20.2

Hood

20.2.1 PhD graduates - A maroon hood of 110 cm long with red and grey silk
lining throughout, edged with a 7.5 cm width of velvet in black.
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20.2.2 MPhil graduates - A blue hood of 110 cm long with red and grey silk
lining throughout, edged with a 7.5 cm width of velvet in black.
20.3

Cap

20.3.1 PhD graduates - A round black velvet bonnet with a gold tassel.

20.3.2 MPhil graduates - A black cap of mortar-board pattern with a silver
tassel.

21.

Testimonials

21.1

A student who wishes to have a letter certifying his/her student status
or attendance records may apply to the Registry for such a testimonial.

21.2

A student who wishes to have a personal recommendation or reference
letter should approach a teacher who knows him/her well, usually his/
her Supervisor.

22.

Transcripts

22.1

A student who wishes to apply for transfer or admission to another
educational institution or for employment may apply to the Registry
for an official transcript.

22.2

An official transcript shows the relevant particulars of a student, title
of his/her programme, grades obtained, postgraduate studentships,
academic awards and disciplinary actions taken, if any.

22.3

An official transcript will be sent direct by the Registry to the institution
or prospective employer upon the student's request and payment of
the prescribed fees and postage.

22.4

An official transcript is not issued to a student as a personal copy or to
any private individual.

22.5

Official transcripts shall not be issued to students who have not
completed a semester of study.

22.6

A student who has pursued the programme for less than six months or
has unofficially withdrawn from the University or has unpaid accounts
or obligations due to the University will not be issued any transcript or
testimonial.

23.

Academic Awards

23.1

By virtue of the Lingnan University Ordinance, Lingnan University is
empowered to confer Degrees upon the approval of the University
Senate on students who have fulfilled the requirements of an approved
programme of study.

23.2

Degrees are conferred at the annual Congregation.
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23.3

The certification of an academic award is in both Chinese and English
and shows the full name of the recipient, the title of the award and the
title of the study programme concerned.

23.4

The certificate of award bears the signatures of the Chairman of the
Council, the President and the Registrar of the University, and the
University seal.

23.5

The University may withhold the conferment of an academic award to
a student who has unpaid accounts due to the University, who has
unreturned materials on loan due to the University Library, or who has
not met any other obligations due to the University.

24.

Disciplinary Action

24.1

The Student Disciplinary Committee may, as a result of its inquiry or
investigation, take disciplinary action against a student who violates
any rule or regulation of the University or commit any misconduct,
such as:
(a) collusion, falsification of data, and plagiarism in written assignments/
thesis writing;

(b) dishonesty in connection with tests or examinations, or violation of
any rules or regulations governing the conduct of examinations;

(c) falsification or misuse of University documents or records;
(d) wilful misrepresentations or false statements made in any application
or document submitted to the University or to other organisations
via the University;

(e) defamation of or assault on or battery against any student or staff
member of the University;

(f) failure to comply with any regulations or orders by authorised persons
or bodies prohibiting any conduct which disrupts teaching, study,
research or administration of the University;
(g> damage to or defacement of any property of the University;
(h> fraud, theft, or misuse of University funds or property of any kind;
(i) any conduct which is detrimental to the reputation and well-being
of the University;
(j) an offence of an immoral or disgraceful nature of which the student
has been convicted in a court of law.
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24.2

Disciplinary action referred to in Regulation 24.1 may take the form of
any of the following penalties in accordance with the nature and
seriousness of the offence:
(a) a reprimand;
(b) suspension from part or all of the rights and privileges and/or the
use of part or all of the facilities of the University for a specified
period of time;

(c) compensation for any damage to property or premises caused in
the University;
(d) a demerit. A total of three demerits may result in the termination
of studies at the University;
(e) a fine (not exceeding one thousand Hong Kong Dollars);

(f) University service;
(g) suspension from the University for a specified period of time; or
(h) termination of studies at the University.

24.3

Penalties (e) to (h) may be imposed only with the approval of the
Senate. Minor penalty, i.e. a reprimand, or suspension from part or all
of the rights and privileges and/or the use of part or all of the facilities
of the University for a period of not more than a week, may be imposed
by the Head of the Department/Unit concerned after consultation with
the Director of Student Services or his/her representative, or vice versa.

24.4

A student, on being informed of a decision to take disciplinary action
against him/her may within seven days appeal to the President, who
will refer the case to the Appeals Committee. The decision of the
Appeals Committee will be final.

24.5

Penalties imposed on a student may be entered into the transcript of
his/her academic records.

25.

Exceptions
Any departures from these Regulations shall be considered as exceptions
and must be approved by the Senate.
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Regulations Governing the Format of Theses
1.

Applicability
These regulations shall apply to theses, dissertations and published
work submitted for Master's and Doctorate degrees and should be read
in conjunction with the regulations governing those degrees. Hereinafter, the
term ''thesis” shall be understood to include a thesis, a dissertation, and
published work submitted for the degrees of Master and Doctor of
Philosophy.

2.

Number of Copies

2.1

For examination purposes, a candidate is required to submit four copies
of a thesis.

2.2

After the examination and making any necessary amendments to the thesis,
a candidate is required to submit two hard copies and one electronic
copy of the approved thesis. One of the hard copies will be lodged in
the University Library, and one in the library of the candidate's Department.
No award shall be made to the candidate until these arrangements have
been completed.

2.3

The following regulations shall apply to each copy of a thesis submitted.

3.

Form

3.1

The thesis shall be presented in a permanent and legible form either
in original type script, plain paper photocopy, or a comparably permanent
process.

3.2

International A4 size (21 cm. x 30 cm.) opaque paper of good quality
shall be used for each copy of the thesis. Exceptionally, paper other
than international A4 size may be used when the nature of the thesis
requires it.

3.3

The thesis, whether presented in Chinese or English, shall be arranged
in such a way that it opens out to the left. In any case, the words
shall be typed across the page from left to right and on one side of the
page only.
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3.4

If the thesis is presented in English, the lower-case x-height of letters
(i.e. the actual height of a lower-case '、x〃 of the particular font used as
it appears on the page) shall not be significantly larger or smaller than
2 mm. If the thesis is presented in Chinese, the size of the characters
shall be between 3 and 4 mm.

3.5

Double or one-and-a-half spacing shall be used, except for the
abstract, indented quotations, footnotes and bibliography where single
spacing shall be used.

3.6

The margin at the binding edge shall be 40 mm. and other margins
shall be 25 mm. This shall also apply to material presented under the
provisions of Regulations 3.15 and 3.16. Exceptionally, margins of a
different width may be used when the nature of the thesis requires it.

3.7

The thesis shall, unless otherwise specified by the Research and
Postgraduate Studies Committee, consist of the following ordered
elements.

3.7.1 The Preliminaries, or Front Matter
a)
b)
(c)

d
e
f

(g)
(h)
(i)⑴
(k)

o
m

Title Page
Abstract
Declaration of Originality
Approval Sheet
Copyright Page (optional)
Table of Contents
List of Tables (if any)
List of Figures (if any)
List of Plates (if any)
List of Symbols (if any)
List of Abbreviations (if any)
Preface (optional)
Acknowledgements (optional)

3.7.2 The Text, or Body
3.7.3 Reference Materials, or Back Matter
a)
b)
(c)
(d)
(e

Appendices (if any)
Glossary (if any)
Endnotes (if any)
Bibliography or List of Works Cited
Index (optional)
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3.8

All the elements listed in Regulation 3.7 are counted as pages of the
thesis, with the exception of the abstract, the declaration of originality,
the approval sheet, and the copyright page. Pages shall be numbered
through the thesis at the bottom centre of the page. All pages of the
preliminaries shall be given lower case Roman numerals, with the
exception of the title page, abstract, declaration of originality, approval
sheet and copyright page, which shall be unnumbered. All other pages
of the text and reference materials shall be given Arabic numerals.

3.9

The title page is the first page of the thesis and shall give the following
information:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

if the thesis is presented in English, the title of the thesis in
BLOCK capitals
the full name of the candidate (if the thesis is presented in English,
the surname shall be in BLOCK capitals, followed by the Chinese
given names and then the English Christian name, if any)
the degree for which the thesis is submitted
the name ''Lingnan University”
the year of submission

3.10 The abstract, which should be 200-500 words in length for an MPhil
thesis and not more than 500 English words or 800 Chinese words for
a PhD thesis, shall include a statement of the problem or issue, a brief
description of the research method and design, major findings and
their significance, and the conclusions. It shall show the title of the
thesis, the full name of the candidate, and the degree for which
the thesis is submitted. The text of the abstract shall be single-spaced
throughout.
3.1 1 The declaration of originality page shall contain a statement made
and signed by the candidate to the effect that the thesis is the
candidate's own account of his/her research.
3.12 The approval sheet gives information on the composition of the Panel
of Examiners and the approval of the Chairman of the Research and
Postgraduate Studies Committee on behalf of the Senate.
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3.13 For writing other parts of the thesis, the candidate is strongly advised to
make reference to appropriate works* acceptable to the Research
and Postgraduate Studies Committee.
3.14 Wherever practicable, tables, diagrams, maps, illustrations, computer
printouts, photographs, and published papers shall be placed at a
point accompanying the corresponding text, and placed so that they
can be read from the outside inwards.
3.15 Folded diagrams or charts included in the text shall be arranged so as
to open out to the right.
3.16 Photographic prints shall be on single weight paper or permanently
mounted on cartridge paper for binding and shall be securely fixed in
the thesis.

3.1 7 Illustrative material which cannot be conveniently bound in the text,
such as maps and slides, shall be packaged in such a way that it can
be bound with the thesis. If the amount of such material is substantial,
it shall be gathered into a supplementary volume and packaged in a rigid
container similar in format to the bound thesis. All loose material shall be
marked with the candidate's name and degree for which the work is
submitted so that it can be readily linked with the thesis.

4.

Binding

4.1

Each copy of the thesis submitted shall be bound in one volume, unless
otherwise required as in Regulation 3.17.

4.2

Each copy of the thesis submitted for examination purposes shall be
in a temporary ''perfect" binding. On the front cover, the title of the
thesis, the full name of the candidate, the degree for which the work is
submitted, the name ''Lingnan University”, and the year of submission
shall appear and be arranged in the same manner as that for a permanent
bound copy as described in Regulation 4.4. The words ''Temporary Binding
for Examination Purposes" shall be lettered at the top of the front cover.

* Recommended works include:
1. Campbell, W.G., S.V. Ballou and C. Slade, Form and Style: Theses, Reports, Term
Papers, latest edition, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company.
2. Turabian, Kate L., A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations,
latest edition, The University of Chicago Press.
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4.3

Each copy of the thesis of a successful candidate shall be bound in
boards covered in grey material. The binding shall be of a fixed kind
with leaves permanently and appropriately secured.

4.4

The outside front cover shall bear in gold lettering all in BLOCK capitals
(if the thesis is presented in English) the title of the thesis, the full name
of the candidate, the degree for which the thesis is submitted, the name
''Lingnan University”，and the year of submission.

4.5

The spine shall bear in gold lettering:
(a)
(b)

(c)

20 mm. from the bottom and across - LINGNAN UNIVERSITY
80 mm. from the bottom and across - the degree and year of
submission, e.g. MPHIL/PHD 2001; and
evenly spaced between the statement of the degree and the top
of the spine and across - the title of the thesis, which can be
written in more than one line or abbreviated, followed by the
name of the candidate.

4.6

Where lettering runs down the spine, it shall be printed in such a
direction that it is upright when the thesis is lying flat with the front
cover uppermost.

4.7

The candidate shall have his/her thesis bound by outside binderies at
his/her own expense.

5.

Exemption
Where a candidate would meet with serious difficulty in complying
with any of the provisions of these regulations, he/she may apply to the
Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee for exemption from a
particular regulation(s).

6.

Further Advice
A candidate who requires further advice on the interpretation of these
regulations should consult the Registrar.
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Regulations Governing Taught Master's Degree
Programmes
1.

Rules and Regulations

1.1

Students are required to comply with all the rules and regulations
stipulated by the University.

1.2

The University may from time to time make new rules and regulations
or make amendments to existing rules and regulations. The Registrar
will promulgate new rules and regulations and amendments to them
by notices on University notice boards. Updated regulations should
be regarded as the final authority.

1.3

The Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee of the Senate
of the University (hereinafter ''the Committee") shall administer and
manage all aspects of the progress of all students as required in
these Regulations.

1.4

Exemptions from the regulations, which may be made in exceptional
cases or under special circumstances, are subject to approval by the
Senate.

2.

The Academic Year
The University academic year starts at the beginning of September
and ends at the end of August in the following calendar year. The
academic year consists of two semesters, each covering
approximately 1 5 weeks of academic activities; and where necessary
there may be a summer term. The actual semester beginning and
ending dates may however vary among programmes.

3.

Admission of Students

3.1

An applicant for admission to the postgraduate Diploma/Master's
Degree shall normally
(a) hold a relevant first or second class honours degree awarded by
Lingnan University or another tertiary institution recognised for
this purpose by the University; or

(b) have obtained the equivalent qualification; or
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(c) have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional
attainment.
3.2

Applicants must have fulfilled the programme entrance requirements
stipulated for individual study programmes.

3.3

The admission of a student to the University is based on academic
suitability and potential for a programme. There should be no
discrimination on the grounds of sex, age, race, religion, ethnic origin
or physical disability.

3.4

Physically handicapped applicants are assessed in accordance with
the same admission criteria. It is the intention of the University to
provide aid and support to student with disabilities as far as possible.
Applicants are therefore invited to contact the Registry for information
concerning existing facilities for disabled persons at the University.
Newly admitted students are also encouraged to inform the University
of their needs so that timely assistance may be provided.

4.

Student Classification

4.1

A student is designated as a Year 1, Year 2, Year 3, Year 4 or Year
5 student respectively in his/her first, second, third, fourth or fifth
year of study at the University.

4.2

A student is respectively classified as a full-time or part-time student
if he/she pursues a full-time or part-time postgraduate programme.

5.

Registration

5.1

An applicant who has been offered admission to an approved
programme of study is required to register with the Registry on a
specified date and is considered to have been admitted to such
programme on the date of his/her first registration. Thereafter, the
student should register on the specified date before the beginning of
each subsequent semester until he/she graduates.

5.2

Registration includes payment of the fees due and enrolment and
selection of courses/sections. An applicant who fails to pay the
prescribed fees or register on the relevant specified dates is considered
as having forgone his/her place offered by the University. A student
who wishes to continue his/her study at the University but fails to
pay the prescribed fees after a lapse of ten days or fails to register
before the last day for registration is considered as having withdrawn
from studies at the University.
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5.3

An applicant or a student is deemed to have been registered only
after he/she has completed the registration procedure for the semester
concerned.

5.4

A student is required to pay the prescribed amount of tuition fee and
all other relevant fees. Part-time students are not eligible for
scholarships or financial aid of the University.

5.5

A student who for special reasons seeks permission for deferment
of his/her registration may apply in writing to the Registrar at least
one week before the specified date for registration. A fee for late
registration will be charged.

5.6

Students must follow registration procedures and any special
instructions issued by the Registrar. They should familiarise
themselves with the University regulations and the curricular structure
of their programmes. They should pay particular attention to course
and credit requirements, prerequisites for courses, and graduation
requirements.

5.7

Each student is responsible for the accuracy of information he/she
gives on the course enrolment form, which is the official record of
course enrolment. Credits will not be granted for any course in
which a student has not formally enrolled.

5.8

Upon first registration, each student is issued with a Student Identity
Card free of charge. The student should take good care of the card.
A fee will be charged for each replacement card.

5.9

A full-time student of the University is not allowed to pursue
simultaneously any programme at another tertiary institution. A
student in breach of this regulation is subject to having his/her studies
at the University discontinued.

5.10

A full-time student should not take up any full-time employment,
paid or unpaid, during the semester.

6.

Period of Study

6.1

The normal study period for a programme will be specified in its
programme curriculum.
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6.2

A student is required to fulfil all the requirements for graduation
within five years, including any periods of leave of absence and
extension of studies.

6.3

A student who for non-academic reasons intends to extend his/her
period of study beyond the prescribed maximum number of years
stipulated in 6.2 above is required to obtain prior permission from the
Senate.

7.

Course Requirements

7.1

A student is required to complete before graduation 30 or more
credits of courses as stipulated in the curriculum concerned.

7.2

A course is normally of 3 credits and should include approximately
40 hours of class contact or equivalent work.

7.3

A student should take courses in the order specified in the curriculum
concerned unless a written application for doing otherwise has been
approved by the Programme Director or Head/Director of the
Department/Language Institute concerned.

7.4

If there is a prerequisite for a course, a student must meet it before
taking the course concerned.

7.5

If there is a co-requisite for a course, a student must take both
courses in the same semester.

7.6

If a course has another course as an exclusion under the situation
when the two courses overlap significantly in content, a student is
allowed to enrol only in one of the two courses during his/her period
of study, unless he/she fails any one. Should the course be a required
course in his/her programme, he/she is not allowed to enrol in the
other course except otherwise approved as a substitute of the required
course as prescribed by Regulation 12.6.

7.7

In exceptional circumstances, requirements specified in Regulations
7.4-7.6 above may be waived at the discretion of the Programme
Director or Head/Director of the Department/Language Institute
concerned.
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8.

Change of Personal Particulars

8.1

A student should retain the full names entered on his/her Hong Kong
Identity Card or Passport. Under special circumstances, however, a
student may obtain from the Registry an application form for changing
personal particulars, complete and return it to the Registry, together
with the following documents:
(a)

written consent from the applicant's parent or guardian, if the
applicant is under the age of 21, and

(b)

a copy of the applicant's Hong Kong Identity Card or passport,
carrying the new name intended to be registered with the
University, and

(c)

a copy of the applicant's statutory declaration and/or birth
certificate.

8.2

A student should inform the Registry immediately of any change of
address or other particulars.

9.

Course Exemption

9.1

A student who has passed public, professional, or other examinations
recognised by the University or has successfully completed a similar
course may apply for exemption from taking the corresponding courses
offered by the University.

9.2

If the exemption is approved, credits will be granted. No grade will
be given but all exempted courses will be shown in the student's
transcript.

9.3

Normally, a student may not be granted more than 50% of the
required number of credits for the academic award.

9.4

The student is required to obtain from the Registry an application
form for course exemption, complete and submit it to the Head/
Director of Department/Language Institute offering the course. The
application should be approved by the Head/Director of the
Department/Language Institute/Programme Director concerned who
should return it to the Registry within two weeks after the beginning
of a semester. All such applications for course exemption must be
accompanied by original supporting documents and their photocopies.
The Registry will return the original supporting documents to the
applicant after inspection.
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9.5

A student should not enrol in courses for which he/she has been
granted exemption. If the student has enrolled in a course and is
subsequently granted exemption, he/she is not required to apply to
drop the exempted course.

10.

Adding and Dropping Courses and Changing Courses/Sections

10.1

A student who wishes to add or drop a course or change a course or
section of a course after registration must complete a prescribed
form obtainable from the Registry. The deadline is two weeks after
the beginning of the semester concerned.

10.2

The student is required to obtain the endorsement of the teachers
involved and the approval of the Heads/Director of the Departments/
Language Institute/ Programme Director concerned.

10.3

If the application is approved, the student must return the form with
the signatures of endorsement and approval to the Registry by the
specified deadline. Only under very special circumstances may a
student apply in writing to both the Head of his/her Department/
Programme Director and the Registrar for permission to add or drop
a course after the stipulated deadline, but no student is allowed to
drop a course after a lapse of one-third of the semester.

10.4

A transaction fee will be charged for each entry to be altered if the
application is approved. If the change is initiated by a teacher, no
fee will be charged.

10.5

A student who adds a course or changes a course or section of a
course without going through the prescribed procedure will not be
given a grade or credits for the course.

10.6

A student who drops a course without going through the prescribed
procedure will be given an ''F" grade for the course.

11.

Class Attendance and Leave of Absence

11.1

A student should attend required lectures, tutorials and other class
activities, tests and examinations and complete the work assigned
by the teachers of the courses in which the student has enrolled.
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11.2

Students are expected to attend classes and other class activities
punctually and regularly, to the satisfaction of the lecturers of courses.
Each course may have specific requirements for student attendance.
Appropriate sanctions, where necessary, would be approved by the
Board of Examiners* concerned.

11.3

A student who wishes to obtain leave of absence of more than three
weeks should obtain prior permission from the programme concerned
on the basis of a written application, stating the reasons for seeking
leave of absence.

11.4

Leave of absence may be granted for a maximum period of 1 2 months.
Any periods of leave of absence taken shall be included as part of
the period of study.

11.5

In case of illness or other serious emergencies, a student who has
been granted leave of absence may apply to the Programme Director/
Heads/Director of the Departments/Language Institute concerned
for permission to carry out make-up work for assignments, tests and
examinations. Such applications are subject to approval by the
Programme Director/Heads/Director of the Departments/ Language
Institute in consultation with the teachers concerned.

11.6

A student whose accumulated leave of absence exceeds one-third
of the semester should not be assessed and awarded credits for the
courses enrolled in the semester.

11.7

A student may be required to take leave of absence if the condition
of the student's health will constitute a definite hazard to the
University community. Such a student should seek appropriate
treatment. After the prescribed period of absence and before the
student applies to resume classes, he/she should obtain a certificate
signed by a registered medical doctor, stating that the student no
longer constitutes a hazard to the University community.

* For the programmes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies,
English, Philosophy and Translation, all examination matters will be dealt with by the
Department Board concerned. For courses offered by the Language Institute,

examination matters will be handled by the Staff Committees of its Centres.
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12.

Course Assessment

12.1

A student is assessed for every course in which he/she has enrolled
in the form of any one or any combination of the following: class
work, written assignment, laboratory work, field work, research
papers, projects, tests, written examinations, oral examinations and
any other method(s) of academic assessment. They may be required
to submit a thesis/project report covering an element of research or
creative work as defined by the respective programme requirements.

12.2

A student is required to complete all the course work and take all the
prescribed tests and examinations.

12.3

A student who fails to attend a test or an examination without a
good reason will not be given marks for that test or examination and
no supplementary assessment will be given.

12.4

A student who is unable to sit for an examination but has medical or
other compelling reasons acceptable to the Department/Language
Institute responsible for the course concerned may apply in writing
with documentary evidence to the Department/Language Institute
concerned for a supplementary assessment. The application should
be made at the earliest possible moment and no later than one week
after the examination concerned was held.

12.5

Reassessment of a failed course is not allowed, except under
extenuating circumstances.

12.6

A student who has failed in a required course must retake it or take
a substitute course approved in writing by the Department/Language
Institute concerned.

12.7

A student who has failed an elective course may retake it or take an
alternative elective in a subsequent semester.

12.8

A student may retake a failed course only twice.

12.9

A student is not allowed to retake any course (for credits) which he/
she has previously taken and passed.

12.10

Regulations concerning the Grading System and calculations of
Semester and Cumulative Grade Point Averages for undergraduate
studies will be applicable to students of taught postgraduate
programmes.
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13.

Withdrawal

13.1

A student who wishes to leave the University before graduation
must seek official withdrawal from the University. The student
should complete and submit an application form obtainable from the
Registry.

13.2

Approval will be granted by the Registrar only after proper clearance
by the Director of Student Services, the Librarian and the Comptroller.

13.3

A student who leaves the University without prior approval by the
Registrar will be considered as having unofficially withdrawn from
the University effective on the last day of the teaching semester
concerned.

13.4

An unofficially withdrawn student will not be issued any official
documents of the University and will not be re-admitted.

14.

Termination of Studies
The Senate may, on the recommendation of the Committee, terminate
the studies of a student at any time on the grounds of the candidate's
unsatisfactory performance or failure to comply with these
Regulations.

1 5.

Academic Standing
The condition(s) on which a student will be given a warning or put on
academic probation or required to discontinue his/her studies at the
University will be specified by individual programmes.

16.

Graduation Requirements

16.1

A student will be evaluated for graduation at the conclusion of the
semester in which he/she may satisfy all the conditions for award.
If a student is not allowed to graduate, he/she will be re-evaluated
for graduation at the end of subsequent semesters.

16.2

The student should have fulfilled all graduation requirements stipulated
in the curriculum of his/her programme. The University reserves the
right to make amendments to academic programmes from time to
time as approved by the Senate.
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1 6.3

The cumulative grade point average that a student should have
obtained for graduation will be specified by individual programmes.

16.4

A student is required to graduate as soon as he/she satisfies all the
conditions for award.

1 6.5

A student may graduate upon completion of all requirements at the
end of any semester in an academic year, although the conferment
of awards is held annually.

1 6.6

A student's eligibility for graduation is subject to Senate approval.

17.

Intermediate Awards

17.1

Some programmes are designed to enable students to gain
intermediate awards, if they fail or do not wish to complete the
requirements of the final award of the programme. The requirements
for the intermediate awards will be specified by individual programmes.

17.2

Acceptance of an intermediate award implies an intention not to
complete the final award. Where students seek readmission to
complete the award, readmission cannot be guaranteed. Where
students are readmitted and go on to complete the award, their
transcripts will indicate that the intermediate award has been
superseded.

18.

Award Classification

18.1

Distinction will be awarded when a student achieves a Cumulative
G.P.A. of 3.5 or above, and has fulfilled the requirements for
graduation of a master’s degree programme.

18.2

There is no classification for an intermediate award.

19.

Special Cases
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Where a student is unable, through illness or other extenuating
circumstances, to complete some or all of the course requirements
and/or examinations in the final semester, or does not have the
likelihood of completing the degree requirements, the Board of
Examiners may make an overall judgement based on his/her
performance in the courses completed and recommend the student
for a degree with no classification. The acceptance of such an
award by a student will render him/her ineligible to present himself/
herself for any subsequent consideration for the same degree.
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20.

Academic Dress for Graduates

20.1

Gown
A blue robe with a 7.5 cm width of black velvet facing outlined on
both sides edged with bright silver cord braid. Bell-shaped sleeves
with two stripes of black velvet edged with bright silver cord braid.

20.2

Hood
A blue hood of 1 10 cm long with red and grey silk lining throughout,
edged with a 7.5 cm width of velvet in blue for master's degree
graduates. No hood for graduates of intermediate awards.

20.3

Cap
A black cap of mortar-board pattern with a silver tassel.

21.

Testimonials

21.1

A student whowishes to have a letter certifying his/her student
status or attendance records may apply to the Registry for such a
testimonial.

21.2

A student who wishes to have a personal recommendation or
reference letter should approach a teacher who knows him/her well.

22.

Transcripts

22.1

A student who wishes to apply for transfer or admission to another
educational institution or for employment may apply to the Registry
for an official transcript.

22.2

An official transcript shows the relevant particulars of a student,
title of his/her programme, all courses taken and retaken regardless
of passed or failed, grades obtained, grade point averages,
scholarships, academic awards and disciplinary actions taken, if any.

22.3

An official transcript will be sent direct by the Registry to the institution
or prospective employer upon the student's request and payment of
the prescribed fees and postage.

22.4

An official transcript is not issued to a student as a personal copy or
to any private individual.

22.5

Official transcripts shall not be issued to students who have not
completed a semester of study.
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22.6

A student who has pursued the programme for less than six months
or has unofficially withdrawn from the University or has unpaid
accounts or obligations due to the University will not be issued any
transcript or testimonial.

23

Academic Awards

23.1

By virtue of the Lingnan University Ordinance, Lingnan University is
empowered to confer Diplomas/Degrees upon the approval of the
University Senate on students who have fulfilled the requirements
of an approved programme of study.

23.2

Diplomas/Degrees are conferred at the annual Congregation.

23.3

The certification of an academic award is in both Chinese and English
and shows the full name of the recipient, the title of the award and
the title of the study programme concerned.

23.4

The certificate of award bears the signatures of the Chairman of the
Council, the President and the Registrar of the University, and the
University seal.

23.5

The University may withhold the conferment of an academic award
to a student who has unpaid accounts due to the University, who
has unreturned materials on loan due to the University Library, or
who has not met any other obligations due to the University.

24.

Disciplinary Action

24.1

The Student Disciplinary Committee may, as a result of its inquiry or
investigation, take disciplinary action against a student who violates
any rule or regulation of the University or commit any misconduct,
such as:
(a) collusion, falsification of data, and plagiarism in written
assignments/thesis writing;
(b) dishonesty in connection with tests or examinations, or violation
of any rules or regulations governing the conduct of examinations;

(c) falsification or misuse of University documents or records;
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(d) wilful misrepresentations or false statements made in any
application or document submitted to the University or to other
organisations via the University;

(e) defamation of or assault on or battery against any student or
staff member of the University;

(f)

failure to comply with any regulations or orders by authorised
persons or bodies prohibiting any conduct which disrupts teaching,
study, research or administration of the University;

(g)

damage to or defacement of any property of the University;

(h) fraud, theft, or misuse of University funds or property of any
kind;

24.2

(i)

any conduct which is detrimental to the reputation and well
being of the University;

(j)

an offence of an immoral or disgraceful nature of which the
student has been convicted in a court of law.

Disciplinary action referred to in Regulation 24.1 may take the form
of any of the following penalties in accordance with the nature and
seriousness of the offence:

(a) a reprimand;
(b) suspension from part or all of the rights and privileges and/or the
use of part or all of the facilities of the University for a specified
period of time;

(c) compensation for any damage to property or premises caused in
the University;
(d) a demerit. A total of three demerits may result in the termination
of studies at the University;

(e) a fine (not exceeding one thousand Hong Kong Dollars);

(f)

University service;

(g) suspension from the University for a specified period of time; or
(h) termination of studies at the University.
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24.3

Penalties (e) to (h) may be imposed only with the approval of the
Senate. Minor penalty, i.e. a reprimand, or suspension from part or
all of the rights and privileges and/or the use of part or all of the
facilities of the University for a period of not more than a week, may
be imposed by the Head of the Department/Unit concerned after
consultation with the Director of Student Services or his/her
representative, or vice versa.

24.4

A student, on being informed of a decision to take disciplinary action
against him/her may within seven days appeal to the President, who
will refer the case to the Appeals Committee. The decision of the
Appeals Committee will be final.

24.5

Penalties imposed on a student may be entered into the transcript of
his/her academic records.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS FOR UNDERGRADUATE
AND ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Regulations Governing Undergraduate and Associate
Degree Studies
1.

Rules and Regulations

1.1

Students are required to comply with all the rules and regulations
stipulated by the University.

1.2

The University may from time to time make new rules and regulations
or make amendments to existing rules and regulations. The Registrar
will promulgate new rules and regulations and amendments to them
by notices on University notice boards. Updated regulations should
be regarded as the final authority.

1.3

Exemptions from the regulations, which may be made in exceptional
cases or under special circumstances, are subject to approval by the
Senate.

2.

The Academic Year
The University academic year starts at the beginning of September
and ends at the end of August in the following calendar year. The
academic year consists of two semesters, each covering approximately
15 weeks of academic activities.

3.

Admission of Students

3.1

The admission of a student to the University is based on suitability
and other factors which individual Departments/Programmes consider
relevant to the study programme concerned. There should be no
discrimination on the grounds of sex, age, race, religion, ethnic origin
or physical disability.

3.2

The Senate will determine the entrance requirements and equivalent
qualifications for individual programmes and admission procedures.
Within University policy guidelines, Departments/Programmes should
have autonomy in admitting their students as long as they fulfil the
relevant entrance requirements.
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3.3

4.

Physically handicapped applicants are assessed in accordance with
the same admission criteria. It is the intention of the University to
provide aid and support to students with disabilities as far as possible.
Applicants are therefore invited to contact the Registry for information
concerning existing facilities for disabled persons at the University.
Newly admitted students are also encouraged to inform the University
of their needs so that timely assistance may be provided.

Student Classification

4.1

Bachelor's Degree

4.1.1

Each student is designated as a Year 1, Year 2 or Year 3 student
respectively in his/her first, second or third year of study at the
University. A student who does not graduate at the end of his/her
third year will be designated as a Year 3 student in all subsequent
years.

4.1.2

Notwithstanding Regulation 4.1.1, a transfer student who is granted
course exemptions in 30 credits or above will be designated as a Year
2 student upon admission.

4.1.3

To qualify for full-time status, a student is required to take at least 12
credits in any one semester. A part-time student will take no more
than 11 credits in a semester.

4.1.4

Unless otherwise approved, a student must register as a full-time
student when first admitted by the University.

4.2

Associate Degree

4.2.1

Each student is designated as a Year 1 or Year 2 student respectively
in his/her first or second year of study at the University. A student
who does not graduate at the end of his/her second year will be
designated as a Year 2 student in all subsequent years.

4.2.2

Unless otherwise approved, a student must register as a full-time
student and take courses according to the specified curriculum.
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5.

Registration

5.1

An applicant who has been offered admission to an approved
programme of study is required to register with the Registry on a
specified date and is considered to have been admitted to such
programme on the date of his/her first registration. Thereafter, the
student should register on the specified date before the beginning of
each subsequent semester until he/she graduates.

5.2

Registration includes payment of the fees due and enrolment and
selection of courses/sections. An applicant who fails to pay the
prescribed fees or register on the relevant specified dates is considered
as having forgone his/her place offered by the University. A student
who wishes to continue his/her study at the University but fails to
pay the prescribed fees after a lapse of ten days or fails to register
before the last day for registration is considered as having withdrawn
from studies at the University.

5.3

An applicant or a student is deemed to have been registered only
after he/she has completed the registration procedure for the semester
concerned.

5.4

A bachelor's degree student who wishes to change from full-time to
part-time or vice versa is required to notify the Registry of the change
and number of credits he/she intends to enrol in the next semester by
a date specified by the Registry.

5.5

A student is required to pay the prescribed amount of tuition fee and
all other relevant fees.

5.6

A student who for special reasons seeks permission for deferment
of his/her registration may apply in writing to the Registrar at least
one week before the specified date for registration. A fee for late
registration will be charged but no student is allowed to register
after the last day for registration stipulated in the University Calendar.

5.7

Students must follow registration procedures and any special
instructions issued by the Registrar. They should familiarise themselves
with the University regulations and the curricular structure of their
programmes. They should pay particular attention to course and
credit requirements, prerequisites for courses, normal study loads,
and graduation requirements.
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5.8

Before the specified registration session, each bachelor’s degree
student is required to consult his/her academic adviser on his/her
programme of studies. Each student should ensure that there is no
timetable clash among the courses he/she intends to take.

5.9

Each student is responsible for the accuracy of information he/she
gives on the course enrolment form, which is the official record of
course enrolment. Credits will not be granted for any course in which
a student has not formally enrolled. After registration, each student
will be given a Student's Personal and Enrolment Information Checklist,
which confirms personal and enrolment records for each semester.

5.10

Upon first registration, each student is issued with a Student Identity
Card free of charge. The student should take good care of the card
and present it to the staff of the University on the registration day of
each semester. A fee will be charged for each replacement card.

5.11

A full-time student of the University is not allowed to pursue
simultaneously any programme at another tertiary institution. A
student in breach of this regulation is subject to having his/her studies
at the University discontinued.

5.12

A full-time student should not take up any full-time employment, paid
or unpaid, during the semester.

6.

Course Requirements

6.1

A bachelor's degree student is required to complete before graduation,
96 or more credits of courses as stipulated in the curriculum concerned.

6.2

An associate degree student is required to complete before graduation,
62 or more credits of courses as stipulated in the curriculum concerned.

6.3

A bachelor's degree student is required to register for a Major
Programme and in addition may register for one Minor Programme by
the first semester of his/her third year of study. The requirements for
a Major Programme and a Minor Programme are specified in the
curriculum concerned. A Minor Programme requires students to take
at least 15 but not more than 30 credits of courses. A bachelor's
degree student may use the credits assigned for free electives in the
curriculum of his/her registered programme of studies to take courses
leading to a Minor Programme.
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6.4

A bachelor's degree student is also required to complete before
graduation the following requirements:
(a)

9 credits of General Education courses, 3 credits in each of
Category A,巳 and C;

(b)

3 credits of Information Literacy course;

(c)

9 credits of English Language courses;

(d)

6 credits of Chinese Language courses, and

(e)

requirements of the Integrated Learning Programme.

6.5

A student should take courses in the order specified in the curriculum
concerned unless a written application for doing otherwise has been
approved by the Programme Director/Head of the Academic Unit/
Director of General Education concerned.

6.6

If there is a prerequisite for a course, a student must meet it before
taking the course concerned.

6.7

If there is a co-requisite for a course, a student must take both courses
in the same semester.

6.8

If a course has another course as an exclusion under the situation
when the two courses overlap significantly in content, a student is
allowed to enrol only in one of the two courses during his/her period
of study, unless he/she fails any one. Should the course be a required
course in his/her Major or Minor Programme, he/she is not allowed to
enrol in the other course except otherwise approved as a substitute
of the required course as prescribed by Regulation 1 5.6.

6.9

In exceptional circumstances, requirements specified in Regulations
6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 may be waived at the discretion of the Programme
Director/Head of the Academic Unit concerned.

7.

Change of Personal Particulars

7.1

A student should retain the full names entered on his/her Hong Kong
Identity Card or Passport. Under special circumstances, however, a
student may obtain from the Registry an application form for
changing personal particulars, complete and return it to the
Registry, together with the following documents:
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(a)

written consent from the applicant's parent or guardian, if the
applicant is under the age of 21, and

(b)

a copy of the applicant's Hong Kong Identity Card or passport,
carrying the new name intended to be registered with the
University, and

(c)

a copy of the applicant's statutory declaration and/or birth

certificate.

7.2

A student should inform the Registry immediately of any change of
address or other particulars.

8.

Normal Study Load

8.1

Bachelor's Degree

8.1.1

A student is required to take 96 to 1 02 credits of courses as
stipulated in the student's programme curriculum before graduation.

8.1.2

The normal study load of a full-time student in a semester should be
in the range of 1 5 to 1 8 credits. To allow flexibility, a student may
take up to 21 credits in one of the semesters of an academic year,
but the maximum study load in that academic year should remain at
36 credits. Such flexibility is not applicable to first year students in
the first semester. A part-time student will take no more than 1 1
credits in a semester.

8.1.3

Notwithstanding Regulation 8.1.2, a student with a Cumulative G.P.A.
of 3.2 or above may take up to 21 credits in any one of the semesters
of an academic year, provided that the maximum study load in that
academic year should remain at 39 credits. Prior approval of the
Programme Director/Head of Department concerned should be obtained.

8.1.4

A Year 3 (final year) student who is not on academic probation may
take up to 21 credits in any one of the semesters in the academic
year concerned, provided that the maximum study load in that
academic year remains at 39 credits, subject to the approval of the
Programme Director/Head of Department concerned in consultation
with his/her academic adviser.
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8.2

Associate Degree

8.2.1

A student is required to take at least 62 credits as stipulated in the
student's programme curriculum before graduation.

8.2.2

The normal study load of a full-time student in a semester should be
15 credits. In addition, a 1 -credit Physical Education course should be
taken in each of the two years of studies. Students may be allowed
the flexibility of taking up to 18 credits in a semester in the second
year with additional fees to be charged.

9.

Course Exemption

9.1

Bachelor's Degree

9.1.1

A student who has passed public, professional, or other examinations
recognised by the University or has successfully completed a similar
course may apply for exemption from taking the corresponding courses
offered by the University.

9.1.2

If the exemption is approved, credits will be granted with exceptions
specified under Regulation 9.1.3. No grade will be given but all
exempted courses will be shown in the student's transcript.

9.1.3

If the course exempted is a free elective or a University required
course (as prescribed in Regulation 6.4) to the student, no credit will
be granted. The student has to take another course as one of his/her
free electives to make up for the total number of credits required for
graduation. In case the exempted free elective course is one of the
courses in his/her Minor Programme, the exempted course will still be
counted in fulfilling the required number of courses specified in the
Minor Programme.

9.1.4

Normally, a student may not be granted more than 50% of the required
number of credits for the academic award.

9.1.5

The student is required to obtain from the Registry an application
form for course exemption, complete and submit it to the Head of the
Academic Unit offering the course (except that for the Year 2 English
course, the student should submit the application to the Programme
Director/Head of Department of his/her Major Programme who will
decide in consultation with the Head of English Department). The
application should be approved by the Programme Director/Head of
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Academic Unit concerned who should return it to the Registry within
two weeks after the beginning of a semester. For year courses,
applications should be submitted at the beginning of the first semester.
All such applications for course exemption must be accompanied by
original supporting documents and their photocopies. The Registry
will return the original supporting documents to the applicant after
inspection.

9.1.6

There are two levels of course exemption viz. University requirements
(as prescribed in Regulation 6.4) and other requirements. For
exemption from courses which are required University-wide, the
Programme Director/Head of the Academic Unit concerned should
consider the applications in accordance with the common standard
of exemption criteria approved by the Senate, if any.

9.1.7

A student should not enrol in courses for which he/she has been
granted exemption. If the student has enrolled in a course and is
subsequently granted exemption, he/she is not required to apply to
drop the exempted course.

9.1.8

Arrangements/regulations governing course exemption and course
transfer associated with the student exchange programme are
separately specified by the Student International Exchange Programme.

9.2

Associate Degree

9.2.1

Normally no course exemption is granted except otherwise specially
approved by the Programme Director in consultation with the offering
unit. If a course exemption is approved, the Programme Dierctor will
determine on a case-by-case basis whether credits will be granted or
an alternative course has to be taken. In any case, no grade will be
given to an exempted course. Regulation 9.1.7 is applicable.

10.

Adding and Dropping Courses and Changing Courses / Sections

10.1

A student who wishes to add or drop a course or change a course or
section of a course after registration must complete a prescribed
form obtainable from the Registry. The deadline is two weeks after
the beginning of the semester concerned.

10.2

The student is required to obtain the endorsement of the teachers
involved and the approval of the Programme Director/Heads of the
Academic Units concerned.
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10.3

If the application is approved, the student must return the form with
the signatures of endorsement and approval to the Registry by the
specified deadline. Only under very special circumstances may a
student apply in writing to both the Programme Director/Head of his/
her Department and the Registrar for permission to add or drop a
course after the stipulated deadline, but no student is allowed to drop
a course after a lapse of one-third of the semester.

10.4

A transaction fee will be charged for each entry to be altered if the
application is approved. If the change is initiated by a teacher, no fee
will be charged.

10.5

A student who adds a course or changes a course or section of a
course without going through the prescribed procedure will not be
given a grade or credits for the course.

10.6

A student who drops a course without going through the prescribed
procedure will be given an、'F〃 grade for the course.

11.

Change of Major Programme (applicable to bachelor's degree
students only)

11.1

A Year 1 student is normally not allowed to change from one
programme to another.

11.2

A student who wishes for special reasons to transfer from one Major
Programme to another must complete a prescribed form obtainable
from the Registry.

11.3

The approval of the Programme Director/Head of Department of the
original Major Programme and the programme the student intends to
join should be obtained.

11.4

No student is allowed to join a Major Programme without fulfilling its
entry requirements.

11.5

All courses taken under the original Major Programme, regardless of
passed or failed, should be kept in the academic records of the student.
Both grades and credits of these courses will be transferred
automatically to the new Major Programme. The course credits earned
will be counted towards fulfilment of curriculum and graduation
requirements of the new Major Programme, where appropriate. All
courses will be counted towards calculation of Cumulative G.P.A.
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11.6

Normally not more than 67% of the required number of credits for the
award of the degree can be granted by exemption and credits
transferrred from the original Major Programme.

11.7

The periods of studies in both original and new Major Programmes will
be counted within the maximum study period specified in Regulation

13.1.
11.8

A student may be advised to transfer to another programme if the
Programme Director/Head of Department of the student's current
programme, in considering his/her aptitude and suitability, deems it
more appropriate to transfer the student to another programme.

1 2.

Class Attendance and Leave of Absence

12.1

A student should attend all lectures, tutorials and other class activities,
tests and examinations and complete the work assigned by the teachers
of the courses in which the student has enrolled.

12.2

Students are expected to attend classes and other class activities
punctually and regularly, to the satisfaction of the lecturers of courses.
Each course may have specific requirements for student attendance.
Appropriate sanctions, where necessary, would be approved by the
Board of Examiners* concerned.

12.3

A full-time bachelor's degree student is required to attend University
Assemblies arranged for the students by the Student Services Centre.
A student who is absent from all the three sessions of the University
Assemblies in a semester will receive an ''Unsatisfactory" grade for
it. A student who attends one or two sessions will receive a
''Satisfactory" grade, while a student who attends all the three sessions
will receive a ''Very Satisfactory" grade.

12.4

A student who is unable to attend classes should inform the teacher
concerned in writing at the earliest opportunity.

* The BBA (Hons) and the BSocSc (Hons) Boards of Examiners will also handle the

grades of courses offered for the associate degree programmes by the four business

departments and the two social sciences departments respectively. For the

programmes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies,
English, Philosophy and Translation, all examination matters will be dealt with by

the Department Board concerned. For courses offered by the Language Institute,
examination matters will be handled by the Staff Committees of its Centres.
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12.5

In the case of absence for more than two days owing to illness, a
certificate from a registered medical doctor is required.

12.6

A student who wishes to obtain leave of absence of more than a
week for non-medical reasons should obtain prior permission from the
Programme Director/Head of the student's Department on the basis
of a written application, stating the reasons for seeking leave of
absence. If the application is approved, the Programme Director/
Head of the Department should send to the Registrar a copy of the
application letter together with his/her written approval.

12.7

In case of illness or other serious emergencies, a student who has
been granted leave of absence may apply to the Programme Director/
Heads of the Academic Units concerned for permission to carry out
make-up work for assignments, tests and examinations. Such
applications are subject to approval by the Programme Director/Heads
of the Academic Units in consultation with the teachers concerned.

12.8

A student who has been absent without leave for a period exceeding
thirty days in the aggregate in any semester will be considered as
having unofficially withdrawn from studies at the University.

12.9

A student whose accumulated leave of absence exceeds one-third of
the semester should not be assessed and awarded credits for the
courses enrolled in the semester.

12.10

Notwithstanding any provisions in Regulations 12.7, 12.8 and 12.9,
the Senate may in special circumstances exercise its discretion not
to invoke these regulations or any part thereof in respect of a particular
case.

12.11

A student may be required to take leave of absence if the condition
of the student’s health will constitute a definite hazard to the University
community. Such a student should seek appropriate treatment. After
the prescribed period of absence and before the student applies to
resume classes, he/she should obtain a certificate signed by a registered
medical doctor, stating that the student no longer constitutes a hazard
to the University community.
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13.

Period of Study

13.1

A bachelor’s degree student is required to register for and attend
classes for at least five semesters (three semesters for a transfer
student who is granted course exemptions in 30 credits or above
upon admission) before graduation. He/she is required to fulfil all the
requirements for graduation within twelve semesters (ten semesters
for a transfer student) from his/her first registration, including any
periods of leave of absence, suspension of studies and extension of
studies. He/she may register as a full-time or part-time student, or a
combination within the maximum study period.

13.2

An associate degree student is required to register for and attend
classes for at least four semesters before graduation. He/she is
required to fulfil all the requirements for graduation within six semesters
from his/her first registration, including any periods of leave of absence,
suspension of studies and extension of studies. Students who continue
study beyond the minimum period of study shall pay the tuition fees
according to the number of credits enrolled per semester.

13.3

A student who for non-academic reasons intends to extend his/her
period of study beyond the prescribed number of semesters for his/
her programme is required to obtain prior permission from the Senate.

14.

Reduced Study Load for the President and Vice-President of
the Students' Union

14.1

A newly elected President or Vice-President of the Students' Union
may, if he/she feels that his/her studies will suffer through the
pressure of his/her Union duties, may apply in writing to the Programme
Director/Head of Department for permission to take a part-time study
load for not more than two semesters, while maintaining a full-time
status. Such an application should normally be made within two
weeks after the election results are announced.

14.2

The Programme and Curriculum Committee/Department Board/
Programme Management Committee for Associate Degrees concerned
may, after considering the application, make a recommendation to
the Senate thereon.

14.3

Granting such permission will not cause any change to the full-time
status of the student nor prejudice the student's eligibility for any
academic awards or financial assistance in the student's academic
career.
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14.4

No student will be granted this privilege more than once.

14.5

The successful applicant is required to take a minimum of 6 credits of
courses in each semester during his/her term of office as President or
Vice-President of the Students' Union and pay all prescribed fees in
full.

15.

Course Assessment

15.1

A student is assessed for every course in which he/she has enrolled
in the form of any one or any combination of the following: class
work, written assignment, laboratory work, field work, research
papers, projects, tests, written examinations, oral examinations and
any other method(s) of academic assessment.

1 5.2

A student is required to complete all the course work and take all the
prescribed tests and examinations.

1 5.3

A student who fails to attend a test or an examination without a good
reason will not be given marks for that test or examination and no
supplementary assessment will be given.

15.4

A student who is unable to sit for an examination but has medical or
other compelling reasons acceptable to the Academic Unit responsible
for the course concerned may apply in writing with documentary
evidence to the Academic Unit concerned for a supplementary
assessment. The application should be made at the earliest possible
moment and no later than one week after the examination concerned
was held.

15.5

Reassessment of a failed course is not allowed, except under
extenuating circumstances.

15.6

A student who has failed in a required course must retake it or take
a substitute course approved in writing by the Academic Unit
concerned.

15.7

A student who has failed an elective course may retake it or take an
alternative elective in a subsequent semester.

1 5.8

A student may retake a failed course only twice.

1 5.9

A student is not allowed to retake any course (for credits) which he/
she has previously taken and passed.
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16.

Academic Credits

16.1

The credit is a unit for measuring the amount of time in a particular
course during which a student undertakes learning activities in the
University, including lectures, tutorials and other forms of learning,
together with the average amount of time he/she is expected to
spend on his/her own.

1 6.2

A student will be given the appropriate number of credits for a course
in which he/she has enrolled and passed.

16.3

The grades of all courses taken and retaken, regardless of passed or
failed, will be shown in academic reports and transcripts.

1 7.

Grading System

1 7.1

Letter grades are used to indicate a student's academic performance
in a course.

17.2

Grades are awarded according to the following system:
Grade
A

Standard
Excellent

B

Good

C

Fair

Sub-divisions
A
AB+
B
BC+

c
cD

Pass

F
ABS
I
M
VS
S
U
PASS/FAIL

Failure
Absent
Incomplete
Merit
Very Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory

D+
D
F

no
no
no
no
no

Grade Points
4.00
3.67
3.33
3.00
2.67
2.33
2.00
1.67
1.33
1.00
0
0
0*
grade point given*
grade point given*
grade point given*
grade point given*
grade point given*

*Not included in the calculation of grade point average.
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17.3

Grade F indicates failure. A student who receives this grade in the
first semester of a year course is not normally allowed to continue
with that course in the second semester.

17.4

Grade I is a temporary grade which indicates that the course work or
examination has not been completed for reasons acceptable to both
the teacher and the Board of Examiners concerned. On completion of
the required work or examination, grade I will be converted to a final
grade which includes all assessment marks. If the work or examination
has not been completed before the end of the following semester,
grade I will be converted to grade F. The final grade will be used in
the calculation of grade point averages.

17.5

A student who is absent from the semester final examination will
normally receive、'ABS〃. If the student has a good reason which is
acceptable to both the teacher and the Programme Director/Head of
Academic Unit concerned, the student may be given a supplementary
assessment. The ABS will be converted to the appropriate grade on
completion of the assessment. If the student is not given any
supplementary assessment, then a zero mark will be given to the
final examination, and an appropriate final mark/grade will be arrived
at taking into account all assessment marks.

17.6

A Pass or Fail grade may only be given as specified in the approved
syllabus of the course concerned.

18.

Grade Point Average (G.P.A.)

18.1

Semester G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A 二 4.00) used to indicate the
performance of a student in the semester concerned.

Semester G.P.A.

Total weighted points for all courses taken in the semester concerned
Total number of credits enrolled in for the semester concerned
where weighted points = grade points x the number of credits of the
course concerned.
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18.2

Cumulative G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the
overall performance of a student in all the semesters up to date.

Cumulative G.P.A.
Total weighted points for all courses taken

Total number of credits enrolled in for all semesters
18.3

Courses enrolled, regardless of passed or failed, will be taken in the
calculation of Semester or Cumulative G.P.A.

1 8.4

Courses which are exempted are not included in the calculation of
Semester or Cumulative G.P.A.

19.

Academic Standing

19.1

Academic Probation

19.1.1

A student will be put on academic probation in the following semester
if his/her cumulative grade point average is below 1.67.

19.1.2

A student on academic probation cannot take more than 1 2 credits
of courses except with the consent of his/her academic adviser and
the Programme Director/Head of the Department concerned.
Approval will not be automatic, but in the case of approval, will not
exceed 15 credits without the approval of the Academic Dean
concerned. If a student's cumulative grade point average is 1.0 or
below, approval normally will not be granted for more than 1 2 credits,
and will require the approval of the Programme Director/Head of the
Department and the Academic Dean concerned. The performance of
a student on probation will be reviewed at the end of the semester in
which he/she is put on probation, at which time if he/she obtains a
cumulative grade point average of 1.67 or above, probation will be
lifted. Otherwise he/she will be required to discontinue his/her
studies as prescribed by Regulation 1 9.2.
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19.2

Discontinuation of Studies

19.2.1

A student will normally be required to discontinue his/her studies at
the University if,
(a)

his/her semester grade point average is below 1.00 for any two
semesters; or

(b)

he/she fails in more, than half of the credits of all the courses he/
she takes in a semester for any two semesters; or

(c)

he/she fails to have his/her academic probation lifted after he/
she has been put on probation for one semester; regardless of
any intervening leave of absence or suspension of studies; or

(d)

he/she fails thrice a required course* specified in his/her Major
Programme (for a student who changes his/her Major Programme,
the failure under the original Major Programme is also counted)
or in an associate degree programme; or

(e)

he/she fails to fulfil all the requirements for graduation after
twelve semesters for a bachelor's degree programme as stipulated
in Regulation 13.1 or six semesters for an associate degree
programme as stipulated in Regulation 13.2.

19.2.2 A student having required to discontinue his/her studies is not allowed
to be re-admitted to the University, either to the same programme
he/she previously pursued or to another programme.
1 9.2.3

Students' academic standing referred to in Regulation 1 9.2.1 is subject
to the approval of the Senate upon the recommendation of the Board
of Examiners/Programme Management Committee for Associate
Degrees concerned.

19.2.4 Notwithstanding Regulation 19.2.3, a student who is required to
discontinue his/her studies may appeal through the Registrar against
the decision. Details are stipulated in Section 1 1 of the Regulations
Governing University Examinations.

* A ''required course" here refers to a course specified in the Major Programme of a student
or in the associate degree programme which the student is required to take and pass.

This does not include any ''required option/electives” and General Education courses.
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20.

Academic Honours (applicable to bachelor’s degree students only)

20.1

Dean's List • A full-time student who scores a Semester G.P.A. of
3.30-3.69 will be placed on the Dean's List for the semester
concerned.

20.2

President's List - A full-time student who scores a Semester G.P.A.
of 3.70 or above will be placed on the President's List for the semester
concerned.

20.3

President's Award - The graduate who scores the highest Cumulative
G.P.A. (or the graduates who score the same highest Cumulative
G.P.A.) will be bestowed the President's Award(s) at the
Congregation.

21.

Graduation Requirements

21.1

A bachelor's degree student should have attended at least five
semesters at the University while an associate degree student should
have attended at least four semesters. A transfer student should
have attended at least three semesters at the University. Any period
of suspension of studies is not included.

21.2

A student will be evaluated for graduation at the conclusion of the
semester in which he/she may satisfy all the conditions for award
with the Major Programme or the associate degree programme
concerned. If a student is not allowed to graduate, he/she will be
re-evaluated for graduation at the end of subsequent semesters.

21.3

The student should have fulfilled all graduation requirements stipulated
in the curriculum of his/her Major Programme or associate degree
programme. A bachelor's degree student should also fulfil the
requirements of the Integrated Learning Programme. The University
reserves the right to make amendments to academic programmes
from time to time as approved by the Senate.

21.4

The student should have obtained a cumulative grade point average
of at least 1.67.

21.5

A bachelor's degree student who has fulfilled the requirements of a
Minor Programme for which he/she has registered will graduate with
the Minor.
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21.6

A student is required to graduate as soon as he/she satisfies all the
conditions for award in his/her Major Programme (and the requirements
of the Integrated Learning Programme if he/she is a bachelor's degree
student) or associate degree programme. He/she may be allowed to
take more credits than he/she needs to graduate, but only in the
semester he/she becomes eligible for award in his/her Major Programme
or associate degree programme.

21.7

A student may graduate upon completion of all requirements at the
end of any semester in an academic year, although the conferment
of awards is held annually.

21.8

A student's eligibility for graduation is subject to Senate approval.

22.

Degree Classification*

22.2

Bachelor's Degree

22.2.1

An Honours degree programme student who has fulfilled the
requirements for graduation will be awarded a Bachelor's degree with
one of the classifications set out in Regulation 22.2.2. These are
given according to the students' Cumulative G.P.A. on all courses
and University distribution guidelines.

22.2.2

There is a minimum Cumulative G.P.A.for each class below which a
student will not be given the classification concerned, as follows:
Honours Degree
Classification
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

First Class Honours
Upper Second Class Honours
Lower Second Class Honours
Third Class Honurs
Pass

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.67

The attainment of the minimum Cumulative G.P.A. does not mean
automatic conversion to the corresponding class of honours.

* Regulation 22.1 is for students admitted in 2000-01 or before.
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22.3

Associate Degree

22.3.1

An associate degree programme student who has fulfilled the
requirements for graduation will be awarded an associate degree with
one of the classifications set out in Regulation 22.3.2. These are
given according to the students' Cumulative G.P.A. on all courses.

22.3.2 There is a minimum Cumulative G.P.A. for each class below which a
student will not be given the classification concerned, as follows:

Associate Degree
Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

(1) Distinction

3.50

(2) Credit

3.00

(3) Pass

1.67

The attainment of the minimum Cumulative G.P.A. does not mean
automatic conversion to the corresponding class of awards.

23.

Special Cases
Where a student is unable, through illness or other extenuating
circumstances, to complete some or all of the course requirements
and/or examinations in the final semester, or does not have the likelihood
of completing the degree requirements, the Board of Examiners/
Programme Management Committee for Associate Degrees may make
an overall judgement based on his/her performance in the courses
completed and recommend the student for a degree with no
classification. The acceptance of such an award by a student will
render him/her ineligible to present himself/herself for any subsequent
consideration for the same bachelor's/associate degree.

24.

Academic Dress for Graduates

24.1

Gown

24.1.1

Bachelor's degree graduates - A black robe of a simple traditional shape.

24.1.2 Associate degree graduates - A grey robe of a simple traditional shape.
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24.2

Hood

24.2.1

Bachelor's degree graduates - A black hood of 90 cm long with red and
grey silk lining throughout, and with an edge lining of the discipline
colour as follows:
Degree
Bachelor of Arts (BA)
Bachelor of Business Administration(BBA)
Bachelor of Social Sciences(BSocSc)

Colour
Yellow
Blue
Green

24.2.2 Associate degree graduates - A black hood of 90 cm long with red
and grey silk lining throughout.

24.3

Cap
A black cap of mortar-board pattern with a black tassel.

25.

Testimonials, Transcripts and Academic Awards

25.1

Testimonials

25.1.1

A student who wishes to have a letter certifying his/her student
status or attendance records may apply to the Registry for such a
testimonial.

25.1.2

A student who wishes to have a personal recommendation or reference
letter should approach a teacher who knows him/her well.

25.2

Transcripts

25.2.1

A student who wishes to apply for transfer or admission to another
educational institution or for employment may apply to the Registry
for an official transcript.

25.2.2

An official transcript shows the relevant particulars of a student, title
of Major Programme or associate degree programme, title of Minor
Programme (if any), title of Discipline Concentration (if any), all courses
taken, grades obtained, grade point averages, scholarships, academic
awards, academic honours (if any), extracurricular activities and
disciplinary actions taken (if any).
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25.2.3

An official transcript will be sent direct by the Registry to the institution
or prospective employer upon the student's request and payment of
the prescribed fees and postage.

25.2.4

An official transcript is not issued to a student as a personal copy or
to any private individual.

25.2.5

A student who has unofficially withdrawn from the University or has
unpaid accounts or obligations due to the University will not be issued
any transcript or testimonial.

25.3

Academic A wards

25.3.1

By virtue of the Lingnan University Ordinance, Lingnan University is
empowered to confer Degrees upon the approval of the University
Senate on students who have fulfilled the requirements of an approved
programme of studies.

25.3.2

Degrees are conferred at the annual Congregation.

25.3.3

The certification of an academic award is in both Chinese and English
and shows the full name of the recipient, the title of the award with
the classification where appropriate, and the title of the Major
Programme or the associate degree programme concerned. The title
of the Minor Programme and Discipline Concentration, if any, is not
shown.

25.3.4

The certification of award bears the signatures of the Chairman of
the Council, the President and the Registrar of the University, and the
University seal.

25.3.5

University may withhold the conferment of an academic award to a
student who has unpaid accounts due to the University, who has
unreturned materials on loan due to the University Library, or who has
not met any other obligations due to the University.

26.

Suspension of Studies and Withdrawal

26.1

Suspension

26.1.1

A student who, because of health or financial problems or for other
valid reasons, wishes to suspend his/her studies until the end of the
semester for which the student is enrolled or the end of the following
semester, may apply to the Registrar.
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26.1.2

The student should obtain an application form from the Registry,
complete and submit it together with the relevant supporting
documents to the Registry.

26.1.3

The Registrar will consult the Programme Director/Head of the
Department concerned to decide whether or not to approve the
application.

26.1.4

The period of suspension should normally not exceed two semesters.
If the applicant fails to return to the University to resume studies at
the end of the permitted period of suspension, the student will be
considered as having unofficially withdrawn from the University
effective on the first day after the end of the suspension period.

26.2

Withdrawal

26.2.1

A student who wishes to leave the University before graduation must
seek official withdrawal from the University.

26.2.2

The student should complete and submit an application form obtainable
from the Registry.

26.2.3

Approval will be granted by the Registrar only after proper clearance
by the Director of Student Services, the Librarian and the Comptroller.

26.2.4

A student who leaves the University without prior approval by the
Registrar will be considered as having unofficially withdrawn from
the University effective on the last day of the teaching semester
concerned.

26.2.5

An unofficially withdrawn student will not be issued any official
documents of the University and will not be re-admitted.

27.

Disciplinary Action

27.1

The Student Disciplinary Committee may, as a result of its inquiry or
investigation, take disciplinary action against a student who violates
any rule or regulation of the University or commits any misconduct,
such as:
(a)

collusion, falsification of data, and plagiarism in written
assignments;
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27.2
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(b)

dishonesty in connection with tests or examinations, or violation
of any rules or regulations governing the conduct of examinations;

(c)

falsification or misuse of University documents or records;

(d)

wilful misrepresentations or false statements made in any
application or document submitted to the University or to other
organisations via the University;

(e)

defamation of or assault on or battery against any student or
staff member of the University;

(f)

failure to comply with any regulations or orders by authorised
persons or bodies prohibiting any conduct which disrupts teaching,
study, research or administration of the University;

(g)

damage to or defacement of any property of the University;

(h)

fraud, theft, or misuse of University funds or property of any
kind;

(i)

any conduct which is detrimental to the reputation and well-being
of the University;

(j)

an offence of an immoral or disgraceful nature of which the
student has been convicted in a court of law.

Disciplinary action referred to in Regulation 27.1 may take the form
of any of the following penalties in accordance with the nature and
seriousness of the offence:
(a)

a reprimand;

(b)

suspension from part or all of the rights and privileges and/or the
use of part or all of the facilities of the University for a specified
period of time;

(c)

compensation for any damage to property or premises caused in
the University;

(d)

a demerit. A total of three demerits may result in the termination
of studies at the University;
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(e)

a fine (not exceeding one thousand Hong Kong Dollars);

(f)

University service;

(g)

suspension from the University for a specified period of time; or

(h)

termination of studies at the University.

27.3

Penalties (e) to (h) may be imposed only with the approval of the
Senate. Minor penalty, i.e. a reprimand, or suspension from part or all
of the rights and privileges and/or the use of part or all of the facilities
of the University for a period of not more than a week, may be
imposed by the Head of the Department/Unit concerned after
consultation with the Director of Student Services or his/her
representative, or vice versa.

27.4

A student, on being informed of a decision to take disciplinary action
against him/her may within seven days appeal to the President, who
will refer the case to the Appeals Committee. The decision of the
Appeals Committee will be final.

27.5

Penalties imposed on a student may be entered into the transcript of
his/her academic records.

28.

Course Coding System

28.1

Each course is identified by a unique course code which is composed
of a letter code and a number code. The course code normally indicates
the area of study, the intellectual demand placed on students and the
recommended sequence of study. A sub-code in the form of a small
letter may be added to the number code where necessary to denote
the topic the course covers.

28.2

Notwithstanding the above, when a course is listed under the General
Education programme, it will also be assigned a General Education
course code.
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28.3

Letter Code

28.3.1

This is the first part of the course code consisting of three characters
which normally represents the study area of the course concerned.
The following letter codes denote their corresponding areas of study:
Letter Code
ACT
BUS
CHI
CPT
CUS
ECO
ENG
ENT
FIN
FRE
GEA
GE巳
GEC
HRM
HST
INL
ISM
ITB
JAP
LCC
LCE
MKT
PED
PHI
POL
RIM
SOC
SSC
TRA

28.3.2

Subject Area
Accounting
General Business
Chinese
Computing Studies
Cultural Studies
Economics
English
Entrepreneurship
Finance
French
General Education - Category A
General Education - Category B
General Education - Category C
Human Resource Management
History
Integrated Learning
Information Systems
International Business
Japanese
Language and Communication - Chinese
Language and Communication - English
Marketing
Physical Education
Philosophy
Political Science
Risk and Insurance Management
Sociology
Social Sciences
Translation

Subject to the approval of the Senate, a course code may consist of
two three-character letter codes to indicate the teaching department(s)
and/or the programme(s) of the course.
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28.4

Number Code
This is the second part of the course code which consists of three
digits.

28.4.1

The first digit of the number code indicates the level for which the course
is intended. Level 0 and 1 (i.e. OOO-level and 10O-level) courses are
usually of an introductory or foundation nature and are normally to be
taken in the first year of study respectively for associate degree and
bachelor’s degree programmes. Level 2 (i.e. 200-level) courses are usually
intermediate level courses and are normally to be taken in the second/
third year of a three-year full-time programme. Level 3 (i.e. 300-level)
courses are usually those involve more advanced study skill and are
normally to be taken in the third year.

28.4.2

Nonetheless, the first digit in the General Education course code
denotes the Category of the course, viz. 100 for Category A, 200 for
Category B and 300 for Category C.

28.4.3

The second and third digits are serial numbers assigned to the course.

28.5

Credits and Hours

In the course description, the credits and teaching hours assigned to
a course are indicated by three numerals in parentheses. The first
numeral designates the number of credits per semester assigned to
the course. The second numeral designates the number of periods of
lectures per week the student is required to attend. The third numeral
designates the number of periods of non-lecture teaching activities,
such as tutorials and laboratory sessions, required of the student per
week.
28.6

Illustrative Examples

(a)

CHI122 (3,3,0): A Chinese course at Level 1. The number of
credits is 3, with 3 periods of lectures per week and no other
teaching activities required.

(b)

MGT278 (3,3,1): A Management course at Level 2. The number
of credits is 3, with 3 periods of lectures and 1 period of tutorial
per week.
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Regulations Governing Admission to Full-time
Undergraduate Studies
1.

Normal Entry Requirements

1.1

Applicants must have fulfilled the following General University
Requirements and the Programme Entry Requirements stipulated for
individual study programmes.

1.2

General University Requirements

Applicants must have obtained:
(a)

grade E or above in two subjects in the Hong Kong Advanced Level
Examination; or
grade E or above in one subject in the Hong Kong Advanced
Level Examination, and in two Advanced Supplementary (AS)
subjects other than ''Use of English" and ''Chinese Language and
Culture"; and

(b)

grade E or above in AS ''Use of English”； and

(c)

grade E or above in AS ''Chinese Language and Culture".

2.

Other Acceptable Qualifications

2.1

Persons who do not possess the qualifications as stated in Regulation
1 but fit in one of the following categories may apply for admission.

2.2

Persons Possessing an Equivalent Qualification
An acceptable equivalent qualification, such as
(a) a degree or diploma awarded by a recognised tertiary institution;

(b) an International Baccalaureate Diploma;

(c) satisfactory completion of the first year in a four-year undergraduate
curriculum of a recognised institution;
(d) satisfactory completion of two years of full-time study in a postForm Five institution, e.g. a technical institute; or
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(e) other qualifications which the University will consider on a caseby-case basis equivalent to the normal entry requirements.

2.3

Non-local Students

2.3.1

Local students are those who have a right of abode in Hong Kong, or
have resided or had their home in Hong Kong continuously for three
years immediately before the commencement of their studies at the
University. Otherwise, they will be regarded as non-local students.

2.3.2

Non-local applicants who have attained at a recognised tertiary
institution outside Hong Kong a qualification equivalent to the normal
entry qualification of the University, such as satisfactory completion
of the first year in a four-year undergraduate curriculum can apply for
admission.

2.3.3

Non-local applicants may be required to gain Grade C or above in
English in the GCE Examination or an equivalent public examination
or achieve a TOEFL score of 21 3 under the computer-based assessment
or 550 under the paper form assessment.

2.3.4

Non-local applicants will be considered on an individual basis, subject to
the availability of places.

2.3.5

Non-local applicants should make sure that they are eligible to apply to
the Immigration Department of Hong Kong for a proper visa to stay in
Hong Kong for the entire period of study at the University. The
University is not responsible for obtaining visas for these students.

2.3.6

As the processes of application and selection take considerable time,
non-local applicants are advised to apply as early as possible.

2.4

Mature Students

2.4.1 Persons who are normally aged 23 or above on 1st September in the
year when admission is sought, provided

(a) (i)

they are able to show either by publication or by other acceptable
evidence that they have achieved sufficient competence in
their chosen field of study to justify admission, or

(ii) they have shown exceptional ability in appropriate academic or
professional fields;

■
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(b) they have at least three years of relevant working experience;
and

(c) they can produce evidence of at least three years of continuous
residence in Hong Kong.
2.4.2 Mature applicants will be considered separately and each case is
considered on its own merits.

3.

Course Exemption and Credit Transfer

3.1

A student who has passed public, professional, or other examinations
recognised by the University or has successfully completed a similar
course may apply for exemption from taking the corresponding courses
offered by the University. If the exemption is approved, credits will
be granted with exceptions specified under Regulation 3.2. No grade
will be given but all exempted courses will be shown in the student's
transcript.

3.2

If the course exempted is a free elective or a University required
course to the student, no credit will be granted. The student has to
take another course as one of his/her free electives to make up for
the total number of credits required for graduation. In case the
exempted free elective course is one of the courses in his/her Minor
Programme, the exempted course will still be counted in fulfilling the
required number of courses specified in the Minor Programme.

3.3

Normally, a student may not be granted more than 50% of the required
number of credits for the academic award.

3.4

Application for exemption should be made upon submission of
application for admission, which will be processed following
procedures stipulated in the academic regulations for course
exemption.

3.5

A student who is granted course exemptions in 30 credits or above
upon admission is required to attend the University for at least three
semesters before graduation; otherwise he/she is required to attend
for at least five semesters.
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4.

Exemption from Taking Required Chinese Language Courses

4.1

In dealing with International Baccalaureate Diploma holders and students
whose knowledge in Chinese is insufficient to take the required Chinese
language courses, the academic unit concerned will consider whether
the applicants, if admitted, can be exempted from taking these courses
under special circumstances or be allowed to take substitute courses
to fulfil their graduation requirements.

4.2

Each case will be considered on its own merits.

5.

Applications

5.1

Applications through J UPAS
School and 门on-school applicants who seek admission to degree
programmes on the strength of their HKALE results may apply through
JUPAS. They will be regarded as ''JUPAS applicants". A person
who applies for admission through JUPAS is not allowed to submit a
separate application to the University directly.

5.2

Direct Applications to the University

Persons who have fulfilled the University entry requirements and seek
admission to degree programmes may apply directly to the University.
They will be regarded as、'non-JUPAS" applicants. Applicants may
indicate on the application forms up to three different programmes in
order of preference as long as they fulfil the entry requirements for
these programmes. However, only one offer will be made to each
applicant selected for admission. Change of programme after
submitting the application forms is not permitted.
5.3

Applications will be considered in the order of preference of the choices
indicated by applicants. Therefore, it is very important for applicants
to make a real expression of interest.

5.4

Applicants should note that their choice of programme is vitally
important since, if they are admitted, it will determine what they will
do during the entire period of study at the University. The programme
they study will also have a very significant influence on the career
they pursue after graduation. They should therefore give careful
thought before deciding what they would most like to study.
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6.

Criteria for Selection

6.1

As there are insufficient places for all qualified applicants, admission to
the University is on a competitive basis.

6.2

Applications will be considered in the order of preference of the
programmes indicated by the applicants, taking into consideration all
information provided, such as public examination results (including
the relevancy of the subjects to the programmes concerned),
academic/professional qualifications, working experience, suitability
and potential, personal qualities and other factors which individual
academic units consider relevant to the programmes concerned.

6.3

Admission criteria for different programmes vary and applicants
will be either admitted directly or invited for interview, to determine
eligibility for admission.

6.4

For some programmes, applicants may also be required to take an
oral and/or written test.
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Regulations Governing Visiting and Auditing Students
In addition to accepting students into programmes leading to academic awards,
the University admits visiting students and auditing students to study courses
at the University.

1.

Visiting Students

1.1

An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the
academic unit(s) concerned may be considered for admission as a
visiting student to study at the University for a specified period.

1.2

A visiting student may be admitted through a University approved student
exchange programme or through direct applications on individual merits
during the normal period for receiving applications.

1.3

Visiting students are not eligible for a formal academic award but can
apply for a certification of their registration status and/or a certification of
academic performance.

1.4

A visiting student may take either a full-time or a part-time study load in
any semester.

1.5

Students on exchange programmes usually pay tuition fees to their parent
institutions. Other visiting students are required to pay the prescribed
amount of tuition fee and all other relevant fees.

1.6

A visiting student must sit for the examination of the courses taken, and
will receive grades and credits after completing the requirements of the
courses concerned. The status of a visiting student will be indicated in
all documents issued by the University.

1.7

Visiting students are not eligible for scholarships or financial aid.

2.

Auditing Students

2.1

An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the
academic unit(s) concerned may be considered for admission as an
auditing student for a specified period.
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2.2

Application for admission as an auditing student should be made to the
Registrar during the normal period for receiving applications, supported
by documents required by the Registrar, such as public examination
results, school transcripts and reference letters.

2.3

Auditing students are not eligible for a formal award or for a certificate
from the University.

2.4

An auditing student is not normally allowed to take more than 11 credits
per semester.

2.5

An auditing student is required to pay the prescribed amount of tuition
fee and all other relevant fees.

2.6

An auditing student is not allowed to sit for any examinations and will not
be given any grade or other academic recognition for the courses taken.
The status of an auditing student will be indicated in all documents
issued by the University.

2.7

Auditing students are not eligible for scholarships or financial aid.
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS
1.

Regulations
All examinations should be conducted in accordance with these regulations.

2.

Committees
The Undergraduate Examinations Board and the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee constituted under the Senate are responsible for
overseeing the conduct of examinations and reviewing assessment results
of associate degree and undergraduate students; and postgraduate students
respectively.

3.

Undergraduate Examinations Board

3.1

Composition

3.2

Chairman

: A member of the Presidential Group

Members

: Associate Vice-Presidents and Academic Deans
Programme Directors of Associate Degrees,
BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
Heads of Departments of BA (Hons) Programmes
Director of General Education
Director of the Language Institute

Member and
Secretary

: Registrar

Terms of Reference
(a) To oversee the conduct and administration of examinations.
(b) To review the recommendations of Boards of Examiners/Programme
Management Committee of Associate Degrees, including those for
award classification, and to make its own recommendations thereon,
if necessary, to the Senate.
(c) To consider cases of appeals referred to it by the Registrar.
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(d) To refer issues on student assessment relating to quality
assurance to the Academic Quality Assurance Committee for
consideration.

4.

Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee

4.1

Membership

4.2

Chairman

: A member of the Presidential Group

Members

: Academic Deans
Conveners of Research and Postgraduate Studies
Panel from each of the Arts, Business and
SocSc programmes
One other member from each Research and
Postgraduate Studies Panel of the three
programmes of Arts, Business and SocSc
Chair of the Institute of Humanities and Social
Sciences
Up to two additional members to be co-opted by
the Chairman of the Committee

Secretary

: Staff member(s) of the Registry

Terms of Reference
(a) To promote a research culture in the University.
(b) To formulate University-wide research policy.

(c) To evaluate all research grants applications.
(d) To monitor the progress of staff research projects funded under
various types of research grants.
(e) To formulate policies and guidelines on postgraduate programmes.
(f)

To validate and review taught postgraduate programmes and
make recommendations to the Senate.

(g) To oversee the admission, supervision, progress and examination
of all postgraduate students, and make recommendations to the
Senate on these students for the appropriate awards.
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(h) To approve and administer the Postgraduate Studentship Scheme,
or other awards available to postgraduate students.
(i)

To approve applications for conference grants, study grants
(including staff development for non-academic staff on individual
or departmental basis) and study leave.

(j)

To deal with all other matters related to research and postgraduate
studies programmes.

5.

Boards of Examiners/Programme Management Committee

5.1

Boards of Examiners for Master's/Bachelor's Degrees

5.1.1

A Board of Examiners should be formed for each taught postgraduate
or bachelor's degree programme.*

5.1.2

Composition
BBA (Hons) and BSocSc (Hons)
Chairman
: Programme Director or his/her delegated
representative

Members

: All staff concerned with the setting and marking
of any part of the examinations in the host
Departments
One representative from each of the other two
degree programmes^
All External Examiners
Additional members to be co-opted by the
Chairman of the Board, as appropriate

Secretary

: Each Board should appoint its own secretary

The BBA (Hons) and the BSocSc (Hons) Boards of Examiners will also handle the
grades of courses offered for the associate degree programmes by the four business
departments and the two social sciences departments respectively. For the
programmes/courses offered by the Department of Chinese, Cultural Studies, English,
Philosophy and Translation, all examination matters will be dealt with by the
Department Board concerned. For courses offered by the Language Institute,
examination matters will be handled by the Staff Committees of its Centres.
# For the Board of Examiners of BBA (Hons) programme, there should be one
representative from the BA (Hons) programmes and one from the BSocSc (Hons)
programme. For the Board of Examiners of BSocSc (Hons) programme, there should
be one representative from the BA (Hons) programmes and one from the BBA
(Hons) programme.
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Taught Postgraduate Programmes
Chairman
: Programme Director or his/her delegated
representative

Members

: Academic Dean concerned
Head(s) of Department(s) offering the programme
All staff concerned with the setting and marking
of any part of the examinations
All External Examiners, if any
Additional members to be co-opted by the
Chairman of the Board, as appropriate

Secretary

: Each Board should appoint its own secretary

All staff concerned with the teaching of a course should make
themselves available in case they wish, or are required, to give evidence
in particular cases, and to submit written reports upon request.

5.1.3

Duties
(a) To maintain the academic standards of the programme at a level
appropriate to the type of award.
(b) To approve examination question papers after considering the
views and recommendations of External Examiners.

(c) To maintain general supervision of the system of continuous
assessment, where it applies.
(d) To maintain the proper conduct of examinations.
(e) To determine students* examination results, after considering
the views and recommendations of External Examiners, if any.

(f)

To assess the progress of students and to report its decisions,
including its recommendations for award classification, to the
Undergraduate Examinations Board (undergraduate programmes)
or the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee
(postgraduate programmes).

(g) To consider appeals referred to it by the Registrar.
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5.2

Programme Management Committee for Associate Degrees

5.2.1

The Programme Management Committee for Associate Degrees is
formed to oversee the associate degree programmes. Part of its
functions are to maintain the academic standards of the associate
degree programmes; and to assess the progress of students on
associate degree programmes and to report its decisions, including
recommendations for graduation, to the Undergraduate Examinations
Board. The courses of associate degrees should be subject to the
similar quality assurance processes for undergraduate degree course
assessment.

6.

Persons Involved in Examinations

6.1

Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit

The Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit is responsible for all
matters relating to examinations within the academic unit(s)
concerned.
6.2

Examiner
An Examiner is the member of academic staff who sets an examination
paper and prepares the solutions and marking scheme. If more than
one person is involved in the setting of one examination paper, the
examiner should be one of their number designated by the Programme
Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned.

6.3

External Examiner

An External Examiner is not on the staff of the University, but is
appointed by the Senate. The duties of External Examiners are defined
in the Regulations Governing the Appointment and Duties of External
Examiners.

6.4

Subject Teacher

At the commencement of a course the subject teacher must ensure
that all students understand the total assessment procedures for
the course. He/She should also keep appropriate records and ensure
that each student completes all assignments.
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6.5

Invigilator

An invigilator is a member of academic staff designated by the
Registrar to be responsible for supervising the conduct of an
examination. When there are 40 or more students taking an
examination in an examination room, a minimum of two invigilators
will be appointed to be on duty at any time in each examination
room. One of the invigilators will be designated as the Chief Invigilator.
6.6

Floating Invigilator
When there are less than 40 students taking an examination, a
floating invigilator, in addition to the Chief Invigilator, will be appointed
to be responsible for two or three rooms which are in close proximity.

6.7

Registrar

The Registrar is responsible to the Undergraduate Examinations Board/
Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee and the Senate for
the proper conduct of examinations, and keeps all records of student
examination results.
6.8

Students
Students are required to take all scheduled tests and examinations.
They should observe the regulations governing the conduct of
examinations.

7.

Dishonest Practice in Course Work

7.1

If a student attempts to gain an advantage in the assessment of his/
her work by collusion, falsification of data, plagiarism, or any other
form of dishonest practice, it will be regarded as a case of cheating.

7.2

Cheating in course work may take any one of the following forms:

(a) Collusion - where a student misrepresents a piece of unauthorised
group work as his/her own work.
(b) Falsification of Data - where the presentation of data in reports,
projects or research papers, which is purported to be based on
experimental or research work conducted by the student, has
actually been invented by the student, copied or obtained by
unfair means.
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(c) Plagiarism - the presentation of another person's work without
the written consent of the source, whether protected by copyright
or not, as the student's own work.

(d) Any other form of dishonest practice in course work.
7.3

Any staff member who has reason to believe that a student has cheated
should inform the Chairman of the Board of Examiners concerned and
provide him/her with all the relevant facts of the case.

7.4

The Board of Examiners will consider whether there is a case of
cheating.

7.5

A student considered to have cheated in course work should be given
a zero mark for that particular piece of work. The case may be brought
to the Student Disciplinary Committee if the Programme Director/Head
of Academic Unit concerned deems it necessary to do so.

8.

Method of Examination
The method of examination will be as defined in the course scheme.

9.

Supplementary Assessments

9.1

A student who is unable to attend or to complete any scheduled
examinations due to unavoidable circumstances, such as illness,
family bereavement, accident, etc., or has reasons which satisfy
the Board of Examiners and is able to produce documentary support
may be given supplementary assessment(s).

9.2

Due attention should be given as to whether the student's passing
the course(s) in question will materially affect that student's academic
standing or graduation. For instance, if an undergraduate student's
GPA is far below 1.0, there is no point in allowing him/her to take a
supplementary assessment, since the student will likely be required
to discontinue his/her studies.

9.3

(a) A supplementary assessment should be graded as an ordinary
assessment and there is no restriction on the grade to be given.
(b) Previous continuous assessment marks should stand and should
be used again in the calculation of the overall marks.
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9.4

All applications for supplementary assessments should be made to
the Registrar by the subject teacher on behalf of the students.

9.5

Applications should be made on prescribed forms obtainable from
the Registry.

10.

Release of Examination Results

10.1

Official examination results, after being confirmed by the Senate,
are to be disclosed only by the Registrar.

10.2

Students may be shown examination scripts in the presence of the
teacher concerned, but the scripts remain the property of the
University.

10.3

The Registrar will issue students* academic reports soon after the
relevant Undergraduate Examinations Board/Research and
Postgraduate Studies Committee meeting and/or the Senate meeting.

10.4

An academic report will indicate the grades of all courses in which
the student enrols, the number of credits obtained, the grade point
average, and the decision of the Senate as appropriate.

11.

Appeals

11.1

Discontinuation of Studies

11.1.1

A student who is required to discontinue his/her studies at the
University due to unsatisfactory academic performance or progression
may appeal in writing through the Registrar against the decision,
enclosing all the necessary supporting documents. An ad hoc
Discontinuation Appeals Panel will be formed on a need-basis to
consider the case, and to determine whether to uphold or to revoke
the Senate decision. The membership of the Panel is as follows:
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Convener :

Academic Dean (not the Academic Dean of the
student's Department)

Members :

One member of academic staff from the study
programme of the student
One member of academic staff outside the study
programme of the student
(The two members of academic staff will be nominated
by the Convener)
Registrar

Secretary :

A staff member of the Registry
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11.1.2

The decision of the Panel will be final. No fees will be charged to
students who lodge such appeals.

11.2

Recount and Reassessment

11.2.1

A student may appeal through the Registrar for a recount of his/her
examination marks. The Registrar will refer the appeal to the
Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned, who will
inform the subject teacher. The Programme Director/Head of
Academic Unit will return the result of the recount to the Registrar,
who will inform the student.

11.2.2

A student may appeal through the Registrar for a reassessment of
his/her examination script. The Registrar will refer the appeal to the
Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned. The
Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit will return the result of
the reassessment to the Registrar, who will inform the student.

11.2.3

An appeal for recount or reassessment requires a deposit, which will
be refunded only if the appeal results in upgrading.

11.3

Appeals must be made within two weeks of the disclosure of
examination results.

11.4

Results of appeals will be determined within 40 days from the day
when the application is lodged.

12.

Conduct of Examinations

12.1

Students must familiarise themselves with these regulations before
attending examinations.

12.2

Responsibility to Attend Examinations

12.2.1

Students are responsible for checking the dates, times and places
for their examinations from the examination timetables, and for
presenting themselves for examination at the designated place and
time.

12.2.2

Examination timetables are normally published by the Registrar two
weeks before the commencement of each examination period.
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12.2.3

Where all or part of an examination is by means other than a formally
invigilated written examination, the Programme Director/Head of
Academic Unit responsible for the course concerned should publish
details of the necessary arrangements. It is the students* responsibility
to acquaint themselves with such details.

12.3

Identification

12.3.1

Students must bring to each examination their Student Identity Cards
and place them on the top right hand corner of the desk for inspection
by invigilators during the examination.

12.3.2

A student will be liable to disciplinary action, which may include
expulsion from the University, if he/she impersonates another student
or allows himself/herself to be impersonated by another student at
an examination.

1 2.4

Seating Arrangement
Seating arrangement is posted at the entrance of the examination
room. Students must sit in the seats allocated, unless otherwise
directed by an invigilator.

1 2.5

Entry to Examination Room

12.5.1

Students should not enter the examination room until an invigilator
tells them to do so, normally 10 minutes before the commencement
of the examination.

12.5.2

Upon entering the examination room, a student is subject to the
authority of the invigilator(s) and must act according to the
instructions given.

12.5.3

Students should take up their seats according to the seating
arrangement and should not leave their seats without the permission
of an invigilator.

12.5.4

Students should place on their desks only the stationery and approved
equipment which are required for the examination. They should
leave their other personal belongings in places specified by the
invigilator(s).
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12.6

Use of Materials and Equipment

12.6.1

Students should provide themselves with the necessary writing and
drawing tools.

12.6.2

All questions at a written examination must be answered on answer
books, supplementary sheets and other materials provided by the
University for the purpose.

12.6.3

Students must not remove from the examination room any materials
provided by the University for use in examinations.

12.6.4

Students at any examination must not have in their possession or
make use of any paper, books, notes, dictionaries, instruments, aids
or other materials, unless expressly approved in the instructions of
the examination paper concerned.

12.6.5

Details of any such materials and aids which may be permitted in the
examination will be notified to students in advance by the examiners.

12.6.6

Where electronic calculators are permitted for use in an examination,
they should be hand-held, self-powered, silent in operation, and non
programmable unless expressly allowed. They should not in any
case possess any word-display or graphical functions. Students are
not allowed to use any external media associated with an electronic
calculator, such as instruction booklets, magnetic cards or memory
modules. Students should ensure that their calculators are in working
order and have a sufficient power supply.

12.6.7

All approved materials and aids are subject to inspection by the
invigilator(s).

1 2.7

Distribution of Question Papers and Answer Books

1 2.7.1

The invigilator(s) may distribute question papers and answer books
according to the seating arrangement before the commencement of
the examination.

12.7.2

Students should not turn the papers over and start working until the
invigilator/chief invigilator tells them to do so.

12.7.3

Invigilator(s) should give each student only one answer book, except
under special circumstances. Students should be provided with
supplementary answer sheets if one answer book is insufficient.
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12.8

Commencement of Examination

12.8.1

The invigilator/chief invigilator should write on the whiteboard for
the students' information the course code, course title, section number
(if any), and the starting and finishing times of the examination.

12.8.2

The invigilator/chief invigilator should tell the students to start at the
time specified in the examination timetable.

12.8.3

Fifteen minutes after the start of the examination, the invigilator(s)
should mark the attendance register to record those who are present.
The invigitator(s) should check the Student I.D. cards to ensure that
the photograph resembles the student and that the same name has
been written on the answer book.

1 2.8.4

A student who does not possess a Student I.D. card may be permitted
at the discretion of the invigilator/chief invigilator to sit for the
examination, provided that he/she can present his/her Hong Kong
Identity Card and his/her name is on the attendance register, but the
matter should be recorded in the Invigilator's Report.

1 2.8.5

The attendance register should be updated to include any latecomers.

1 2.9

Late Arrival

1 2.9.1

Students who arrive late may not normally be admitted to the
examination room after an examination has been in progress for more
than 30 minutes.

12.9.2

Under exceptional or extenuating circumstances, a student may be
admitted at the discretion of the invigilator/chief invigilator later than
30 minutes after the commencement of an examination, provided
that no student has left the examination room.

12.9.3

No extra time should be given to latecomers.

12.10

Leaving the Examination Room During an Examination

12.10.1

Except in cases of illness or for a valid cause, a student is not
permitted to leave the examination room during the first 30 minutes
after the commencement of an examination and during the final 1 5
minutes of an examination.
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12.10.2 A student who wishes to leave the examination room and who does
not wish to return must first seek the permission of an invigilator,
who will collect the student's script. A student whose script has
been collected is not permitted to continue with the examination.
When leaving the examination room, the student must take care not
to disturb other students.
12.10.3 Except for a valid cause, a student is not permitted to leave the
examination room temporarily; however, if a student who needs to
leave the examination room temporarily for any good reason but who
intends to return to complete the examination must first seek the
permission of an invigilator. An invigilator or a deputed person will
accompany the student at all times during his/her absence from the
examination room. The student should not be given compensatory
time for the period he/she is absent from the examination room.
12.1 0.4 A student who leaves the examination room without the permission
of an invigilator will not be re-admitted to the examination room and
his/her script will be immediately collected by the invigilator.

12.11

Conduct of Students

12.11.1 Students must comply with all instructions given by an invigilator.

12.11.2 Students must observe silence within the examination room except
when needing to communicate with an invigilator, and must not cause
any unnecessary distraction to other students (for example, by leaving
mobile phones and pagers on during examinations). An invigilator
may order a student to discontinue the examination and leave the
examination room if the student, having been warned, persists in
causing disturbance to other students.
12.11.3 Students must not smoke, eat or drink in the examination room.

1 2.11.4 Students must not start writing until given permission to do so by an
invigilator.
12.11.5 During an examination, a student must not communicate in any way
with another student, must not give or receive any information, material
or aid in any form to or from another student, nor make use of any
material or aid not approved for that examination.
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12.11.6 A student who performs any one of the following during an
examination is considered to be cheating:

(a) Possessing or using any unapproved material.
(b) Communicating with another student.

(c) Copying from another student or allowing another student to
copy.
(d) Obtaining an unseen written examination paper before the
examination.
(e) Impersonation of or by another person.

(f)

Using mobile phones or pagers.

(g) Any other form of dishonest practice.

12.11.7 Any student who is suspected of cheating will be so informed on the
spot by the invigilator, who will remove any unapproved materials
found. The student will be allowed to finish the examination but
should be warned that he/she may be disqualified from that examination
and that disciplinary action may be taken against him/her. Immediately
after the examination session, the invigilator/chief invigilator should
send to the Registrar a full report of the circumstances, together with
the answer book and any evidence of cheating which might have
been found. The Registrar will discuss the case with the Director of
Student Services and the Academic Unit concerned.

12.12

Reminder to Students

When there are only 1 5 minutes of examination time remaining, the
invigilator/chief invigilator should make an announcement to remind
students of the time left.
12.13

End of Examination

12.13.1

At the finishing time of an examination, the invigilator/chief invigilator
will make an announcement and instruct students to stop writing.

12.1
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3.2 Students must ensure that all loose pages are securely fastened to
the answer book and that their names and/or student numbers are
written on the answer book and all supplementary sheets.
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12.13.3 In case a student has not written his/her name on the answer book
after the invigilator/chief invigilator has instructed candidates to stop
writing, he/she should ask the permission of an invigilator to do so.

12.13.4 Students must remain seated in silence until the invigilator(s) have
collected all the answer books and asked them to leave.
12.13.5 It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that all work which is
to be considered by the examiner is handed in. No work which is
removed by the student from the examination room will be considered
by the examiner.

12.13.6 The invigilator/chief invigilator should complete an Invigilator's Report
on the Conduct of the Examination and return it to the Registrar
immediately after the examination session concerned.
12.14

Emergencies

12.14.1 All examination sessions will be postponed when Rainstorm Black
Warning is issued, or Typhoon Signal No. 8 or above is hoisted, or
Pre-No. 8 Typhoon Signal Warning is issued; or the above warning/
signal is still in force within two hours before the commencement of
an examination; or upon announcement by the University through
broadcasting. A re-schedule of the examination sessions affected
will be announced through notice from the Registry.

12.14.2 Examinations will be conducted as scheduled when the abovementioned warning/signal is lowered two hours before the
commencement of examinations.

12.14.3 In the event of a fire, typhoon signal number 8 or above being hoisted,
or other emergencies, students should remain calm, and follow
instructions given by the invigilators, the security guards, or officers
of the Government emergency services.
12.15

Complaints
Any complaint about the conduct of an examination should be made
in writing to the Registrar no later than five working days after the
examination concerned.

[Note:

The Regulations are applicable to taught programmes.]
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LIBRARY REGULATIONS
1.

Admission to the Library

1.1

All Lingnan University students and staff are eligible users. For
admission, students should obtain a Student Identity Card from the
Registry. Staff Identity Cards are issued by the Human Resources
Office.

1.2

Graduates of Lingnan University, staff spouses and children aged 1 5
and above are eligible to apply for readers' cards at the Library
circulation counter. Graduates may also apply for borrowers' cards
by paying an annual fee of HK$200 plus a deposit of HK$500
refundable upon termination of borrowing rights.

1.3

JULAC library card holders can register with the Library for borrowing
books. Second and third year students of Baptist University can
access the Library with reading privilege.

1.4

Staff of government departments, quasi-government bodies, and non
profit organisations can apply for readers' cards with the
recommendations from their department heads or senior executives.

1.5

The Librarian may approve other persons to use the Library for a
specified period or purpose.

2.

Conduct of Library Users

2.1

All Library users should abide by the Library regulations and follow any
other instructions from Library staff on the use of the Library.

2.2

The Librarian or deputy may temporarily exclude any person who has
infringed any of the Library regulations or who has interfered with
the comfort of other users and the work of the Library staff.

2.3

Umbrellas, food, drink or anything which in the opinion of the Library
staff may interfere with the proper use and management of the Library
are not permitted inside the Library.

2.4

Users must not wear rain-coats or any clothing likely to soil Library
property.
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2.5

Smoking is strictly prohibited in the Library. Any user found smoking
in the Library will be sent to appropriate University disciplinary bodies.

2.6

No games are allowed in the Library.

2.7

Library users are required to sit in the seats provided. Tables and
chairs should not be moved from their original positions.

2.8

Reservation of seats in the Library is not permitted. Items including
Library books left unattended on Library tables exceeding twenty
minutes may be removed by Library staff.

2.9

The Library is not responsible for the safe keeping of any belongings
left in the Library.

2.10

Silence must be maintained in the Library. Use of mobile phones or
pagers will lead to disciplinary action.

2.1 1

All Library materials must be kept clean and in good condition. Any
user found mutilating or defacing Library materials will be sent to
appropriate University disciplinary bodies.

2.1 2

When doing photocopies in the Library, the users must observe the
laws regarding copyright. Users are warned that they are fully responsible
for any legal consequences that may arise concerning copyright.

2.1 3

When necessary, the Library may make special arrangement concerning
the use of particular areas of the Library.

3.

Borrowing Regulations
Holders of readers' cards may use materials in the Library. Holders of
Lingnan University identity cards, graduate borrowers' cards and
JULAC library cards may borrow materials from the Library in
accordance with the following conditions.

3.1

Iden tification

University identity cards or Library cards must be presented when
borrowing books. They are not transferable. Loss of cards or change
of address must be reported to the appropriate University authorities
without delay.
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3.2

Loan Categories

Borrower Type
Staff
Postgraduate students (UGC-funded)
Undergraduate students (UGC-funded)
Full-time Associate Degree students
Lingnan University graduates
JULAC Library Card holders
External Borrower Card holders

Quota
65
65
20
20
10
10
10

books
books
books
books
books
books
books

Loan Period

60
60
14
14
30
60
30

days
days
days
days
days
days
days

Loan quota and period for programmes not listed above will
announced separately.

3.3

Borrowing Procedure

Library materials are electronically protected. No Library materials
may be removed from the Library without completing the proper
borrowing procedure at the circulation counter or AV counter. Any
violation will lead to disciplinary action.
3.4

Renewals

Both staff and students can renew or self-renew books on loan from
the Library twice, provided that no hold request has been made for
the same item by other users, or the item has not been overdue.
3.5

Recall

Books borrowed by staff may be recalled after they have been on
loan for 14 days and should be returned within 7 days after the recall
notice is sent out. Any items returned after that date will be treated
as overdue and liable to a fine.
3.6

Reserve Books
Books may be put on reserve with restricted loan periods as requested
by the academic staff.

3.7
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Fines
Borrowers are responsible for returning their loans on or before the due
date/time. An overdue fine will be charged at the following rates for all
categories of borrowers:

Library Regulations

Books
Reserve-2 Days
Reserve-3 Hours
AV materials (hourly type)
AV materials (daily type)
Bound Journals
Unbound Journals

3.8

$2.00
$5.00
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$5.00
$2.00
$ 1.00

per day
per day
per hour
per hour
per day
per day
per hour

Loss and Damage

Borrowers are requested to check books before they borrow. Missing
or torn pages should be reported immediately. Borrowers will be held
responsible for any loss, mutilation, damage or disfigurement of their
loans. The cost of replacement with an additional processing fee
(HK$ 1 00) plus any accumulated fine will be charged.

3.9

Departure from the University
Staff members and students are responsible for returning all loans
and settling any outstanding fines before departing upon cessation
of employment, withdrawal or graduation from the University.
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CODE OF STUDENT CONDUCT
In addition to the Rules and Regulations of the University, all students are
expected to observe the following code of conduct:
1.

Students should not eat or drink in lecture theatres, classrooms,
laboratories, examination venues and any other areas so designated by
the University.

2.

Smoking is strictly prohibited in all buildings on campus.

3.

Gambling or betting in any form is prohibited in the University.

4.

Use of mobile phones or pagers is not allowed in lecture theatres,
classrooms and laboratories.

Students are reminded that cases of non-observance of any of the above will be
referred to the Student Disciplinary Committee.
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FEES
All fees are prescribed by the Council and are subject to yearly review. The
University reserves the right to revise its fees from time to time. Fees paid are
not refundable unless otherwise stated.

Application Fees
A fee is charged for each application for admission

Research Postgraduate Degree Programmes
Undergraduate Degree Programmes
Associate Degree Programmes
Master of Arts in English Studies

Normal
Application
(HK$)
150
150
200
150

Late
Application
(HK$)
250
250
300
N/A

Tuition Fees
Tuition fees for the 2001-02 academic year are payable by two equal
instalments, normally before the start of the first and second semester.
HK$

Research Postgraduate Degree Programmes (Note)
Full-time Students
42,100
Part-time Students
28,067
Undergraduate Degree Programmes
Full-time Students
42,100
Non-Full-Time Students
see the following table
Associate Degree Programmes
Full-time Students
50,000
Master of Arts in English Studies
Part-time Students
25,000
Note: students who continue their studies beyond the normal study period
shall pay one-fourth of the full amount of the tuition fee for the
semester concerned.
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Non-full-time students of undergraduate studies (visiting students, auditing
students and students taking a part-time load) must pay tuition fees as
follows:

Number of Credits Enrolled

Tuition Fee

Per Semester

1-9
10-18

Per credit: 1/l0
the tuition fee paid by a full
time student
same as a full-time student

Non-full-time students must also pay all other relevant fees.

Refund of Tuition Fees
Tuition fees are usually not refundable after payment except:

(a)

For New Students (only applicable to the first semester of an academic
year)

Refund of 100% of tuition fee paid if the student is admitted to
another UGC-funded university under the JUPAS system because
of successful appeal in obtaining an upgrade of his/her HKALE
results.
(ii) Refund of 75% of tuition fee paid if the student completes
withdrawal procedures on or before the registration date.
(iii) Refund of 50% of tuition fee paid if the student completes
withdrawal procedures after the registration date but before the
start of the second week of the semester.

(i)

(b)

For Current Students
Partial refund of up to 50% of the tuition fees paid for that semester
only under exceptional circumstances with recommendation by the
Registrar and approval of the President. Such exceptional
circumstances will include:

Withdrawal of studies due to long-term illness resulting in inability
to continue studies (doctor’s recommendation will be required).
(ii) Withdrawal of studies due to change in family circumstances
causing financial hardship resulting in the student having to enter
the work force full-time to earn income. Documentary evidence
will be required.

(i)
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Normally the amount of the partial refund will be based on the time of
withdrawal, e.g. refund of 50% within six or seven weeks after the semester
starts and no refund in the second half of the semester.

Penalties
Students must pay their tuition fees on the specified due dates. There
will be a penalty for late payment.
A penalty of HK$450 will be charged if payment is not made by the due
date. If the tuition fee and the penalty are not paid within ten days from the
due date, the student is considered to be unofficially withdrawn and must
secure approval for re-admission from the Registrar. The student will then be
charged a re-admission fee of HK$80 together with the tuition fee due and the
penalty of HK$450. In some special cases payments may be delayed without
penalty upon prior recommendation from the Director of Student Services and
approval from the Comptroller.

Deposit
A deposit of HK$600 is payable by all students on first registration and is
refundable only when a student has completed at least one academic year and
withdraws officially from the University. A deduction will be made by the University
for outstanding debts not previously settled. An application for refund of the
deposit must be made within one year after a student leaves the University.
Otherwise, according to the practice of the University, the full amount of the
deposit or the balance left is forfeited and transferred to the University accounts.

For students who graduate, the deposit or the balance left is not refunded
but is transferred to pay part or all of the graduation fee.
Where there is an unpaid account due to the University after netting off the
deposit, students should fully settle the amount before graduation.

Graduation Fee
A graduation fee of HK$600 is payable upon approval for graduation. In
accordance with the practice of the University, the full amount or the balance
of the deposit paid on first registration is used to pay this graduation fee.
Where the balance is insufficient to pay the entire HK$600, a student must
pay the difference before the degree is awarded.
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Late Registration Fee
A fee of HK$ 1 10 is charged if a student fails to register by the deadline
specified by the Registrar.

Transcript Fee
The transcript fee is HK$50 for each copy. Students or graduates who
apply for admission to other institutions may request the University to send
their transcripts to the institutions concerned. The cost of postage is charged
to the students.

Transaction Fee for Change of Courses/Sections
A transaction fee of HK$25 is charged for each entry.

Examination Fee for MPhil and PhD Programmes
An examination fee of HK$ 1,650 should be paid when a candidate wishes
to present his/her thesis and be examined for the degree of MPhil.
An examination fee of HK$2,000 should be paid when a candidate wishes
to present his/her thesis and be examined for the degree of PhD.

Appeal for Recount of Examination Marks
An appeal for recount requires a deposit of HK$40, which is refunded
only if the recount results in upgrading.

Reassessment of Examination Script
An appeal for reassessment requires a deposit of HK$ 140 which is refunded
only if the reassessment results in upgrading.

Supplementary Assessment Fee
A supplementary assessment is given only when a student is unable to
attend or to complete a scheduled examination due to unavoidable
circumstances, such as illness, family bereavement, accident, etc., or has
reasons which satisfy the Board of Examiners and is able to produce
documentary support.

The candidate will be charged a supplementary assessment fee of HK$110
per course.
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Make-up of Official Withdrawal Fee
Students who leave the University without prior approval by the Registrar
are listed as unofficial withdrawals effective on the tenth day after the deadline
for payment of tuition fees due to the University. Transcripts, testimonials,
etc., will not be given to students who have unofficially withdrawn from the

University.
The following fees are charged for make-up of official withdrawal after
leaving the University:
Unofficially for less than one year.................... HK$ 90
Unofficially for more than one year................. HK$ 1 65

Student Identity Card Replacement Fee
All new students are issued free of charge a Student Identity Card by the
Registry. If a student loses the card, the loss should be reported immediately.
A replacement card is issued on payment of HK$50.

Certification of Fee Payment
An administrative fee of HK$25 is charged if a student requires the University
to provide evidence of fee payments, e.g. tuition fee, hostel fee, etc.

Fee for the Re-issue of the Tuition Fee Pay-in-slip
A fee of $30 is charged if a student loses his/her tuition fee pay-in-slip and
requests the re-issue of a new one.

Late Payment of Miscellaneous Fees
A fee of $30 is charged if a student does not pay his/her miscellaneous
fees on or before the specified deadline.
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, SCHOLARSHIPS AND
OTHER AWARDS
Registered full-time students who are in financial need may apply for
Government student financial assistance. Full-time UGC-funded local
students may also apply for University student financial assistance.
Scholarships will be awarded to students of outstanding academic
performance. There are also awards to student activities/projects. Enquiries
should be made to the Student Services Centre.

Full-time research postgraduate students of the University are eligible to
apply for postgraduate studentships (PGSs). For details on PGSs, please refer
to the section on Research Postgraduate Programmes.

Financial Assistance
1.

Government Student Financial Assistance
Full-time students who have the right of abode in Hong Kong or have
resided or have had their home in Hong Kong continuously for three
complete years prior to the commencement of their studies at the
University are eligible for the Government student financial assistance.
The assistance is offered through two schemes:

(1) Means-tested Scheme
Means-tested awards are offered to full-time UGC-funded local
students normally in the form of grants and/or loans. The grant is to
cover academic expenses, tuition fees and compulsory union fees;
the loan is to cover living expenses. Grants need not be repaid.
Loans are to be repaid at an interest rate of 2.5% per annum, which
will accrue from the date of repayment within a specified period after
graduation or upon leaving the University.
(2) Non-means Tested Loan Scheme
It offers loans up to the maximum amount of tuition fees payable to
students who fail to obtain assistance or who have not applied for
assistance under the means-tested scheme. It also allows students
who receive financial assistance under the means-tested scheme to
top up the amount of grant and loan to its maximum level, subject to
the non-means tested loan maximum (equivalent to the tuition fees
payable) not being exceeded. Students are expected to repay the
loans at a full-cost recovery interest rate within a specified period
after graduation or upon leaving the University.
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Students may apply for assistance from both schemes or either one.
Applications from current students are normally processed in April of the
preceding academic year and those from new students in September at
the beginning of the academic year. Application forms and details are
obtainable from the Student Services Centre.

2.

University Student Financial Assistance
This scheme is funded by private bursaries, interest-free loans and
emergency fund. In 2000-2001, the total amount was HK$ 1,444,506.
Applications should be made through the Student Services Centre.

BURSARIES:
(1)

Bank of China Group Charitable Foundation - Lingnan University
Bursaries

中銀集團慈善基金-嶺南大學助學金
Bank of China Group Charitable Foundation donates six bursaries of
HK$5,000 each to one student each in Accounting, Finance, Human
Resource Management, Risk and Insurance Management, Information
Systems and Marketing.
(2)

Hong Kong Wong Clan Association Bursaries

香港黃族宗親會助學金
Hong Kong Wong Clan Association donates a number of bursaries
from the interest income of an endowment fund of HK$ 100,000.
(3)

The Hongkong Bank Foundation Bursaries

匯豐銀行慈善基金助學金
Hongkong Bank Foundation donates a number of bursaries. An amount
of $ 11,681 from the fund was used as bursaries.
(4)

The Honour Bright Bursaries

忠輝保險顧問有限公司助學金
Honour Bright donates a bursary of HK$2000.

(5)

Hsin Chong - K.N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund Bursaries

新昌-葉庚年教育基金助學金
The Incorporated Trustees of Hsin Chong - K. N. Godfrey Yeh
Education Fund donates 18 bursaries of HK$6,300 each.
(6)

Kowloon Chamber of Commerce Bursaries

九龍總商會助學金
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Kowloon Chamber of Commerce donates four bursaries of HK$5,000
each to one student each in Chinese, Management, Marketing and
Accounting and Finance.
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(7)

Lai /u Kau Memorial Scholarships

黎耀球紀念獎學金
Lai lu Kau Memorial Scholarship Fund donates three scholarships
from the interest income of an endowment fund of HK$ 100,000.

(8)

Li Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund Scholarships

李寶樁慈善信託基金獎學金
Li Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund donates three undergraduate
scholarships of HK$22,000 each.
(9)

Lingnan Club Bursaries

嶺南會所助學金
Lingnan Club donates two bursaries of HK$2,000 each.

(10)

Lingnan University Alumni Association (HK) Bursary

嶺南大學香港同學會助學金
The Lingnan University Alumni Association donates a bursary of
HK$5,000.
(11)

Lions Club of Tuen Mun Bursaries for Needy Students

屯門獅子會淸貧學生助學金
The Lions Club of Tuen
HK$22,000.
(12)

Mun donates five bursaries totalling

Lorenzo Jewelry Mfg. (H.KJ Ltd. Bursaries

勞倫斯珠寶首飾有限公司助學金
Lorenzo Jewelry Mfg. (H.K.) Ltd. donates a number of bursaries
totalling HK$30,000.
(13)

Madam Au-Yeung Yu Bursary

歐陽如女士助學金
Madam Au-Yeung Yu donates a bursary of HK$2,000.

(T4)

Miss Leung Pui Han Scholarships

梁佩娜女士獎學金
Bermuda Trust (Hong Kong) Limited donates two scholarships totalling
HK$30,000 for students with good academic performance.
(15) Providence Foundation Bursaries

悟宿基金會助學金
Providence Foundation establishes a bursary fund to support students.
In 2000-01, a bursary of HK$6,000 was awarded.
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(16)

Rev. Samuel & Mrs. Dorothy Choo Scholarship

朱錦池牧師伉儷獎學金
A bursary was awarded from the endowment fund established by
Rev. Samuel & Mrs. Dorothy Choo.

(17)

Rotary Club of Hong Kong Island East Bursary

香港東區扶輪社助學金
The Rotary Club of Hong Kong Island East donates a bursary of
HK$5,000 to a student who is in financial hardship and who
participates in extra-curricular activities.

(18)

University Lodge Golden Jubilee Bursary

香港大學(共濟)分會金禧紀念助學金
The University Lodge of Hong Kong, No. 3666 E.C. donates a bursary
of HK$ 10,000 for a student with financial need and satisfactory
academic performance.

(19)

Wong Hoo Chuen Charitable Foundation Bursaries

黃浩川慈善基金助學金
Wong Ho Chuen Charitable Foundation donates ten bursaries of
HK$10,000 each to students who have financial difficulty in paying
tuition fees and another fifty bursaries totalling HK$300,000 for
hostel residents.
(20)

Zonta Club of Victoria Bursary

維多利亞崇德社助學金
The Zonta Club of Victoria donates a bursary of HK$5,000 to a
disabled student.

INTEREST-FREE LOANS:
(V

American Women’s Association (H.K.) Student Loan Fund

美國婦女會學生貸款
The American Women's Association establishes a loan scheme to
provide loans to female students in the second or final year of studies.
(2)

Hong Kong Rotary Club Studentsr Loan Fund

香港扶輪會學生貸款
Hong Kong Rotary Club donates a number of loans totalling
HK$4,400.
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(3)

Lingnan University Tin Ka Ping Student Loan Scheme

嶺南大學田家炳助學貸款計劃
Lingnan University has established the Tin Ka Ping Student Loan
Scheme with a donation of HK$600,000 from K. P. Tin Foundation.
The scheme grants five 3-year loans for commencing undergraduate
students and twelve continuing loans to be renewed to the awardees
of the 2000-01 academic year.

(4)

Sing Tao Foundation Students' Loan Fund

星島基金貸款助學金
Sing Tao Foundation donates a number of loans totalling HK$88,000.
(5)

Winsor Education Foundation Student Loan

南聯教育基金助學饤款
Winsor Education Foundation donates a number of loans totalling
HK$420,000.

EMERGENCY FUND:

⑴

The Croucher Foundation Fund for Students with Emergency Needs

裘槎基金會大學生緊急援助基金
Croucher Foundation awards a number of emergency bursaries for
students facing sudden financial difficulties.

(2)

Kiangsu and Chekiang Residents (H. KJ Association Emergency Loan

蘇浙旅港同鄕會貸款助學金
Kiangsu and Chekiang Residents (H.K.) Association awards a number
of emergency loans for students who are in sudden financial hardship.
(3)

Providence Foundation Emergency Relief Bursaries

悟宿基金會緊急援助助學金
Providence Foundation awards emergency relief bursaries for those
students whose families have become unfortunate victims due to
unforeseeable circumstances.
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Scholarships
As many as 1 60 scholarships and prizes totalling HK$ 1,726,390 were
donated by various memorial funds, organisations, professional bodies and
individuals in the academic year 2000-2001. Normally scholarships are awarded
to students on the strength of academic merit and the recommendations of
departments.

1.

Scholarships Administered by the University
(1)

AIA Foundation Scholarships

友邦慈善基金獎學金
The AIA Foundation donates two scholarships to second year students
in any departments and one scholarship to a second year student in
Risk and Insurance Management. The value of each scholarship is
HK$ 1 5,000. Financial background and involvement in community

services will be taken into consideration.

(2}

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (H.K.) Scholarship

英國特許公認會計師公會香港分會獎學金
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants donates a
scholarship of HK$4,000 to a student in Accounting and Finance.

(3)

Bank of China Group Charitable Foundation - Lingnan University
Scholarships

中銀集團慈善基金-嶺南大學獎學金
Bank of China Group Charitable Foundation donates seven scholarships
of HK$ 10,000 each to one student each in Business Administration,
Accounting, Finance, Human Resource Management, Risk and
Insurance Management, Information Systems and Marketing.

(4)

Chinese Christian Universities Alumni Association HK Scholarships

全國基督教大學同學會獎學金
The Chinese Christian Universities Alumni Association donates a
number of scholarships from a scholarship fund of HK$ 10,000.
(5)

Chinese General Chamber of Commerce Scholarships

香港中華總商會獎學金
The CGCC (Foundation) Limited donates five scholarships of
HK$30,000 each.
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(6)

C/MA Prize

英國特許管理會計師公會優異獎
The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants donates a prize
of HK$2,000 to a student who has achieved the best academic
performance in ''Managerial Accounting".

(7)

CPA Australia (Hong Kong Branch) Prize

澳洲會計師公會(香港分會)獎學金
CPA Australia donates a prize of HK$4,000 to an Accounting student.
(8)

Department of Chinese Scholarship

中文學系獎學金
The Department of Chinese of the University donates a scholarship
of HK$3,000 to a student in Chinese. Good service record,
distinguished contribution to the Chinese Department, good
interpersonal relationships and outstanding performance in Chinese
subjects will be taken into consideration.

(9)

Dr. J. K. Lee Memorial Scholarships

利榮康博士紀念獎學金
To commemorate the late Dr. J. K. Lee, Chairman of the former College
Council from 1983 to 1990, the Lingnan Education Organisation awards
three gold medals to three students, one from each of the Arts
Programmes, Business Programme and Social Sciences Programme
respectively. They should have achieved a cumulative GPA that fall
within the top 5% in their programme in the last academic year.
(10) Eagle Star Scholarships

鷹星獎學金
Eagle Star Insurance Group donates two scholarships of HK$6,000
each to students in Risk and Insurance Management.
(11) Epson Foundation Scholarship

愛普生基金獎學金
Epson Foundation donates a scholarship award of HK$ 15,000 to a
student in Information Systems, plus a visit to a facility of the Epson
Hong Kong Group arranged by them.
(12) Hang Seng Bank Hong Kong Scholarships

恆生銀行香港獎學金"

Hang Seng Bank donates five scholarships of HK$1 8,000 each to
one year-2 student each in Chinese, Translation and Business
Programmes respectively as well as two year-2 students in Social
Sciences Programme.
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(13) Hong Kong Computer Society Scholarship

香港電腦學會獎學金
Hong Kong Computer Society donates a scholarship of HK$3,000 to a
student in Information Systems.

(14) Hong Kong Federation of Insurers Scholarships

香港保險業聯會獎學金
Hong Kong Federation of Insurers donates three 2-year scholarships
of HK$20,000 each per year for second year students in Risk and
Insurance Management, and three continuing scholarships of
HK$20,000 each to be renewed to the year-2 awardees of the 20002001 academic year. Renewal of scholarships in the third year of
study is subject to satisfactory academic performance.
(15) Hong Kong Institute of Company Secretaries Subject Prizes

香港公司秘書公會科目獎
Hong Kong Institute of Company Secretaries donates three prizes of
HK$ 1,200 each, one prize each for the student who obtains the
highest score in ''Legal Aspect of Business”，''Corporate Finance”
and ''Organisational Behaviour" respectively.
(16) Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management Scholarship

香港人力資源管理學會獎學金
Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management donates a
scholarship of HK$6,000 to a final year student in Human Resource
Management. Half of the scholarship shall be in the form of cash,
the remaining half shall be in the form of a token exclusively for the
Institute's facilities and services.
(17) Hong Kong Institute of Marketing Annual Scholarships

香港市務學會獎學金
Hong Kong Institute of Marketing donates two scholarships of
HK$5,000 each, one scholarship each for the student in Marketing
with best academic performance in ''Marketing Research" and
''Consumer Behaviour" respectively.

(18) The Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarships

香港賽馬會獎學金
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The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust donates four 3-year
scholarships for commencing undergraduate students and six
continuing scholarships to be renewed to the year-1 and year-2
awardees of the 2000-2001 academic year. A scholarship of
approximately HK$290,000 for each awardee will cover full tuition,
accommodation and living expenses during the course of study.
Renewal of the scholarship in the second year and third year of
study is subject to satisfactory academic performance.
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(19) Hong Kong Society of Accountants Scholarship

香港會計師公會獎學金
Hong Kong Society of Accountants donates a scholarship of
HK$ 10,000 to an Accounting student.
(20) Hong Kong Translation Society Scholarship

香港翻譯學會獎學金
Hong Kong Translation Society donates a scholarship of HK$5,000
to a final year student in Translation.

(21) Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Association Scholarships

香港崇正總會獎學金
Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Association donates a scholarship fund of
HK$ 100,000. Three scholarships of HK$8,000 each are awarded to
one student each in the Arts Programmes, Business Programme and
Social Sciences Programme respectively. The rest of the fund shall
be awarded to 20 hostel residents with each award at HK$3,800.
Financial need, academic achievement and conduct, contribution to
university life and participation in extra-curricular activities will be
taken into consideration. Priority will be given to students with
Hakka origin.
(22) Hong Kong Wong Clan Association Scholarships

香港黃族宗親會獎學金
Hong Kong Wong Clan Association awards a number of scholarships
from the interest income of an endowment fund of HK$ 100,000.
(23) The Hongkong Bank Foundation Scholarships

匯豐銀行慈善基金獎學金
The Hongkong Bank Foundation donates a number of scholarships.
An amount of HK$10,800 from the fund was used as scholarships.

(24) irasia.com Scholarships

亞洲投資專訊獎學金
irasia.com Limited donates two scholarships of HK$3,000 each to
one year-2 student each in Accounting and Finance respectively.

(25) IT Management Club Scholarship

電腦管理硏究社獎學金
Information Technology Management Club donates a scholarship of
HK$6,500 to a third-year student in Information Systems.
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(26) Kowloon Chamber of Commerce Scholarships

九龍總商會獎學金
Kowloon Chamber of Commerce donates four scholarships of
HK$5,000 each to one student each in Chinese, Management,
Marketing, and Accounting and Finance respectively.
(27) Lee Hysan Foundation Scholarships

利希慎基金獎學金
Lee Hysan Foundation awards a number of scholarships from the
interest income of an endowment fund of HK$ 1,000,000.

(28) Lingnan Club Scholarships

嶺南會所獎學金
The Lingnan Club donates a number of scholarships from a scholarship
fund of HK$6,000.
(29) Lingnan University Alumni Association (H.K.) Scholarships

嶺南大學香港同學會獎學金
Lingnan University Alumni Association donates a number of
scholarships from a scholarship fund of HK$24,000 and a student
leadership grant of HK$5z000 to the President of the Students' Union.

(30) Lingnan University 1947 Class Alumni Golden Jubilee Scholarships
嶺南大學1 947超社離校五十週年金禧紀念獎學金
Lingnan University 1 947 Class awards a number of scholarships
from the interest income of an endowment fund of HK $100,000.

(31) Memorial Scholarship of Lingnan University of Canton

紀念廣州嶺南大學獎學金
In memory of their alma mater, Lingnan University's Class of 1941
has since 1998-99 donated a sum of HK$50,000 annually to the
University to establish a scholarship. The scholarship will be granted
to a student with outstanding academic records and excellent
character, who needs financial assistance during his/her study.

(32) The Most Distinguished Student of the University A ward

大學最傑出學生獎
The Lingnan Education Organisation awards a scholarship of
HK$ 10,000 to the Most Distinguished Student of the University.
(33) Mr. Ho Kar Chor Scholarships

何家助先生獎學金
Mr. Ho Kar Chor donates three scholarships of HK$7,000 each to
students in Social Sciences Programme.
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(34) Mrs. Jeanne d'Arc Chen Memorial Scholarships

陳珍德女士紀念獎學金
Mrs. Jeanne d'Arc Chen Memorial Scholarship Fund awards three
students, one from each year of studies with the best academic
performance in General Education courses from the interest income
of an endowment fund of HK$ 140,291.
(35) Peking Opera Promotion Scholarships

振興京劇獎學金
Mr. Lee Woo Sing donates six scholarships of HK$1,000 each to
students in Chinese who achieve good academic performance in
Practical Chinese I & II and who participate in traditional opera activities.

(36) Providence Foundation Scholarships

悟宿基金會獎學金
Providence Foundations donates a number of scholarships to
undergraduate students. In 2000-2001, an amount of HK$ 1 10,000
was made available to eight students.

(37) Sales and Marketing Executives Club Scholarship

市場推銷硏究社獎學金
Sales and Marketing Executives Club donates a scholarship of
HK$8,000 to a third year student in Marketing.

(38) Taipei Trade Centre Scholarships

台北貿易中心獎學金
Chung Hwa Travel Service donates two scholarships of HK$20,000
each for students of Chinese origin.
(39) Taxation Institute of Hong Kong Scholarship

香港稅務學會獎學金
The Taxation Institute of Hong Kong donates a scholarship of
HK$4,500 to the student in Accounting and Finance who obtains
the highest score in "Taxation".

(40) Wu Chiang Wai Fong Scholarships

伍蔣惠芳獎學金
Wu Chiang Wai Fong Scholarship Fund awards a number of
scholarships from the interest income of an endowment fund of
HK$1,000,000.
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2.

Schloarships Administered by Outside Organisations
Students from the University are eligible to compete with students from
other tertiary institutions for scholarships administered by outside
organisations.

(1) HKAU\ZV Spring Chen Undergraduate Scholarship
大學婦女香港協會Spring Chen紀念本科生獎學金
(2) HKAUMV Cheng Suen Man Shook Undergraduate Scholarship

大學婦女香港協會鄭孫文淑本科生獎學金’

(3} HKAUW Beryl \ZVright Memorial Scholarships
大學婦女香港協會Beryl Wright紀念本科生獎學金
(4) Personnel Management Club Scholarship

人事管理硏究社獎學金
(5) Sir Edward Youde Memorial Fellowships

尤德爵士紀念硏究生獎學金
(6) Sir Edward Youde Memorial Scholarships

尤德爵士紀念獎學金

Other Awards
For Special Achievement:
(1) Dr. and Mrs. James Tak Wu A wards for Outstanding Service

伍沾德伉儷傑出服務獎
Three awards have been established to recognise and reward one
member of academic staff, one member of administrative/general grade
staff and one student of the University who have demonstrated
distinguished services to the University and to the wider community.
A cash award of HK$ 10,000 and a trophy will be given to each staff
awardee, and a cash award of HK$5,000 and a trophy will be given
to the student awardee.
(2) Outstanding Athlete A wards

傑出運動員獎
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In 1998, Mr. Kwan Chi-sun donated a sum of HK$ 100,000 to the
University to establish a fund for the Outstanding Athlete Awards.
Annual interest generated from the Fund is used to award a male and
a female athletes who are with good performance in competitions or
notable contribution to University teams.
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For Student Activities in General:
In 2000-2001, the following three funds of a total amount of HK$266,
080 were available for applications from all full-time students so as to
support and promote various student projects and extra-curricular activities:

(3) The Hongkong Bank Foundation

匯豐銀行慈善基金
Donated by the Hongkong Bank Foundation, the award is available to
support exhibitions/workshops organised by student societies in
respective field of their studies, competitions which will encourage
student development, voluntary service to the community,
familiarisation programmes/visits to local organisations which will
enhance students' understanding of Hong Kong, and student
performance of music and dance. The amount for 2000-2001 was
HK$6,080.

(4) Lingnan Student Activities Fund

嶺南大學學生活動基金
The University has provided HK$250,000 per year for subsidising
student activities for 2000-2001.

(5) Mr. Wong Pak Hang Student Life Enhancement Fund

黃伯鏗先生學生活動基金
An amount of HK$ 10,000, donated by Mr. Wong Pak Hang in 199697 was reserved to support various student activities of the University.

For Designated Student Activities:
(6) Providence Foundation Outward Bound Leadership Training Awards

悟宿基金外展領袖訓練獎
A total number of 36 awards of HK$3,340 each were donated by the
Providence Foundation Ltd. to students to support their participation
in a 7-day leadership training course provided by the Outward Bound
School in the academic year 2000-2001.
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INTEGRATED LEARNING PROGRAMME
As a new initiative, the Integrated Learning Programme (ILP) is an intrinsic
part of study-skills training, which, together with student development
programmes, aims to equip students with the necessary study-skills for university
success and personality enrichment as a whole person. There are six areas of
skills and student development in the ILP: intellectual/academic, social, emotional,
career, physical and cultural/aesthetic. The ILP commences with the University
Orientation Programme (UOP), and students are required to attend a total of
105 hours for the three years of study (45 hours for the first year, and 30 hours
respectively for second and third years). Students of undergraduate degree
programmes must complete the programme in order to graduate.

STUDENT INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
The University has launched the Student International Exchange Programme
(SIEP) as an important step toward achieving one of its educational goals to
help her graduates ''have an international outlook and exposure and to be able
to analyse problems from a cross-cultural perspective”.

At present, the University has entered into agreement with twelve
institutions in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States for the
exchange programme. An undergraduate student who has been selected to join
the SIEP as an exchange student will study for one semester in one of the
overseas institutions, and students from the overseas institutions will come to
Lingnan for a semester or an academic year. While students will meet the
challenge of pursuing studies in an entirely different environment, they also
serve as ''Lingnan ambassadors" introducing Lingnan and Hong Kong to their
counterparts in the overseas intstitutions.
All undergraduate students who will be at the second/third year of study in
the 2001-02 academic year may apply for the SIEP. Courses taken abroad
may be qualified for credit transfer subject to approval of the University. Students
joining the SIEP are expected to finance their study abroad, however, financial
assistance may be available to students who prove to have such needs and on
a case-by-case basis. More information about the SIEP can be found at www.
In.edu.hk/oip/siep/exchange_index.html.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The University encourages students to take an active role in extra-curricular
activities which contribute to personal growth and development outside the
classroom.

1.

Cultural Programmes
The Cultural Programmes provide a rich array of activities in arts and
culture. Renowned local and overseas literary and artistic figures join hands
with the University to initiate students into better appreciation of different
art forms and artistic expressions in music, dance, drama, photography,
film and poetry. Other events such as readings, debates, public speeches
and conferences aim to raise their cultural awareness and community
concern.

Students work with teachers and honoured guests to explore their own
talents and potential in cultural and artistic productions. With the Cultural
Programmes, the University hopes to free the minds of students from the
confines of specialisation and open up their creative energies and adaptive
potential in a new chapter on whole person education.

2.

University Orientation Programme
At the beginning of an academic year, all new undergraduate students are
required to attend an on-campus orientation programme organised by the
University. With a view to helping students adjust to university life and
equiping students with necessary skills to be effective learners, the
programme includes a rich array of activities including official welcome by
senior management of the University; high table talks; workshops on social
and academic adjustments and university studies; inductions by Library,
Information Technology Services Centre, Language Institute, Teaching and
Learning Centre and Students' Union; as well as cultural, sports and religious
activities. The ultimate goal of the programme is to raise new students'
awareness of the importance of a balanced development in the intellectual,
social, emotional, physical, spiritual, aesthetic and career domains during
their course of study in the University.
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3.

Annual Sports Day
In order to promote students' physical and mental fitness, and to help
them to identify and develop their best potential, an annual Sports Day is
organised by the Students' Union. The Sports Day will also cultivate
students' sense of belonging towards the University and enrich their
University life. All undergraduate students' are required to attend the
Sports Day at least once during their three years of study. Sports Day
attendance will be shown on the record of non-academic activities in
students' transcripts: 'S' for satisfactory and 'LT for unsatisfactory.
The Student Services Centre is responsible for supporting the Students'
Union in the organisation of the Sports Day and administering attendance
requirements.

4.

The Students' Union
The Lingnan University Students' Union, registered with the Societies
Registration Office, is the only organisation which represents the entire
full-time student population of the University. The Students' Union considers
all full-time students as its members and requires them to pay an annual
subscription of HK$ 1 33 per academic year, with an entry fee of HK$97
payable by new members.

The Union aims to represent the students of the University in a spirit of unity
and autonomy; to promote and safeguard the general welfare and the cultural,
intellectual and ethical interests of its members; to cultivate a sense of
responsibility and social consciousness amongst the members; and to
provide a recognised channel of communication with University authorities
in order to foster and promote mutual understanding and co-operation for
the common good.

According to its Constitution, the highest authority of the Union is vested
in the General Meeting and the General Polling. The Representative Council
has the power to supervise Union affairs, to formulate policy, to set and
implement regulations, and to exercise control over finances. Day-to-day
affairs are administered by the Executive Council elected by the students in
the Annual Election.
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The Union organises a wide variety of activities, including sports, communal,
recreational, academic and cultural functions. The Lingnan Folk Press Bureau
publishes student magazines and newsletters. ''Lingnan Folk” and ''Campus
Glow" are the official publications of the Students' Union. In addition, the
Union provides photocopying service and sells stationery at reasonable
prices.

5.

Student Societies
Affiliated to the Students' Union are many student clubs and societies.
Some of them are related to particular academic departments while others
are related to religions, sports or hobbies.
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ACADEMIC UNITS
Office of General Education
Director of General Education:
EOYANG Eugene Chen (歐陽楨)，AB (Harvard); AM (Columbia); PhD
(Indiana); FRSA

ARTS PROGRAMMES

Department of Chinese
(Head: Prof LAU Shiu-ming, Joseph 劉紹銘)

Chair Professor of Translation:
LAU Shiu-ming, Joseph (劉紹銘)，BA (National Taiwan); PhD (Indiana)
Chair Professor of History:
STARR Joseph Barton (史百川)，AB (Samford); MA, PhD (Florida State)

Professors:
LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鉤)，MA, PhD (UC San Diego)
MA Yau-woon (馬幼垣)，巳A (HKU); PhD (Yale)

Associate Professors:
KWONG Yim-tze, Charles (鄺龔子)，BA, MPhil (HKU); MPhil (Oxon);
MA, PhD (Yale)

LEE Hung-kai (李雄溪),BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
XU Zidong (許子東)，MA (East China Normal); MA (UCLA); PhD (HKU)
Assistant Professors:
CHAN Tak-kam (陳德錦)，Dip (HKBU); Dip (New Asia Inst, of Adv,
Chin. Stud.); MPhil (HKU)

HSU Tzu-pin (許子濱)，BA, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (HKU)
LAU Yin-ping, Grace (劉燕萍),BA, MPhil, CertEd, PhD (HKU)

SI-TOU Sau-ieng (司徒秀英)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
WONG Pok (王璞)，MA (East China Normal)
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Lecturer:
CHAN Wai-ying (陳惠英)，BA, MPhil (HKU)

Department of Cultural Studies
(Head: Dr CHAN Ching-kiu, Stephen 陳清僑)
Chair Professor of Cultural Studies:
MORRIS Meaghan Elizabeth, BA (Sydney); MLett (Paris); PhD (UTech.,
Sydney)

Associate Professors:
CHAN Ching-kiu, Stephen (陳清僑)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (UC San
Diego)

REISENLEITNER Markus, MA, PhD (Vienna)
Assistant Professors:
CHAN Shun-hing (陳順馨)，MDev't Studies (Hague); MA, PhD (Peking)

HUI Po-keung (言午寶弓虽)，巳Sc, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (SUNY Binghamton)
LAU Kin-chi (劉健芝BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
LAW Wing-sang (羅永生)，BSocSc, MPhil (CUHK)
LEUNG Yuk-ming, Lisa ｛梁旭明)，巳SocSc (HKBU); DPhil (Sussex)

LI Siu-leung (李小良｝, BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Massachusetts Amherst)

Department of English
(Head: Prof ASKER David B. D.)

Chair Professor of English:
EOYANG Eugene Chen (歐陽楨)，AB (Harvard); AM (Columbia); PhD
(Indiana); FRSA
Professor:
ASKER David B. D., BA (York, UK); MSc (Aston); MA, PhD (British
Columbia)
Associate Professors:
BERRY Roger Stephen, BA (UC North Wales); MA (Leeds); PhD (Adam
Mickiewicz)
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DING Ersu (丁爾蘇)，BA (Jiangsu Teachers* Coll.); MA (Suzhou); PhD
(Minnesota)

GOATLY Andrew Peter, BA (Jesus Coll., Oxford); MA (Inst, of Ed.,
London); PhD (Univ. Coll., London)
SHARP Alastair Ian, CertEd, BEd (Nottingham); CertTEFL (St. Mary's,
London); MEd (Birmingham); MA (Wales); PhD (Reading)
YEUNG Ngor-to, Lorrita (楊諾道)，BA, MA (HKU); MA (Hawaii); PhD
(Macquarie)

Assistant Professors:
FU Baoning (傅綱寧)，巳A, MA (Shandong); PhD (Simon Fraser)

HO Woon-yee, Judy (何黃婉儀)，BA, CertEd (HKU); MA (Sydney); NAATI
(III) (Aust.); PhD (New England)
INGHAM Michael Anthony,巳A, MA (Oxon); PGCE (London); RSA
DipTEFL (Cambridge); PhD (HKU)
PANG Tim-tim, Terence (彭添添)，BA, MPhil, CertEd (HKU); PgDipTESL,
MA (CPHK)

Visiting Tutors:
BENNETT, Lindsay Rachelle, BA (Carleton Coll.)
CURL, Antoinette Lee Ann, BA (Trinity)

FRIDAY, Meghan, BA (West Virginia)

HUANG, Wanda, BA (York, Canada)
MATHYS, Ted Johnston, BA (Carleton Coll.)

WISTE, Leah,巳A (Carleton Coll.)

Department of Philosophy
(Head: Prof OLSEN Stein Haugom)
Chair Professor of Humanities:
OLSEN Stein Haugom, BLitt (Oxon); Dr Philos (Bergen)
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Associate Professors:
SESARDIC Neven, BA, PhD (Zagreb, Croatia)
WONG Wai-ying (黃慧英),BA, MPhil, PhD (CUHK); MA (York, UK)
Assistant Professors:
LAU Chi-pang (劉智鵬)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Washington)

LO Kit-hung (盧傑雄)，巳A, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
RICE James Andrew, BA (Wisconsin); BA, MA, LLM (Cantab.)

TAM Ka-hung, Thomas (譚家雄)，BA (HKU); BA, MAZ PhD (Paris)

ZHENG Yu-jian (鄭宇健＞,BSc (Jiaotong, Shanghai); MA (Renmin,
Beijing); PhD (Bowling Green)
Visiting Lingnan Foundation Teaching Scholar in History:
WANG Dong (王棟)，巳A, MA (Shandong); PhD (Chinese Academy of
Soc. Sc.); PhD (Kansas)

Department of Translation
(Head: Prof WONG Kwok-pun, Laurence 黃國彬)
Professor:
WONG Kwok-pun, Laurence (黃國彬｝, BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Toronto)
Associate Professors:
CHAN Tak-hung, Leo (陳德鴻)，BA (HKU); MA, PhD (Indiana)

CHANG Nam-fung (張南峰)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Warwick)
KWONG Yim-tze, Charles ＜鄺龔子)，BA, MPhil (HKU); MPhil (Oxon);
MA, PhD (Yale)
SUN Yi-feng (孫藝風)，BA (Nanjing); MLitt (Cantab.); PhD (Leiden);
FRSA

Assistant Professors:
CHIU Chu-lee (趙茱莉＞,BA, DipEd (CUHK); PgDip, MA (CPHK); PhD
(CityU)
CHONG Yau-yuk (莊柔玉)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
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LI Dong-hui (李東輝)，BA (Peking); MA (Toledo); MA, PhD (WisconsinMadison)
MAO Sihui (毛思慧)，巳A, MA (Guangzhou Inst, of Foreign Languages);
MA (Lancaster); PhD (HKU)
WONG Yin-kwan (黃燕避BA (South China Normal); MA (CUHK)
Assistant Teaching Fellows:
丫AU Wai-ping (邱偉平),BA, MPhil (HKU)
YEUNG Wai-yee, Jessica (楊慧儀)，BA, MPhil (HKU)

Language Institute
Director:
ASKER David B. D., BA (York, UK); MSc (Aston); MA, PhD (British
Columbia)

Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre
(Head: Dr SUN Yi-feng 孫藝風)

Senior Language Instructors:
CHEN Hua-ling (陳化玲)，BA (Soochow); PgDip (Harvard); MA (HKBU)

WU Wai-yiu (胡維堯)，巳A (Capital Normal, Beijing); MA (Beijing Normal)

Language Instructors:
CHANG Ching-mei, Irene (張靜梅)，BA (National Taiwan Normal); MA
(PolyU); DipEd (CUHK)
HAN Dezhi (韓德志｝, BA (Peking); MA (HKBU)
TIN Siu-lam (田小琳)，BLinguistics (Peking); MLinguistics (Shandong)

WANG Qian (王倩)，BA (Capital Normal, Beijing); MA (Beijing Normal)

English Language Education and Assessment Centre
(Head: Mr ROSKAMS Timothy James)
Senior Language Instructors:
PANG Lai-king, Rebecca (彭麗琼)，BA (Lancaster); MA (York, UK)
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ROSKAMS Timothy James, BE, MEngSc, MA (Queensland); MBA
(Central Queensland)

Language Instructors:
AU Yuen-pui (區遠培｝, BEd (Nottingham); MA (Birmingham)

LAI Sui-yee, Rachel (黎少儀),HonDip (Lingnan); BA, MA (Macquarie)
LAW Lai-yi, Lilian (羅麗儀),BEd, MA (London)

Assistant Language Instructor:
YIN Marshall Warren (燕華源)，巳A (Kansas); MA (PolyU); PgCertTESOL
(Sheffield Hallam); CertTESOL (Trinity, London)

BUSINESS PROGRAMMES
Business Programmes Office
BBA (Hons) Programme Director:
LU Ming-te (盧明德)，BSc (Cheng Kung); MSc, PhD (Minnesota)
Associate BBA (Hons) Programme Director:
WONG Shiu-ho, Alfred (黃兆濠)，HighDip (HKPoly); MBA (East Asia);
PhD (Sheffield Hallam); MCIPS; MHKIPS; MESOE

Executive Officer II:
LEE Po-chun (李寶珍)，Dip (Shue Yan); MBA (HKBU)
EMBA Programme Coordinator:
CHUNG Wing-yee (鍾詠儀)，BCom (Auckland); MCom (Sydney)

Department of Accounting and Finance
(Head: Prof CHAN Koon-hung 陳冠雄)
Chair Professor of Accounting:
CHAN Koon-hung (陳冠雄)，BCom (CUHK); MAccSc (Illinois); PhD
(Penn. State); CMA (USA); CPA (USA); FHKSA

Associate Professors:
CHEN Shimin (陳世敏)，BA, MA (Shanghai Univ. of Fin. and Econ.);
PhD (Georgia)
CHEUNG Wai-wah, Daniel(張偉華)，BA (Eastern Washington); MSc,
PhD (Southern Illinois)
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CHOW LIN Min-ying, Lynne (仇林明英＞,BA (National Taiwan); MBA
(CUHK); PhD (PolyU)
LEE Minwoo, BA, MBA (Yonsei); PhD (Pittsburgh) {on leave)
POON Pui-han, Winnie (潘佩嫺)，Dip (HKBC); MBA, DBA (Mississippi
State); MHKSI

SHUM Chun-yau, Clement (岑振猷)，LLB, PCLL (HKU); LLM (Queen
Mary, London); LLM (HKU); Barrister-at-Law of the High Court of
the HKSAR

Assistant Professors:
CHENG To-yee (鄭道宜)，BA (Sheffield); MBA (Brunel); DBA (Western
Sydney); FTMA; MIMA; MHKSI
KWOK Yee-ling, Helen (享『漪玲)，Cert (Northcote);巳Ed (British
Columbia); MBA (City); PhD (HKU); CGA

LAI Wan-lung (黎雲龍)，BSc, PhD (Arizona State); MHKSI

LI Kam-tong, Daniel (李錦棠}, Dip (HKPoly); Dip, PgDip (Shenzhen);
MBA (East Asia); FTMA; MIMA; MIAM; MHKSI
LIN Zhen-pin, Kenny (林振聘)，巳A (Jiangxi Fin. & Econ. Univ.); MSc
(Strathclyde); PhD (Glasgow Caledonian)

SIMMONS Richard Stanley, BA (Exeter); MSc, DIC (London); FCA;
FHKSA; ATIHK
Lecturers:
CHEUNG Wai-kong (張偉光)，Dip (Shue Yan); MBA (Stirling); MSc
(London); MHKSI
YAM Sau-kuen, Jocelyn (任秀娟)，巳A (PolyU); MAcc (CUHK); AHKSA;
ACCA
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Department of Information Systems
(Head: Dr Wong Bo-kai, Frank 黃保佳)
Chair Professor of Information Systems:
LU Ming-te (盧明德)，BSc (Cheng Kung); MSc, PhD (Minnesota)

Associate Professors:
SUN Daning (孫大寧｝, BSc (Fudan); MEng (Jiaotong, Shanghai); PhD
(British Columbia)

WONG 巳o-kai, Frank (黃保佳＞,BA (SUNY Buffalo); MBA, DBA
(Mississippi State)
Assistant Professors:
KWAN LAU Siu-yung, Irene (關劉小容)，BSc (City, London); MSc (HKU);
PhD (Brunel); MHKCS; MBCS; MIEEE

LEUNG Cheong-kei, Albert ｛梁暢基)，BSc (Northeastern, PRC); MSc
(Queen's, Belfast); PhD (UMIST)
LOO Wai-sing, Alfred (盧偉聲),BSc, PgDip (CUHK); MSc (Poly U,
New York); CertEd (PolyU); PhD (Sunderland); MBCS; MIEEE; CEng;
C.Math. MIMA
WONG Man-leung (黃文亮)，BSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK); MIEEE; MACM

YEUNG Wing-lok ｛楊永樂)，HighDip (HKPoly); PgCert (Northumbria);
MSc (Salford); PhD (CNAA); MBCS
Senior Teaching Fellows:
CHUNG Chi-wai (鍾志威)，BSc (Sunderland); MSc (Dundee); C.Math.
MIMA

FUNG Suet-chirig (馮雪貞),BSc, MSc (Middle Tenn. State)
Assistant Teaching Fellow:
LAM Wing-lun, Alan (林穎綸),BEng, MSc (Southampton)
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Department of Management
(Head: Prof TJOSVOLD Dean William)
Chair Professors of Management:
NYAW Mee-kau (饒美蛟｝, BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Vanderbilt); MBA
(British Columbia); PhD (Simon Fraser)

TJOSVOLD Dean William, BA (Princeton); MA, PhD (Minnesota)
Associate Professors:
POUNDER James Stuart, BSc (London); MBA, PhD (Henley/Brunel);
MCIPS; MBIM; MHKIPS; MHKMA

SNELL Robin Stanley, BA (Sheffield); MA, PhD (Lancaster)
WONG Mei-ling, May (王美玲)，巳A (HKU); MA (Hitotsubashi); PhD
(City, London); MIHRM

YU Zi-you ｛俞自由)，MSc, PhD (Purdue)

Assistant Professors:
HAU Tak-ming, Arthur (侯德明)，BBA (Simon Fraser); MSocSc (HKU);
PhD (Johns Hopkins)
LIU Chun-kit (廖俊傑＞,BSc, MPhil (Sheffield Hallam); DipEd (CUHK);
MIS; FSS; AFIMA

WONG Shiu-ho, Alfred (黃兆濠｝, HighDip (HKPoly); MBA (East Asia);
PhD (Sheffield Hallam); MCIPS; MHKIPS; MESOE

WONG Yui-tim (王銳添)，BBA (CUHK); MSc (London); DipCL (East
Asia); PhD (CUHK); MIHRM; MITD

WONG Yuk-Ian, Winnie (王玉蘭)，BBA (Hawaii); MPhil, PhD (Sheffield
Hallam); ASQ; MESOE
Lecturer:
CHAU Siu-man, Sandy (鄭小敏)，BA, MA (Alberta)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
TANG Mo-lin, Moureen (滕慕蓮)，Dip (Lingnan); MBA (WisconsinMadison)
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Teaching Fellow:
WAN Man-kei, Paulina (溫文姬)，PgDip (Poly of C. London); MBA
(Birmingham)

Department of Marketing and International Business
(Head: Dr CHOW Kong-wing, Clement 鄒港永｝
Chair Professor of Marketing:
CHAN Tsang-sing (陳增聲)，BBA, MBA (Wisconsin); DBA (Indiana);
FIMgt

Associate Professors:
CHOW Kong-wing, Clement (鄰港永)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Queen's);
PhD (Western Ontario)

CUI Geng (崔耕)，BA (Peking); MPS (Cornell); PhD (Connecticut); AMA;
AMS; ACR
LUI Hon-kwong (呂漢光)，BSc (Econ) (London); MSocSc, PhD (HKU);
DipM (Chartered Inst, of Marketing)

Assistant Professors:
POON Shing-chung, Patrick (潘盛聰)，METM, PhD (Queensland)
WU Wei-ping (吳衛平)，BA (Beijing Inst, of Foreign Trade); MA (Univ.
of Int'l Bus. & Econ., Beijing); PhD (Ulster); MlEx

Lecturers:
CHAN Shiu-fai, Peter 什東兆輝),Dip (HKBU); PgDip (Chartered Inst, of
Marketing); MBA (Central England)
WHITLA Paul A, BA (Manchester Metropolitan); MBA (Manchester)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
LEUNG Lai-cheung, Leo (梁禮昌)，BA (HKU); MBA (CUHK); MHKIM
Teaching Fellow:
TANG Sau-mei, Florence (鄧秀薇)，BA (Westminster); M Sc
(Strathclyde); MCIM
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SOCIAL SCIENCES PROGRAMMES
BSocSc (Hons) Programme Office
BSocSc (Hons) Programme Director:

LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文)，BA, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)

Department of Economics
(Head: Prof HO Lok-sang 何爍生)

Chair Professors of Economics:
CHEN Kwan-yiu, Edward (陳坤耀)，BA, MSocSc (HKU); DPhil (Oxon);
CBE; JP
KUEH Yak-yeow (郭益耀)，Dip (New Asia); MPhil, PhD (Marburg)

Professor:
HO Lok-sang (何爍生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto)

Associate Professors:
CHEUNG Kui-yin (張鉅賢)，LLB (National Chengchi); MA (Minnesota);
PhD (Washington)

FAN Cheng-ze, Simon (范承澤)，BSc, MSc (Xiamen); MA, PhD (Brown)
IMAI Hiroyuki (今井裕之)，BA (Keio); MA (Michigan); PhD (Johns
Hopkins) (on leave、

LIN Ping (林平)，BSc (Shandong); MA (Chinese Academy of Soc. Sc.);
PhD (Minnesota)
MA Yue (馬躍)，BSc (Xiamen); PhD (Manchester)

VOON Jan-piaw (溫演鑣)，BAgrSc, PhD (La Trobe)
WEI Xiangdong (魏向東)，BSc (Zhongshan); MSocSc, PhD (Birmingham)
Assistant Professor:
RAN Jimmy (冉齊鳴)，BA (Xinjiang); MA (SUNY Buffalo); PhD (W. Virginia)

Senior Teaching Fellow:
LEI Kai-cheong (李繼祥)，BA (National Taiwan); MA, PhD (Pennsylvania)
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Department of Politics and Sociology
(Head: Prof PHILLIPS David Rosser)
Chair Professor of Social Policy:
PHILLIPS David Rosser, BScEcon, PhD (Wales)

Professors:
BRIDGES Brian John Edward, BA, PhD (Wales)
CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明＞,BA (East London); MSc
(Edinburgh); CertPsy (Lond.); PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MBASW;
MRPN; MHKAG; RSW (HK); JP

Associate Professors:
BAEHR Peter,巳SocSc, PhD (Leicester); CertEd (Manchester)

HARRIS Paul, BA, MA (New Hampshire); PhD (Brandeis)
LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文＞,BA, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)

LEUNG Kit-fun, Beatrice (梁潔芬)，BA, MA (HKU); PhD (LSE, London);
Cert (HKPoly); DipEd (HKU)
LI Pang-kwong (李彭廣)，BA (National Chengchi); MA (York, UK); PhD
(LSE, London)
SIU Oi-ling (蕭愛鈴＞,BEd (Strathclyde); AdvDipEd, MPhil (HKU); PhD
(Liverpool)

WONG Yiu-chung (王耀宗)，BA, MPhil (CUHK); MA (SUNY Binghamton);
PhD (Queensland)
Assistant Professors:
CHAN Che-po (陳皙博)，BA (National Taiwan); MA (Iowa); PhD (UC
Santa Barbara)

CHAN Hau-nung, Annie (陳效能)，BSocSc, MPhil (HKU); MPhil, DPhil
(Oxon)

KWOK Hong-kin (郭康健)，BSocSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)

LAW Wing-kin, Kenneth ＜羅榮健＞,BSocSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
REN Yue (任越)，BA (Shandong); MLaw (Beijing); MA, MPhil, PhD
(Columbia)

Administrative and Service Units

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SERVICE UNITS
Office of the President
President:
CHEN Kwan-yiu, Edward (陳坤耀｝, BA, MSocSc (HKU); DPhil (Oxon);
CBE; JP
Vice-President:
NYAW Mee-kau (饒美蛟)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Vanderbilt); MBA (British
Columbia); PhD (Simon Fraser)

Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean (Business Studies):
CHAN Tsang-sing (陳增聲),BBA, MBA (Wisconsin); DBA (Indiana); FIMgt

Associate Vice-President and Academic Dean (Humanities & Social
Sciences):
STARR Joseph Barton (史百川)，AB (Samford); MA, PhD (Florida State)

Director of Administration:
LI Kam-kee (李錦祺)，BA (CUHK)
Assistant to the President:
SUEN Wing-nga, Rachelle (孫詠雅)，BSocSc (Keele); MA (Leicester); PDIT
(HKMA)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
CHOY Man-yi, Mariana (蔡曼儀)，BA (HKBU)

Human Resources Office
Director of Human Resources:
CHAN Lai-ying, Rita (陳麗英)，BA, MBA (CUHK); CertEd (HKU); DipMIB,
DipTM (CUHK)
Senior Human Resources Officer:
LEUNG Yu-chiu, Raymond (梁汝照BA, MA, CertPM (HKU); PgDipMS
(CPHK); MBA (Strathclyde)

Human Resources Officers:
LI Chin-lam, Joshua (李展霖)，BA, PgDipEd (CUHK)

SHEK Oi-bing, Lolita (石愛冰＞,BSocSc (CUHK)
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Assistant Human Resources Officers II:
CHOW Ka-yee, Karen (周嘉儀BA (Toronto); PgCert (HKU)
LEE Ka-yin, Clare (李嘉妍)，巳A (Toronto); MBA (Public Service)
(Birmingham)
Executive Assistant:
CHAN Yin-chun, Maggie (陳燕真),BEcon (HKU)

Office of the Comptroller
Comptroller:
SINGH Herdip (夏廸星)，Dip (Lingnan); MBA (East Asia); FCEA

Assistant Comptroller (Financial Accounting and Payroll):
LAM Sum-yuen (林森源)，FCCA; AHKSA; CGA

Assistant Comptroller (Management Accounting & Systems):
LAM Sze-hung, William (林斯鴻)，HighDip (HKPoly); GradDip (Nepean,
NSW); MSc (Leicester); FCCA; FCPA; ACIS; ACS; AHKSA; ASA; FTIHK
Accounting Officer (Budgeting and Systems):
KWAN Sin-mi, Emily (關倩媚)，FCCA; AHKSA
Accounting Officer (Management Accounting):
LO Chuen-ho, Iris (羅轉好),FCCA; AHKSA; ACMA
Business Officer:
LIU Yuen-man, Angela (廖苑曼)，PD (HKPoly); MA (Kent); PgDip, MA
(CityU); Cert (Ryerson); MHKIPS
Assistant Internal Control Officer I:
TSIM Wing-yee, Winnie (詹詠儀)，BComm (Manitoba); FMS; EurolE

Assistant Accounting Officer II (Financial Accounting):
TANG Sau-fong (鄧秀芳)，BComm (Ballarat); CPA (Aust.)
Assistant Accounting Officer II (Management Accounting):
CHEUNG Siu-wah, Portia (張小華)，BSc (TSU); MA (CityU); AICPA (USA);
AHKSA

Assistant Building Development Officer II:
HO Chun-man, Stephen (何俊文)，Dip (HKU)
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Assistant Business Officers II:
LAM Sze-shun, Linna (林思淳)，BSocSc (HKU); MAcc (Charles Sturt)
WONG Chi-hong, Arion (王志康),HonDip (Lingnan); MBA (Leicester); DipM
(Chartered Inst, of Marketing)

Assistant Campus Management Officer II:
CHAN Yiu-hong, Eddy (陳耀航)，BA (CPHK)
Executive Assistants:
NG Yuen-kwan (吳婉君)，BBA (CUHK)

WAT Lai-sha, Lisa (屈麗莎),BA(AS), MArch (HKU)
Senior Technician:
FAN Sui-man, Raymond (范穗民),HighCert (HKPoly); BEng (PolyU)

Public Affairs Office
Director of Public Affairs:
CHENG Yee-wah (鄭綺華)，BA (CUHK); MEd, PhD (Alberta)
Public Affairs Officer:
TSANG Hor-yan, Angelica (曾可欣)，BA (Toronto)

Assistant Public Affairs Officer II:
CHAN Yat-ling, Elaine (陳逸寧)，BSocSc (CUHK)

Registry
Registrar:
MUI Lok-wood (梅樂活)，Dip (Lingnan); MSc (Tenn. Tech.); MBA (Mid.
Tenn. State)
Assistant Registrar:
TSANG Tai Mo-oi, Monica (曾戴慕愛)，BA (HKU)

Administrative Officers:
CHIU Hing-tong (趙慶棠)，BSocSc (CUHK)
LEE Chung Miu-chun, Miranda (李鍾妙珍)，BA (HKU); MA (CityU)

NG Yin-ling, Debbie (吳燕玲)，BA (CUHK); PgDip (CityU); ACIS
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Assistant Administrative Officers:
LO Po-ling (勞寶玲)，BSocSc (CUHK)
SIU Wai-ching, Angela (蕭偉貞)，HighDip (Lingnan); HighDip (CPHK); BA
(Ulster); MSc (Bath)
TSEUNG Ka-wai (蔣嘉慧)，BSocSc (CUHK)

YUEN Man-ying (袁雯英＞,BSocSc (CUHK); PgDip (Manchester
Metropolitan)

Office of Research and Staff Development
Research Administration Officer:
NG Kwai-wah (吳桂華)，HonDip (Lingnan); BSc (London)

Assistant Administrative Officer (Research & Staff Development):
LEE Fung-yee, Jennifer (李鳳儀)，BBA (Lingnan)

Information Technology Services Centre
Acting Director:
LU Ming-te (盧明德)，BSc (Cheng Kung); MSc, PhD (Minnesota)

Administrative Services Manager:
NG Kit-yee, Klare (吳潔儀)，BSc (King's, London); Dip, MSc (Univ. Coll.,
London)
Technical Services Manager:
HO Wing, Rosiah (何榮)，Eng. Council Pt. II (UK); PD (HKPoly); BSc, MSc
(Vic. Univ. of Tech.); MSc (PolyU); MHKIE; MBCS; MIEE; MACS; MIE
(Aust.); CEng; CPEng; RPEng

User Services Manager:
CHAN Eva (陳綺文)，BA (Mills Coll.); MBA (City)

Computer Officers:
CHEUNG Wai-man (張惠民)，BSc, MPhil (HKU); MSc (CUHK)
TANG Hing-lung, James (SP慶育蠢)，BSc (McMaster)

TO Kong-fung, Francis (杜江峰＞,BSc (Ulster); PgDip (CityU); MBA (HKU)

燃
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Assistant Computer Officers:
CHAN Tze-wai, Queenie (陳正蕙)，BSc (Ulster); BSc (London); Dip (HKU)
CHENG Nga-yee ｛鄭雅怡＞,SrDip (HKBC); BSc (HKBU)

CHUNG Yiu-cheong, Nathan (鍾耀昌)，BIT (Queensland Univ. of Tech.)
GILL Gurdit Singh, BEng (QMW, London); Dip, MSc (Univ. Coll., London);
MCSE
HO Wai-yin, Desmond (何偉賢),BSc (Redlands)

LAM Chi-ming, Patrick (林志明),HighCert (HKPoly); BCompSc (Vic. Univ.
of Tech.)
RONG Meagan (荼美彊)，BA (Chinese Univ. of Political Science & Law);
MSc (Maryland)

SUEN Tak-tsung, Daniel (孫德聰)，BMath (Waterloo); MSc (CUHK)
WONG Chun-kit, Kenneth (黃俊傑)，BSc (HKU); MSc (PolyU)

WONG Wai-chung, Tommy (黃偉耳磨J, SrDip (HKBC); BSc (HKBU); MSc
(CUHK)

YIP Chi-hong, Angus (葉志康)，BSc, MSc (CityU); CNE; MCSE; CCNA

Library
Librarian:
HU Li-huan, Lily (胡冼麗環)，巳Ed (National Taiwan Normal); AALIA
Associate Librarian:
YEUNG Kai-yin, Tommy (楊繼賢)，BA (CUHK); MA, MLS (Indiana)
Senior Assistant Librarians:
CHAN Shue-leung, Francis (陳樹樑)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA, MLIS, PhD
(UC Berkeley)

TAM Man-lik, Owen (譚文力)，BBus (RMIT); MBA (Southern Cross); AALIA
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Administrative and Service Units

Assistant Librarians I:
KAN Chi-yin, Ivy (簡志妍)，BA (Fu Jen); MSc (Sheffield)
NG Yuk-chun, Eugenie (吳玉珍)，巳Ed (East Anglia); MA (Leeds); MLIS
(UWO)

Assistant Librarians II:
LAM Wai-ip, Joseph (林偉業)，BA (Tamkang); MSocSc (Queen's, Belfast)
LO Pak-cheung, Patrick (盧百祥)，BFA (Mount Allison); MLIS (McGill)

MAK Yee-man, Venia (麥綺雯)，BSocSc (CUHK); GradDip, MAppSc (CSU);
AALIA

Student Services Centre
Dean of Students:
SHUM Chun-yau, Clement (岑振猷)，LLB, PCLL (HKU); LLM (Queen Mary,
London); LLM (HKU); Barrister-at-Law of the High Court of the HKSAR
Director of Student Services:
LAU Kwok-fai (劉國輝)，MBA (Hawaii); MCIM; MHKIM; MIMgt

Associate Director of Student Services:
YOUNG Oi-chun, Yolanda (楊靄珍),BA, MA (Azusa Paci.); PhD (Bristol);
Ed. Specialist (Wisconsin); AFHKPCA; CMHKPCA; MACA
Student Counsellors:
KWAN Oi-lin, Irene (關愛蓮),BA, MEd (Alberta); AFHKPCA; Registered
Psychologist; HKPS [on leave)
YIP Loch-ling, Cathryn (葉朗羚)，BA (Manitoba); PgDip (CUHK); MSocSc
(HKU)

Student Services Officer:
MAK Mee-chu, Mabel (麥美珠)，Cert (Northcote); ACTE (Grantham); BA
(Hull); MMgt (Macquarie)
Assistant Physical Education Officer I:
TSUI Yuen-ching, Carmen (徐婉靜)，BEd, MEd (NTNU)

Assistant Student Services Officer I:
YOUNG Wai-chi, Miranda (楊偉慈)，BBA (HKBU); MBA (East Asia); Dip
(CUHK)
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Administrative and Service Units

Assistant Physical Education Officer II:
LAU Kwok-on (劉國安)，BEd (NTNU); MEd (Manchester)
Assistant Student Development Officers II:
CHOW Tze-ying, Sara (周思影)，BA (Toronto)
SUEN King-leung, Albert (孫景良)，HonDip (Lingnan); MSc (Bristol); MA
(Cheltenham & Gloucester)

Assistant Student Services Officers II:
LO Kwok-kuen, Tommy (羅國權)，Dip (HKBC); MSW (HKU); RSW
YAM Chiu-ling, Elaine (任肖玲)，BA (CityU); MPhil (CUHK)

丫AU Lai-kuen, Carman (游麗娟)，BA, Cert (HKU)
Executive Assistant:
NG Ching-ying, Anita (吳青爭螢)，BSocSc, MPhil (Lingnan)

Teaching and Learning Centre
Director:
TAM Siu-ling, Maureen (譚小玲)，BA, CertEd, AdvDipEd, MEd (HKU); EdD
(Durham)

Assistant Educational Development Officer:
HO Wai-man, Grace (何慧敏)，BA (Minnesota); GradCertEdTech (Southern
Queensland); MA (HKBU)

Office of International Programmes
Director of International Programmes:
STARR Joseph Barton (史百J[|>, AB (Samford); MA, PhD (Florida State)
International Programmes Officer:
KWOK LEE Lai-yan, Sandy (郭李麗茵)，BBus (South Australia); AMInstAM
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Research Institutes, Centres and Programmes

RESEARCH INSTITUTES, CENTRES AND PROGRAMMES
Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies
Director:
NYAW Mee-kau (饒美蛟＞,BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Vanderbilt); MBA (British
Columbia); PhD (Simon Fraser)
Associate Director:
CUI Geng (崔耕)，BA (Peking); MPS (Cornell); PhD (Connecticut); AMA;
AMS; ACR

Assistant Administrative Officer (Research):
CHAN Po-ying, Vanessa (陳寶瑩)，BA (HKBU); MSc (HKU)
Senior Research Assistant:
YEUNG Wai-man, Raymond (楊偉文)，Dip (Shue 丫an); MSocSc
(Birmingham)

Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences
Chair:
KUEH Yak-yeow (郭益耀),Dip (New Asia); MPhil, PhD (Marburg)

Research Assistants:
Jl Yanxun, David ｛糸己言迅)，BSc, MSc (Southampton)
LI Yin-mei, Samantha (李燕美)，BA (HKPoly)

Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies
Director:
CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明)，BA (East London); MSc (Edinburgh);
CertPsy (Lond.); PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MBASW; MRPN; MHKAG;
RSW (HK); JP
Associate Director:
PHILLIPS David Rosser, BScEcon, PhD (Wales)
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Research Institutes, Centres and Programmes

Honorary Research Fellows:
ANDREWS Gavin John, BA (Wales); PhD (Nottingham)

CHENG Sheung-tak, Thomas (奠。相德)，BSocSc (CUHK); PhD (SUNY
Buffalo)
LEUNG Kwok-fai (梁國輝)，ProfDip (PolyU); Dip, MPhil (CUHK)

LEUNG Man-fuk, Edward (梁萬市畐MBBS, MPA (HKU); MRCP (UK); Cert
(CUHK); FHKAM (Internal Medicine); FRCP (Edin); FHKCP

Honorary Research Associates:
KWOK Hong-kin (郭康健)，BSocSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
LEE Keng-mun, William (李糸至文)，BA, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)

SIU Oi-ling (蕭愛鈴),巳Ed (Strathclyde); AdvDipEd, MPhil (HKU); PhD
(Liverpool)
Assistant Research Officer:
LUK Kit-ling (陸潔玲＞,Dip (HKBU); MSc (London); MA (Warwick); CQSW

Centre for Asian Pacific Studies
Director:
KUEH Yak-yeow (郭益耀)，Dip (New Asia); MPhil, PhD (Marburg)

Honorary Research Fellow:
LIU William Thomas (劉融)，BA (St Thomas); MA (Notre Dame); PhD
(Florida State)
Assistant Research Officer:
NG Chi-wing, Raymond (吳志榮)，Dip (Shue Yan); MSocSc (Birmingham);
PhD (Lancaster)
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Research Institutes, Centres and Programmes

Centre for Humanities Research
Director:
LIU Ching-chih (劉靖之)，BA (London); MPhil, PhD (HKU); FIL; FRSA (until
December 2001)
LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鈞)，MA, PhD (UC San Diego) (effective January
2002)

Honorary Research Fellow:
TIN Siu-lam (田小琳)，BLinguistics (Peking); MLinguistics (Shandong)

Centre for Public Policy Studies
Director:
HO Lok-sang (何爍生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto)

Honorary Research Fellow:
CHE Wai-kin (車偉堅),BA, MA (Mississippi); PhD (North Texas)
Research Assistant:
WONG Wai-chung (王偉聰)，BSocSc, MPhil (Lingnan)

Research Programme on Ethnicity and Overseas Chinese
Economies
Director:
CHANG Chak-yan (鄭赤琰)，巳A (Nanyang); MA (Western Ontario); PhD
(SUNY Binghamton)

Research and Survey Programme
Director:
LI Pang-kwong (李彭廣)，BA (National Chengchi); MA (York, UK); PhD
(LSE, London)
Research Executive:
KWONG Ka-shi (廣隱仕｝, BSocSc (Lingnan); MSW (HKU)
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Ancillary Academic Units

ANCILLARY ACADEMIC UNITS
Lingnan Institute of Further Education (LIFE)
Acting Director:
TAM Shu-wing (譚樹榮)，BSocSc (CUHK); MBA (Bath)

Executive Officers II:
CHEUNG Kit-yi (張潔儀),BA, MBA (CityU); PgDip (PolyU)

LEE Sheung-fat (李相發)，HonDip, BSocSc (Lingnan); PgDip (Leicester)

LEUNG Kar-pui, Alice (梁嘉珮)，BA (Winnipeg)
Executive Assistants:
TSANG Yuet-fan (曾月芬),BBA (Lingnan)

YEUNG Wai-kong (楊偉剛),BBA (Lingnan)

Office of Associate Degree Programmes
Programme Coordinator:
LI Sin-yung, Veronica (李倩容)，BA (HKBU); MA (Westminster); MIHRM
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STUDENT ENROLMENT
(As at 30 December 2000)
Programmes / Streams

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Chinese
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Chinese - Literary Studies Stream
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Chinese - Professional Writing Stream
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Cultural Studies
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Cultural Studies - Cultural and Intellectual History
Stream
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Cultural Studies - Literary Studies Stream
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Cultural Studies - Social and Political Studies
Stream
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Contemporary English Studies
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Translation
Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons)
BBA (Hons) - Accounting Stream
巳巳A (Hons) - Finance Stream
BBA (Hons) - Human Resource Management Stream*
BBA (Hons) - International Business Stream
BBA (Hons) - Information Systems Stream
BBA (Hons) - Marketing Stream
BBA (Hons) - Risk & Insurance Management Stream
Bachelor of Social Sciences (Hons)
BSocSc (Hons) - China and Asian Pacific Affairs Stream
BSocSc (Hons) - Contemporary Social Issues and Policy Stream
BSocSc (Hons) - International Political and Economic Affairs Stream
BSocSc (Hons) - Public Policy & Resource Allocation Stream
Undergraduate Total

Year 2
F

M

Yearl
F

27
6
-

51
29
-

78
35
-

-

-

-

2
-

6
2

8
2

-

7
16
118
31
71
-

34
62
125
29
101
-

41
78
243
60
172
-

-

-

12
21
3
37
20
12
25
45
15
26
21
10
13

25
60
6
51
15
18
19
41
14
34
46
8
17

37
81
9
88
35
30
44
86
29
60
67
18
30

276

431

707

284

443

727

T

M

Total
F

REGULAR FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
18
61
79
12
42
30
9
22
31
2
2
4
18
22
1
1

45
12
9
6
5

112
30
22
31
18

157
42
31
37
23

-

-

2
-

6
2

8
2

6
15
37
22
8
11
26
34
11
20
20
8
19

19
58
68
20
29
10
20
58
18
20
50
6
27

25
73
105
42
37
21
46
92
29
40
70
14
46

25
52
121
105
42
20
11
51
79
26
71
46
41
18
32

78
180
131
148
35
47
10
39
99
32
101
54
96
14
44

103
232
252
253
77
67
21
90
178
58
172
100
137
32
76

259

455

714

819

1329

2148

-

1

1
2
5
2

2
2
4
1

3
4
9
3

-

1
1
-

2
2
-

1
1

2
1
2
1

■
-

-

■
-

2
1
-

2
1
1

2
-

POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

M

T

Master of Philosophy in Business
Master of Philosophy in Chinese
Master of Philos叩hy in Cultural Studies
Master of Philosophy in Social Sciences
Master of Philosophy in Translation

1
2
1

1
2
3
-

1
3
5
1

1
1
3
-

1
1
1

Master of Philosophy in Business
Master of Philosophy in Cultural Studies
Master of Philosophy in Social Sciences
Master of Philosophy in Translation

-

1
-

1
-

1
1
-

1

Doctor of Philosophy in Business
Doctor of Philosophy in Cultural Studies
Doctor of Philosophy in Social Sciences
Doctor of Philosophy in Translation

1

2
1
-

2
1
1

■

■

POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS
FULL-TIME
2
1
4
1
1
PART-TIME
1
1**
1
1
1
FULL-TIME
-

PART-TIME
-

Doctor of Philos叩hy in Cultural Studies
Doctor of Philosophy in Social Sciences
Postgraduate Total
UNIVERSITY TOTAL

''Human Resources ManagemenVWor Year 3 students.
The student was in his fourth year of study.

Year 3
F

T

M

-

1

1
6

2
12

2
1
18

■

-

7

4

282

443

725

291

447

-

-

-

11

3

0

738

262

455

T

3

1
16

16

2
1
32

717

835

1345
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